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THE WALDEN LANDSCAPE Di THE EARLY FOURTEENTH CENTURY
Life is the art of drawing sufficient
conclusions from insufficient data.
Samuel Butler.
(i) The Black Death: the arrest of early-medieval expansion.
A relatively low density of population and a dispersed habitat
did not significantly reduce the disruptive effect of the plague on
economic life in the Weald. The marginal settlements and manors,
nearest to large population centres in the surrounding regions, were
especially attacked. At Lagban and Warden in Godstone the population
was almost wiped out; in 1349 no one ground at the water-mill, 200 acres
of sheep pasture in Warden and 200 acres of arable in Leghtus could not
be farmed, both courts had no revenue from lack of suitors and the rent
of free tenants in Laghan had fallen to 4/— from 30/— in the previous
1
year. In 1349 all save tea of the tenants of Paddington manor in
2
Abinger were dead and the capital messuage of Tandridge, not far away,

3
was broken down in 1351.(By contrast, Dorking manor had as many servile
tenants shortly after 1349 as before and the number of rent—paying free
4
tenants had increased. ) Further east, the Black Death caused a severe,
if temporary, disruption at Westerham. .

1. PRO. C 135/104/20. Lagbamwas in the south of the pariah on the Weald.
Clay, Warden in the north on the Lower Chalk. Warden settlement site
(deserted apparently since 1349) lien near Warden Castle (ex. inf. ICJ
Glasscock) and is now in Warlingham parish.
2. PRO.0 135/100.
3. PBO.0 135/113A.
4. VUH.ST.4, 1912. 418.

5. T.L.M. Bishop.1938.38,
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Fig. 27.

Data from L.F.Salzman(ed.)1 955.In the graph of unoccupied holdings,
- the account of 1349 is for the second half of the accounting year 1348-9.
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These manors lay along the northern margin of the Weald, the
nearest to London. Along the southern margin 2/3 of the population
of Alciston manor died in 1349, including 8 tenants in the Wealden part
1
of the manor at Hellingly; in 1350 9 tenant holdings at Laughton had
been vacated and re-leased whilst 13 still lay in the hands of the lord.
In March 1349 12 deaths were recorded at Wartling and in October over 60;
3
25 of these left no heirs and 10 others left only minors. The effects
of the drop in population were long felt in many cases; Shulbrede Priory
complained in 1358 that its lands lay waste since its labourers had been
4
killed by plague and replacements could not be found and in Street
5
manor, 1366, there were still small holdings without tenants. By this
time the second attack had come in 1360-1 and it was this which closed
6
the Tudeley ironworks in Kent; in l373-4 afterthe third attack in
Winton

1369, there

were more customary holdings without tenants than the]

had been after the first attack in 1349.
The effects of the first onset of plague on the actual processes
of husbandry were mirrored in the surviving accounts of Petworth manor,
8
(Fig 27) where as many as 300 people appear to have died. The total
receipts of the manor fell from

£215 in 1347-8 to t158 in 1352-3; in 1351'

though more barley was grown than 5 years before, the grain total was
1. W. Bugden. 1930. 124-5, from Gage MSS, Barbican. House. Lewes.
2. M. Add. Ch 32138.
L. Add. Ch 32656-7.
3.
4, Bag. Chichester C f 67; the difficulties may have been exaggerated el
the Priory was requesting the advowson of Midlavant church in recompt
5. W. Bugden. 1942. 34-5.
6. M.S. Guiseppi. 1913.148-51.
7. W. Hudson. 1911. 180-2; in 1356-7 and year after there were 9 custom
holdings still not paying rent; in 1373-4 15 out of the 23 total wen
in the lord's hands.
8. Calculation of loss from defaulted tenements plus heriets of others'
cam
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substantially lower. Totals of the major crops and of all grain had bee'
1
yet lower in the intervening plague years. Three years after the
major outbreak of plague in 1349 the decline in production had not been
by any means recovered; there were signs of recovery-grain sales were
increasing again by 1353, the value of defaulted rents was dropping as
2
surviving tenants began to lease unused lands - but crop totals were
still substantially lower and labour costs higher than before the plague
If little land was left unutilized by 1353 much land formerly tilled was
leased as grazing - the intensity of land-use had fallen; at Chalvington
further east the plague left an extreme labour shortage during which
animals strayed for lack of herdsmen and destroyed much of the arable
produce.
,Ty 1352 animal husbandry had not recovered either. In that year

the stock of Petworth comprised 153 cattle, 24 calves, 446 sheep, 238
lambs and 81 swine; in 1347-8 there had been 220 cattle, 24 calves, 666
sheep, 3666 1ambs and 273 swine. The sale of stock and their products
fell also. Plague hit tillage directly by reducing agricultural labour
and the market for food; its effects on stock were more indirect.

/iving 100 men as dying, plus at least 200 wives and dependants. The
accounts are 1347-50 & 1352-3.
1. The trends of the crops differed; rye declined over the period; barley
remained stable 1347-50, sharp rise by 1352-3, but judging from earlier
accounts much barley waspurchased and this rise may be deceptive: large
eats, an unimportant grain, declined to almost nil: small eats, the chief
grain, fell over 50$ 1347-53. Wheat and grey-peas came almost wholly ire
the subsidiary Download manors to the south. L.P. Salzman(ed.) 1955. 12-4
2, The first referenceto the pestilence comes in mid-1349: U. Salmman(ed.
1955. 31-3. In 1349-50 18 tenant holdings and 9 cottage holdings defaults
on their rents and duel* and were in the lord's hands. Their later leash,
is portrayed in Fig. 26.27
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lit the dislocation of the plague years led to widespread neglect of the
stock at Petworth; only thus can the large toll of murrain during the
plague years be explained. In

1347-8 61 animals

died of murrain, in the

next two years when the plague raged 81 and 125; by 1352-3 the figure
1
was down again. These figures come from the demesne stock and the
smaller peasant flocks must have been affected similarly; also the many
heriots demanded from heirs in these years, whilst they contributed to

2
the demesne stock, further reduced the resources of the tenant farmers.
Such were the substantial and long lasting effects of the Black
Death on one Walden manor. Economic stagnation in later medieval
Europe generally, or in the Weald particularly, cannot be attributed

3. The costs of machinery-ploughs and carts-also increased; ib 5-12,

47-51, 67-8.

4e

ib. xxxiii, cit. Sussex Arch. Trust, Barbican House Lewes

Ch.251.

5, Sale 1347-8 was 42/13/3; 1349-50 0/3/3; 1352 -3 29/17A. Over these
years there were major changes in the importance of items sold; in
1347-8 cows, ewes and bacon in that order were chief, in 1352-3 wool,
pigs and caws. By the later year the chief sales were mobile goods i
ch could travel further to find a market - wool which could be carrio
and swine which could be driven long distances with less harm than
could cattle or sheep.
only exist for sheep and cattle - 12 died; cf. 64 for
these two groups 1349-50.
heriots 1347-8, 17 in first half of 1348-9, 41 second half; none
2.

1, 1352-3 figures

5

1349-50.
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solely to the Black Death but the effects of the plague were
symptomatic of what followed. The later medieval years were years of
a stagnant or declining population and the plague outbursts were the
first and most violent incidents in this development; during the years
immediately after 1349 emd. characteristics of the later medieval period
as a whole became clear for the first time — decline in the cultivated
area, decline in production for market, decline in demesne farming and
the spread of leasing. If the first symptoms that early medieval
expansion had ended did appear before 1349 it was the Black Death and
its trail which clearly marked the end of the period which had preceded.

(ii) Timber and its utilisation.
In the early fourteenth century most estates and farms included
woodland but its proportion to the total area varied; on one farm unit
1
of 70 acres in Bolney 1352, wood was 14% of the whole, on a small farm
2
of 20 acres in Cowden 1327 wood was only 8% but on a 338 acre unit in
3
lisborough Green 1372 it exceeded two—thirds. Generally a, wood VAS
4
within one ownership, but a few were subdivided; much woodland lay
inside parks, where the largest continuous blocks of woodland were to be
5

found. In 1329 Etchingham Park had 400 acres of timber and copse and a
•

4

1. 811..Add. US 5683 f 46v; date from $ 48.
2. AC. 1883. 310.
3. W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1925. 130; this includes meadow but net other
pasture.
4. In 1469 grant was made of part of the Great Wood in Salehurst g as hit
is markyd wt doolys° S.P. Vivian (ed.) 1953. 147.
5. PRO. C 135/14/1.
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1
nearby park in Wimore contained 200 acres of oakwood. Specially
conserved woods were not confined to parks; Petworth manor 1349-50 owned,
besides the parks, a wood at Colhook and manorial expenses in 1352-3
2
included improving the hedge around Petfordyngwode.
Although many Walden woodlands were used as common pastures in
the early fourteenth century, ethers were reserved and enclosed, so that
their timber could be regularly exploited. Woods were already regarded
as a continuing resource — an 85 acre wood in Vinton called Solwik

3
1357 was poor in quality but provided loppings every ten years; and 2
acres of Baselwood in Vest Chiltington (a wood of 26 acres) could be
4
cut annually for a steady supply of faggots.
Planting seems to have
begun; .a survey of the . Vealden tborghs' of South Walling manor in 1285
listed their coppices — the largest figure was 184 acres in Vadhurst

5
and this included tenant land only. Small timber as well as large
brought in substantial revenue; in 1341 the underwood tithe in raiding
and Bremchley was 4/13/4 in eachreprementing an annual cutting of under-

6

wood worth at least C45.

1. PRO.0 135/14/14.

2. U. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 49, 67-8. 1352-3 sale of 101/1 mood from
Little Park (ib.65) but no general sale of park timber 1347-53.
3. PRO.0 135/137/16. Wood in Bait Sutton 1416-7 could be cut every
sixth year — BA0Jr 1201 5.
4. V. Hudson. 1910. 157: early C P.
5. Besides Vidhurst there were 22 acres in Mayfield, 35 in 'Grenhersti,
37 in Pramfield; 5 in Vekfield: B.C. Redwood & i.E. Wilson (eds.) 195E
30, 37-9, 47-52, 60-3, 66-72, 76-8.

6. PRO. It 179/123/18

a 9.
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Demand for lealden timber in the early fourteenth century came
from many quarters and the needs of the State consumed much. In 1339
the Sherkff of Sussex purchased 6000 arrows of good dry wood and they
were carried from Horsham to London; 1337 two large oaks were out
2
in Worth Forest as beams for a 'great engine' in the Tower of London;
5 oaks from Witley Park and 5 more from lands at Loxwood (in Wisborough
Green) and Shipley were cut in 1313 to provide shingles for the King's
3
Great Hall in Westminster; oaks from Tonbridge Forest were sent in 1323
4
for other works at Westminster Palace and timber from Iden Park in
Surrey was carried by road to Eye and thence by sea to repair the
5
king's mills at Dover in 1294-5.
Royal castles consumed very substantial quantities of mood. In
1321

32 gweldichesbord e

(Wealden boards) were bought at Havant for
6
Porchester Castle and between 1307 and 1327 169 oaks and some charcoal
7
from Ashburnham had been used at Dover castle. In 1326 Pevensey Castle
bought 60 cartloads of firewood at Iwood in Warbleton and 77 oaks from
8
Ashburnhaa for repairs. This followed many earlier demands — 60 oaks
10
9
from Ashburnhaa before 1329, 100 oaks in Ashdown 1317 — and the

1. SAC. 1863. 117, from PRO. C 62/115.
2. C. Cl. R. 1332-9. 15.
3. C. Cl.R. 1307013. 507-8.
4. C. Cl.R. 1323-7.9.
5. M.H. Mills ed. 1924. xxix.
6. PRO, Z 101/479/17, cit. L.F. Salzman. 1952. 244.
7. Payment made 1329—C. C1.R. 1327-30. 449.
S. PRO. Z 101/588/11, fronil4k4 Pelham. 1933b. 129-31.
9.

C.C1.R. 1327-30. 450.

10.C.C1. R. 1313-18. 518.
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•1
extensive repairs of 1300-3. In these three years liaresfield Park
supplied timber for the hall beans and 7000 lathes; ridge rafters,
beams and posts came from Cowden; oak for the gate and 38 rafters from
Chiddingly. Chithurst supplied one beam for the gate if the outer wall
and Ashdown Forest provided 2000 lathes, 150 props, and 400 beech boards
2
for panelling. Only a decade before, between 1288 and 1290, 50 scaffold
poles and 50 hurdles had been brought fromiraldron, 18 cartloads of
rough timber and 3 new beams from Broyle Park in Bingmer, whilst
Clearhedge Wood in Waldron supplied 12 loads of beech beams for
scaffolding, 50 loads of scaffolding poles and 40 hurdles, besides 56
cartloads of firewood for limeburning in Willingdon.
Good timber had a restricted distribution, even in the Weald,
and when specific species were needed, timber often had to be transportei
many miles. Transport costs often became a large proportion of the
total costs, as Pevensey accounts shew. Transport was 36% of the total
cost in carrying firewood fro* Iwood (21 miles) in 1326; 62% for wood br4
from Maresfield 1300-1, 23% of wood from Cowden 1301-2, 25% from Ashdown
1301-2.

3

Local timber needs within the Weald were varied but they have lefl
less documentation than state purchases. Ironworking had begun and
illegal conversion of wood to charcoal VAS noted in 1279 within Marden
4
Hundred; 6 oaks frois Charlwood were granted c. 1332 to help build a

5

mill; in 1278 4 oaks from the parsonage wood were needed to repair

6

Burwash church. During the fourteenth century timber spires were erect4
PROA 101/479/16, cit. L.F. Salzmann. 1906. 14-15.
2. ib t/15, eit L.P. Salzmann. 1,06. 9-13.
3. I have omitted wood from royal lands where no purchase price is given;
honti

30 2

1
at Playden and Beckley, and a timber bell—turret at Wartling.
Wealden wood was already being exported by the time of the first
surviving customs account, for 1307-8; it listed 102 shipments from
Sussex ports (almost all from Winchelsea) including 31 of timber, 10 of
bark. Although continuous accounts are lacking, wood seems to have
dominated the export trade of Winchelsea and much of it was probably
carried by barge down the pother and Brede from the inner Weald. Account
for 1323-9 illustrate the considerable fluctuations from year to year,
produced by bad weather and political friction; in 1328 -9 there were 57
shipments of wood from Winchelsea (worth over £270), 2 from Pevensey
2
(28/7/—) and 4 from Seaford (t84). From 1329 until 1371 customs accouni
are missing but other evidence shown the continuance both of coastal
3

traffic (1358 wood VAS shipped to repair Boston bridge) and export.
Merchants fronclrance, Flanders, Zeeland and 'Eastland' attended the
regular Walden wood sales but, after it VAS alleged that this was a
cover for illegal wool exports, wood sales were restricted to Slaghdam
in linchelsea. The Wealden settlements complained that this deprived the

these instances, transport costs were almost all. cf . MX. Pesten.
Camb Econ. Hist.Eurone, ii. 1952. 155, who claims that transport costs
in the Middle Ages were not a higher percentage of total costs than nc
4. R. Purley In.1874. 241; repae1r4 of ib. 133 (1275).
5. J.B. Sheppard (ed.) i. 1887. 456.
6. Cal.Ing. Misc.i. 1916. 341.
1. VCR.Sx. 9. 1937. 162, 147, 140.
2. B4A4 Pelham. 1928. 170-175.
3. C.P.A. 1358-61. 119.
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of most

of their

livelihood, which was unlikely, and that since the

Weald produced little wool (which was true), the accusation was
exaggerated. In 1357, therefore, the right to sell timber to foreign
merchants

VAS restored

to Bodiam, Newenden, Beading in'Tenterden,
1
Neytham in ZOlvenden and other Walden settlements.
When timber was in demand for such a variety

of uses, heavy

fellings were inevitable and concern arose about wastage, a precedent

of

the sixteenth century agitation. Laughton manor, after heavy timber
felling. in the

2
1290's, was

3
described in 1320 as devastated; in

1338

10 acres of underwood in Shipley were recorded as destroyed by the
4
previous lord and the Prior of Shulbrede was told in 1345 not to
consume his woodlands, around Linchmere in the western Weald, so
5

excessively as in previous years. In

1304 an

ordinance restricted

felling on the Christ Church Priory manors in Kent to fuel, repairs
to mills and other essential needs; each manor was to keep timber
6

accounts. This did not end their problems for in 1335 one of the
Priory manors, Zastry, appointed a woodreeve over its Walden woods

7
to stop illegal depredations there.

1. C.P.X. 1354-8. 579.
2. M. Clough. 1956, 149; Peak sale
3, C.P.R. 1317-21,522.
4. L.B. Larking (ed.) 1855. 175.
5. Cant. Beg. Winchelsey f.76v.
6, BM. Cotton MS. Galba Z iv. f

1290 — PRO. SC

73v;

6/1023/29.

the same year the Priory estimated

could sell £20 of wood
f 177v, cit. R.A.L.Smith. 1943.219.
7. The woods were in Bolvenden, Cranbrook, Tenterden, Benenden and

Welkhurst in Benenden—J.B. Sheppard.(ed.) ii.

1888,112.

i
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Also, besides commercial timber selling, mach wood cutting and

transport in the Weald was still carried on within the older framework
of customary regulation. The carriage of timber from Homewood, south
of Dorking, to Kingston can be traced back from the 1562 complaint at
1
least to 1329; the tenants of Dorking manor in Dorking, Iwood and
Holmwood had a customary obligation to carry each year 870 billets of
2
firewood to Kingston. Sussex Wealden tenants at Heathfield cut, cave
and carried timber to the manorial centre at Bishopstone and wood was
cut at Pubherst in lisborough green for the needs of the south Sussex
3

manors of Ferring and Amberley. Carting works within Laughton manor
(1292) carried 60 loads of timber annually from Wealden woods at Weldon,
20 from Hawkhurst in East Hoathly and 123 from the Broyle in Laughton to
4
the manorial headquarters on the southern margin of the Weald.
Tenants of villein land in Marley manor in Battle owed heavy
carriage services)they had to carry annually 210 cartloads of wood to
5

Battle Abbey from its woods. The tenants of each vlrgate in the 5
Wealden divisions of Youthmalling manor (the I berghs' of Wadhurst,

t Grenherst e , Mayfield, Pramfield and ECkfield) were obliged in 1280
to carry 3 cartloads of wood to Southmalling, a total of 1831 cartloade.

VCH. Sy. 3. 1911.144
' 2. VCH.ST.4. 1912, 415.

1.

3. Bishopstone custumal 1253-62, 114D1 4 Peckham (ed.) 1925. 96-98; Perrin&
custumal pre 1379: Prob.late C 13, ib. 72-6; Amberlsy(undated) ib.54
Amberley also drew wood from Leuestrode and Mennesse poss. Minses
Wood in Iirdford).
4. PRO. SC 11/877, cit. A.E. Wilson. 1959. 116. Money equivalents are
given but the services were probably not commuted.
5. SA* Scargill -Bird (ed.) 1887. 4-12. 90 cartloads drawn by 4 oxen earl
due between 29 September and Hocktide (second Tuesday after Easter),
120 drawn by 2 oxen in the rest of the year. The custumal is 1272-1301
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Another archiepiscopal manor in Sussex, Tarring, had a Walden outlier at
Warlpost in Bentham, thence 61 cartloads of wood were taken to Tarring
each year. The Walden tenants at Marlpost owed 42 days cutting the
1
firewood to be carted, a labour commuted by 1285.
The Walden woods (p.10) of Southmalling were not enclosed and were
used for common pasture also; much may have been relict natural woodland.
At Marlpost, by contrast, some of the weed was enclosed and the southern
parts of Southmalling also drew timber from an enclosed area, in this
2
case from Broyle Park in Ringmer.
In Kent, as in Surrey and Sussex, many manors outside the Wald
had woodlands within the area; the Kentish pattern,however, *hews some
differences. Manors there often had several small outliers of limited
extent, near one another but far from the parent manor; within these
restricted areas there were by 1300 three competing land-uses, tillage,
pasturage (especially of swine) and wood. The timber was valuable and cu
frequently; in 1334 the bailiffs of several manors of Christ Church,
Canterbury-Great Chart, Little Chart, Welles, Agney, Mersham I: Rucking.
assembled at Great Chart with transport to carry timbers to Godmersham
3
Court. The wood was drawn from the Wealden outliers of these manors,
especially no doubt the 10 donna of Great Chart, and must have been a

I. B.C. Redwood and A.B.Wilson (ed.)

1. ib.29.

1958. 35-6,50,62,69,772119.

2. ib.94, 109; repeated for 1305-6, ib. 132. On some other manors, as at
Marlpost, the works were already commuted. Timber works due at Michelm
on Pallingham manor were commuted by 1302-PRO.0 133/104/21. On liston
manor each villein tenant •wed to cart 2 wain loads of wood from Knepp
Park,St. Leonard's Forest or elsewhere to Wiston p.a. but by early C 1,
this was commuted-W. Hudson. 1910.174.
3. J.W. Sheppard (ed.) ii. 1888.56.
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considerable amount if it needed the transport facilities of six
manors. The Archbishop of Canterbury had substantial woods in the
Kentish Weald, attached to several manors, and Archbishop Islip (l3955) is reputed to have cut more wood on these Wealden 'drovedenns' than
1
any of his predecessors. (tiig 37)shews the donne of one Archiepiscopal
manor).
By this time l however, disputes between the distant landlord
and the local tenants over such timber had became common. When the
Prior of Christ Church cut wood on a denn in Benenden in 1333 his rights
2
were disputed; they were allowed in court but this did not stop
illicit fellings by the residents in the denns. Such cuttings had
already become extensive. In 1312-3 tenants on lands of St. Augustine's
Abbey were accused of cutting down £1000 worth of wood in 8 parishes,
3
6 of them Wealden; in 1310 the Archbishop of Canterbury complained of
several timber losses — 24 oaks on the denn of Mesinden' t 40 oaks and
beeches in the denn of Bettenham (an outlier of Westgate manor in
it
Canterbury ), 100 oaks in High Holden, 211 oaks and beeches from 3 deans
of the manor of Aldington and 250 oaks from the denns of Maytherst and

1. Stephen de Birchington. Historia de Archienisconis Cantuariensibus.41
in H. Wharton (ed.) i. 1690.
2. Dispute arose because the Prior entered an enclosure to get the timbl
but his claim to 'omnes grossas quercus frazikos et fagos crescentes
in drovedennes' was granted—PRO. KB 27/295 a 55. In 1370 the prior',
right to cut in'drovedenn at Cranbrook was questioned, but allowed —
KB 27/437 a 20v, 36.
3. PRO. JI. 1/382 a 51v. The Wealden parishes were Cranbrook, Frittendel
Boughton Ualherbe, High Hidden, Smarden, Bethersden; the others
Sturrey& Chislet,
4. According to R. Purley. ii. 1874. 704.
5e 1.41. 133 Oaks and 'beeches from Kenshaat and Freesinghaa in Bolvenden
(both in the 1539 list of Aldington denns-AA0.17. 86/31 2); 78 oaks an4
0n 4•11 nn

.114.11•n

mem

—
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Tilden in Marden (the former a denn of Gillingham, the Latter another
1
denn of Aldington.) Most of these claims were proved. The customary
connection of denns as timber suppliers to manors in North Kent was
breaking down and by the middle of the century some landlords made
the separation legal; rather than lose all the timber on the donne by
illegal depredation, they granted it to the local tenants in exchange
for a fixed annual rent. In 1356 Aldington manor *ads such an arrangemm
21
with its denn of Devenden, and others followed.

(iii) Parkland.
Much of the Walden land surface in the early fourteenth century
was forest, chase, park or warren; the largest single units were the
'forests'. In strict definition, a forest was a royal hunting preserve

34
for certain animals, especially red and fallow deer and the wild boar,
subject to special and repressive forest laws; in this sense there were

Aldington, in 1703 list -KAO.U. 89/M 12 p107-8.
1.

RAO. 398/M lA f 91; KAO 11 802.

2.

AC. 1864-5. 247-9. Compare Pipesden in Haikhurst and Vaikhurst in
Benenden, two of the donna of Zastry, where by the early C 14 the
tenants took half the timber, and the monks of ‘hrist Church, the
landlords, the other half -HM.Add. MS 6159 f 28v.

3.

G.T. Turner. 1901. ix-xiw. In 1339 it was decided that roe deer wore
beasts of warren, not of the forest. Manwood incorrectly included
hare and wolf in beasts of the forest.
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no forests in the Weald in 1300, as a writ of that date for lent and
1
Sussex pointed out, but there were several large areas commonly called
'forest'.
The largest of these was the 'forest and chaos of Ashdown', and
both terns were applied to it throughout its varied changes of ownership
actually in 1300 (and until

1372) it

was in royal hands. No equivalentl:

long periods of royal possession between the Conquest and

1350 are

recorded for those areas commonly called in the early fourteenth century

3
'the forest and chace of St. Leonardo', the 'forest and disco of Worth'
or 'the forest of Dallington'; this last was also known as the 'forest

3

of Brightling' or °Burwash forest'. In the Kentish Weald the 'forest
6

and chase of Tonbridge was thus called whether in royal hands or not
and °Waterdown Ferest' was its southern extension across the border in
Sus sex.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Parliamentary writs i. 91a, cit. G.J. Turner. 1901.1xxviii.
Ashdown Forest was part of the larger Forest of Pevensey granted by
the Conqueror to Pilchard of Nartain. His successor, William of
Mortain rebelled and the land reverted to the Crown to be granted
part to Gilbert de Aquila and possession then went with Pevensey
Castle until it reverted to the Crown again 1268-9 (B. Turner. 1862
40-1); then royal property until granted to John of Gaunt 1372(C.P.]
1370-4. 183), reverting to Crown 1399 when he became king (14
Sonerville.i. 1953.x). Ashdown is thus named 1100-50 (C. Johnson &
Cronne. 1956. no 1670), in 1263 it is referred to both as the
royal forest of A. (C.Cla 1261-4. 256) aind the forest of Peter of
Savoy of A (ib.259); in 1315 as a chace tSW. Kar4MS. 2077.T 375).
alLitClaue.
,_ 1204-24. 142; free chace called forest
1214 Forest-C_L
1295-CPR. 1292-1301. 164. From c.1075 to C 16, save short period un
John, it was in the hands of subjects-IX. Legge. 1907. 306-10 (may
a royal possession in Saxon times -ib. 306).
Bats. 120-1 (PBOA 372/85 m5), 1249-52 (Cal.Ing.lasc.1.1916.55);
royal hands for a short period 1315-17(BILAdd. NS 5684 f 175), mayb
royal possession under Conqueror-0.7M. Legge. 1907.310.
1086 held by a subject (18b); referred to as Dallington F. 1343 (Ca
Wisc. ii. 1916. 462), Burwash forest 1225 (M16.Sx. , 2.1907.324)
1280-PR0.0 145/38/10; Brightling Forest e.1176 (W.JDugdale.
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BY 1350 most of the so-called 'forests' were thus called in tbkon
of some past time when they were royal hunting grounds; they were also
described as l chaces t . This vaguer term could moan an area where forest
beasts were preserved but not subject to forest law, or former royal
forest now held by a subject, and was therefore applicable to most of
the Wealden 'foresta l ; there was no legal distinction between beasts
1
of the chaos and those of the forest. In the landscape the chaces were
broad areas of open hunting ground, confined to those higher parts of
the High Weald where heath and open woodland covered large stretches of
near barren soil; they were larger and less wooded than most parks and,
2
being so extensive, suffered much encroachment. There were other cheese

6.
7.

1.
2.

1825.668), Chace of Dallington 1334 (CIP1.7. 426). The grant by R.
Tssouden in 'format% Rea de Worth l (HMC. Penshurst S. i. 1925. 54)
refers not to Worth Forest (as given , PN.8m. 1.33, but Worth in
Brightling, i.e. DallingtonfVCH.5x.2. 1907. 324 .W.H. Leggel 1907.!
alleges that much of Dallington was owned by Edward the Confessor.
Forest of T.1177(A4H. Davis. 1924. 113), 1329 (WA. 1327 -30,357)1
chase 1323 (C.Cilj. 1318-23. 637). In royal hands 1325.
The first reference to Waterdown Forest is 1439-PN.Sx. ii. 376. 141
(1907.323) equated it with the Forest of Rotherfield 1262 (PRO.C.
132/27/5), 132 9 (C.FA. 1327-30. 357); king's free chace of B4 133!
(Ca.& 1334-8. 141). In 1086 there was a park here (16)-Legge sal
the land was royal before the Conquest, granted to Ode and confiscated on his rebellion.
G.J. Turner. 1901. six; Manwood distinguished buck, doe, fox, marti
and roe as beasts of the chat*, but this has no legal basis.
1275 encroachment in Ashdown-Lj. Sa1zman.1942-3.38; and in Tonbril
forest-R0 Purley. ii. 1874. 128.
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besides the five 'forests' - the Earl of Surrey had. one at Cleres,
1
probably near East Chiltington, whose boundaries ke was illegally
2
extending into Lindfield in 1275 and the large areas of unenclesed land
in the Wealden woods of South Melling manor, where the Archbishop

VAS

3
wont to hunt, must have approximated to a chace.
A. park was an area enclosed by a ditch and paling, usually but
not necessarily a hunting preserve; in later medieval times, royal
licence was generally necessary before imparking but this does not seem
4
to have been common before 1350, save for impaeking near royal forests.
Parks thus situated night encroach on royal hunting rights and a park
allowed to remain in 1278-9 only after
5
its owner disclaimed hunting rights there.

at Breadbridge, near Ashdown,

VAS

Rights to free warren gave the holder exclusive hunting of certain
small animals ever a particular area, normally his demesne; pheasants
pigeons and partridges were among the fowls of warren,

"mai, wildcat,

hare and rabbits among the beasts. In some cases, landlords claimed
rights to hunt not only over the demesne, but also over the land of theis
6
7
bond or even free tenants. In 1275 the Earl of Surrey exacted hunting
1. Ace. PN.Bx. 299; W.H. Legge. 1907. 311 - in or near South Melling.
2. L.F. Salzman. 1942-3.4301bn 1287 there was & 'forester' of Cleres -PRO,
J 1 1/924 a 57.
3. Common pasture rights show much of the wood was unenclosed in 1285B.C. Redwood and A.E. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 32, 36, 48,66. The Archbish4
had two forestersin the manor, one for the north part, other for
Broyle Park (102).
4. G.T. Turner. 1901. exfi.
5. PRO JI 1/921 16 (one Broadbridge is in Slinfold, another in Horsham:
6. 2 men were in court 1402 for hunting on their bondland at Totvngworth4
in Bawksborough Hundred (BM. Add. Ch 31541); in 1389 the owner of
Utley park claimed free warren ever lands of bond tenants (PBOAB
27/511 m 17) although the original grant of 1247 (C.C.A. 1226-57. 315:
was for demesne only. Few 'bond tenants in any case, had the property
qualification laid down for hunting small game in 1389 (p.43).
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rights over nearly all his barony of Lewes, including the land of
others, and the animals multiplying in his warrens destroyed the crops
1
of the local farmers. That same year the Queen appropriated free
2
warren over all lands in 1111ingden Hundred and in 1278 it was claimed

3ft
that the Queen alone had free warren in the whole Rape of Pevensey.
Such were the legal distinctions of forestolase, park and warren.
In actuality the differences were less rigid; many parks seem to have
41

developed out of grants of free warren, although the game concerned was
different. Free warren grants were for hunting over agricultural lands
but many lords preferred to ensure success with less efort by enclosing
warrens within their parks (they were then also readily available as
supplementary sources of meat):hunting rights were granted to specific
individuals but they were often leased (as for small game in Ashdown0
6%
1297), and whilst Dallington chaos was the property of one lord several

7.

1.
2.
3.

Lord of Reigate claimed this 1279 - Plac.Quo Warr.737. 745; tenants
of Southmalling Lindfield (fivelefield) were not to kill any game or
warren in the lordship-1389-90: BM. Add. MS 5683 f 222. The
Burgesses of Pevensey, in contrast, could hunt hares and rabbits eve
the unenclosed ground of their franchise, 1356-L.B. Larking. 1850.
214.
L.F. Salzman. 1942-3. 52; the tenants dared not enclose for fear of
Earl.
L.P.Salzman. 1942 -3. 42; also Flezborough Hundred-41.46.
In 1252 to boundaries of the free warren appurtenant to the Barony s
Pevensey, granted to Peter of Savoy, included these parishes wholly
or partly in the Weald - Arlington, Wilmington, Felkington,
Willingdon, Banshee, Westham and Pevensey. In 1275 it was alleged
hunted over ether lands as well as his demesne (LA P . Salzman. 1942-3
40, 42), but the Queen's claim seems to negative his legal righ ts •
1252. A list of parishes 1352 where the Queen's parks and cheese had
been invaded includes 50 in Pevensey and Hastings Rapes -C.P.B. 13504. 287-8.
414..

SIG

Lott

INZ

040444* , 144664.,

iis«44.1". cawc.

e.g. coney warren at Petworth within Little Peek 1348-50, enclosed
by hedge and ditch-L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 24, 35, 48.
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1
neighbouring landowners were given rights to hunt over part of it.
By 1300 the creation of chaces had ended but parkland was still
increasing. At least 46 parks are documented for this date and by
2
1350 there were 68. (Fig 28). Whilst it is impossible to date the
creation of many parks since royal licence was not compulsory yet a few
details survive - in 1342 there was a 'newly made' free chace and park
1
3
within St. Leonard's Forest and a newly enclosed park at Worth in 1326.
41 acres were added to Ringner Park 1279-92, land in Mayfield at Franklin
in Beathfield and at Pashley in Ticehurst was inparked between 1291 and
6

7

1341 and 74 acres were added to Mayfield Park in 1354. Parks varied in
size - the rounded figmres of Inquisition.. Post Morten give 100 acres
for Burwash 1334, Crowhmrst only 60 1334, Southpark in Penshurst 219 134'

‘I.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1297 subject allowed to hunt fox, hare, eat and badger in
1292-1301. 290; a tenant claimed right to hunt small game in Wealda
woods of Archbishop's manor of Southmalling 1285-B.C. Redwood and
A4E4 Wilson (ed.) 1958. 110.
Grant of Dallingten rights 1265 (C.C.R. 1257-1300.54), 1301 (C.C.R.
1300-26. 23) for adjacent landlords, W. de Echingham 1295 (C.C.'S.
1257-1300. 460), Iterus Bochard 1278 (ib.206), Alan de Bozhull 1314
(c.c.:a. 1300-26. 271) E. de Passeleye 1317 (ib.333).
Based on Appendix 5; in 1250 only 20 are known.
C.P.R6. 1340-3. 551.
CIPM. 6. 437.
D. Donis. 1952. 93.
G. Vaderzee (ed.). 1807. 376, 356, 350; also Shelley in Crawley-380
C.P.R. 1354-8. 40.
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Lagham 300 in 1349, Sedgwick 400 in 1326 and Etchinghaa over 400 in
1
1330; if the average was only 200 acres, there must have been over 210
square miles of parkland in the Weald by 1350.
Grants of free warren were given/ between 1300 and 1350 for land
in over 80 Walden parishes, besides the large corpus of existing rights
granted earlier (Appendix 6). By 1350 at least three separate charters
2
had been given for free warren in Brenchley, four for land in Ticehursti
4
5
five for Chiddingstone and six for Wartling. Disputes sometimes arose
over such rights. In 1313-4 one defendant failed to justify his claim
to free warren in Lamberhurst, another justified his claims in Wateringbury, Chart and Peckham and the claims of the Abbot of Leeds, in Wateringbury Wareham Cumbden Lamberhurst and Gondhurst, were allowed on

6
presentation of a royal charter.
Parks and enclosed warrens were bordered by ditches, banks and
palings. Some large landowners laid obligations on their manors to
contribute to the paling of their largest parks; Slaugham, Ramsey and

7
Pangdene all owed assistance in repairing the pale of Cuckfi•ld Park.

2.

3,
4.
5.
6.

7.

PRO.C. 135/40/8; CM. 7. 427; C 135/95/13; C 135/104/23; C 134/97/
7; C 131/3.
C.C.R4 1300-26. 283; Lb. 1327-41. 90, 99.
C.C.R. 1257-1300. 460 1 474; ib. 1300-26. 271, 333.
C.C.R. 1257-1300.46; ib. 1300-26. 108; lb. 1327-41.454 (repeat lb.
1341-1417.11); ib. 1327-1341. 467. Also for Somerden in C 1202-Mine
Library, Deed II 127.
Per demesnes in Wartling C.C.R. 1257-1300. 279; ib.1300-26. 23; lb.
1327-41. 99; Old Court ib. 1257-1300.345, r4peat ib. 1300-26. 392;
Rockland lb. 1327-41, repeat lb. 99; Mershon lb. 1300-26. 392.
W.C. Bolland. 1913. 174, 184; which Chart and which Peckham is
uncertain. There is no trace in C.CA. 1257-1300 of the charter of
1286-7 which the Prior of Leeds claimed.
1339-PBC.0 135/60/6, Slaughau and Pangdene; 1322-C 1300/4, Ramsey
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Tenants of the southern parts of Southmalling manor contributed to
1
repairing the boundaries of Broyle Park in 1285. The larger chaces
were often enclosed along at least part of their margin. The paling of
2
Tunbridge chace was mentioned 1323, in 1279 its 'pales and hedgest;
customary tenants in Detherfield owed upkeep of its southern margin
3
(there known as Rotherfield chace) in that parish. Tenants of Bighley
4
(in Balcombe and Worth) repaired part of the enclosure of Werth Forest
5
and in 1292 logs were felled for pales around Ashdown Forest. The
earthen bank, on which was the pale, still survives around Ashdown and
6
around Michelham park.
The most importaht sporting beasts in the parka were deer. They

7
were kept in large numbers - 1000 in Uftmore Park 1329 - and the pkeep
of such large herds, especially the employment of parkers and the
provision of costly supplementary food in winter, was expensive. In
1326 the 1000 acres of Knepp park were valued at no more than 10/- p.a.
8
beyond feeding of the deer and upkeep ef the fences. On the other hand

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

D.C. Redwood and A.B. Wilson (eds.) 1958.90.
C.Cla. 1318-23. 637; W.V. Dumbreck. 1958. 143.
For at least 55 perches, 1332-77 custumal -C. Pullein. 1928. 66.
According to recitation 1559-60: BM. Add. MS * 3683 f 184.
PRO. Sc 6/1027/21.
Ashdown by observation 1959-60, Michelham-G.M. Cooper * 1833. 133;
also surviving earthwork of medieval hunting lookout in AshdownMargery. 193014 72-6. For medieval park boundaries elsewhere,
cf. 0.G.S. Crawford. 1953. 190-6.
PRO.0 135/14/1. A detailed C 14 account of a deer-hunt occurs in
the Parlement of the Three Axes. ed. m.r. Offord.1960.

8, PRO.C.

134/97/6*
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deer provided a valuable food supply, and large warrens supplied both
meat and skins. (Fig 29), the Conynghere in Petworth Great Park
1
supplied many rabbits annually (183 were taken 1347-8). Dogs hunted th
larger animals, hawks the smaller prey and the bird population of some
2
parks included not only hawks but pheasants and partridges. Such

delicacies were largely confined to parks and, whilst the eastern
coastlands of the Weald had access to coastal fisheries, most of the
fishponds of the inner Weald were within park pales - at Aldington 1275,
4
3
retworth 1349, West Peckham 12-93 and Cuckfield 1297.
Already, by the early fourteenth century, parkland was used for
agriculture as well as for recreation. Cattle and horses grazed
throughout the year family parks and swine fed on the autumn pannage.
Grass pastures in parks had no special qualities but the pannage was
amongst the best in the Weald, because parks contained most of the
remaining continuous tracts of dense woodland. In 1280 the herbago
of Burwash (Dallington) forest was valued at

5/6/8 and

the pannage

5

(available for less than two months p.a.) at

1/6/8;

ia 1273 Buckhurst

manor had pannage and pasture in Buckhurst and Newham Parks and also
pannage in Ashdown. The total value was not very high, less than 1044-s
whilst the better herbage and pannage of Botherfield chace was worth
6
7/15/4 inI307;

1. L.P. Salzman.(od.) 1955. 19; in 1388-90 the warrener of Dorking
supplied to the lord*s house in London 48 rabbits and sold another
480P.S. God. 1921. 138.
2. King's huntsman using dogs in Ashdown 1303ALD. Cooper.1965. 120-1
(from Liberate loll 32 E 1); sparrowhawks in Ashdown 1287 -Mai 1/9
10; herons and hawks in Penshurst Park 1471-3, HNC. Penshurst.i.
1925.237; pheasants at Petworth 1347-8-La. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 20,
the warren; pheasants and partridges in free disc, of Earl of Surrey
in Cuckfield, Ditchling, Clayton and Birstpierpoint-C.P.R. 1577-81.k

4n 1'477_
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In the first decade of the century the prince of Wales kept his
stud at Ditchling Park and in
1
pasture of his horses there.

1305 obtained

an additional grant for the

The lord of Petworth in

1349-50 kept 9

colts in the Great Parks besides the 24 deers and pasture in the park
was only leased for cattle fas4aso if it was not reserved for the lord's
2
mares and foals. In 1305 a number of horses in Wedgslck Park were
disturbed by intruders and Southpark in Boughton Milherbe was worth nothi
in 1339 beyond feeding for horses.

3

Some park pasture was good - Knepp park in
but much

WAS

1326 included

4
meadows -

poor. In the same year Worth Park was described as 'pastor(

5
and moor's and the 400 acres of Etchingham Park in 1329 were wood and

3. R. Furley.ii. 1874. 7, 139; L.P. Salzman (ed.)
65/4.

4. C.P.R. 1292-1301.317. In
were eel fisheries-CIPM.

5.

1953.31; PRO C 133/

some rivers, as the Medway at 'raiding, then

4. 314-5.

PRO.C. 145/38/10; pannage of North and South Parks in Bletchingly
1296 worth 60/-s PRO.0. 133/17/3.

6. PRO.C. 133/8/7; C 133/129/13.
1. E. Johnstone (ed.) 1931.1 9 201 1 40 (1304-5). C.C1A 1302 -7. 245.
2. L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 53 - 5, 32-3, 46.
3. Ma' 1/934 m 7; C 135/160/2 (repeated 1341-135/65/11).
4. PEO.0 134197/6.
5.

CIPW. 6. 437.
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2
1
heath; Burwash park had an annual sale of bracken, and Petworth Park

3

sold 16/- worth in

1347 -81,The

largest extents of heath were in the large

chases of the High Weald.
Pasture within parks was not always the preserve of the landowner.
P annage

in Crowherst Park was not valued in

1334 because

all the local

tenants could pasture their swine there and complaint was made in 1326
4

232.

that common rights were lost

over

324 acres recently imparked in Werth*

Common pasture rights covered several of the °forests', notably
Dallington and
Basting'

Ashdown. In 1334 the Abbot of Bobertsbridge, Prior of

and Prebend of Brightling had pasture for unlimited numbers of

5
animals in Dallington; in

1273 there

were no less than 208 tenants

living around Ashdown who could pasture within it all the stock and swim
they could winter. Pasture was allowed all the year save for swine in
fence month (9 June-9 July), and for cattle in the pannage season; the
tenants paid a swine rent but they had liberty to burn the heather if

6
they thought it would improve the poor pasture * Several monastic housel

7
had limited grazing rights in specific parts of the forest.
Parkland timber was valued for more than its autumn pannage * Theni

1•PEO. C 133/14/1; S.P.

Vivian (ed.) 1953. 112-3, suggests this area
included both Etchingham Park and Bexhurst Park in Salehnrst.
2.PEO.C. 145/38/10, sale of bracken 1/- p.a.
3.L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 3; no buyers 1349-50 (46), 1352-3 (65). Also
cut for the lord's fold 1349-50 (49).
4.CIPM. 7. 426; CIPM.6. 437.
5.CIPM.7. 426.

6.PRO.S0 11/15A6.
7.ib. Prior of Michelham 60 cows and 1 bull all the year; Prior of
Wilmington 36 oxen Eodkday-1 August; Rector of liaresfield 16 cows and
1 bull, vicar 15 cows and 1 bell.
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2
were only 20 acres of wood in the small park at Burwash 1280 but
Udimore Park in 1329 enclosed 200 acres of oak; the woods of St. Angustin
2
Abbey in Tenterden 1350 included Polledepark' and liertispark t . Sales

3
of parkland timber were regular — 100 beech from Ashdown 1285, 24 per
4
annum from Dallington chime without wasting it; much wood from parks was
used for major state works (p.300 and othir trees were felled for local
needs — shingles and palings in Petworth Little Park 1352-3, charcoal

5
in Maresfield Park 1363.
Small areas with the parks were tilled. An unspecified acreage of

6
arable in Burwash manor lay inside the park. Between 1297 and 1350 about
50 acres in Iresterham Park were asserted and intermittently cropped; by
1350 both East and Wet Parkfield had been integrated into a rigid

7$
sequence of rotational tillage. In the chace of the Earl of Surrey at
Clore., the prevalence of deer was a hindrance to cultivation and l3 1&78 21 days labour was expended in removing rabbit burrows before peas
could be sown in Petworth Park; in that same year oats were sown on othex
0,

land 'newly asserted' in the Great Park.
1.

PRO.0 135/14/1.

2.

L. Faust.
Matthewes Park.

3.

PROJ:

43v; f 168 list repeated and liertispark' changed tm

101/136/10. Grant 1350 of ten waggonloads of beech faggots p.m
from Ashdown—C.P.E. 1350-4.6; 1309 enquiry into depredations in

Ashdown—C.C1.R. 1309-13. 106.
4. PRO C 145/38/10; 1280 (there Burwash forest).
Salznan(ed.) 1955. 63; C.P.R. 1361 -4. 413.
$. PBO.C. 145/38/10.
Bishop.1938.41.
8. 1363: PRO.C. 135/177/18.
L.F. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 6, 13; oats in Great Park 1349 (ib.35).
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Already by the early fourteenth century parkland in the Weald
exhibited that variety of utilisation which appears so markedly in
later centuries. Cattle, sheep and swine grazed the parkland as well
as beasts of the chase and good horses; parkland timber was a source of
income as well as the natural abode of wild life; some acres were even
sown to crops and at Southfrith a bloomery worked within the parkland
1
these supplementary activities were less important than the:
pale.

let

later became; tillage and ironworking were exceptional. In most
instances park land was still used primarily foricreation rather than fo
profit.
(iv) Pasturelands,
Pasture land in the early fourteenth century Weald included all
three components found three Centuries later - common grazing., enclosed
grazing., and marsh pastures.
(a) Commonlands.
Commons were frequently mentioned in documents on the early four 2
teenth century Weald -Ileyworth Common in livelsfield 1296, the 'common
3

de Boreapeltre' in Beathfield 1337, Staplefield Common in Cuckfield
4
1315. The largest dintinuous area subject to common grazing was Ashdow
Forest; in 1341 the grazing rights there of parishioners in Withyham vex
5

valued at 17/-, those of Miresfield 20/- and those of Nertfield at 40-.

M.S. Guiseppi. 1913. 145-64.
I.T.T. Attree. 1887, 29.
SAC. 1873. 142-3; for the location D. McLeod. Q. 1925. 233-4.
J.:B. Cooper. 1896. 189. Common in East Grinstead 1291-2, L.P. Salzman
(ed.) 1932. 87.
At
Maresfield 201- is given as equal to 20 pasture animals and 24 pig
5.
which ibeing a tithe, gives tete'. of 200 animals and 240 swine (G.
Venderzee (ed.) 1807. 377.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Ashdown lay in the Sussex Weald and there were commons in the Surrey
and Kent Wealds also, although it was pleaded in 1322 that no man in
1
Rent could common in gavelkind lands.
Pasturing on the commons was subject to a variety of regulations.
Sometimes numbers were limited - the Abbot of Bayham's right to swine
grazing in Ashdown was restricted to 20 swine; common grazing rights in
2
Laughton manor excluded sheep and the rights of Walden tenants of

3
Slindon and Tarring manor excluded goats. Often common grazing was
4

forbidden during the pannage season.
Disputes commonly arose when common rights over a large area were
used by several groups of farmers. Several complaints were made in
1275, including one about common grazing on read verges in Buttinghill

5
hundred; in 1294 the Abbot of Grestein and the Prior of Michelham
claimed that the lord of Laughton manor prevented then using their
rights to common pasture in woods at the Droyle in Laughton, Bawkhurst
Common in East Boathly, the Dicker In Chiddingly, land in Waldron (at

6
Clearhedge Wood and elsewhere) and Bromyknoll in Ashdown Forest. It

111111

not easy to prevent abuses in Ashdown Forest; disputes over smaller
1. A. Pitzherbert. Grand Abrigement of the Common Law, 1516. III. f xiv
II f 15 of 1565 edition. Common in Bersmonden and Zumberhurst
mentioned 1515-14 (W.C.601and 1915. 215).
2. M. Clough. 1956. 250.

5,

B.C. Redwood and A.B. Wilson (ed.)

1958. 29, 5.

4. As on Broyle and Laughton (IL Clough. 1956. 250) and see next page.
Common grazing on the demesne in Laughton was stopped during the timi
of sowing, 29 September to 25 March.
5. LaP • Salzman. 1942-5. 52; cf roadside grazing in Rudgwick & lisborou;
Green 1557-1946.495, (W.D. Peckham (ed).1146295).
6. Cal. Incl . Misa.i. 1916. 469; Abbot of Bayhan's right to graze 20 awl/
mentioned 1305, ib. 552.
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commons were solved more rapidly. In 1278-9 the rights of two men, with
holdings in Slaugham, to common over 100 acres in St. Leonard's Forest
1
was confirmed against their opposers and in 1304, after argument, it
was conceded that bondmen of the Abbot of Battle holding lands in
Bexhill should have common throughout the year on his lands at Cooden
2
in Bexhill*
Common grazing. assumed several forms in the landscape. Most were
probably heathlands but many were woodlands, used as common grazing for
cattle throughout the year and swine during the pannage season. The
pasture value of 100 acres of great wood in Wisborough Green could not
3
be estimated in 1308 because it was common pasture. Tenants in the
Walden divisions of Southmalling manor in 1285 had right to common all
the year save the pannage season in the 'lord's forest', woodlands of
4
the Archbishop which were probably not enclosed • The Archbishop's
tenants on manors south of the Weald did not have common in the *forest'
but many did have rights to common in the large park of the Archbishop
5
Broyle in Sangmer, on the southern boundary of the Weald.

a'

The third major group of common grazing' were the downloads attachi
to some manors which lay across the northern and southern borders of the
Weald. Aldington manor, on the northern margin, had in 1322 40 acres of
6
pasture 'super monte* and llston manor had considerable downs grazed by
1. BM. Add.14064 5684 f 218v.
2.

TCH,Sx.

BM. Cott. MS. Nero E wl f 142; Ramsey had a 'heath' for common grazi
1273 - L j . Salzman. 1942-3.52.
4. Ir.C.* Bedwii‘d autUalllies-(ede,) 1958. 47,65,74,83; compared the
enclosed wood at Marlpost in Horsham where common grazing was not
allowed. ibid. 29.
5. Tenants of Wellinghan and southern 'borghe of Southmalling: ib.91,9
Rial n e gl oil, 117* Fre e tenants had the right, customary tenants
3.

o ens. 6

FRO.0 134i76/3.
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1
both lord and tenants. Many were not recorded in the documents of the
time but their existence WA mirrored in the higher wool and lamb totals
recorded in the taxes of 1341 for parishes lying on the borders of the
Weald. (Fig 30).
(b) Enclosed pastures.
The mixed farming of the Weald showed a certain bias towards
animal husbandry and enclosed pasture covered substantial acreages of
2
the Walden land surface. In some manors, as Southstoke (1272-1307)174
more land was in pasture than in any other single land use; in others

more land was described as cultivated than as permanent pasturer lands
3
in Speldhurst and Leigh 1329, and in Boughton Malherbe 1340. On many
manors,however, the areas of arable and pasture given in the Inquisition,
post marten did not differ greatly and the pasture area was normally an
underestimate, not only because the escheators regularly underestimated,
but also because the accounts omitted common pasture (save for some none:
equivalents) and the use of tilled land as pasture after harvest and whet,
fallow. At Wiston in 1357 there was 170 acres of arable, 175 of pasture
6

and a sheep pasture for 50 sheep of unspecified acreage. Judging from
le W. Hudson. 1911.177.
2. This manor was not whelly in the Weald, it lay in Southstoke,
Wisborough Green, Rudgwick and Fittleworth. A survey tives its lands
am 70 acres arable, 40 meadow, 200 pasture (BM. Add. MS 5688 f 119v)
Another survey in the same series gives Woolbeding 200 acres pasture
200 arable. Burrell dates them t. Edward 1, but L.P. Salzman.1953.4,
suggests c 1405 is more likely.
1. 100 acres arable, 40 poor grazing-C.P.B. 1327-30. 369.
4. 1340 200 acres arable, 20 pasture, 12 meadow-PRO. C-135/60/2; 1341
same figures save 24 pasture -C 115/65/11.
5. LH. Hilton. ARR. 1955. 3 -19; also figures were clearly rounded off.
6. This is derived from the accounts and gives a smaller pasture area
than the inquisition of the same year-C 135/117/46 - since 43 acres
called pasture there were tilled according to the accounts. In the
Walden segment of the manor at West,Chiltingten there were 300 acrel
arall Jana 21 1C everal TISIStIrrin t.
lithilmuu..
INA.
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an account of Claverham in Arlington 1368 pasture was grazed all the yeaz
1
animals were not confined to stalls in winter.
Some of the several pasture was wooded; in 1308 a wood of 18 acres
2
in Shipley was worth 2d an acre as pasture. The 85 acre wood pasture al
6
Volwik in Elston was valued more highlyf(td. an acre in 1357) than the
60 acres of pasture outside the park and the 20 acres at lestonde; there
was also thowever, in Elston a wood of 2 acres at Sevyeres which could nol

3
be grazed because of the multitude of trees. 190 acres of wood in Bivell
4
1273-4 were used as grazing.
Other several pasture was poor and scrubby.

100 acres at Socknersl

5
in Brightling was described in 1293 as 'heath and pasture'; at
Botherfield in 1i07 there were 163 acres of rough grazing valued at

6
only 2d. per acre. 20 acres of bush in Hurstnonceux 1360 were worth
2d per acre as pasture for sheep and other beasts but another 28 acres

7
of bush had no value and 100 acres of heath in Slaugham manor 1339 were
8
rated at only 1/4d an acre. The extent of Buzkhurst in lithyham 1273
14..BugdiA. 1950. 25 — there is reference to the leasing of winter
pasture.
L. Cotton MS. Nero E
2.
vi f 153; cf id an acre for 40 acres of wood
pasture in Ashurst 1268—PRO. C 132/35/11.
3. PRO. C 135/137/46. There was also another wood of unspecified area
whose pasture was worth 1/6 and 8 acres of pasture at Le Fryth and
Buttecroft worth 4d. per acre.
BW. Add. MS 5679 f 62.
4.
5. PRO. C 133/68/7.
6, PRO.0 133/129/13; cf. in 1296 there were 110 acres of heather and
fern at Eridge worth id. an acre — C 133/77/3.
7.
PRO.0 135/151/14; 8 acres of bush was worth nothing as the copse wai
cut down before 1360.
8. PRO.C. 135/60/6.
1.
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distinguished 5 acres of pasture worth 6d an acre from 50 acres of heath
1
and broom worth only id., and pasture at Asshecombe in Dorking could not
2
be let in 1329-30 because of the thick growth of brushwood upon it.
The postures of the Wald thus included much poor land as well as good
pasture and this variation secured within small areas; lands of Wiston
manor in West Chiltington in the early fourteenth century included 23i
acres of pasture worth 5d per acre, 15 acres of poor pasture worth lid
an acre, stubble pasture worth 13/4 and 31 acres of woodland pasture at
3
ld an acre, besides pannage worth 15/-.
(c) Meadowland and marsh pastures.
Meadow was highly valued. Whilst valuations of the early fourteent
century assessed pasture at rates from ld to 6d an acre, meadow was
4
5
commonly valued at 1/- or at 1/6 and in at least one recorded instance,
6
at 2/-4 These high values reflected the limited area of valley land
available as meadow and the primary importance, before the introduction
of cultivated grasses, of land which produced at least one large cut of
7
grass per annum and grazing also; lacre of meadow commonly produced one
8
certified of hay.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

PRO. C 133/8/7.
VCH.Sv.4. 1912, 417.
W. Hudson. 1910. 157.
Slaugham 1339-PRO. C 133/60/6; Aldington C 134/76/3, 1323.
As in several surveys transcribed by Burrell from the °Fitzalan HS'a0verfold manor in Billingshurst and Wisborough Green -BK. Add. MS 56E
42; Southstoke in this parish, Wisborough Green, Budgwick and
Fittleworth -ib.f 119v; Lee in Pittleworth-BH.Add. MS 5687 f 235v;
Harsfold manor in Billingshurst, Ileborough Green -ib.f 177. Burrell
dates them 1272-1307 but probably c 1405-L.". Salzman.1953.40.
Meadow in West Chiltington early C 14 was 1/8 and 2/- per *entire
Hudson. 1,10. 156-7.
A later document refers to pasture after cutting .Lpostoastue-of a
meadow in Tillington;PRO.CP40/876m 400,eit.L.F. Salzman.1941.196.
In East Sutton 1416-17 (KAO:U 120 5) 14 acres produced 13 cartloadm

fl
6.
7.
8.
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There were some inferior meadows . those at Biblehas in Mayfield
1
in 1310 were dry and sandy and meadow at East Sutton 1340 was valued only
2
at 3d and 4d per acre; often the margin of meadow and pasture was
difficult to define. The best meadows, by contrast, were those which
received regular watering and already by the early fourteenth century
attempts were made to control the spring rise of rivers artificially, so
3
that meadow land might be benefited. Wirelands in Cowden, mentioned
4
1320, was a wet meadow and a grant of 2 acres of meadow at Duddlesfold
%Lochs' (in 1312) included right to bring a water course anywhere throni
5
the land. At Bolney c1352 the meadows were divided into many pars and
tenants had right to aftermath in the demesne meadow only if they
6
maintained the ditches and banks within it. Watering encouraged a
rapid growth of grass but if water movement was not controlled this

ref. 8 continued:
Thoroid Rogers (cit. A. Evans. 1941.409) reckoned that in the late
Middle Ages an acre produced 2 tons of hay and 1 ton equalled one
cartload.
1.

Cal.Inq. Misc. ii. 1916. 462.

2.

BAD. U. 120/1 4.

3.

I have not used the term vatermeadow for these lands, since this i
best reserved to elaborate systems of sluices and runs found for
instance in early nineteenth century Hampshire; the medieval
Wealden practice was largely limited to digging ditches to keep
drainage effective.

4.

C. Ch. R. 1300-27. 433; it had sluices in 1853—SAC. 1853. 135.

5.

SAC. 1928. 112.

6.

za4 Add. ms 5683 f 46v.
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advantage was jeopardised; in 1360 10 acres of meadow in Burstmonceux
were valued at only 1/- per acre since they were often flooded and could
only be mown in dry periods. In Etchingham and Salehurst 'brookland°,
pasture or fresh marsh, was valued only at 1/- per acre, whilst meadow
2
was valued at 2/6.
Many estates had only a small proportion of their area in meadow,

3
some - as 150 acres in Speldhurst and Leigh 1329 - included none; Wiston
4
in 1357 included only 7 acres in a total of 352. Some few were better
endowed - Etchingham and Salehurst had 38i acres in 1330, (plus 64 and
at brookland) and Willingdon in 1296 had the unusually high figure of

5
282, Much of this acreage was not however valley meadow but marsh
pasture in Pevensey Levels and many Wealden manors supplemented their

6
limited local meadow by detached holdings of marsh grazings. By 1300
Babertsbridge Priory owned, in addition to its Walden lands, 5 granges
in the Eamney marshes and Battle Abbey had marshland pastures also (see
p.404), The pasture was mostly silt marsh but there was some peaty land
too, of lesser value; in 1353 accounts of pasturage in the moor at

7
. Iclesham were rendered. Documents dealing with the marshland border

1.PRO. C 135/1504.
2.PRO.0 131/File 3. Aftssey. 1938.66, translates terra broci, in a will
1474-5, as water meadow; brook was commonly distinguished from meadow,
also from salt marsh Cmaratines9 at Barnehorne in Bexhill 1307,8A.
Scargill-Bird (ed.) 1887.17.18. But it was not confined to the coastal
margin of the -Weald - 1 brook in tickfield was mentioned 1285 (B.C.
Redwood and A.B. Wilson (eds.) 1958.75) where it was distinguished fro
meadow, a distinction probably between regularly and occasionally
inundated valley land. Brook may even have been used for any land
liable to inundation - Knells in Beckley 1295 had 250 acres upland
arable, 100 arable of broke -PRA. C 133/70.
3.C.P.A. 1327730. 369.
4.P8D.C. 135/137A6.
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strictly differentiated the better marsh pastures from the poorer land
above ('terra susanna') but the marshalands had their own limitations; in

1291 74 acres

of marsh in Iden were valued at 2/6 per acre and 16 acres

1

of brook at 1/6 'dum salveri possunt a submersions aerie'.
(v) Animal Husbandry
At Petworth 1347-53 sheep were more numerous than cattle; the
importance of sheep in this marginal Wealden manor was largely a result
of its possessing subsidiary downland manors further south sine* the
Downlands were, in the fourteenth century, one of the major wool 2
producing areas of England. The Nonarus Inquisition.* in 1341 show
that Petworth was not exceptional; within the Sussex Weald crop productii
was far mere important than rearing lambs or producing wool and the only

5.
6.

PRO.Se 11/675.
T. Thorpe. 1835.76; cf. 79 (1361) and

80 (1361). In 1414 Shore is
a reference to land near Hawkhurst Moor - I. Earl. Ch. 79 A 22.

7.

N. Neilson (ed.) 1928. 148-218. Reference is made 1282 to 72 acres
of terra susanna in Henardington-PRO. C 133/35/6, and to 62 acres
Orlestone and 3 in Rucking. in 1283-C 133/39/3; the Calendar of
Inquisitions post mortem ii. 292, translates it as 'wornout land'
but it probably-merely meant sandy heath pasture, inferior to marsh
land. At Warehorne it was clearly used for pasture 1289(73 acres
marsh, 24 terra susanna, 100 cultivated land, 100 wood-PRO.C. 133/
54/2), but at Hee. 1341 for arable (p.34(0).

1.

PRO. SC 11/660,

2.

14.r. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 81 17-19, 4-31, 41:40, 49, 557, 70,

cit. yCH.Sz. ii. 1907. 169. 1388-9 meadow lay undo
saltwater in Sedlescombe: HMC. Penshurst. i. 1925. 163.

78-95.

-
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settlements where lambs and 'oil had any proportional significance
1
lay on the downland and marshland borders of the area. (see Mig30)
This distribution is confirmed by other documents. Along the down.
land border, the lord's sheep pasture in Wi gton 1357 could support 500
2
3
sheep ;pasture for 136 wethers was leased out in Street 1366; Claverham
4
in Arlington.had nearly 700 sheep in 1368; and in 1272 the Bishop if
Winchester's stock at lisborough Green numbered no less than 3150 sheep,
5

besides 252 oxen, 100 cows, 10 bulls, 10 horses and 130 goats. Claverhm
included marsh pastures as well as downland and this was true also of
Langhton manor which must have had over 2000 sheep in 1341 (calculating
from the values given in the Sonthmalling return); in Pevensey Levels
6

1341 there were 1500 at Manxey in Pevensey and Northeye in Bexhill.
Within the Weald sheep were much less important, there were exceptions —
7

in 1348 Chiddingly had 184 sheep, 38 cattle and 34 swine— but in August
1308 the large manor of Shipley, with lands in Shipley Woodmancote and
8
Dorking had only 49 old ewes and 95 hoggets and in 1341 no tax of wool
and lambs was recorded in the parishes of Balcombe, Barcombe, Burwash,
Cnckfield and Shermanbury.

1.

two parishes wholly within the Weald paid more than 30% of the
tripartite tax in wool and lambs — Itchingfield and Withyham, both
small totals.
Only

2.

TUX 135/137/46.

3.

W.

4.

We Bugden. 1950. 25; cf only 55 cows.
Q. 1863.248; the reliability of this document is not unquestional

5.

Bugden. 1942. 12-13.

A.M.M. Melville, 1931. 38-41; the Sonthmallim
figures for the wool—clip over the same time

6.

Figures calculated by
rates agree well with
period.

7.

Wang. Wisc. ii.1916. 517.

8. IM.Add. MS

6165 f.183.
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The list of wool-producing monastic houses drawn up by Pegalotti
1
c.1290 did not include Battle Ebben which possessed considerable marsh
pastures, but did mention. Eabertsbridge Priory, where an Italian merchant
bought wool in 1294; this house had pasture at Ewhurst by the Bother
2
and in the Winchelsea marshes, The list also mentioned the two houses
at Bayham in Frant and at Dureford, the latter possessed of some downland
pasture. Some wool was exported through the Walden ports - the hinterla
of Eye and Winchelsea covered the productive marshlands and the eastern
3
end of the Downs. The export fluctuated from year to year, from only 6
sacks, 44 cloves and 322 woolfells in 1286-7 qpd to an average of 200
sacks per annum 1297-1304 (between 1307 and 1326 the average export for
4
all Sussex was 300 sacks and 9000 woollens p.a.) In 1288-9 two-thirds
of the total from the Wealden ports came from Pevensey, near both Downs

5
and Pevensey Levels, but 1297-1304 linchelsea, exporting the produce
of Romney Marsh, was chief.
The 1341 returns omitted cattle, which were more important than
sheep in lealden farming. A number of manorial inventories, dated by
6

Burrell as 1272-1307, gave both the land and stock of several manors in
the Sussex Weald - Climsfold (in Slinfold), Pinkhurst (in Slinfold,
Shipley and Billingshurst), Eisfold (Ilsborough Green and Billingshurst),
1. W. Cunningham. 1922. i. Appendix 11, 628-41; the list is incomplete- N.
Denholm-Young. 1937. 53 -5.
2.A charter of c 1220 refers to sheep of Eabertsbridge at Emhurst
Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 81), and references to monastery shepherds at
Grikes in the Winchelsea marshes, 1417-18, ib. 166. The sale of 1294 i
PRO,E 101/126/7, cit. A.M4M. Melville. 1931.97; Eobertsbridge was a
Cistercian house, and the economy of these houses emphasised wool
production-R.A. Donkin, 1958.2 -8.
3. Where much wool was produced for sale; in 1353 Chichester was elected
Sussex staple, but another was allowed at Lewes, after petition, to so
East Sussex production, in 1364 -5(A.M.M. Melville. 1932.39). By 1402 ti

(M.
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1
Lee (in Iirdford) andOallingham (in Eirdford and ilsborough Green) and mentioned cattle and horses only: Sheep only appeared at South2
stoke and Woolbeding, marginal Wialden manors which spread onto the
Downs.
These stock figures may have been assessments of stock capacity
rather than actual totals, but the impression they give is confirmed
elsewhere. Three manors along the northern border of the Kentish leald.
3
Great and Little Chart and East Peckham had no sheep in 1332; even
manors on the southern downland margin of the Weald, as Petworth 134753, drew more revenue from the sale of cattle and cattle products than
4
from sheep or sheep products, though cattle were fewer in number. By

5
1350 both oxen and horses were used as plough animals and dairying had

was lost and its revival was petitioned-Rot Parl.iii.1783.497.
4. R4A. Pelham. 1929. 93-118; 1933. 131 -9; 1935.205-6.
5.

R.A. Pelham. 1935, 2054.

6.

They weretranscribed by hint from a 'Fitzalan MS', not now known.
L.F.Salzman. 1953. 40, suggests that actually they were compiled c.:
3; the totals differ somewhat from those of 1397 for the same Baum

a.

38.

1.

SW. Add. US 5685 f 59; 5686 f 50; 5687 f 177; 5687 f 235v; 5688 f 51
Cuckfield manor 1397 also had no sheep (La. Salzman. 1953. 39).

2.

EU. Add. US 5688 f 119v; 5679 f lift. Similarly sheep were numerous
on the marginal manors of Keyser and Ditehling 1397(L.F. Salzman.

3.

R.A.L.Smith. 1943. 152, from L. Cott. MS. Galba E iv.f 177; the
absence of sheep is understandable since the Priory concentrated thl
on its extensive marsh pastures.
L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 2 -3, 15- 18, 69 -73.

1953. 38).

4.
5.

Oxen at Winton C 14 (PA. Godman. 1911. 141); teams of 10 oxen at
langhton 1338 (BC Add. Ch.30989), horses at Shipley 1308 (Eltadd.
MS 6165 1 183) and Petworth 1347-8 (La. Salzman (4d.) 1955. 14).
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become a specialist activity on some Wealden farms- - on the manors of
Christ Church, Canterbury, dairying reached its peak before the animal
1
pestilence of 1327 but in the manor of Laughton dairying expanded after
2
1325. In the 1341 returns for the Sussex Weald substantial tithes of
calves and milk were recorded at Framfield (10/-) and Wisborough Green
(13/4); tithe of the dairy at Beckley was 13/4. Cheese tithes were
recorded at Arlington (6/8) and Chiddingly (25/-but cheese was made
3

from ewes' milk as well as from cows' milk at Wiston.
Swine totqls in the early fourteenth century were considerable.
Ashdown Forest, which in 1650 was a cattle pasture, was the feeding
4
ground of 2690 swine in 1297, and in 1292 there had been 2784 swine,
5

besides 100 cattle. Individual rights to graze swine were large - the
Prior of Tonbridge

WAS

allowed to pasture 60 swine in Tonbridge Forest

6

without payment - and there were large tenant herds also. The custom.]
tenants of Botherfield, 1332-77, owed to pay each Martinmas (Ale end of
the pannage season) 200 hogs or their value; the total grazed must have
been well over 1000 and 8 tenants were quit of nearly all their services
to work as full-time swineherds. In the winter, when feeding was
difficult, they were supplied with every tenth quarter of corn taken in
7

toll at the lord's mill, as pig-food. According to the pannage tithes
1. 14A.L.Smith. 1943. 165.
2. M. Clough. 1956. 69.
3. P.S. Godman. 1911. 141-2; at each herdwick (cheese making) 200 ewes
were needed and tenants must have supplied at least 250 of the 400 =I
4. E. Striker. 1940. 122, from PROA 372/143.
5. PRO.SC 6/1027/22, cit. W.K. Legge. 1907. 314,
6. 1357-8, Bodlaent Ch.8. Petition was made 1361-2 for renewal of the
privilege (ib.). In 1325 the Priory was allowed 120 hogs in the fore.,
C.C1.114 1323-7. 427.
C.
Pallein. 1928.66; in this manor land owing rent of one swine was
7.
called a 'sign.' or 'sues', C. Pullein. 1927. 118-20, and 1928, 79-80,
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recorded in 1341 the chief concentration of seine pannage in the
Sussex Wald was not around Ashdown (nor in lUerdown Forest nearby
which supplied much of the II:other:J*1d pannage) but in the western
Low Weald where the heavy clays supported a =eh denser cover of mast—
bearing trees than could the almost barren sands of Ashdown (Fig 31).
Most of the swine were, as at Botherfield, in tenant herds. In 128!
tenants in the Wealden parts of Southmalling manor had grazing rights
and pannage in the extensive common woods; each virgater paid his third
best pig or a 6d rent of gavelswlne and the total of swine given in such
payments at the annual pannage court (parrock) in Mayfield — was
sufficient to employ 8 Illrofmanni t in driving them, with other beasts
1
paid as rent or heriot, to the manorial centre in South selling. The
southern divisions of the manor kept less swine and their pannage rights
were confined to the area within Broyle Park in lUngmer, on the southern
2
margin of the Wald. In Wi gton fourteenth century heriots show that
3
the pig was the poor man's beast and/swine were valuable to the small
farmer; they were hardy, ate almost anything, scavenged for their own
food and supplied a variety of domestic needs — oil, grease and hides,
4
as well as meat.

1.

B.C. Redwood and A.B. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 36. For drofmen 41)05,
78-9, and for the landlord's Wealden swine herds, ib. 3,21-22

2.

ib. 94,99, 102, 106, 111, 115, 117.

3.

Ir. Hudson. 1911. 175-6.

4.

The author of the Senechausie, late C 13, said if pigs were fed on
grain alone, there would be a 50% loss — E. Lamond (ed.) 1890. 115.
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On the other hand, there was no great market demand for swine; conpared with cattle and sheep, prices were low and breeding for a specific
need, comparable to wool, did not exist. Petworrth manor had large
1
numbers of demesne swine, varying from 201 in 1349 to 81 in 1352, but
it was exceptional; demesne herds were generally small. Swine were
2
unimportant in demesne husbandry at Wi gton. Laughton manor kept few and

3
leased out the pannage of Dellington Forest to the tenants; payment for
the swineherd during the pannage season at Street 1366 was erased from
4
the account as the herd VAS too small, and when Pevensey Castle bought
42 hogs for victuals in 1326 they had to be bought from 5 different

5
sources, none supplying more than 18.
Pannage rights give supplementary evidence on the extent of swine
grazing in the Weald. According to an equation given in the Elated
return of the 1341 ninths, pannage tithes recorded in various other
returns of that year can be converted into swine totals; there were at

6
least 200 swine in Hirdford. These calculations give, if anything,
underestimates; the pannage tithes recorded around Ashdown by no means
equal the large totals of swine recorded there in the 1290's and major
7

decline between 1290 and 1341 is unlikely. Records of the pannage
1.

La. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 2,17. Figures are for the beginning of tho
accounting years. Corrections must be made to figures given in tho
account rolls since they iive totals which apply to different timei
of the years, for each group (pigs, piglets, sucking pigs). The
lord's herd was considerable it used all the stubble 1347 —50—pp3,!
46) and well fed-4 q.6 ha. large oats were used 1348 for fattening

pigs (25-6).

P.S. Soften, 1911. 140-4.
3, 2 pigs sold p.a. 1288-9 but none in stock inventories 'before
2.

Clough. 1956. 69, 107.

4.
5.
6.

W. Btgden. 1942. 37. Only 12 swine.
LA. Pelham. 1933b. 129-31, from PRO.E
Calculated by E.14 Yates 1953b.88.

101/588/11.

1337-1
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tithes unfortunately do not survive from 1341 but some scattered
valuations remain - in 1291 there was pannage in the park at Boughton
1
Malherbe, and 20/- of pannage outside it.
Direct correlation of pannage and swine totals is not,however,
possible. Pannage in any woodland varied from year to year and often
rents for pannage differentiated 'free mast' years from others when the
2
crop of acmas and beechmast was poor. Pannage within 'le Strode' park ix

3
Eiston 1357 was valued at 10/- quando accident (when it fell). Secondly
4
the pannage season was only six weeks in length and the size of swineherds depended not only on pannage resources but also on the available
pasture for the rest of the year. In some cases, woods used for pannage
were grazed by other animals for the rest of the year; in 1324 a wood of

5
c.60 acres in Brede was valued at 3/4 for pannage and pasture. Initiall:
the swine had exploited the woodland pastures without competition but th4
grubbing restricted regeneration both of trees and of shrubs; with less
undergrowth and more sunlight, the herb layer flourished and the extendini
areas of grass under the open woodland became utilisable as cattle

6
pasture.

7. See Pig 31 for the parishes around Ashdown.

1.

PRO.0 133/61/22.

2.

e.g. Pramfield 1622, BM. Egerton MS 1967 f 229 (this was formerly
part of Southmalling and the same division occurs in Southmalling
1330-B.C. Redwood and AZ. Wilson (eds) 1958. 140); Ringmer c1550L. Add. MS 5681 f 101v. In Eotherfield 1332-77 full mast, scarce
mast and no mast were distinguished, C. Pullein. 1928. 66.

3.

PRO.0 135/137/46.

4.

Pannage season commonly given as Michelmas to Martinmas (29 Septemb
to 12 November), W. Nelson, Manwood's Treatise of the Forest Laws.
1717. 230, gites it as 14 September to 8 November.
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Sometimes rights to swine grazing covered the whole year; in
Ashdown the free tenants of the manors of Maresfield and Duddleswell coul
graze their swine in Aandown Forest all the year save 'fence month', 15
1
days wither side of Midsummer Day. Tenants of Rotherfield had rights iz
2
the lord's chace under the same conditions. Nevertheless, restrictions
remained. Variation in the pannage harvest from year to year, the
steady decline of pannage as wood was felled and its regeneration
restricted, the increasing competition for pasture from other animals win
products were more valuable — these factors combined to prevent swine
raising from being a major commercial enterprise in the Weald during the
early fourteenth century. As in later centuries, swine were kept in sisal
herds rather than large, by small farmers rather than on the demesne, foi
Anmp sain ma p iin rA+hor +him fnr morko+-

5.

L. Add. MS 6164(f 171; 5 acres in West Chiltington, early C 14 was
worth 4d as pasture and 2/— as pannage (IL Hudson, 1910,157); 18 acre'
of wood in Shipley, 1308 * worth 3/— as pasture, 4/— as pannage—BM. Nei
Z vi f 153; Slaugham 1339 had 300 acres of wood worth 6/8 for pannage
and pasture—C 135/60/6.

6. A complaint of 1635 about fellings of wood in Leigh, Surrey, alleged

that previously the woods were swine pasture, now cattle pasture; in
1632, after felling. at Berting Combo in !legate it was claimed that ti
open pasture VAS more beneficial than the pannage which preceded (0.
Manning and W. Bray. ii. 1809. 180; L. Add. MS 28539, cit. E.M.Yates,
1955.85). Between 1300 and 1600 Ashdown changed from primarily a swine
pasture to primarily cattle.
1. Recorded 1650 — PRO. E 317/4/26; cattle were allowed all year save
.6 weeks of the pannage season, 1610—HM. Add. MS 5705 f 137.
2. C. Pullein, 1928. 66.
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Cattle, sheep and swine were the most important elements in
1
Wealden animal husbandry; a few manors kept goats and the stock picture
was completed by the ubiquitous hens and chickens and less frequent
2
geese. By the early fourteenth century there were no seasonal migratiom
of large herds into and out of the Weald, save a limited movement of stoe
to the eastern marsh pastures in summer; but individual manors in the
Weald brought in some stock from outside as well as selling their
animals for sale in London, and elsewhere without the lead. In 1358
some stock came to Wiston from a Chiltern manor which belonged to the san
3
lord; another of his manors, at Whiteford in Devon, had supplied 20
animals to Wi g ton in the previous year. Their variety suggests they
4
were introduced for breeding purposes. The park grazings in Petworth
1349 were used by the lord's colts and mares from the March, perhaps

5
the Welsh border, Thus although Wealden animal husbandryhad no markei
specialization it shewed those signs of contact with other regions which

were also found in other sectors of the regional economy.

1.

The last mention of goats at Laughton ie 1300— U. Clough. 1956.69.

2.

In 1341 specific tithes of geese were mentioned in the returns for
Wisborough Green and Arlington in the Sussex Weald (G. Vandersee (el

1807. 356-7).
3.

4.

W. Hudson. 1911. 154. In 1370-1 (P.S. Godnan. 1911. 141-4) P1ndon
sent 1 cow, 135 hoggets, 2 sows to listen and received 60 lambs and
24 little pigs from it (7 miles); listen also received 1 horse from
Irynghan and returned a colt (10 miles) and 19 pigs from Boys in th
Chilterns 1.1; miles). llston also sent 2 bovetti to Beene (10 miles
ltington (11 miles) and 1 to Washington (4 miles).
2 to West
Lb. 152-3. Some of these movements may have been promoted by heavy
attacks ofnurrain e.g. many calves died at Laughton 1287 (PBO.SC

6/102349. m4) at listen 90 sheep died out of 732 1370-1(P.S. Godma
1911.141-4), and see also pp.294-7.

5.

The suggested interpretation of this difficult phrase by L.P. Salm
(ed.) 1955. 32-3.
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(vi) Arable Farming.
Oats was the chief grain in the Weald. A levy in Sussex, 1542,
to supply grain for an overseas expedition drew wheat primarily from the
1
South Downs, oats mostly from Wealden lands; an earlier demand in Kent,
2
1297, revealed an identical contrast of Downs and Weald. The accounts

3
of individual manors - Westerhaa on the northern border 1297-1550,
6
4
5
Bexhill 1588, Shipley 1508, Petworth 1547-55- confirm that oats was
the major grain cultivated; indeed, since oats was the chief grain crop
of most of medieval England, its predominance in the Weald was nothing
extraordinary.
Generally wheat was second to oats and was sown in quantity on
the claylands; in some western Hundreds of the Kentish Weald ,(mostly

7
within the Weald Clay), as much wheat as oats was levied in 1297. This
district also had substantial areas of fertile superficial deposits but
elsewhere in the Weald wheat cultivation was hindered by the lightness of
some sandy soils, and, more important, by the tendency to acidity found
in most Wealden soils, of which oats was more tolerant. Along the
southern margin of the Weald, wheat cultivation was considerable at Strea
2. R.A. Pelham. 193 2 . W.sp 5.
2. LA. Pelham. 1936. 257-8, from PRO.E. 101/566/3.
T.A.M. Bishop. 1938. 42-5. a
3.
4.

LA. Pelham. 1937. 209.

5.

BW. Add. MS 6165.f.360.
L.7. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 12 -68: small oats were 5/4 of the sown
arable acreage.

6.

7.

R.A. Pelham. 1936. 257-8; Westerhaa in this area averaged wheat 56.7
of the sown area, oats 40%, 1297-1350.

8.

W. lingden. 1942. 61; inference from customary obligations (covering
125 acres, & the sown demesne 1366 only 1641, Lb. 60-1.)
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1
and at Stretham in Bonfield; along the northern margin wheat was more
important than oats at Great and Little Chart in 1332 and almost as
2
important at East Peckham. (In contrast, Petworth, which also lay on
the southern margin, grew no wheat 1347-53, but it drew supplies from
its Downland sub-manors.)
Several other grains were sown somewhat. Barley prefers light,
dry soils and its cultivation in the Weald was also discouraged by the
very considerable production of barley on the nearby downlands. Some
marginal manors included light soils on the Lower Greensand outcrop and,
3

as Dorking, cultivated some barley; the Christ Church manors on the
northern margin did not grow more than 10 acres each but at least 20
4
5
acres were sown per annum at Streat, 25 at Stretham in genfield and 5-1
at Petworth.

0

These marginal manors also grew some rye but only at

7
Petworth was it significant; =sling mized rye and wheat, was sown on
13 acres at Shipley 1308.

1. B.A. Pelham. 1937. 208; figures for 1388.
2 *L. Cott. MS Galba B iv. f 76-8.
3. In accounts of 1329-30: V01.8y. 4 1912. 423.
4. if. Bugden. 1942. 59-60 (1366); BK. Cott WS Galba B iv 1 76-8(1332).
5. 26 in 1388-RA. Pelham. 1937. 208.

barley
Salzman (ed.) 1955. 12-68. 1347 - 50 large purchases
6.U.
outside as well as local sowings. The local conditions were not idea:
of

fr4

in 1350 barley yielded less than was sown.
7. ib. acreage sown varied 45 acres 1347 to 30 1352. Compare Westerhan
where rye was 5.8% of the sown area 1297-1350; 3 acres only at East
Peckham 1332; 4 acres at Bexhill 1388; small amounts at Wi g ton 1354-1
(P.S. Godman. 1911. 134: rye rare in later sowings.).
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Such were the grain crops grown in the bald and the Bona*
returns for the Sussex Weald chew the distribution of grain-froduction
as a whole/(Fig 30.3unfortunately this detail is not given in the Kent
1
returns. If any concentrations of grain output were noticeable. they
lay on the lower slopes of the High Weald, sheltered, well-drained and
less difficult to till than the claylands - a concentration both on the
eastern seaward side of the High Weald and around Horsham in the west1
Totals were lower in the western claylands and on the most barren sands
around Ashdown.
Arable cultivation included more than grains alone; by 1300 the
sowing of legumes was increasing. Peas, beans and vetches were used as
forage for horses and cattle and the first two supplied pottage for humw
consumption; also, these nitrogenous plants improved the soil ifor the
grain crops which followed them in rotation. In Westerham legumes
2
increased from 0.6% of the sown area 1297-1302 to 10% 1345-50; at Great
Chart legumes were 28% of the sown area 1332, Little Chart 18%, East
3

Peckham 21%. At least 20 acres of beans, peas and vetches was grown
4
at Street but at Petworth grey peas was the only legume grown 1347-53
5r

and its importance was slight.
Flax also was grown in many Walden parishes. In 1346 listen
accounts mentioned flax and the tithes recorded in 1341 for Sussex
1.

2.
3.

4

The Kentish figures give only the total of the lay ninth of corn, w
and lambs. Since however the Kentish totals (see 194.32) are somewhat higher, on average, than the Sussex it may well be that grain
production in the Kentish Weald VAS more intensive .; there is no
reason to believe sheep were more important in the Kentish Weald, 1
if anything, and certainly the Kentish Wald kas )(more fertile
superficial deposits than the Weald of Sussex.
T.A.M.Eishop.1938.
1.Cotton MS. Galba E iv. f 76-8.

•
cr\
t•-n
•
to

fr.,
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1
specified flax in several instances (Pig 33). Most of the largest
values lay in the western Weald, not only in rural parishes as Iping
(10/-), pisberough Green (6/8) and Budgwick (5/-) but near the towns who]
craftworkers used the material - East Grinstead (13/4) and Cuzkfield (15)
combined with the pannage tithe). Further east in the High Weald there
was a second concentration near Batherfield (15/4) and Ifield (8/-).
The cultivation of these varied crops within the Weald was not
haphazard but rotational systems are difficult to substantiate. It is
clear that cropland was often rested. At Rothfield in 1338 80 acres
2
out of 200 were left fallow; cropland in Westerham was rested regularly
in 1360 350 acres of arable in Hurstmonceux lay in marshland and two par
could be sown annually. There was another 199 acres of arable,2/3 of
4
which could be sown annually and the rest used as pasture. 50-50
5

acres of the Wi gton demesne was fallowed yearly.
At Petworth the pattern of sowing is known in detail, yet it still

4• W. Bugden. 1942.61.
5.5--Ww-RmdoonT-1911-5-175T
1. Many parishes did not specify its value; the only figure given in el
Kent returns is Newenden 2/-, PRA I A 179/125/18 m 82iW.Omum.911.175.
2. PRO.0 135/56/1.
3. T.A.M. Bishop. 1938. 39 -41. 'Inhokine„ sowing part of the fallow 1.1'
spring grain, was quite common here.
4. PRO.C. 135/151/14. The meaning of 'two parts' is unclear, though el
tern appears elsewhere, e.g. 1369 300 acres at Northeye inBexhill,
of which two parts could be sown - PRO.0 155/208/8.
5. P.S. Godman, 1910. 154-40; at Crochurst in Horsham 1285 a holding wal
22 acres wheat, 50 oats and 23 fallow-L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1923.57.
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remains impossible to define what rotation was followed because so many
field units were involved; rotations may well have been flexible. How-eve
the very continuity of agriculture demanded some method, and whilst no
fixed pattern can be discerned in the fourteenth accounts of Wiston
1
demesne, part appears to have followed a biennial rotation. Both at
Stretham in Benfield, on the Lower Greensand margin,and at Bexhill on the
Tunbridge Wells Sands only half the arable was sown according to surveys
2
3
in 1388; here also a fora of biennial rotation was functioning. At
lesterham the fields, which stretched across several geological formatior
were divided into two major groups. The core of good soils, the infield,
was cultivated each year according to a three—course rotation; since
there were more than three fields, the rotation was not perfectly
followed throughout and, as at Petworth and commonly in the Weald,
4
several crops were sown in one field. The second group, the outfield,
consisted of many units cultivated according to no one rotation; they
were often cropped for several years continuously under alternate spring
and winter grains, or under winter grain and fallow. Over the whole
area there was a balance of winter and spring grain and after several

1. P.S. Godman. 1911. 134-140.
2. R.E. Pelham. 1937. 197-8, 208-9.
3. E. Sew-ill and R. Lane. 1951.3, 8-9, assume that the evidence for
biennial rotation in Charlwood 1211 betokens a two—(open) field syst
This is not so; Stretham in Benfield had biennial rotation 1388 (and
a terrier of 1330-1 gives two large fields (East and Westfield), eae
half fallow, and three smaller fields— W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1925. 131)
but the terrier of 1373-4 shews there were many small fields, and
makes no mention of East and Westfield —ib. 124. Bexhill, which also
followed biennial rotation 1388, bad 15 small fields according to a
terrier of 1369-85 (ib. 133).

4. T.A4 Mashop.1938.39;cf. Brugfeld in Petworth, sown with three grains

4RfPare frw13,1aTrikala PrOirnrIttdPVIAY110904. /4 Br.'"

in East

31.2

1
years tillage lands were often allowed a long rest. A similar system
seems to have prevailed on Laughton manor which included stiff but
productive clay soils and more barren Tunbridge Wells Sand. The demesne
included 13 fields but only 1/5 of the area was sown at any time; at leal
one field was cultivated regularly, many only irregularly.
One restriction on the adoption of simple rotations was the rapid
variation of Wealden soils within short distances, often within
individual :anis; this variation reflected differences of lithology,
problems of drainage and the frequent occurence of patches of superficia:
deposits. Valuations of manorial lands regularly recorded the differing
quality of their arable lands. Some arable at Aldington in 1541 was
valued at 1/6d and other tilled land at Mersham at 1/4.an acre; these
3

were high valuations - the arable of Shipley 1508 was rated no higher
4
than 4d, and much at 3d. Whilst marsh arable in Rursteonceux was worth
9d an acre, two-thirds of another 199 acres was worth only 4d when sown.
106 acres in Slaugham were worth only ld in 1339 because the land was
6

7

heathy; in Rotherfield 1332-77 26 acres of an area of 67 were barren and

1. TaA,

Bishop. 1938. 40-1.

2. M. Clough. 1956. 56-9 (1339 - 50 the proportion of the arable tilled
varied 20% to 42%). Traces of a similar system at Wiston, where som
fields tilled irregularly, but one part manured heavily and tilled
each year (P.S. Godman. 1911. 140).
3. PROSE 179/123/18m 37. All valuations given here were unusually hig
(meadow 5/-) no doubt to excuse a low assessment for the tax of oneninth.

4. BW. Cott MS Nero E vi f 155.
5, PRO. C 135/151/14;
6. PRO.0 135/60/6.
7.

C. Pullein. 1928. 69.
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1
60 acres in Shadoxhurst 1267-8 were very rough (durissima).
Most lealden soils produced indifferent arable crops and some grai
was imported into the ports of the eastern Weald, especially for the need
2
of the urban populations. Within the Weald, heavy manuring was
practised to improve crop yields. One part of Wi g ton manor where wheat
cultivation concentrated was heavily manured from the resources of the
3
yards and folds; carrying manure was a customary service owed by tenants
4
5
in Eatherfield 1332-77 and Laughton 1292. In Petworth manor 1347-53
bracken was cut and put in the sheepfolds; there it became mixed with the
sheep droppings and this compost

VAS

applied to the demesne in large

6
quantities, 431 cartloads in 1348-9.
Animal dung was supplemented by mineral manures. Customary
tenants of Dorking manor in 1329-30 owed services (then commuted) not
only to spread manure in the autumn but else to provide two loads of
7
at Whitsuntide. By 1300 marling also had become common. Early fourtee:
8
9
century accounts of lesterham and Laughton referred regularly to marl':
1.

PRO. C 132/35/14.

2.

Some grain shipped into Winchelsea each year 1323-8: R.A. Pe1ham.19!
93-118.

3.

P.S. Godman. 1911. 140; 23 customary tenants each owed to cart irlraj
to le Sewyacrevan area of 43 acres.

4.

C. Pullein. 1928. 65.

5.

A.E. Wil son . 1959.110.

6.

U. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 744,35,49967-8.

7.

ym.sr. 4.

1912. 416.

8 6 T.AJI. Bishop. 1938.39; here however it was probably the applicatioi
of calcareous Gault Clay to sandier soils on the Lower Greensand
rather than treatment of the Wealden lands.

9.

114

Clough 1956. 43.
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1
6 acres of pasture in Eotherfield at Henlezh included marlpits 1332-77;
and land at le Strode in East Grinstead was leased in 1273 on condition
that the tenant should marl all the acreage not already marled within
2
five years. Amarlpit in Brenchley Hundred (Brenehley LaMberhurst and

3
Bersmonden) was recorded in 1279.
An early fourteenth century regulation laid down that all manors el
Christ Church Canterbury - including the Wealden manors of Great and
Little Chart, East Peckham, Appledore, Ebony and Ruckinge - should marl
4
as Rah land as possible in sumer, and marling appears to hage been
effective in some areas. 80 acres of marled 'Iambi* at Buckhurst in
Withyham were valued in 1273 at 6d an acre, whilst 100 acres lying

5
unmarled were worth only 24; at Bammerden in Ticehurst the difference

WI

6
64 to 3d. 1272-1307: marled arable at Etchingham-cum-Salehurst was
7
worth 8d an acre in 1330, the unmarled arable only U. These lands all
lay in the High Weald, where the application of Wadhurst Clay to sandy
soils would have improved soil texture.
'Improvement' in the early fourteenth century

WAS

accompanied by

continuing assarting. In 1357 there were 10 acres of new assart at
8
Possingworth in Waldron and in 1339 it was( noticed that three assarts at
1. C. Pulleih. 1928. 70.
2. L.F. Salzman (ed.) 1932. SO.

3.R. Purley. ii. 1874.241.
4.

1. Cott * MS Galba E iv f 74.

5. PRO.0 133/8/7.
6. t. Add. M8 5679 f 234 (this, as the account of 220 acres marled at 8(
acre, 40 not marled at 4d an acre, at Bivelham in Mayfield 1273-h,1 is
later transcript).
7. PBO.0 131/File 3; 180 marled, 171 not.
S. BMC. Penshurst MSS i. 1925. 146.
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Woolbeding and le Nlwode had recently been acquired by the Priory of
1
Easebourne. Customary works at Vinton c 1290-1327 still included carting
thorns, broom and bracken; if this was partly for fuel, it also signified
2
that clearing Was a regular part of the manorial economy. The early
fourteenth century witnessed an expansion of over 100 acres in the area
3
cultivated at Westerhaa grange.
Whilst the impetus of early medieval colonisation was still felt,
some land was already tumbling back to waste. The Nonae returns listed
various land areas in the Sussex Weald which lay untilled in 1541-500 tier
of arable in Streat; 200 acres, 2 carucates and 4 holdings at Shelley in
Crawley; 550 acres and land worth 46/4 in Itchingfield; 650 acres in
Bellingly; 500 acres and other lands valued at 78/8 in Ticehurst; 100
acres and other lands, worth in total £9 in Heathfield; 2 holdings in
4
Etchingham worth 16/-atenements and 2 carucates in Burwash, 40/8; 3
carucates in Hayfield, 30/- and 10/- worth of land at Frankham in Vadhurs
The fragmentary returns for the Kentish Weald mentioned 20/- worth of Ian
in East Sutton and an unspecified area in Iingsnorth which were untilled.
Along the eastern margin of the Weald several recent losses to the sea
6

were mentioned in 1541.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

C.P.R. 1558-40. 176.
W. Hudson. 1911. 172.
Bishop. 1938. 39 -40. Area used for tillage rose 1500-50 0.50C
over 700, but in second quarter of century area tilled each year e.2
of .300 in the first quarter.
G. Vanderzee (ed.) 1807. 350-393. The term in the returns is Ifrisci
which is used elsewhere for fallow (Westerham 1590-50, T.A.M. Bisho/
1958. 39; Newark on Trent 1225-33, H.W. Barley. 1956. zlvii; West
Chiltington early fourteenth century - W. Hudson. 1910. 156) The use
of this term does not mean that there was no change; the proportion
the tilled land under fallow had increased.
PRO.:E. 179/125/18 mm15,60.
T.A.M.
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These losses of land had occured since 1291; they were mentioned
in 1341 to explain why the ninth charged that year was not equal to the
ecclesiastical tenth of 1291. Since these two taxes had the same
common denominator they indicate the changes in parish prosperity over
this half—century (for the process of calculating this, and its complications, see appendix 2). In some instances —Hellingly, Ticehurst,
Heathfield and Burwasbovarishes which included uncultivated land had
declined in their tax—paying power during the previous half century. At
Roos and Ninfield not only had marshes been inundated but upland arable
lay untilled 'because of the poverty of the parishioners' and the total

1
valuation of both parishes had fallen.
In other parishes the existence of untilled land — recorded in
2
other fourteenth century documents also — was not always indicative of
declining prosperity. At Itchingfield where over 350 acres lay
uncultivated in 1341 the valuation was higher than in 1291, and this was
true also of Budgwick, where over 300 acres were untilled, and four
parishes (Bred., Icklesham, Pett and Fairlight) which had lost land to

6. Most of 1 Gateberghesmersh°, 40/— in Salehurst and Minors, 13/— in
Brede; in Wartling 200 acres of marsh and brook submerged; in Roo*
400 acres of marsh inundated; in Ninfield, most of Morhale field
(16/8) submerged; in Pett submerged marsh valued at 26/8; in
Ickleshaiemaktof Illyngigeresmitreh 49/5) idFaiitight° Narschamsmars
13/4; in Guestline Sneppeamersh . 42/8; —G4 Vandersee (ed.) 1807.35
595. Such attacks were regular in this half century — in 1291 mars
of ellytflet t and 'Keynes. " in Iham were submerged and the marshlands
Joined by the Iden ferry were flooded — PRO. Sc 11/660; in 1331 the
chapel by Hastings castle was almost wholly destroyed by sea attack
C P.R. 1330-4. 71.
1.

In Booe one—third of the 'terra susanne was uncultivated 20/— ; in
Ninfield 130 acres (22/10) and lands of the Abbot of Baiham.

2.

e.g. 1337 two asserts on poor soils belonging to Easebonrne Priory

3117

the sea. There was no significant change in prosperity 1291-1541 at
Etchingham and Mayfield, which had lands untilled, nor at Salehurst,
Minor°, Wartling and Guestling, where land lay submerged. On the
1
other side, parishes like Pulborough had declined in their valuation
although their returns made no mention of land going out of cultivation.
In the two parishes where land untilled was specifically attribute
to poverty, the valuation had declined; but land went out of cultivation
for other reasons, many less directly connected with general prosperity hence the variable relation between untilled land and general prosperity.
2
In at least 5 instances land had been lost by imparking; in Burwash
supplementary documentation shews that while some land reverted to vaster
3
other was newly enclosed. Moreover Burwash was one of three manors
which declined in value after 1280 "not from general economic reasons
4
but because of local circumstances produced by absentee landlordism.

had reverted to heath: in Woolbeding manor. Calanci. Misc. ii. 1916
373. 1293-1323 tilled acreage increased in Laughton, but 1292 there
was reversion after excessive expansion in the 1280's - 11. Clough.
1956. 92, 133.
1.

2.

34

This return very short and maybe incomplete; I have excluded
differences in assessment due to technical reasons, 'which are
treated in Appendix 2.
land into
1 earnests and 3 tenements at Shelley in Crawley
12/- in
park of Pashley in Wicehurst (20/-); Beathfield
Burwash and 16/- in Etchingham both taken into one park.

(25/1;;
(2/4-

p.745.
In 1310, manor buildings at Burwash destroyed and gardens yielded
only fruit and nettles - Cal.Ing. Misc. 88. 1916. 462. In 1320
it was complained that Laughton manor, under the same ownership,
was 'wasted'. C.P.X. 1317-21. 522.
see
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It is thus hardly possible to regard the scattered instances of
'terra frisca' in the 1341 returns as the first signs of a general
decline; the period between 1291 and 1341, the early fourteenth century,
was one of general stability in the condition of Wealden agriculture.
Of 131 parishes in the Wealds of Kent and Sussex for which detailed
42
assessments in 1341 survive only3.rchanged their assessment by more the]
26
10% in this period - 16 less prosperous in 1341, J6 more (rig.34).

Tetel-s4eo-and-f-eii-were-egmel; in a few parishes there had been great
expansion since 1291, in a few ethers demonstrable decline but neither
of these changes was general the period of 1291-1341, for Walden
agriculture, had not been a period of change but of stability.
(vii) Orchards and vineyards,

Already by the mid-fourteenth century orchards seem to have been
'widespread in the Weald. They were tended with care; at Petworth,
where both apples and pears were grown, 2i gallons of tar were brought
in 1347-8 to protect the demense orehards from rabbits, by coating the
tree-trunks. Tenants in this manor as well as the lord, had apple
1
2
trees. Direct references to other orchards occur but a better index
of

their number is the frequent mention of cider production. Petworth

made cider from apples grown locally and those supplied by its tributary
manors on the Downs further south, or from apples purchased; much of the
3

produce was sold locally.

Customary tenants at Wi gton, according to

early fourteenth century regulations, were required to gather apples and
4
make cider when necessary; in 1358 12 casks were filled. Cider making erg
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1
mentioned in Iccounts of Feotlands grange in Sedleocombe and also
at Penshurst.
The total production in the Weald was very considerable - in 1352
3

the Clerk of the Fleet was ordered to get 100 tuns in Kent and Sussex. In
4
1341 cider tithes were recorded in 30 parishes partly or wholly in the
Sussex Wald; they were scattered throughout the area (Fig 35) but
production concentrated in the wmstern clay Weald, where very high rates
were recorded for Wisborough Green (7/6/8), Hirdford (4/7/-), Washington
(2/4-), and Billingshurst (1/10/-). There was a secondary concentration
in the High Weald near Ashdown (Withyham 644, Buzted 46/8, Wareafield 13/
but he only amount specified in the eastern Sussex Weald was relatively
low. The eastern area could not supply its needs; large quantities
6
3
were imported from Normandy into l inchelsea c. 1270 dad in 1927-8 fruit

7
was imported into linchelsea.

1. L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 6, 46.
2. e.g. reference to tithe of orchards in Lamberhurst in an inapeximus
charter of 1285-HAO. A/G 47 (62).
3.

L.P. Salzman (ed.)

1955. 30, 43, 45, 57.

4. W. Hudson. 1910. 151:1357 12 cawks brought, 1358 all full and sold ib. 1911. 153. The 'inn/mini' of Sundridge owed duty to pick and eta'
the demesne apple crop, ace, to rental of 1258 (commuted by 1421) H.W. Knocker. 1932. 193, 223-4.
1. e.g. 1377-8, MC. Pinahurst MSS. i. 1925. 162 -3.
2.

1345-6; ib. 233, mentioning both &hies and pears.

3. C.P.R. 1350-4. 125.
4. ft Only in 19 cases was the value specified.
5. G. Venderzee (ed.) 1807, 350-403.
(1266-72), cit. L.P. Salzman:VCR.Sx.2.1907. 263,
6. PRO.SC 6/1031,19-21
/
Contact with Normandy may' have encouraged cider production in the WA
(R.J. Forbes. 139, in C. Singer et al. 1956, says cider spread from
Normandy to England in the C 13) but cider sales occur in the income
Battle Abbey by 1211(DA.Stenton (ed.) 1953. xxvi • x75,.
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Cider as yet suffered no competition from beer, only from alecervisia- which was produced in large quantities but could not be

1
stored. Its quality variedk but it sold widely; the king in 1299 was
2
able to buy 82 gallons from one brewer in lackfield, not a large
settlement, and ale rent (navelsest) was one of the major receipts of

3
Great Chart manor in the early fourteenth century.
There were still some vineyards in the Weald. Payments at
4
Petworth 1547-8 included paling around the vines and the kitchen garden

5
at Wi g ton had vines in 1578. Both these sites lay in sheltered positioi
below the downland scarp. There were many vines on the abbey lands
6
in Battle, Christ Church had vineyards at Brookland on the edge of
8
7
Romney Marsh; as in medieval Prance, the distribution of vineyards
reflected the distribution of monastic houses as much as that of

7.

R.A. Pelham. 1929. 110.

1. Ale was also often more expensive - Wi gton 1581 ale lid. a gallon,
cider Id; I. Hudson. 1911. 162. However Thorold Rogers ( ii.1866.380,
gives the price of cider c.1290 as id-1/4d. a gallon.
2.

NTH.Sx. ii. 1907. 260.

3.

LAdd. S. 6159 f 39:

4.

L.F. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 10.

5. 14 Hudson. 1911. 161.
6. IL Lambardet. 1750. 550; a C 12 description of land in the Lowy of
Battle mentioned a former vineyard near Sentlac-LA. Lower (ed.) 185,
23.

4.

D. Sutcliffe. 1934. 149.

W.

I. Mon. 1943. 5-69.
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regional climatic conditions. Conditions,however, were marginal and
yields uncertain - in 1345-6 the return of the vineyards at Penshurst
1
was nil 'as the vines did not flowere this year'. Most of the wine
consumed in the Wald was no doubt imported and regularly so; services
on Laughton manor detailed, in 1338, the carriage of two measures of
2
wine annually from Seaford to Laughton or Maresfield and tenants of
Marley manor in Battle had to carry wine from linchelsea to Battle
3
Abbey,

61)

Field Patterns and Farm unite.

Cultivated land and improved pasture was usually enclosed in the
Wald. Hedges, often accompanied by ditches, were the commonest form
of enclosure) upkeep of enclosures was a general obligation on tenants
and lessees and hndgebote, timber for repairing enclosures, was one of
4
the commonest customary rights found in the Sussex Wald * In 1308 a
survey/ of the large manor of Shipley recorded the unusual circumstance
that underwood on the manor was insufficient to meet the needs of
5
fencing.
Many parcels of cultivated land were bounded by more than a narrow
1. BMC. Penshurst MSS. LI 1925 * 233.
2. BM. Add. US 33189 f 72.
3.

S.R. Scargill-Bird (ed.) 1887. 4-12 (1272-1307); tenants of Dengemarsh owed to carry ale or wine from Winchelsea oribmwey to Battle,
Lb. 51 (1272-1307).

I .

Kentish examples exist also - on land leased in Lamberhurst 1522-G.M
Cooper. 1857. 163; land leased in Headcorn 1379-BM4Cotton S. Faust.
A i. f 82v. Tenants of Marley manor in Battle, 1272-1307, owed eery
of fencing (gavel merke) S.B. Scargill-Bird.(ed.) 1887, 4-12, and th
service was owed at Ilston early C 14-14 Hudson. 1910. 172.

5. BW. Cotton MS. Nero B vi. 1 153.
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fence. The .haws mapped in later centuries can be traced in tile
frequent memtion of groves, plots of arable and sometimes of pasture
surrounded by broad margins of trees and scrub —Stonvesscrof in Eirdford
2
1
or lisborough Green 1352, I te grove iuxta lestfeld l in Bolney 1379", and
3

a pasture in Botherfield, 1332-77 1 included groves and marlpits. The size
of such fields surrounded by waste was usually small and this was true
of Walden fields in general; most enclosures contained less than 15
acres of land. In West Chiltington one land /Jock, in the early fourteeni
century, included 18 fields of 15 acres or less and only 6 larger (up to
4
40 acres); in East Sutton 1540, 9 fields out of 13 were smaller than

15 acres.

5

Whether subdivision occured within enclosures is an important
but difficult problem. It is clear that the terminology of virgates
did not imply openfield division in the Wald, if it did elsewhere;
customary land in the Walden borghs of Southmalling manor 1285 was
divided into vlrgates but the summary descriptions provided demonstrate
that these units were used for assessing services, not measuring land,

1.

W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1946. 196. It is true that in later times, the
term grove VAS applied to the small wooded borders themselves, but
in common medietal usage grove meanteboth the cleared area and its
surrounding (cf. the C 12 and C 13 Chilterns-LC. Vollans. 1959.219
20)

2.

BM. Add. WS 5683 f 48.

1928. 70. Several fields in the donne of Wye were cello
groves in c 1431-2 (P110.1 315/56 t 184-7); a wood in Gondhurst of 2
acres was called Upfylpottysgrave, next to Upfjrlpotes field 1404-5
(BM. Add, IS 33892 f 74); in early C 14 West Chiltington groves wer
wood and poor pasture—I. Hudson. 1910.156.

3, C. Pullein,

4. W. Hudson, 1910. 156; commonest sizes 21-5, 10-15 acres. Similarly
Chiddingstone 1393—BW.Add. MS 33889 f 67v. The culturae of Bather—
field, 1332-77, often exceeded 20 acres, but were probably more tha
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and syggest that peasant holdings in the virgate divisions were compact
units. Elsewhere in England, furlong terminology has a link with openfield closer than the virgate, and furlongs were mentioned in Clayton

2
C 1312 and at Winton, early C 14, where Hudson suggested that they
3
signified a form of openfield division. Both these parishes,however,
lay only partly on the Weald Clay and if there was openfield, it probabl
lay on the Greensand or Chalk; openfield was known on the Greensand, at
6
4
7
5
this time, in Westerham, Great Chart, Sundridge and lenham, along the
8
northern margins of the Weald, and Sutton by Petworth along the
southern margin. The difficulty of draining heavy clay soils (widely
distributed in the High Weald as well as predominant in the Low Weald)
hindered the appearance of large field units within the bald and when
furlongs are mentioned within the area, at Rotherfield 1332-77, they

9
have no connection with openfield. The only clear examples of Walden
ru

single fields-C. Pullein. 1928. 69. Average field six at Daylgewick
in Wisborough Green 1372 6i acres (W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1925. 130)
12 acres Bexhill 1369-85 (i1).133), Stretham in Henfield 20 acres

1373-4 (Lb. 124).

5. SAO. U. 120/M 4.
1. The cultivated land of each hamlet, held in customary tenure, was
commonly assessed at one virgate -B.C. Redwood and AE. Wilson (eds.)
1958.32 ff. By later times holdings in the virgates much divided (e.
Mayfield c. 15504R.G. Fitzgerald-Uniacke. 1914. 138, or Bred. C 15-J
E. Hay. 1946 * 18) but this is not openfield.
2 * P.S. Godman. 1896. 103. (location possibly in adjacent E. Chiltingto
on Washington).
3. W. Hudson. 1911. 169, 175. (In Kent, H.L. Gray. 1915.279. took
furlongs as indicating openfield of sorts).
4* T.L.M. Bishop. 40-2; here traces of triennial rotation were clear.

5. 1262-3 ref.to 7 acres

in various parts of Sestfold and 2i acres in
several parts of Eastfield (Ea. Jessup. 1956.cii-iii).

6. Enclosed by 1553-4 ace. &L. Gray

1915.273, citing MIR 2/258 f 15

164.

7. Reference 1689-701.SY.3.1911.166. flo
9. C. Pullein. 1 A8.73-

-

E.M. Yatee,1954.209 227.
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openfield come from Surrey on lands, in both instances, attached to
1
manor& further north where forks of openfield were common.
On the other hand, it is certain that some Wealden enclosures were
subdivided. By 1256-65 there were three separate fields in Bilsington
2
all called Ealdemed; these were probably separate enclosures, but in
the same area were other land blocks, where divides of ownership were
3
not always enclosed. Frequently medieval grants referred to small
acreages within a field.
In some cases the wording is too brief — 5 acres in the field calls
4
Stonifeld in Edenbridge, 2i acres in a field called Cothlands in Hart5

field— to furnish adequate evidence for subdivision of ownership within
enclosures, although the smallness of the area involved often conduces
to this opinion. Other grants give more suggestive detail. In e. 1250
reference was made to 'a field lying in Tilfeld', in or near Bilsington;
a small area at Northfeld in Goudhurst was limited 1337 by hedges and
7

ditches, meets and bounds. The meets and bounds probably marked the
internal division within the field, the hedge and ditch the outer bounds]

1. In Morley, an ancient possession of Chertsey Abbey, and Burstow, paa
of the manor of Wimbledon; the latter was enclosed 1835. There is
tract of openfield on Wealden lands of Dorking and Godalming manors
(YCH.Sv. 3. 1911. 146, 176; 4. 1912.409),
2 6 BM. Add. MS 37018 f 17v.
3.

ELL. Gray 1915. 294-5.

4.

Bj. Jessup. 1956. cii—ciii, gives this example (1227) and two °them
from the Weald of Heat, !Aiding (1218) and Great Chart (1262-3,. Ths
last is the only one with any detail and (vis.above) probably refer:
to openfield on the Lower Greensand).

F-

3. =BO. Add. MS 278 (1320). Compare the reference, 1306, to 3 rods in
field called _Sled. inEastiloathly—CUL. Ms le v 31 f 107, and the sm
who ploughed from his land into that of his neighbour, suggesting
there was no enclosure, in Salehurst 1392.S.P.Wlvian (ed.) 1953.45•
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of the larger unit. The 'culture.' of Ratherfield, 1332-77, were
certainly subdivided by ownership, but they were also large areas and
1
may have contained several fields.
Such subdivision does not at all imply a system of openfield
argiculture. Openfield agriculture comprised not only a certain field
layout, but also fixed rotational schemes and a corpus of communal
obligations. The subdivision of Wealden fields was a product merely of
2
temurial conditions, the effect of partible inheritance and early

3
developed leasing on a pattern of enclosed fields. The pattern of
Wealden field and ownership boundaries changed continuously.
Adequate data on the size of holdings in the early fourteenth
century and just previously is very limited. The single most comprehensi

4
survey covers the Wealden lands in Southmalling manor in 1285. Leaving

66
aside differences of tenure holdings of

5

acres and less were by far th4

largest group, holdings below 10 acres more than half and holdings of

6. BM. Add. US 37018 f 29; this may have lain within Romney Marsh, an
area not discussed here, where without any doubt land was divided ini
small units divided by no more than a ditch in many cases, and sometimes not this.

7. J.R.

Twisden & C,H.D. Ward.

1939.

31; area of just over * acre.

1. C. Pullein. 1928. 69; there were five crofts in the culture of Twent:
acres. In the Chilterns c 1133 there were divisions within culturaeE.C. Vollans. 1959. 204. There is no evidence of large unenclosed
units, or subdivided fields, on the 1597 map of Ratherfield (C. Pall
frontispiece).
2. Pointed out for analagous conditions in 'Yorkshire and Derbyshire by
T.A.M. Bishop. Ht. H.R. 1946. 145-7.

5.

Tenant leasing mentioned in Soutbmalling 1330 (B.C. Redwood and ILE*
Wilson (eds.) 1958. 130) in Wartling 1306(1311.Add. Ch.32613) and
Ratherfield 1332-77(C. Pullein. 1928.68). For subletting in Southmailing 1285, see B.C. Redwood and A.B. Illson(eds.) 1958.57,75,85.

4. B.C. Redwood and AZ.Wilson(eds.) 1958.30 -84. I have hesitated to
compile figures for smaller units, parts of manors, since larger
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20 acres and below more than 70% of the total. There was a substantial
'lubber of middle sized holdings - an many 40-50 acres (38) as 20-25 (36)
and out of a total of 631 holdings, 38 were over 50 acres.(Fig.36). If
Southmalling were typical, most of the Wealden tenant farms were small
farms, sufficient to derive subsistence from often indifferent soils, bui
little mere. The degree of inequality in farm size seems to have been
less than in later centuries.
Fern units and ownership units were by no means always compact.
Lands inherited by heirs in gavelkind were not always subdivided - joint
1
working did occur- but some instances of subdivision are clearly docu2
mented. Leasing also had developed and, whilst some farmers leased land

surveys demonstrate that many tenants, large and small, held lands in
more than one manor and analysis of one small unit would underestimate
the size of holdings. At Drungwick in Wisborough Green 1353, holdings in
somewhat larger, 8 1-15 acres, 5 15- 50, 2 50-100, 13 over 100 (W.D.
Peckham (ed.) 1925. 67-70).
5,8' Customary and freehold farms had no major difference in size. At South -

malling (Wealden parts) 1285, virgate holdings larger on average than
mailing
freehold, but freehold 'hewed most variation in size. In Laughton major
customaril had holdings averaging 30 acres, freeholds only 16 in 1300 OW
Clough. 1956. 250-60). The major distinction was between these farms,
viewed as one group, and the large number of cottage holdings, mostly
below 10 acres.
1. e.g. demise of 9 acres in Little ;hart which damiser formerly held with
his brother (EK.Add. WS 33917 f 38v, 1447); Staplehurst 1533 (LS. Cowpo3

1914.11); in 1260-85 the Archbishop of Canterbury-purchased 15 acres in
Lyminge hold by 5 brothers (Lambeth NS 1212 p 97, ex. inf.F.R.A. Du Bouli
There were larger units holding land jointly; the heirs of one man plus
two others had a holding in Egerton 1477 (SAD. II 24/11 4) and the Kinewoli
in Ksnardington C 15 (N. Neilson (ed.) 1928. 182), and 1282 (PRO.C.
133/35/6 may be the heirs of Kenwold, a tenant in 1212 (EM. Cott.NS. Paul
A i.f. 287v).

ra

2. Staplehurst 1473 (1.S. CowPer.1914.7); Cranbrook and Soudhurst 1524 (SM.
Add. NS 33892 f 151 r-v), llawkhurst 1448 (ESEO. Add. NS 103), Penshurst
1405 (Lambeth Court Boll 808 ml, ex inf. F.R.H. Du Donley, who has
assembled much data on the process of subdivision and early growth of
leasing on the archiepiscopal manors in Kent).

1
to compact their holdings, others leased extra, separate, land parcels.
Wealden farms had not the scattering of land found in commonly openfield
villages but many consisted of two or three separate blocks of land.
Larger-ownership units in the Weald also consisted, in many
instances, of several distinct components. Much land in the Weald,
especially in its Kentish portion, formed outliers of large estates
located on the Downlands outside. By the early fourteenth century,
2
many outliers had become separate entities and other manors which had
not originated as outliers, had appeared in the Weald but, even so, many
of these were attached to manors far away by ties of common-ownership
which in turn bred econojic connections (see p.351,
The pattern of

a

larger central manor with smaller outlying units

was found within the Weald also, especially amongst monastic land; the
monks organized the scattered lands they were granted into a pattern of
granges linked to a centre of marketing, consumption and accounting.
Battle Abbey had a grange of the almonry in Battle, a grange at Barnehorn
3

in Bexhill and others elsewhere; Bayham Abbey had granges nearby in

1. In Penshurst 1437 ki acres of land in Great lellefeld were granted
to a man whose land already lay all arountit-BM. Add. MS 33917 f 229
a further 4 acres were transferred 1458 -ib.f 230v.
2. e.g. Sundridge manor had Wealden lands but by 1406 they were separate
Knocker. 1952. 199.
3.

These two mentioned in Battle accounts of 1343 -4: E. Swift. 1937*
60 -2. The role of granges as sub-farms of large monastic estates

was emphasised by T.A.M. Bishop. 1936. 195-214 for Yorkshire; there
(ib. 195-6) they were primarily arable farms but Bishop notes that
the term was applied to any outlying monastic farm.
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2
1
Lamberhurst, and at Otham in Hailsham. Eobertsbridge Abbey in Salehursi
had the largest Wealden network, with granges at Worth and Ferne (in

3
Waldron), 5 in Romney Marsh and I in South Sussex at Sutton. Nor was
thisAlem confined to ecclesiastical land; in 1296 Eridge in Frant was
4
described as a grange of the lay manor of letherfield.

(ix) Transport services.
Many farms and estates in the Weald formed part of large
ownership complexes in which each agricultural unit tended to specialize,
and the individual farms were connected, in many cases, by heavy servicel
of long-distance transport, either by pack horse (averazia) or by cart

5
(carriazia). This system appeared most clearly in Kent, where many
manors in the north of the county possessed outlying holdings in the
Weald called denns. An individual denn SAS often small in area, sometimei

6
divided between two manors; a single manor might have up to 44 deans,

1.

Grant, n.d., cited W.D. Cooper. 1857.154.

2.

Originally a separate house,but merged into Bayham 1208-11: Hji.
Colvin. 1951. 116-8.

3.

Demo mentioned c 1240 (ggq. Penshurst MSS. i 1925.94); others
mentioned in inspeximus of c. 1230 (ib.84) Save Wodegreve in Snarga.
1364 (ib.147). Besides Wodegrove the marshland granges were Grikes
near Winchelsea, Foghre near Pett, Chocke in Oxney, Snargate and
Broomhill, The Eobertsbridge lands thus closely resemble the tripartite pattern of large Kentish estates (agricultural core, Wealdel
woodland, marshland pastures) found in Wye manor, and the estates
of the Archbishop and Christ Church, Canterbury, as emphasised by
Jolliffe. 1933. 6-7.

4.

PRO.C. 133/77/3.

5.

This distinction is made in C 13 services of land in Langney.L.F.
Salzman (ed.) 1932. 169.

6.

Welkherst in Benenden was a dean in the early fourteenth century be.
of Eastry (BM. Add. MS 6159 f 27) and Great Chart (ilia 39T-40),
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1
the number possessed by Aldington (Fig 37).

The donna, in the early

fourteenth century, supplied timber to the parent estate and, to a
lesser extent, agricultural produce.
Haythurst in Marden, one of the denns of Gillingham, owed to
2
supply three carts at Michelmas; the seven Wealden donne of Newington
3
manor had to cart and carry six eartloads of t gavelwode't annual
renders in East Firleigh manor, which had five deans, included three
carts, cartwheels, local carriage of hay and wood, and over 200 general
4
carrying services; Boar's Isle in Tenterden, a denn of Northbourne,
5

owed a rent of timber and its carriage in 1360. The arrangements of
Northbourne were especially complex, as another document shows -tenants

both manors of Christ Church Canterbury; Bernerthinc was a dean of
Bennington, a manor of St. Augustine's in Canterbury, in the late C
(BM. Cotton MS. Faust. A i.f. 141v: Herueringe) and late C 14 (it.
f 148-9, Beruerthingg) but also recorded as a dean of Great Chart,
early C 14 (BM.Add. MS 6159 f 39v-40: Beren'tvng) and C 15 (ib.f. 151
159: Heething).
1. The fullest list is of 1703: BAD. II 89/M 12.p100-163 (see note under
Fig 37).
2. This was commuted by 1447 -KAO.tr 398/M lA f 91j,
3. Dateless custumal cited R. Purley. ii. 1874.6. As the deans became
valued for their timber rather than as swine pastures so the carriat
services became more important than the earlier services of droving
(see OW.
4. Meetly commuted by early C 14 -BM.Add. MS 6159 f 41.-42; the duties o
. Great Chart in C 15 were 52 averagia, & carriage of 12fr summae and 31
bushels -ib.f 157.-159.
5. Fausta i.f 43v.
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had to carry wood from the Walden lands of the manor by boat around the
1
coast to 'Greistonehende and thence by cart to NArthbourne.
By the early fourteenth century, these heavy services were declinin

The denns were becoming separate agricultural units and their increasing
independence of the parent estate was reflected not only in disputes over
timber ownership (see p001) but also in the frequent commutation of
transport services. It is noticeable, in the 1285 custumals of the
Archbishop's manorsin Kent, that the surnames of tenants in the donna
2
and of the tenants in the parent estate are very largely different.
Heavy transport duties were not confined to Kantisk manors with
Wealden outliers; in the Surrey and Sussex Wealds they commonly appeared
as an essential part of agricultural and industrial activity. Droving
large stock or carrying small stock was widespread. A grow of porters
(bermanni) in Southmalling drove animals from Sonthmalling as far as

Lewes Bridge, tickfield and Ptamfield; 8 drofmanni were employed in drivil
swine and other beasts paid as rent or heriot from the Wealden parts of
3

the manor to Southnalling. Several tenants in the manors of Amberley,
Perrin and Bishopstone owed to drive swine and oxen from the outlying
4
manorial lands to the centre.
1. N. Neilson.(ed.) 1928. 27, citing Faust.A.i.f.44v; C 13.
2.

ex. inf. PAX. Du, Boulay. By the C 14 distant manors of Christ
Church Canterbury sold corn locally and sent the money to the priory
to cut carriage services. R.A.L.Smith. 1943. 112,.

3. B.C. Redwood and A.E.Wilson.(eds.) 1958. 112-0 9,6478-9.(1285). San
of the bermanni(which include two women and a widow) mast have done
the service by proxy.
4. LB. Peckham (ed.) 1925.54 (Amberley, undated; driving swine from
Pubherst wood in lisborough Green to Amberley); 98 (Sishopstone, 125
62; driving distraint. from Beathfield to Bishopstone)); 76-8 (Perrin
pre 1379, prob late C 13; driving swine and hens to Plerring from
Ashfold).
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Other agricultural produce needed carriage also. tenants of
virgates in Levant carried wool to Southmalling and right across the
1
Weald to Croydon and London; grain was carried regularly front's manor
2
and from Barnehorne in Bexhill to Battle Abbey and from the Wealden

3
outliers of Southmalling in to the central granaries. Food was carried
4
from Botherfield to provision the castle in Tonbridge and dispute arose

in 1275 about

5
carriage services owed to the castle at Pevensey.

As in the Kentish Weald timber carriage was important, from
6

Clearhedge wood in Waldron to Willingdon, from lisborough Green to

7
Amberley and Ferring. (see p:Saffor other instances). Tenants of Marley
in Battle carried 210 loads of timber annually from the Abbey woods to
the monastery, wine from linchelsea, salt from Winchelsea or Hastings an
8
2000 herrings from these two ports and Bulverhythe. Salt was in great
demand and each year two tenants went from Godalming in Surrey 'to the
sea t for salt, a journey which most have exceeded 40 miles each way and

1958.18.
2. S.R. Scargill-Bird (ed.) 1887. 122-36 (1272-1307).
3. B.C. Redwood and A.E. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 36-7, 50, 62, 69,77: 1285.
4. 1332-77: C. Pallein. 1928. 66-70.
5. L.P. Salzman. 1942-3.37.
6, A.E. Wilson. 1959. 106. from PRO.SC 11/675. 1296.
7. W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1925. 54, 75-6.
8. S.R. Scargill-Bird (ed.) 1887.4-12 (1272-130a).
1. B.C. Redwood and A.E. Wilson (eds.)
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1
traversed the Weald en route. Wine was brought regularly from Seaford,
to Laughton or Maresfield (14,20 miles respectively) as a customary
2
service.
These carriage services reflected specialisation, within large
ownership units, on stock raising or grainoeor the demand for products,
wine and fish, which were not locally available. The ecclesiatical manor'
had additional transport arrangements also. When the Archbishop was
residing at Aldington or Otford manors, carriage services to and from
the other archiepiscopal manors were needed (though by 1285 some were

3
commuted); at Soutbmalling, when the Archbishop was not in residence, pad]
services by horse of up to 30 miles were regularly demanded. Tenants
on the Bishop of Chichester's estates owed similar duties of packservice, dependant on the Bishop's movements and also to drive the oxen

5
fatted for the larder to the various residences in turn.
The services owed, especially for carrying letters and small goods
like birds, included Journeys right across the Weald to London but this
was not confined to the ecclesiatical manors. The packhorse men(avermann

1. c 1370-VCH.Sv.4. 1912.415.
2. By oxcart, 1338: M.Add. MS 33189 f 72.
3. At Otford
were owed
(Cant. MS
the works

1285, if the Archbishop was in residence, 4 carrying service
to Lambeth, Croydon, Bexley, Nerthfleet, Wrotham and Penshur
B 24 f 58v, cit. D. Douie. 1952.87). At Aldington some of
had been commuted in 1207-28 and 1245-70: ib.f.54.

• Each shwae owed one carrying service in winter, and one in sumer wi
1 horse from Mayfield to Croydon, Otford, Charing, Burstow, linchelses
Maidstone or Cranbrook. This Was i ntauer' service; if the prelate or
his steward were at Mayfieldpmere frequent local services were exacted
'inaner t service-B.C. Redwood and A.E.Wilson (eds.) 1958.36-7,50,62,69
77.

5. Villeins

of Amberley owed carriage to Eenfield, Petworth, Perking and
London with oxenl pigs, letters and birds (W.D. Peckham(ed.) 1925.431
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of Vietcong on the southern margin of the Weald, regularly carried goods
to London, about 50 miles and to the lord's manor of Bon in the Chiltern
about 70 miles, whilst the oxen on Petworth manor, 1347-8, had suffered
2
from excessive heavy transport duties, as far as London.
Transport services were thus of several kinds, some from outlying
manorial lands to the centre, some from inland to the coast, some needed
by the seasonal round of the agricultural estate, others demanded by
landlords who lived well and had many possessions. There was a hajor
difference between the heavy transport of agricultural produce and
packhorse transport of letters and delicacies but both were an integral
part of Walden economic life in the early fourteenth century. By 1300,
many transport services had been commuted but by no means all and the
economic activities of the area at this time (and especially its
economic connections with the surroundint retions) cannot be understood

54). For the other manors of the bishop l ef pp.54,77,96,111,114.

1.

W. Hudson.1910. 178, 1911. 156-8; wool was carried to London,
salt fish brought back.

2.

La. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 14; cancelled note about carriage to
London, p

5.

Tenants in Botherfield owed pack service up to

24 miles (C. Pullein. 1928.66: 1332-77) and Willingdon up to
15 miles (PRO.SC 11/675: 1296) when necessary.
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without the connections that transport services provided.

(x) Rural Settlement
(a) Settlement pattern.

A settlement pattern cannot be accurately described without maps but
such written data as survives suggests that Walden rural settlement in
the early fourteenth century consisted mostly of hamlets and isolated farm
moth as portrayed on the maps of three centuries later. If anything, much
as portrayed on the maps of three centuries later. If anything, the
pattern was more pronounced at this earlier period, since the nucleated
trading and industrial centres were smaller. Documents included in their
general phraseology not only the '1,111ae's 'maneria' and t tenementa t of
1
all counties but, when describing Walden lands, 'hamletta' also; hamlet
settlement/ was one characteristic of the area.
In the Wald there was a physical disposition towards dispersion
which was especially pertinent on the claylands, which included much of
the High Weald as well as the Low. These claylands in the Weald had been
settled by secondary colonisation from earlier occupied, better-drained
and more easily tilled terrains around and this secondary expansion had
often produced a pattern of dispersed settlement. Many have explained thl
dispersion by the plenitude of surface water on the claylands, removing
the need to cluster habitations around wells but this explanation has bee:
1. PRO. Ancient Deed AS 244, transcribed ..8L.C t 1915. 183-4: 1346, describil
the Earl of Surrey's lands in Surrey and Sussex. Customary lands in ti
Walden borghs of Southmalling manor were grouped 1285 in many small
units, most still identifiable with Walden hamlets (B.C. Redwood and I
B. Wilson (eds.) 1958.37,51-2,62-3,69-72 9 77-8). The Bilsington earfuls.]
(BUradd. MS 37018) refers to the v111 of Bilsington e 1256-65 (f 17v),
hamlet of Oldmeston' 1253 (f 31) and individual dwellings early C 15 (1
43v, 76).
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demonstrated inadequate, not least because the extraction of water from
clay is difficult and surface pools are often brackish (see p. 28-9).
1
Dispersion WAS encouraged by other physical factors. Difficulties
of tillage made it advisable for the farmer to live near his fields so
that he could fully utilize those short periods when the land was neithez
cracked nor boggy, and the difficulty of transport over miry clay gave
similar encouragement. These difficulties were allied with deficiencies
of soil — tendencies to acidity and impeded drainage — and their combinei
restrictions Barely allowed food production sufficient, or sufficiently
regular to support the greater populations of necleated settlements,
unless grain was carried uneconomic distances. Besides the restrictions
on time of ploughing, later stagnations of water frequently choked the
germinating plants whilst, on the other hand, rapid growth of grass on
the damp clay reduced the need for collective organisation of grazing,
one of the characteristics of the nucleated, openfield village.
Such were the physical factors influencing dispersion in the clay—
lands; on the more sandy outcrops soils, in general, were less fertile
than those on the clays and this poverty prevented population from
reaching the density needed for a settlement pattern of nucleated villag
It has been established that nucleated settlement, associated with open—
field . and triennial rotation, only became economically workable in

1. These problems have beeh elucidated by R. Dion. 1946, 6-80, in
dealing with the Paris Basin; see alsoU. Courthope and B.B.A.
Formoy. 1931.

grin.
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medieval Europe in areas of fertile soil where population was, for
1
the peried,dense.
During the Middle Ages it is almost certain that
the density of agricultural population in the Weald was substantially
lower than in southern England as a stole, or than in the openfield
districts of the Midlands. The Walden density increased somewhat but
the limitations were considerable — the sands very poor in plant food,
the clays difficult to till and irregular in yield.
It has often been claimed that the hamlet settlement of the Weald
and nearby areas reflected an individualistic agriculture, where manorial
2
rights and common obligations were relatively unimportant. Common
institutions did exist, however — common land was widely distributed
in the Weald — and the individualistic nature of Wealden tenure was not
the primary cause of dispersed and hamlet settlement in the area; rtathel
it was a reflection of tardy colonisation, of physical restraints on
settlement sites and production of food. Only if the population had
become large enough to support a system of nucleated villages and open—
field, would tenurial tradition have become significant in restraining
this tendency.

1.

H. Mortensen. 1944. 209-15; 1946-7. 54: G. DOT, 1954. 561-6.

2. e.g.J.E.A. Jolliffe. 1933. 1-10, et alia; Jolliffe must be credited
' with emphasising the distinctive characteristics of the settlement
pattern of these areas.
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(b) House-types
Few houses of the early fourteenth century survive in the Wald
(Fig 25) but they contain many features known more fully in the henhouses of the fifteenth century. The standard three-bay hall house
became the general form of hall-house only in the fifteenth century and
1
earlier forms exhibited more variety; besides three-bay forms, both
2
smaller and larger (up to five bays), were built. Aisled construction
3
occured in some instances and the house with aisle posts within the
hall space may have been an early form, before the advent of trusses
4
reaching from wall to wall removed the necessity for aisles. If so,
the change occured by 1350, for houses of this period were built with
trusses right across the hall, the aisles and true aisled construction
being relegated to the end and partition trusses,
Besides aisled construction, other structural variants appeared;
the truss support at Tickerage in Vest Hoathly, early fourteenth century
is intermediary between the later hall building with trusses, tie-beam
and kingpost, and an earlier form which may have been a crock constructi4
7

However, there is no other evidence for crock-building in the Weald, am
Tickerage in other respects is a typical Vealden house; the design may
have been a local expedient favoured by a site with unusually stable
8
foundations.
1. e.g. 48 High Street, East Grinstead -c.1325-50.
2 6 5 bay, at Homewood House in Bolney, R.T. Bison. 1940. 15-18.
3. At Homewood House and also at Tickerage in Tett Heathly and Capons in
Cowfold-R.T. Mason. 1941. 70-2; 1957. 71 -93; 1957. 74 suggests Capons
late C15 - early C14, Homewood early-mid C14, Tickerage early C 14.
Dating is mostly by mouldings which can lead to errors.
4. J.T. Smith. 1955, 95, regards certain features of a hallhouse at lards
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Old Soar at Plaxtol, on the northern margin of the Weald,
built

C

VMA

1300 as a small manor house, and incorporated a plan rarely seen

in later Wealden houses. The chief rooms were on the first floor,
1
possibly for reasons of defence, and were approached by an outside stone
staircase. This was an archaic feature, and at the same period some
houses were incorporating items which became common inly several centurie
later; Great Eiresfield in Guestling had a chimney stack of uncoursed
2
ashlar by 1400, and it may have been there in 1350.
Throughout the Middle Ages,however, the hall—house was the dwellini
of the substantial farmer or industrialist and the bulk of the populatioz
lived in cottages. In the absence of surviving examples, their details
near Otham in Kent, just north of the Weald, as evidence that the
1/Wealden house' was derived from an aisled hall. Homewood has 1
aisle, Capons (earlier) 2.

6.

R.T. Mason. 1957. 84,

7.

Its

8.

H4T. Meson. 1941. 65-72.

1.

AA

2.

111aff.Sx.

Wasson. 1955. 157-170, hypothesised that a C 13 building on the
Downs near Eastbourne south of the Weald had a creek construction,
but proof is lacking.

suggested E.

Tumor. 1952.5.

9. 1937. 179.
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are unknown, but the vary absence suggests that they were not built, as
were the larger dwellings, for permanence and the pattern of regular
rebuilding every 30 years disclosed by excavation of peasant houses
1
elsewhere in England probably held good for the Weald also. The dwelling,
were doubtless single-storied, built of local materials - stone occasionally, timber with wattle-and-daub in most cases; wattle-and-daub, the
cheapest and most impermanent walling material, occupied most of the
wall-space in the peasant houses. Windows were mere holes, perhaps
shuttered over or covered with skins; internal division in the houses
was minimal and in many the animals and human occupants probably slept
2
under one roof. In many villages there were also, besides the peasant
houses, the even smaller and more primitive huts of cottagers, who had
encroached on small parcels of the waste,
(c) Building materials.
In general the building materials drawn upon in the fourteenth
century differed little from those used in later centuries. Timber
framed construction was commonest and the commonest infilling was wattleand-daub. The nature of this mulling can be discovered from surviving
houses. Wattles were not always woven before insertion in the wall;
commonly small stakes were inserted between the beams and the lathes wart
woven, basket-fasion, around the stakes, the ends being inserted into
grooves or holes in the end beams. Fastening might be assisted by nails
1.

As at Wharram Percy in the C 14 and C 15-J.G. Hurst. MYd.Arch.1957.
166.

2.

R.L.S. Bruce-Vitford. 1956. 167-96, describes this situation in a
Dark-Age peasant house in Cornwall and medieval or later examples
are known from Devon, Oxfordshire and Walesea. Jope and R.I.
Threlfall. 1958. 122-3.
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but sometimes the laths were tied to the stakes by knotted osier withies,

0

The consumption of 2400 laths in repairing several barns in Petworth 1341
8 she's how much wood this filling-in needed and repairs at Pevenaey in
1301 trace the practise of whitewashing daubed walls back at least to
3
that date. The plaster which was put on the wattled framework was oft.]
4
strengthened with straw.
Line was needed both for cementing stonework and for the plaster
applied to wattle frameworks and it was in considerable demand, In 1349
a limepit was temporarily set up at Pacchescombe in Petworth manor to
meet the manorial needs; in 1348-9

31

seaters of slaked lime had been

purchased to repair stonework, and 9 had been bought for the same use

5
in the previous year, Pevensey Castle repairs in

1303 used 6

quarters el

lime bought at Eastbourne, made (as the Petworth lime) from Southdown
chalk; in

1289 larger

works had needed

360 horseloads

of chalk to be

6
had been carried thence to Pevensey.
7
Sand was the other component of mortar for stonework - aad-Wealdea-weiikei

burnt at /illingdon, and

310 seams

dug from the Hastings Beds, the sand beds in the Weald Clay or the
surrounding Lower Greensand; there were many small pits, few of whose mez
1. R.T.

Mama 1957. 81.

2, L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 10; also 600 for partitions in a new
residence.
3. L.F. Salzmann, 1906. 14-15 from PRO, E 101/479/16. The next year th4
outside walls of the chapel were plastered over with mud. The
buildings at Tudeley forge in 1350 were of wood and daub-U.S. Gulag)]
1913. 145, fromPB0.11 10085/11 1114,
4, e.g. 'Wilmington in East Grinstead-LT. Mason.

1940. 15-18.

5. L.F. Salzman (ed.) 1955. 9, 23,34,
6. PRAI A

101/4706; ib//5,

cited L.P. Salzmann.

1906. 10-12.

7. The third element was i lombe t , any clayey substance, dug at Pevensey
1288 under the walls of the castle(ibid). This clayey material was
used much more in the daub mulling of house walls, than in cement 1
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8
have survived.

The sand dug in these formations was not always suite)]

Pevensey works near the coast used sea sand in 1290 and Wi g ton, at least
10 miles from the sea, was buying sea sand in 1357 although the manor
2
lands stretched over all the Lower Greensand.
In the early fourteenth century several of the sandstone seams of
the Hastings Beds were being worked for building stone.

The Tunbridge

Wells Sand supplied sand from nearby Tunbridge Wells for the building of
3
Penshurst Place c. 1341; a variable yellow sandstone from the Ashdown
Sand in East Sussex was used for fourteenth century work in churches at
4
Salehurst, Bodiam, Burwash, Brightling, Ticehurst and Etchingham; the moo
resistant material came from near East Grinstead, also in the Ashdown
Sand and was utilised for early fourteenth century work in Bartfield chin
5
nearby. The brown and grey freestones of this last source were the onl
stone from the Hastings Beds which could be carved and it did not suffer
the rapid decay found in most of the other sandstones; but this did not
give it a larger sphere of utilisation — in this period proximity to
stone, (low transport costs) mattered more than the less well—known facti
6
of quality. The eastern edge of the Hastings Beds outcrop approached thl
1. Sandpit Shaw in Battle was Sandpette in C 14 (PN. Sx.ii.500), in the
Hastings Beds.

152.
F.W. Jessup. 1958. 108; this material is also used in Horsham church
work of c1140, c 1237, 1307 and later alterations (P.M. Jobilafton. 191
336; S.E. linbolt. 1940. 35-40),
VUH.Sx. 9. 1937. 198 -264, and P.M. Johnston. op.cit.

2. 1.
3.

4.

Hudson. 1911.

5. P.M. Johnston. ibid; A.D. Hall and U. Hassell. 1911. 158.
6. Carriage of Greensand from Eastbourne to Pevensey in 1290, a distancl
of only about 6 miles, gave 2/5 of the total cost; blocks of Caen
stone costing 3/— at the quay in Pevensey cost 2/— more to carry to
the castle, less than a mile away—U. Salzmann. 1906. 1-30.
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sea and water transport enlarged the market area - in 1367 195 tons of
Fairlight Stone were shipped to Rochester Castle, a journey almost wholl,
by water.
Quarrying within the Hastings Beds outcrop was not so extensive
2
c.1350 as it later became and the variety of imported building stone was
considerable (Fig 38),Pulborough Stone from the Hythe Beds was used for
4
3
C 14 work in Wilmington Priory and Old Place, Pulborough; stone was dug

5
at Nutbourne in Pulborough 1357 for carriage to Welton. Tipper Greensani
stone from Eastbourne was used a little for windows in Hurstmonceux
6

7

church and on a large smile 1289-90 at Pevensey Castle. Along the
northern margin of the Weald, firestone (Upper Greensand) was used both
8
in building construction and also for fireplaces. Flint was used in
several C 14 churches along the southern boundary of the Weald, near the
9

sources-Ramsey, Westmeston, Clayton and Plimpton.

1. pup. &NON a 3; the material probably came from the Ashdown sand
but there are small sandstone seams in the Fairlight Clays - W. Tople:
1875. 45-51.
2. One indication of growing use is that Icklesham church used Hastings
Beds material late C 13 -early C 14 work, after using Hythe Beds
material for earlier work -G.X. Livett. 1905. 38-64.
3. W.H. Godfrey. 1028. 1-27. In old farmhouses joints between Hy-the Beds
blocks are often filled with thin slabs of gingerbread stone (ironstohe from the Folkestone Beds).
4. W.D. Peckham. 1920. 119-133.
5. W. Hudson. 1911. 152.

6. J.E. Bayi1916. 21 ff.
7. 1290 525 blocks, 1289 2100-L.F. Salzmann. 1906. 9-13.
8. zee Fig.n.
9. VU8.8x.

7.

1940. 85, 111, 117, 142.
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The import of Caen stone from Normandy was considerable if irreguls
In 1323 linchelsea imports included one shipment of Caen stone worth
5/8/9 and one of bricks (1/0/0); 1324-4 there were 3 shipments of Caen
1
stone (7/0/0) and 1327-8 2 more shipments (5/0/0). Unfortunately the
customs data is largely lost, but other evidence supplements it-C 14 use
2
of the material in Hurstmonceuz church and the purchase 1288.9 of 95
3

blocks of Caen stone for works at Pevensey Castle. No brickwork of this
period survives but bricks were imported into Winchelsea as early as

1323.
Little need be said of the roofing materials, the same as in the
later centuries; Pevensey made thatch in 1289-90 from reeds cut in
5
coastal salts at lillingdon, whilst Petworth according to references
6

in 1347-8 and 1352-3 made do with stable. Petworth manor also paid

7

out in 1347-8 for 13,000 tiles needed for residences and barns, and the

8
Viston account of 1358 recorded the buying of ridge tiles. Shingles may
have been used more commonly in this period than in later times when
wood was less plentiful and more profitably applied to other uses. Betwo

9
and 1350 Petworth bought 3600 shingles but this was trifling copper
10.
with the 25,000 shingles at Shipley in 1308.
Horsham stone was in
1347

1.

R.L. Pelham. 1929. 107-10; not all the material imported through
linchelsea was necessarily used in the Weald.

2.

J.S. Bay. 1916. 21 ff.

3.

L.F. Salzmann. 1906. 9-13. The Caen stone in the C 17 stables at
Hamsey Place Farm (ArCH. Si. 7. 1940. 83-4) may have come from the
hall built there 1321.

4.

1323 one shipment, 1326-7 two; B.A. Pelham. 1929. 93- 110.

5.

1,4F. Salznann. 1906. 9-13.

6.

L.F.

7.

U.

Salzman (ed.) 1955. 6-7, 68. Straw was used at West Chiltingtoi
early C 14-1CHudson. 1910. 158.
Salzman (ed.) 1955. 10. In 1301 the hall at Pevensey had gaps
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considerable demand already as a roofing material (see Fig 20). In

1357 Wiston manor bought a house in Horsham, removed its stone roofing
1
and carted it to Wiston, at least 12 miles away.
Two materials used in the refinements of building were being
produced locally or used locally in the Weald by the early fourteenth
century. One was Sussex marble, Paludina limestone from the Weald

2
Clay, which was dug for flooring, pillars, steps and occasionally for

3
outside walling. The other was glass; glass manufacture in the western
Weald was one century old by 1347-8, when window glass was bought for
the lord's chamber in Petworth. As yet, however, its use was confined
to large mansions.

in the tiles which were thatched-PRO.E 101/479A6.
8.

W. Hudson. 1911. 153-4.

9. Lai. .

Salzman (ed.) 1955. 9, 23, 48. However shingles, unlike tiles,
were not used for barns here.

10. HM.Add. MS 6165 f 183.
1.

W. Hudson. 1911. 152; in Charlwood 1401 accusation of stealing
Horsham stone from a barn was made (E. Sevin and B. Lane. 1951.21)i

2.

Alternatively known as Bethersden marble, Laughton stone, Petworth
marble and winklestone.

3.

Used in Canterbury Cathedral late C 14 (EX. Hewitt. 1932.392,
Woodruff and W. Danko. 1912. 175-6); C 15 wider use, in churches at
Tenterden, Beadcorn, Smarden and Biddenden-W. Topley. 1875. 368.

4.

L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1955.9; at Penshurst 1470 windows even in the
hall were still covered only by a net - L.F. Salzman. 1952. 174.
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(xi) Industrial activity.
1
There were at least 8 bloomeries working in the Weald during the
early fourteenth century; their short life and irregular production
are reflected in the accounts of the Tudeley works in Tonbridge. Accoun.
begin in 1330; the works were rebuilt 1343 but were lying unused in 1546
By 1350 they were again at work, although costs of production had risen
because of plague but the second onset of plague closed the works finall:
before 1363. Output varied greatly from year to year; 1350-4 about 200
2
blooms were produced annually, 1335 600, but in 1350 - I only 252. Niel
and ore both lay nearby and this was probably true of all Wealden blooms]
then; when either gave out, the bloomery (which had no large installatiol
closed and moved.3
The works at Tudeley produced wrought iron; a little was worked up
on the spot to tyre rods or horseshoes, but the bulk was sold as blooms
to local smiths. Much Walden iron was sold thus - Boxley grange

5
purchased 7 blooms in 1332-4 -but some demands, especially by the goverm
were for simple finished goods. In 1327 a works at Rof fey in Horsham

6
supplied 1000 horseshoes, exported via Shoreham for the Scottish war and
in 1320 the Sherriff of Surrey and Sussex had supplied horseshoes and na:

7
for an earlier stage of the same conflict. In 1275 406 iron wedges or pi
1. H.R. 4hubert. 1957. 108; others have doubtless existed without trace/.
2. LS. Guiseppi. 1913. 145-164, from PRO. SC 6/890/22 - 891/18.
4. e.g. Smith of Worth o 1285-WC. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 123; smithy
Nramfield 1285-M.14461NA a.o.AL W,1684*

5.PRO.SC6/886/6.
6. L.P. Salzmann. VCH.Sx. 2.1907. 242.
7. L.P. Salzmann. YCH.Sx.2.1907. 242.
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1
were bought in the Weald and 343 more in 1278; arrows were in demand,
2
iron-tipped, in 1342 and 1359. Forges, as the one in Tonbridge Castle,
which existed to supply local needs, were drawn on in such an emergency;
in 1323 this forge converted 26 blooms into 423 iron bars and sent them
7

to Porchester Castle and in 1325 it made up 7000 iron nails and ;GOO irol
'clenches', suitable for shipbuilding, for the same destination.
The products of Wealden smiths were not always acceptable - in
1300 it was complained that the iron tyres supplied by Wealden smiths to
4
London for cartwheels were too small for use. Nor was Wealden iron
sufficient for the needs of southern England; Spanish iron was imported

5
for fine work at Leeds Castle, just north of the Weald, it was sold

6
alongside the cheaper Walden iron at Dover 1339 and the two lots of
iron exported from Winchelsea 1327-8 were probably re-exported Spanish

7
rather than local produce.
Wealden glass manufacture was already concentrated by 1300 in the
western Low Weald. In 1332 a glass dealer called John de Alemayne is
mentioned; in 1343 a Ftenchman named Schurterre settled in the area,
acquired A1emayne's furnace at Frames in Chiddingfold and established
8
other furnaces. Traces of fourteenth century glass manufacture have beel
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

H414 Schubert. 1957: 108, from PED.E. 10067/7 (nos 3,7).
PROJ 372/187; CPR. 1358 -61. 222.

&U. Hewitt. 1932. 386, from PRO«E 358/15/624, 31.
ed. H.T. Haley.ii. part I. 1860.1
1370-5 Leeds Castle used Spanish iron and some cheaper iron of
unspecified origin, probably Wealden-PROA. 101/466/19-20,cita:E.
Hewitt. 1932. 385.
MOnimenta Gildhallae Londoniensis.

101 14b3.4

Lf. Sobivau •IT2.2157

70.

R.A.

57.

S.E. Winbolt. 1933.8.

Pelham. 1929. 110; in 327-8 0 worth of iron imported, and 6A
in 1324-5.
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found at 6 sites in Chiddingfold, and 4 in Kirdford (Fig 26), only one
of which yielded thirteenth century glass; the years after 1500 must have
witnessed considerable expansion. Window glass was the chief product
and supplied tore than a local market; glass was sent for We in Si.

21
Stephen's Chapel, Westminster, in 1552 and to Merton College Oxford
30
1359-60.
Textile manufacture became important in the Weald during the early
fourteenth century not as a product of long previous growth but by royal
act t in 1331 Edward III invited a Flemish clothworker, John Nampa, to

45

41•

settle in England. There were cloth workers in the Weald already (p. )
but the immigrants who settled in the area around Cranbrook encouraged
the expansion of fulling and introduced broadcloth weaving in a variety
of colours. Fullers earth was available on the northern margins of the
Weald and inferior substitutes within the area (see p.24; other
materials also were produced locally - both madder, a dye, and teazles
5g

appeared in the Penshurst accounts of 1345-6. The Flemish influx soon
left its mark; by 1541 there were no less than 13 mills in Rotherfield

I

g,

In Winbolt's list these are sites numbered 5,7-8,10,15-16 (in
Chiddingfold), 22-5, 51-2 in Kirdford; 22-3 both seem to have begun
late in the fourteenth century, whilst at 6 and 12 in Chiddingfold
there was a gap in production during this century.
U. Salzmann. 1915.128, citing PRO.E 101/471/6; more was sent 1555-4

S.E. Winbolt. 1933.9.
i 1. In 1331 came the offer to loupe -MaicKisack.1959.566-7, from Rymer.
Peedera.ii. 823, 849; i# 1336 came the general offer-this is the data
given by Camden and R. Furley.ii. 1874. 323.
51. BMC. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925.255; 1307-8 linchelsea imported woad from
Wfierdy (R.A.Pelham. 19506. 141).

3 g.
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1
and Frant, and 4 in the poor parish of Withyham, some of these probably
industrial mills, and by 1355 the English export of coarse woolen cloths,
the Kentish product, was more valuable than that of either wors4ad or
2
felted fabrics. Wooitn cloth was the chief textile manufacture of the
Weald but there was also a small-scale production of goods worked up from
3

locally-grown hemp and flax.

There were other minor industries in the early fourteenth century
Weald. Cattle were the most 'important stock in Wealden animal husbandry
and tanning leather for a variety of local products was a widespread
occupation, mentioned at Cuckfield, Barcombe, Uckfield, New Winchelsea,
4
Marley near Battle, Ditchling, Crawley and many other places. The
process was simple and the product not valuable; tanning was a common
village trade, an,important means of employment rather than in industry
(like iron) producing valuable goods for a wide market. Leather was
used for clothes, saddles and many other domestic needs; anotlger widesprel
local industry supplying domestic necessities was pottery manufacture.
Production has been located at Hastings (7 kilns), Bye (4) Ashford,
3

Ringmer, Brede, Horsham, Limpsfield, Lindfield and Westerham; tiles
produced at Bye were used at Appledore, 7 miles away, but in general
pottery was produced locally.
Potteries and tanneries were scattered throughout the Weald but sal
1.

G. Yandersee (ed.) 1807. 378,

2.

R. Purley. ii. 1874. 347.

3.

For flax and hemp cultivation, see p340; services at Wiston in the
early fourteenth century included working flax-W. Hudson. 1910-151.

4.

2 tanners in Cuckfield 1379 (PRO.E179/1P9/41); Crawley 1379 (ib)i
Barcombe 1296 (rCH. Sx.ii. 1907.259); Mifield 1300 (PBO.JI 1/934 is:
New iinchelsea 1292 (V0H.8x.ii. 1907.259); Marley early C 16-A.Evns
1941.396);Ditchlina 1379(PRO.11 179/189/41):Staulehurst 1167(mn re
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evaporation was concentrated along the coast in the east and in a few
1
large river valleys. Some salt was exported from the marshlands, where
the largest amounts were prepared, but the heavy storms of the late
thirteenth and early fourteenth century flooded much marshland and
drastically reduced salt production. HY 1350 salt was being imported inti
2

Winchelsea from the Bay of Bourgueuf, in western Prance.
(xii) Towns and markets.
By 1350 many settlements in the Weald had right to hold a weekly
market and a few larger settlements, including Reigate and Rye, held two
weekly markets. Pairs, coming only once or twice a year, were held
most market centres and in several other villages also (*I ). Ockley
fair lasted two days only, Burstpierpeint but one; most fairs lasted
three days, but Bulverhythe had a four day fair, Bunton five days. The

ii81/69).
5.

1.

2.

Hastings, mostly C 15 -G.Cik Dunning. 1949b.8-9; Rye mostly C 14i
including tiles as well as domestic ware-L.A. Vidler. 1932.85-101,
33.47-64, 1936. 107-118 (the C 15 pottery at Bodiam castle was madl
nearby-J.N.L. Myres. 1935.224-30); Ashford C 13 -L.R.A. Grove and
A. Warhurst. 1952. 185; RIngmer found W. Martin. 1902. 128-58, and
dated late C 14 and C 15 by L.P. Salzmann. 193. 116; Brede C 14 ani
C 15, and potter 1404 -PRO.SC 2/206/59; Horsham C 13-L.F. Salzmann.
VUH.Sx. ii. 1907. 251; Limpsfield potter 1514-Ls. Salzmann. 1913.:
Lindfield 2 potters 1379-P80:E. 179/189/41; Westerham-C 15, G.C.
Dunning. 1949b. 8-9.
Some salt was clearly produced inland- there were 2 salt-pits at
Lashenden is Biddenden in 1252 -I.J. Churchill. (ed.) 1956. 245, ani
medieval saltworking, c 1527, may have occured in Ardingly (Pq.Sx.
ii.254). I cannot identify the salt pan at Tarcurtevs granted to
Dureford Abbey by 1290-B1.Cotton MS. Vesp.E xxiii f 29.
C.C1A. 1349-54. 197;however salt vas exported from linchelsea at:
in 1598-9, when 6/10/- of salt imported and over 11/4- exported
(LA. Pelham. 1950. 197).
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seven day fair at Pevensey was "nfirmed in 1313 and Lindfield had two
nine day fairs granted in 1343. Many other of the market and fair
rights had been granted in the seventy years previous to 1350, including
lartling fair and market 1337, Ratherfield market 1318, Biathfield market
and fair 1315, a second fair in Cuckfield 1312, a second market and sewn
fair in Burwash 1310, Bletchingly fair in 1310, and West Qrinstead market

1
and fair in 1280.
Commerce and trade had become, by the early fourteenth century,an
integral part of the Walden economic structure and its importance, as
these many grants Ethel., was increasing. The trade of the markets dealt
both with those Walden products destined for exterior markets - iron,
glass and timber - and the traffic of more localised commerce. Nearly
2
all of the Weald were within 4 miles of a market (Fig 39) and concern
soon arose when the prosperity of a market was threatened. In 1305 Rye
petitioned to change its fair from 8 September to 15 August because on
the existing date most of the inhabitants were fishing in the Worth Sea
3

and trade thus suffered; in 1348 complaint was made of an obstruction
in the R. Rather which prevented vessels going up the river to Salehurst
4
market. The Black Death caused a serious short-term dislocation and

1. For details of these grants, see Appendii $.4.
2. Bracton (De LeRibus. iii. 1880. 585) said 20 miles was about a day's
journey and that markets should serve areas of about 7 miles radius,
since market days had three parts-go, work, return.R.E. Dickinson. 19:
22, estimated most medieval markets in East Anglia were only 8 miles
apart. K. Thorpe. 1950-1.34, emphasised that Litchfield served an arc
of 15 miles radius, and LB. Rodgers. 1956.55, that Preston served a
similar area, but these were regional centres rather than local marko
3. PRO.SC 8/10/487,
4. Rot.Parl.ii. 1783.211.
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substantially reduced the profits of Petworth market for at least 4
1
years.
Many markets and fairs were held in settlements which were little
more than agricultural villages, the larger nucleations in a region of
semi-dispersed settlement. A few of the centres had begun to develop
towards towns; the 1341 tax, which listed merchants, recorded in the
Sussex Weald 8 at Battle, 5 at Salehurst and trdimore, and 3 at Petworth,
2
all market centres. The only Walden settlement in Sussex which had
separate taxation as a borough was East Grinstead (Steyning lay just
south of the border) yet three quarters of its tax of one ninth was

3
composed of corn. When the northern parts of Southmalling manor were
surveyed in 1285, trckfield appeared as an embryo nucleation, the only
settlements with a separate tenurial group of 'burgenses' (12 owning 13
4
houses); it also had 11 shops.
The most truly urban, non-agricultural, centres of the Weald were
its eastern ports. Hastings, Rye and linchelsea were Cinque ports and
possessed valuable freedoms/ from toll and custom which attracted foreigi
5
traders; many of the houses in the ports had quays attached. The trade
of the ports was varied, primarily with France, the Low Countries and
toast wise around England, but vessels did go as far as Spain; fishing
1.L.F.'Salzman.(ed.) 1955. 1,31,62. By 1352-3 profits were still lower,
but plots and booths were being leased again - there was revigal. Receipts of the fair remained fairly stable - it was less of a commercial
venture than a market (ib.3,22,46).
2.Also one in lirdford, one in Rogate -G. Vanderzee (ed.) 1807.3601.

3.PRO.E 178/189/19.
4.B.C. Redwood and AA. Wilson (ed.) 1958.76-7.
5.1. mid C 14 lease of a Rye tenement included a quay with it -G.M.Cooper.

1856. 154.
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1
vessels went annually to Yarmouth and, sometimes, Scarborough. Winchelseg
2
had a spacious harbour and had an established shipbuilding industry, an
3
activity found also at Bye; Hastings and Hythe were,however, limited by
4
poor harbours and restricted hinterlands.
These ports had been subject to serious disturbances unknown to
the smaller market centres inland. In 1339 French raiders burnt the tom
and fishing boats of Hastings and attacked Rye (burning 52 houses and a
5
mill); a repeat attack had destroyed all shipping in Efthe and Romney

6
by 1341. Sea attack slowly eroded the eastern side of Rye- an exaggera
plea of 1348 said the town was surrounded by the sea on all sides and mul
7
consumed - but this was small compared with the destruction of Old
8
linchelsea by wave attack, which was completed in 1287. A new town,
laid out on a rectangular grid, was commenced on a hill at Than nearby
in 1281, taking an area of over 150 acres; it was planned ambitiously 9
in 1342 94 tenements were still uninhabited - and a large number of grm
cellars were built below the merchants° houses to store the heavy Wort
10
of the wine trade.
1. HMC. xiii. 215.

2. C.P.R. 1324-7.26.
3. VC'H.Sx. it. 1907.234; R.A. Pelham, in H.C. Darby(ed.) 1936.302.
4. Ita. Pelham 1930b.133.

5. VCR.Sx 9. 1937.10,40 and H. EkLieAmn. Chronicon (ed.J.R.Lumby) ii.189
6. C.CALA. 1341-3. 263.
Beresford and J.K. St. Joseph. 1958. 221; Gervase Cant.Historica
Works (ed.W. Stubbs) ii.1880.293, recorded it under 1288. W.McL. Boma
1949.22, alleges that this flood refers to the marshes of Winchelsea
not the town but, even so, the town appears to have been destroyed at
the same time.
8. PRO.SC 6/1032/6.

9. VCH.Sx.9. 1937.64; especially from Bordeaux-ib.70.
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(xiii) Communications
There is no evidence that, in the early fourteenth century, the
Boman roads across the Weald were still used, save for short and
1
discontinuous segments. Another network had grown up, less well
constructed and often less direct; the medieval packhorse holloways
across Ashdown Forest were much more sinuous than the earlier Boman road
The pack and cart animals, and the stock travelling to and from market
grazed by the roadside and their wanderings, plus the growth of ruts in
the unmetalled roads, were partly responsible for the sinuosity of the
midieval roads; wide verges were common. In 1272 there was an encroachma
on the king's highway in Battle but the monks justified it since the
3
land was only waste and the highway was still 10 perches wide. Besides
the public roads from village to village, there were very many private
4
access ways owned by individuals, leading to isolated fields and farmhouses; the complete network of roads and paths was very dense.
Local courts frequently dealt with complaints about bad roads,
most commonly local obstructions by pits, unscoured ditches, fallen

5
trees. There were

Ai

few continuous stretches of bad road - in 1325 it

was decided that the road between Sundridge and Brasted was dangerous
all the year round, should be closed and that another road via
1. One segment near Barcombe Mills was still used as a right of way 1374
WD. Peckham. 1937. 218-9.
2. I.D. liargary.

19300.1-4.

3. PBO.JI 1/912 a 37, cit. VCH.Sh.9.1937. 101; one encroachment in
Lamberhurst, 1240-1, was large enough to build a house on-a. Purley.
H. 1874.51.
4. Awill of 1469 gave certain lands in Salehurst plus a carrying way 16
wide to carry corn, wood and hay from the land between Whitsun and 13
October, and right of footway along it all the year. S.P. Vivian. 195
/contd
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1
Chiddingstone should be enlarged to replace it.
The Walden roads in general were not dangerous; the common longdistance carriage services and the continual export of heavy goods,
2
especially iron and timber from the area, demonstrate that the roads
could and did sustain the regular transport of heavy materials. This
is confirmed by the records of goods levied from the Weald for expeditions, and mostly carried by cart and waggon. In

1319 300 quarters of

grain were carried from Mayfield to the river port at Lewes, 22 miles
4
according to the account; pontoons 25 miles from Cuckfield to Shoreham

5
in 1346, and shortly after 20 pontoons 15 miles from Penehurst to

6
Winchelsea. In 1326 hogs and flitches were brought

30 miles from

Rabertsbridge and Ticehurst to provision Dever Castle and hogs for

146-7; a tenant of Eslyndenn in Biddenden owned an access land
and 6 plots of land 0.1431-2, PRO. E 315/56 f 186.

5.

e.g. Loddenden in Staplehurst in 1360's - PRO. Sc 2/181/69-71;
Bambledon 1540-V01.8v. 3. 1911. 44; various places in the Kentish
Weald 1275 -R. Purley. ii. 1874. 111, 126, 151, 137 -9.

1.

PRO. C 143/175/7, cit. G. Ward. 1931b. 20.

2.

For instance in 1356 wool from Alciston, only 8 miles from coastal
port at Seaford, sent wee-l-im-1556-aeress the Weald by cart for
export via the Medway: A.M.W. Melville. 1931. 102.

5.

The 8-ox waggon for transport is mentioned at Alciston-East
Grinstead 1356 (A.H.M. Melville. 1931. 102), Baldslow Hundred
(Crowhurat, Bollington, Ore, Westfield) 1456-BU. Add. Ch. 31592.

4.

R.A. Pelham, 1931. 169, from PROA 101/588/7. In this instance
carriage across the Wald was more expensive than across the Down
land, per mile, as Pelham notes.

5.

ib. 171, from E 10088/17.

6.

ib. 171, from E 10088/22.
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Pevensey castle in the same year were carried from villages up to 20
1
miles away. Sometimes such heavy traffic ran into difficulties; when
in 1326 175 oaks were carried 6 miles from Crowhurst to Bulverhythe,
248 waggons were needed and expenses included bridging over ditches with
2
hurdles and faggots. Generally, however, it would seem that heavy goods

3
could be moved over Wealden roads without prohibitive cost or slowness .
if royal levies could pay more in costs, they demanded rapid production oi
the levied goods. The volume of heavy traffic was not yet large enough
to cause the roads to deteriorate as they did later.
Travellers could move rapidly along the Walden roads too. The
only Walden route marked on the Gough map was part of the Chichester to
4
Canterbury road which ran along the eastern coast of the Weald. The
selection of this road is not surprising; it linked two major centres
and, at this time, the eastern end of the Weald was the most densely
settled, and most urbanised part of the district. This VAS not the only
good road; others are implied by the rapid journeys of Edward 1 in 1299.
On June 19 he travelled about 18 miles across the Kentish Weald; the next

1. ib. 172, from E 10088/11. This document which gives the distance
from Railsham to Dover as 8 leagues chews that the correlation 1
medieval league .1 11-miles, used above, is not always accurate.
2. R.L. Pelham. 1931. 173 -4.
3. MA. Pastan claims (1954.xxxvi) that in medieval England generally,
transport costs were not a higher proportion of total costs than they
are today.
4. R.A. Pelham. 1931. 178-84 (dating the map c. 1340); 1933d. 34-9. E.
Lynam. 1944. 10, puts the date at c.1335. The 4 versions of the nap
are L. Cotton MS. Claud. D vi. f 8; Julius D vii f 50v- 53; Royal MS
14 C vii f 5vi CCCCamb.US 16(B) f vb; for problems of compilation sell
B. Vaughan. 1958. 235-44. The suggestion that part of this route aloz
the Walden coast is Roman (L.P. Salzman. 1926. 33 -4, followed by
Pelham, 1931) has nomapporting field data-ex. inf. I.D. Margery.
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day nearly 20 miles, the day after at least 28, and on the 22nd at least
1
k0 across into the Sussex Wald and back to Canterbury. The direction
was not,however, always easy to find in an area of sparse and scattered
population; the Ring used 17 guides that same year when travelling
through the Wald from Dover to Chichester and back to Canterbury, and
in 1285 several tenants of the Archbishop in Southmalling manor had an
obligation to act as guides through the unenclosed wooded hunting
2
grounds between the residences at Mayfield and Cranbrook.
Parts of the Wald were accessible by rivers— the Mile, and
Medway in the north and the Arun, Aglur, Ouse and Cuckmere in the south.
The evidence of the transport of levied goods shews that river transport
was not always preferred to road and it seems that, in the early
fourteenth century, river transport was only important in the east,
carrying goods to and from the ports of Bye, Romney, linchelsea and,
to a lesser extent, Pevensey.

1. R. lnrley. ii. 1874. 255.
2, B.C. Redwood and A.B. Illson.(eds.) 1958. 31.
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(xiv) Conclusion.
Many enduring features of the Walden scene were well established

by 1350. The framework of parishes and the pattern of semi-dispersed
settlement; the mixed husbandry concentrating on cattle and swine, oats
and wheat; the intermixed mosaic of arable and pasture diversified by
orchards, by fishponds, by many parks and woods which, although mostly
natural, already included some plantations; the coexistence of agricultua
and industry; the continuing and varied contacts with the surrounding
regions - all these characteristics of Walden life and landscape had
appeared and had acquired already a stability which was to last at least
another three centuries.
Yet though the early fourteenth century was not a period of great
change in itself the landscape by 1350 included the embryos of coming
change - iron and glass working had begun, the Flemish cloth-workers
had arrived, the plan of the hall-house was almost fully evolved, and
the function of the Wald as the great timber resource of southern
England was already foreshadowed. Other things were archaic - the heydi
of the great hunting 'forests', of the unenclosed chace was over, the
droves of swine travelling from Wealden pannage to home estates on the
Downs were but rarely seen and the temporary invasion of the vineyard
had run more than half its course. Change was never absent and if the
scene of 1350 incorporated already so many features found in 1650, this
reflected the fundamental and rapid changes which had, in the previous
years, transformed the essentially different Wald of 1086.
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-MEW

EARLY MEDIEVAL CHANGES
Was in Neuen charakteristisch let, is
das Alto und was wir suchen ist die
A, Meitzen. 1903.
Entwicklung.

(i) Timber and parkland.

Considerable demand for Walden timber can be traced back at
least to the thirteenth century. The Hundred Bolls of 1275 recorded
much recent felling in the Kentish Weald, including 32 beeches in Marden
1
hundred burnt for charcoal; these cuttings were recorded (as others in
2
Shipbourne 1271) because they were illegal and their number suggests
that there was a ready market for timber. This is confirmed from other
evidence; the Walden woods of Kennington manor, according to a late
thirteenth century survey, could suppAy annually, besides trees, 15,000
3

faggots for sale as fuel. The Sheriff of Sussex was ordered in 1254 to
provide 60 quarters of charcoal and 100 cartloads of wood, most of which
it

came doubtless from Walden parishes. (Yet in the same year, Canterbury
Cathedral carpenters, only 15 miles from the Weald l used timber boards

5

brought from Ireland; this was probably special timber for an unusual
purpose).
6

An inquisition of 1243 recorded heavy fellings and wood sales fro'
1.

Newenden Hundred, much destruction; KelvmadenH.,oaks beeches etc.*
worth 40/-; Somerden Ho, 'rood and fishponds 00; 40/- wood at
Sibersnoth in Orlestone:R. Purley. ii. 1874. 133, 127, 139.

2.
3.

I.J. Churchill et al (ed.) 1956. 391.
EH. Cott * MS. Faust. Aa.f. 142; copy in CCC. Camb.MS 301.p.216.

4.

C. Lib.R. 1251-60. 162.

5.

J.H. Harvey,AC. 1945 .35, from Cant.IMS Boma f 177; however Archbisl
Boniface,1245-70, is said to have cut much wood on his Sussex manor,
(which included large Walden woodlands-Matthew Paris.Chronica Maio]
(ed.H.Ramard). -v. 1880.221.
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the Earl of Surrey's lands. From those in the Sussex Weald (Worth Forest
Cleres chace, Sundres wood, Cuckfield Park and la Beche) over 120 oaks
were sold and more than 70 beeches; the oak came from all the woods,
beeches mostly from Sundres and Worth Forest (i.e. sandier lands in the
High Wald), Worth Forest also provided unspecified amounts of ash,
birch, alder and lime. In the Surrey Weald over 100 oaks were felled
at Holmwood and Reigate (probably from land on the Weald Clay) and 400
beeches at Hascombe (probably on the Lower Greensand). The utilization

4

the timber was, in some instances, recorded - beams and staves from Wort/
and Cuckfield went for mill construction at Earesfield, 4 oaks and 24
beeches from Cleres and Sundres were burnt for ash (ad eineres, for
charcoal?); 51 oaks from Holmwood were made into roofing shingles and
the beeches felled at Bolmwood and Hascombe were for fuel, part at least
being transported to Kingston. The variety of markets seeking Wealden
timber-building, fuel, industry- had already appeared.
Varied sales can be traced earlier. Royal woods at Marden in 1235
1
supplied 20 trees for the refectory of an Abbey in Dover; ten years
earlier 5 beams for a tumbril had been transported from Tonbridge to
2
Dever, and wood from St. Leonard's Forest and Knepp Park for other works

3
in the same port in 1214. In 1211 the annual wood sale from Charlwood

6. Failings of 1241-3, recorded 1243 -PRO.0 145/1/16; the sales were
allowed by Peter of Savoy, who was custodian of the Earl's lands

after his death.
1.

C.C1.11. 1234-37. 48.

2.

Rat.Lit Claus. 1224-7. 42.

3.

Rot.Lit. Claus, 1202-24. 142, 207, 210.
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1
manor was valued at 18/— and revenue from Battle Abbey timber 1210-11 wa
2
as much as 7/5/2. Royal demands were probably the single largest
consumer of Walden timber and in 1207 John had requested help in carryin
3
timber from the Weald to Lewes (whence it was being shipped for repairs t
Dover castle); the same year a large war machine (mangonell) probably
4
of wood, was carried from Ashdown Forest to Porchester Castle and timbers
from St. Leonard's Forest were transported to works at Dorking, Southwark

5
and Kingston.
Internal demands withih the Wald were not small. From the Forest
of Worth in Brightling (i.e. Dallingtou chace) Bobertsbridge Abbey took
6
by a grant of c 1200 15 cartloads of dead wood annually; an earlier grant
to the Abbey, c 1180, reserved to the grantor right to take 100 loads of
7
wood thence per annum. The well—wooded outliers of many manors owed
carriage services, especially used for carrying timber from the Wald to
the manorial centre. The 7 denns of Newington — negt—Sittingbourne
8
provided 6 carts of gavelwode per annum; brushwood was cut at Shellwood
9
in Leigh and carried to Ewell; wood and brushwood were cut at Otham in
1.E. Sewill and R. Lane. 1951.8, from PRO. B 142/46.
Stenton (ed.) 1953. 275; account dated 1210-12, but probably ended
Nich.12 11 (iboavii).
3.Rot.LitiPat. 1201-26. 74.

4.It was used for throwing stones, and stones were carried with it from
Aandown (A.M. Kirkus (ed.) 1946. 37); probably by road to Lewes,thence
boat.
Legge.190
5.Account Roll of the Bishop of Winchester, 1208689 m
306.
Penshurst S. 1. 1925. 54—actually 5 cartloads, 5 quadrigas (4
wheeled carts) and 4 herchias(?). Confirmation 1200-5, ib.59.
74 4.4C.

S.R. Basted. ii. 1782. 551; undated custumal.
9.1223—F.W. Maitland (ed.) 1887.no 1661; also PROXB 26/83
.01_m., 8(1226); the Walden tenants I:harrier' i4

at

25d(1223),

raliwww+h
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1
Eallshma and transported to Alciston on the almost treeless Downs. By
1210-11 the carriage services on Hollingbourne manor were already
2
commuted but earlier they had doubtless been used for timber transport;

3
the heyday of this traffic was passing.
Timber transport in the twelfth century had notphowever, been
confined to such customary traffic. Timber was taken in 1182-3 from
Walden sources via Lewes and Southampton for work on a nunnery in Amesbt
4
and on the king's palace at Winchester; similarly, in 1180-1, Knepp Oark
had supplied timber which was carried by road to Bramber bridge, by watei
thence to Southampton and again by road to building works at Fremantle

5
and Clarendon. There were doubtless other woods nearer at hand but
Knepp, besides being well-wooded, was also a royal possession. As early
as c 1089 the monks of Lewes were granted preempt44n)of.logs injlewes

6
market, three days a week. Lewes, on the southern margin of the 'Wald
and with a small river port, was already established as a centre for the
marketing of Walden timber.
During the twelfth and late eleventh century Walden timber WO
also applied to a use which had no later equivalent - the building of

1.
2.

Bodl.Sz.Ch.6, cit.L.F. Salzmann. 1901.176.
FILO.B 142/46, cit I.J. Churchill. 1914. 20; the
Archbishop Hubert allowing him to change tenures
primogeniture in Kant emphasised that customary
averagiaywould remain-Bodl.Tanner MS 223 f 35v,
f 48 no.zr, cit D. Dottie. 1952.74. .-

charter of John to
from gave lkind to
dues, including
and Lambeth MS 1212

5. In 1086 the Walden men of Milton manor paid 1/- for 'ineward et ma

4.
5.

6.

(2b); lands in Ripe by 1103-6 supplied 200 beechboards and 40 cartloads of logs p.a., plus averagia and other services-L.P. Salzmann
(ed.). 1932.119.
JA. Bound. 1930.102; ib (ed.) 1911. 104.
JA..Bound (ed.) 1909. 142.
L.F. Salzman (ed.) 1932. 8.
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timber castles. Such were erected at Sedgwick (where stone building
1
2
was allowed to replace timber in 1258); at a site near Hudgwick; at
4
3
Chennels' Brook north of Horsham; at Bletchingly and Thundersfield, an
5

At Abinger the timber work was entirely

early C 12 construction.

6
renewed in the mid-C 12, but first erection had been made C1080-1120;
the earliest post-Conquest wooden castle in the Weald

WSW

the first

7
castle of Hastings, built in 1066.
Of the 46 parks known to have existed in the Weald by 1300, at
least 26 had been mentioned by 1250 and, despite increasingly incomplete
documentation, parkland can be traced throughout the thirteenth century
as a significant land use. In 1262 the two parks of Bletchingly and
laterdown Forest in liotherfield were described as impaled hunting ground'
with a regular supplementary income from pannage, pasture and timber
9

sales; Lower Bilsington Park was recorded as 941 acres in 1256-62.
1. C.P.R. 1258-66,1; known by 1154 (LA.. Brown. 1959. 249 -80).

mg,

sx AD,

2,

S.E. Winbolt.

3.
4
•

Late C 11, abandoned by 1150: H. BrZin. 1936. 251-3; also earthwork
f09 ,yardf ; north of Wilt Wolves Farm in Ashington may be timber pre-

4.

5.

Only mentioned in the Lapp& Mundi of Gorvase of Canterbury. ed. W.
Stubbs. ii. 1880. 414ff, dated c1200; no ether refs (14A. Brown. 19!
op.cit.).
In Honey; E. Bart and SA. linbolt. 1937. 147 -8.

6.

B. Hope-Taylor. 1950. 15-43.

7.

F.H. Baring. 1915. 124.

8.

PRO.0 132/27/5.

9.

1928-127;

19304496.

Xecessor of Cflarminghurst Castle-S.E. Winbolt.SAC. 1925.241-2.

M.Add. MS 37018. f 14-17.
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Burwash Park

mentioned in 1247, Hever Park c 1240, Pallinghaa in 123:
1
Peverse (later Michelham) Park 1229, and Cuckfield Park in 1218; pannage
VISA

and timber rights in a park in Tillington (probably River Park) were
2
granted as early as 1215-17. Early in the thirteenth century licence wi
3

given to inclose wood at Daneghithe (later Danny Park), whilst Burstow
(mentioned 1200-5), Netherfield (1200-5) and Pirefeld in Pluckley (1200)
4
Parks already existed. (Fig 28).
The large game found in these parks was noted from time to time.
5

Deer for royal consumption were taken from Ashdown 1263. Wild boars
and sows from Knepp Bark were sent to Portsmouth for food supplies in
1214; hunting deer at Knepp in 1213 employed 144 dogs and 5 greyhounds
6

and in the previous year deer had been killed for meat and salted. As
early as 1177 St. Angustine's Abbey in Canterbury were granted a stag
7

yearly from Tonbridge Forest.
Enthusiastic hunting of mall game can also be traced back into
the thirteenth century. Grants of free warren for lands at Pulborough,
Burstow and Saperton in Heathfield 1247 were preceded by others for
8
Laughton and Witley (1240) and Ashford (1243). The lord of Pevensey Bap
had right of warren over a colossal area defined in 1252, the whole of
1. Burwash C.C1A. 1242-7. 532; Hever BMC. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 96;
Pallinghaa C. Cl. L1231-1*. 189; Peverse L.P. Salzmann. 1901.199; Cue]
field F.W. Maitland. 1888. 120-1.
2. W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1946. 299.
3. zit. C.P.R. 1354-8. 18.
4. BM. Add. Ch. 7260; HMC. Penshurst MSS. i 1925. 59; I.J. Churchill
( ode ) 1956 . 18.
5. C. C1.1. 1261-4. 256,259.
6. Bet.Litt.Claus.1202-24.142,158, 123.
7. A..H. Davis. 1924. 113.
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the Rape south of a line between Pevensey and Lem, mostly outside the
1
Weald. When rights were many and some so eietensive, disputes commonly
arose; in 1241 the warren of one landlowner in Petworth and Tillington was
2
invaded and in 1237, after long dispute, William de Say gave up all
rights he had claimed to chace in the

Earl of

Surrey's chace of Cleres and

also promised not to restrict the earl's hunting by enclosing his woodland
3
in Hamsey. In 1226 rights to chace in the warren of Tandridge changed
4
hands; other rights of free warren had been granted in Hurstmonceux
5
(early C 13) and at Ditchling (1216). The earliest grant of the century,
in 1202 for lands in Tandridge, Godstone, Somerden, Harrowsley in Honey
and some non-Wealden lands, specified ihe small game as wolf, hare,
6
wildcat, pigeons and pheasant. The coney, the most typical component
of later warrens, had not yet appeared.
The kings of the twelfth and late eleventh centuries valued
hunting very highly and few grants of hunting rights over Wealden lands
7
remain from this earlier period. There was no royal forest in the
Weald, although the term 'forest' was loosely applied to Worth in
8
9
Hrightling, Tonbridge and the Weald as a whole. Worth forest in
lz26-57. 326; Laughton and Witley ib.294; Ashford C.P.R. 1232-47
398; also Trotton 1237-C.C.H. 1226-57. 231.
1.C.P.R. 1247-58. 161;C.C.R. 1226-57. 410,
2.L.F. Salzmann. 1903. no 371.
3.ib.no 341. William de Say received rights of warren and fishery in
Hamsey in exchange. In the lawsuit of 1233 (FA. Maitland.ed. 1887. no
806) Say claimed the land in Hamsey was his park and had been enclosed
over 100 years but the Earl claimed rights of common etc. in it. The
Earl exacted his hunting rights elsewhere also-in1239 Simon de Pierpoin
was made to admit he had no right to hunt in the Earl's warren at
Hurstpierpoint-L.F. Salzmann. 1903. no 353.
4aCH. Sy.4 * 1912.324.
5.Confirmed 1275 in Plac.Quo Warn. 757,750.
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Brightling (the area later known as Dallington chace) probably goes
back to the 'forest' held by a subject in Dallington in 1086 (18b) and
Botherfield forest (first mentioned 1262) back to the park in that parted
1
in the same surcmy(16). Ashdown, first named thus 1100-30, may have
2
been part of Pevensey Forest, mentioned in 1066-86 but not after 1205.
The word park was very rarely used in these early decades but Knapp Park
was thus named c 1143 (though still inaccurately called 'forest' in 1213:
and the Little Park of Battle (Plesseiz)

11112

imparked by the 12th centur:

Battle Abbey was confirmed, 1102-7, in its hunting rights ever the
Lowry of Battle and the Bape of Hastings, rights which went back to a
5

grant by the Conqueror. Battle Abbey lay in the Weald but during the
twelfth century, some landowners outside the area had hunting rights in
the more wooded and less settled Walden lands. The Barons of Pevensey,
on the coastal margin, had hunting seats near Ashdown at liartfield and

6
Maresfield; the Archbishop of Canterbury had hunting rights over all hi
7
lands, including large Walden tracts; the Bishop of Chichester was
6. Millet Library, Camberwell; Deed H 127.
7.

This cannot be attributed solely to less documentation.G.j. Turner.
1901 twig suggests licence to impark was needed from Angevin kings
only when the land was near royal forest, but this is difficult to
decide(H.A. Cronne. 1949.15-16). .

8. See the footnote documentation on 0011; Waldron chace was also calla
a forest in c 1243 (NC. Penshurat MSS. i. 1925.99), Broyle Park a
forest 1139-62 (sag. 1875. 72).
9.

A spurious grant of 1081 by William 1 speaks of 'my forest' of Andre

J.H. Bound. 1899.502; H.W.C. Davis. 1913.no 141. In 1207-8 knights •
Hastings Baps paid to be quit of summons to forest pleas,(B4A. Brown
ed) 1957.48, UI. Iirkus (ed.) 1946.41) though the only royal forest
in Sussex early C;13 was at the opposite end of the county hear Chichester(BotaittU1aus.1224-7.80). All Surrey was royal forest temp.
Henry 11 ? but the Walden part was disafforested 1190 (D.M.Stenton(e
1925.155).
1. C. Johnson and H.L. Cronne (eds.) 19564 no 1670.
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1
granted warren in Hinfield and Bexhill 1155-62. (The Prior of Christ
Church was granted free warren in all his manors sometime between 1155 an
2
1189
In the early medieval Wald enclosed parks were few but bunting
through unenclosed woodlands and over sandy heaths was widespread; the
Weald served as a hunting ground not only for the small local population
but also for magnates whose main estates lay on the downlands to north
and south.
(2) Colonisation and arable farming.
The early medieval period was the great age of Walden asserting*
2.

Grant 1066-86, dated W. Budden.SAC. 1928 * 31, later confirmation
specifies the area as in Waldron, East Hoathly, Hellingly and
Laughton-W. Dugdale. Monwri.1830.1091. Grant of land in Pevensey
Forest ter pre 1205-PRO.Anc.Deed D 3640 (Laf. Colvin.1957.114)

3.

L.P. Salfiman (ed.) 1923.7;

4.

11.1.12wer (ed.) 1851.23-4. Lower. 1857.275, says Roger de Bodiam had
a park 1155-89, according to a list of knight's fees, but this ls no
in the Black or Red Books of the Exchequer.

5.

C. Johnson and H.A.. Cronne (eds.) 1956. no 859; Conqueror's grant
mentioned LA. Lower (ed.) 1851. 37, and spurious notification of it
1075-87, is H.14C. Davis (ed.) 1913. no 263.

6.

E. Turner * SIC. 1856.42.

7.

Lambeth US 1212 p 332, is grant of Edward Confessor forbidding hunti
in the Archbishop's wood without his command or licence (1042-4, 104
50); it is written copy, late C 13, of dubious authenticy (F.E. Harm
1952.178) and almost identical with grant of William 1 (ib.p15).

1.

T.D. Peckham (ed.) 1946. 29; Henfield 1155, Bexhill 1162. A confirmation of 1180-4 (ib) said hunting rights of bishop went back to
William 1 and henry 1.

2.

J.B. Sheppard.EMLL v.437, MC. viii. 318; free warren inliersham,one
of the Christ Church manors, was granted 1052-W. Dugdale. Man.1.1817
97. The Bishop of Rochester, who had little Walden land, received
free warren in all his lands c 1159 (L. Landon (ed.) 1939.95).

Rat.Lit. Claus. 1202124.134.
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Colonisation in the Wald was individual and independent; it

11411;

ale,

widespread. A surrey of the Walden lands of Southaalling 1285 described
the virgates, the original core of cultivated land, as grouped in my
small units (often still identifiable as Wealden hamlets) and in the
uncultivated areas between these hamlets were the asserts, 16 acres in
Udhurst 'borgh', an unspecified area in Grenherst and 74i acres in
Hatfield, with their scattered cottages. In this manor, erection of a
cottage was the token that encroachment was permanent (and thus that
1
regular rents should be charged); the cottages, scattered without any
grouping, contrasted with the semi-nucleated hamlets of the virgates.
Asserting was reflected not only in the field pattern, but in the
settlement pattern as well.
Asserting is known from many complementary surveys. In 1285 there
were 75 1/4 acres of assert in the Wealden lands of Slindon, 16 in the
2
Horsham lands of Tarring manor; the early fourteenth century survey of
Ruckinge and Little Chart, on the margin of the Kentish Weald and of
Charlwood in the Surrey Weald mentioned several rents 'de novo', recent
3
asserts; asserts at the same time in Wi g ton numbered 19, one 'an assert
4
of burnt wood'.
Some of the asserts existent by 1300 were recent; several in
'Grenherst' were recognized only in 1273-9, but others in Widhurst dated
1. B.C. Redwood and A.R. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 31.37, 51-2, 62-6, 69-72,

74-8. There were 16 units, assessed as one virgate in lfadhuret 'borgh
11 Mayfield, 8 Grenherst, 18 Framfield, 9 trekfield; on cottage ereeti
and rents, ib. 53-7, 80-1.
2. ibid. 9, 27-8.
3.

L. Add. MS. 6159. f 38, 40T, 47v.

4. Early C 14 custumal -

Hudson. 1910. 158-62.
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1
from 1207-45 and 621 acres in Uckfield were 'old assert'. Between
1222 and 1308 the Templars were granted 3 acres of aesart in a 'mod at 23
2
ield and a tenant of Farnham in 1261 possessed a small farm of 'nova tel

3
in the Weald. Of 229 acres in Horsham which changed hands 1254, 56
acres were asserts and, since the clearers were named, clearly of recent
4
formation; in 1242 the manor of Laughton changed hands and with it the

5
'wood of Inzeleie., that he may assart, enclose & dispose of it'. As
early as c 1230 land at 'Epeelea in Itchingfield distinguished 30 acres

6
and 3 crofts of asserted land from the original arable, and in 1.220

7
tithe of assert at Bicleshurat in Thakeham was disputed.
Clearing was widespread on the swine pastures (demi) of the
Kentish Weald during the thirteenth Century. Probably in the late C 13

4

small family clearing was made at Boy Court in Ulcombe, One of the donna
8
of Lenham; and a list of this manor's denim made during the century
included other instances - Eadenne was clearly a family clearing held by

9
the 'heredes de Bsdenne'. Several decades earlier, there were 13 tenanti

1. B.C. Redwood and A.B. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 51,66,74.
2. EH. Cott. NS. Nero B vi. f 150, cit. LS. Blaauw. 1957. 250.
3. PRO.0 132/25/17. The inquisition does not say the 'nova terra' was in
the Weald but this is suggested by H.E. Nelden.VCR.Sv.5. 1911.413.
4. L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1923.6.

5. C.C.R. 1226 - 57. 274.
6, P.S. Godman. 1896. 98.
7. L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1923. 37 - also of asaarts in Cokeswode parish.
8. Not in C 13 list of rents from Lenham donna (Bli. Cott. I. Faust,/
154-65.) but in C 14 list as nova terra held by heirs of Roger de
Boycote (f 1520, and in another C 14 list called I Newelande' (f 153),

9. Ma. 161v.
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it Wychelyndenne in Tonbridge, holding the small farms

(all specified

1
were below 10 acres) typical of early medieval asserting. In 1227 )4
2
acres in a parcel of 79 in Bethersden were 'nova terra' and bettor., in
3

1200, 411 acres were described as /in assarto mei)" de Hadyndenne.
The cultivated area in the Weald was not large nor its yields high.
when the king's army passed through the area before the Battle of Lewes
14
1264 the chronicler referred to lack of food and poor pasture- but
expansion-was going on during the thirteenth century and already, by-the
beginnings of that century, the cultivated area was subject to regular,
rotational tillage, In 1223 40 acres in Sutton had been tilled in 10

5
years of the last 14 and the arable land of Christ Church in Charlwood,
1211, were 28 acres half sown with barley and 32 acres half sewn with
wheat. Wheat yields were probably higher - the issues of the grange were
25i loads of barley and 56 quarters of wheat - and rents included 15
6

ploughshares, The seasonal round at Otham in Bailsham (as mentioned in
7

the tenants' services c 1200) included all the variety of an established
agricultural system - ploughing and harrowing, carrying manure, mewing
and storing hay, carting hay and corn from the nearby marshlands in
Peven4ey Levels.

1. BK. Add. Ch. 45962; population on the denns was often smaill-Marden 129(
/i had only 5 'capable inhabitants', PRO.SC 2/181/75-6.
2, And 101 were asserts- A.U. Woodcock (ed.) 1956. 139-40.
5. BetweenZdenbridge and never, in a detached part of Brasted-G. Ward.
1931b. 253 -7.

4. H.R. Luard (ed.)iv. 1869.148; this referred to Surrey Kent & Sussex as
-whole counties.
Maitland (ed.) 1887. no 1581; probably Sutton Valence.
6.PRO.0 142/46, cit, E. Sewill and R. Lane. 1951.

§o91irt
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Marling the arable land had begun by the thirteenth century.
Harlpits at Gleufeld, Goudhurst, !aiding and Pembury were mentioned
1
1254-5, at Brenzbley, Borsmonden 124e al and in Barnfield half-hundred
2
in
1240-1.
These pits lay in the
(probably at Delmonden in Hawkhurst)
Kentish Weald but the practise of marling had at least equal antiquity
3
in Sussex, mentioned in the Weald at Meuntfield c1240 and on the Lower
4
Chalk and Upper Greensand, in the extreme northwest of Sussex, by 1200.
By 1200, then, permanent agriculture in the Weald was established;
the pasture lands and herds were compiented by cropland, tilled with
ordered rotation and sometimes 'improved' with marl, and also by the
5 vineyards. 6
first orchards,&/Evidence of the antecedent assarting of the twelfth
and late eleventh centuries is,however, limited almost wholly to monasti n
references. In the late C 12, probably 1180-1204, Dureford _Abbey made tu
encroachment on the common pasture at iyhum; the monks were allowed to
0
keep it by the landowner, who also granted them another nearby. A third
assart,,on the road north from Dureford, was also mentioned at the same
period. 8
I. Bodl.Sx.Ch.6, cit. L.F. Salzmann. 1901.176; similarly in services of
Nettlestead detailed in 1224-FA. Maitland (ed.) 1887, no 960 and
Sundridge c 1258 (LW. Knocker. 1952. 194-8) both including Wealden
lands.
1, B. Purley. ii. 1874. 50-64, from PRO. JI 1/561 mm 3041. 014feld
might be Clatfields in ildenbridge,
2. R. Purley. ii. 1874 41,51, citing PR0.J1 1/359.m.IM.
34 HHC. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 91.
4. Reference to a marlpit near Punfeld in Harting 1270
Cott. MS.
33 r-v);
Vesp.e. xxiii. f 71), and marlpit of La Linche 1237
grant of 'quarry or marlpit' near Dtreford to help in 'building Abbey,
1189-96, repeating c1160 (ib.9v). Dr. 11.Mf. Yates informs me that the
Dureford pits, where identifiable, lie on the Lower Chalk/Upper
Greensand junction. In c1091-8 there was a narlpit near Southover, el
the chalk.L.P. Salzman (ed.). 1932. 14.
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It is evident that colonisation did continue apace between the
Conquest and 1200, not only from these fragmentary monastic references, bui
from other indirect evidence. It is known that the Wealden counties suffe]
1
little disturbance during the anarchy of Stephen' reign (1133-54) and
clearing went back beyond this - an assart in Burwaeh is mentinned not loni
2
after the Conquest. The parish pattern, which by 1291 had assumed the
form which persisted without major change until at least 1800, had ezpandel
fast since 1986 and the increase of churches must have reflected an
increase in population and land clearance. (It is true that the 1086
account of churches is incomplete but in the Kentish Weald, where the
supplementary Domesday Monachorum furnishes a list of churches c1100 which

5.

Apples in Nettlestead 1224-F.14 Maitland (ed.) 1887. no 960; Battle
Abbey revenue of 23/5 from cider, wool and thatch 1210-11 (WM.
Stenton (ed.) 1953. siva, 273).

6. Wine sold against assize in Battle 1210 (Ca P . Slade.(ed.) 1951.85)
and 120 6 (WM. Stenton (ed.) 1942.63) buttimported; vineyard at Cheri
Sutton 1086 (8).
7.

t. Cott. MS. YespZ xxiii. f 40v.

8. ib. f14.
1. SAX. Davis 1903. 632-4; J. Bunter (ed.) 187.4. 12,61,67.
2. Granted by Count of Eu; mentioned in PRO. JI 1/912 a 16, date from
VCH.Sx. 2. 1907. 189.
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is virtually complete, several churches were built and parishes laid
out between c1100 and 1291; see Appendix 3). A second indirect evidence
of early medieval colonisation in the Weald is the increase of mills
between 1086 and 1300, even allowing again for the incomplete account
of 1086; this mill-building reflected not only an increase in the farmland area but also a substantial increase in grain production (see
Appendix
The primary incentive to colonisation in the early medieval
Weald was, beyond doubt, population increase, although direct data
on population is virtually nil. It is also possible that partible
inheritance may have given added impetus in the Kentish Weald (an area
where also soils were generally more fertile than the Sussex Weald).
Where a parental holding was divided vetween several sons, the individual
portion was often too small to support a family and needed supplementatic
by new clearing. In 1276 the King disgavelled the lands of John of
Cobham on the grounds that excessive subdivision from gavelkind reduced
1
2
farms below subsistence size. Joint-working did sometimes occur but am
3

also did subdivision - an instance at Edenbridge in 1231 was recorded and, in either case, if the population was increasing the food productiez
per head would drop unless the cultivated area was increased by new

1. C.C.R. 1257-1300. 198. Archbishop of Canterbury given right 1202 to

disgavell lands (copies in Dodl.Tanner MS 223 f 35v, cit. j.E.A.
aliffo. 1933. 66, and Lambeth US 1212 f 48, cit D. Doyle. 1952.74)
but only with assent of the chapter (N. Neilson. 1925. 489). Not used
after 1272 (Ca. Elton. 1867. 368) and only once under Edmund (1234-45
ex. inf. PAX. Du Donley, LA.
2. 2 men were Jointly working a holding in Nettlestead-I P.W. Maitland(et)
18874 no 960: 1224.
S. Ibid. nn 666_
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clearing. Nor was this phenomenon confined to Kent; partible inheritance
seems to have encouraged marshland reclamation in early medieval
1
Lincolnshire.
(iii) Pasturelands and animal husbandry.
(a) General.
Thirteenth century data provides antecedents to many aspects of
Walden pasture farming known in more detail from later centuries.
Common grazings were already defined - common pasture in a woodland at
2
3
West Grinetead 1269, common pasture at Bexhill 1254-62 and at Beathfield
4
c1236. Eabertsbridge received common grazings rights in Waldron 'forest'

5
(i.e. chace) c 1245, after receiving in 1225 confirmation of common

6

pasture in Dallington chace. As in later centuries, some common grazingi
7
were in woodland though the majority were on open sandy heath. The
common area was already subject to encroachment - an early C 13 grant
gave Dureford Abbey (in Rogate) some land nearby, common which the monks
-

8

had appropriated. Documents emphasised the difference between common
9

and several pasture (forinsecam,) and specified whether such enclosed
11
10
grazings were wood, grass pasture or heath.

1. HA. Hallam.

1957-8. 340-61.

2. HU. Cott. MS. Vesp.H xxiii. f

27v.

3. W.D. Peckham (ed.) 1946. 357.
4. ib.361.
5.

C. Penshurst MSS.

i. 1925. 99.

6. ib. 82; here called Worth and Brightling F orest. Pasture extended fro
Worth in Brightling to Netberfield in Battle.
to common pasture at Heruerthing, a wood in High Heiden,
mentioned l24'&-L. Cott.MS. numt. A i.f.292v.

7. 'Lights

8.

L. Cott. MS. Vesp.E xxiii f 70.

9. BM. Harl.Ch.80 I 34. cit.S.P. Ariviaa

pd.3 1461-,

ice. 21.1.1.--

_
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Meadowland soon became intensely split up - rtggelsbroc near Iden
1
was subdivided by c 1200 - and individual ownership lots were as small
2
as one acre. Mara/Lid grazing. were integral components in several
Wealden estates; Battle and. Robertsbridge Abbeys were disputing over
3
Grykes marsh in Broomhill 1244. Battle Abbey had marshes in Bexhill,
4
mentioned 1248, whilst Grykes was one of the five granges in Romney

5
marsh which Babertsbridge possessed as early as 1219. Thirteenth
century data shams that the Babertsbridge marshlands provided arable

6
land and peat fuel, besides good pasture.
Cattle and swine appear to have been the chief beasts in the
thirteenth century Weald. In 1229 Michelham Priory was given pasture
on the Dicker in Chiddingly, Broyle of Laughton and other Sussex woods

7
for 60 cattle and pannage for 100 swine in the founder's woods; Robertsbridge Abbey's grazing rights in Dallington chace, confirmed 1225, were
8
for cattle and horses. In 1220 the Bishop of Chichester supplied 31 catt

10. e.g. Eckington in Ripe 1199, L.P. Salzmann (ed.) 190.11i 34; C.112 art
C 13eference to wood pasture, probably in Dlcombe or Eingsnorth &manual College, Camb. MS I. i. 11, f 181v.
11. At or near Eckington 1199-La. , Salzmann (ed.) 1903. no 54; at Bushy
Field in Ballsham pre 1176. G.M. Cooper. 1850.40; in lletching 1206 L.P. Salzmann(ed.) 1905. no 110.
1.

References to at least 2 parcels in ft.-RUC. Penshurst MSS. i.1925.52

2.

C 15 grant of one acre at BesInkeham, S.P. Vivian (ed.) 1953. 51; a
grant of meadow in Bordesbroc e 1205 mentioned access via parcels in
two other ownerships-. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 51. Vivian (ed.)
1953. 51, grant in Bordesbroc to Rabertsbridge c 1205 mentions access
via meadow in two other ownerships-HM.Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 51.

19L15.5 2.
3. M. Egerton Ch. 375; dispute reoccured 1279 - Abbri Plac.1189-1327.19
An earlier agreement of the two landowners about the marsh of Swane mere is L.P. Salzmann (ed.). 1905. no 187, 1203.
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and 50 sheep to Bexhill manor and 45 cattle to Benfield;

Bexhill lay

on the eastern coastal margin and, as in later centuries, it was only
on the marshland and downland borders of the Weald that sheep attained
2
any importance.
(b) swine and swine pastures.
If cattle were more important than sheep in the early medieval
Weald, this period did not differ those which followed but, whilst this
aspect of animal husbandry can be traced with remarkable stability back
through the centuries, it is clear that the importance of swine varied
markedly. By the end of the thirteenth century many of the "Malden swine
pastures had become divided into farm units and land was being reclaimed
for tillage (p.11.50). Asserting increased the cultivated area at the
expense of woodland swine grazing. and, as population increased, permanem
agriculture became increasingly more important than the less intensive
land use of seasonal swine grazing.

4. ib. no. 499. 48441—Peneheee.11,-1.188
5. BMC. Penshurst MSS. i. 1925. 84 (Document 1230, inspexhnus of one of
1219) granges at Grikes in Romney, Fochre in Pett, Chocke in Oxney,
Broomhill and Shargate.

6. C.S. Pereeval. 1880. 449; Otham abbey was granted, pre 1205, 60 cart—
loads of peat p.a. from moor of Pevensey, whilst supply Masted—H.M.
Colvin. 1951. 114.
7. O.P.R. 1225-32. 248.
8. HMCo Penshurst S. i. 1925, 82 (but grant c 1200 for cattle and syli
ib. 54).
1. W.D. Peckham (ed.)

1946. 61.

2. Washing and shearing sheep at Otham in Wishes, near Pewensey levels,
mentioned e1200 (Bodl.Sx.Ch.6, cit. U. Salzmann, 1901.176).
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A rental of Wrchelyndenne in Tonbridge, 1253, made no mention of
1
swine and the links between parent estate and Walden swine pastures
were, in some cases, severed before this. In 1234 friction arose betweez
2
Bramley manor and its Wealden tenants at tWnsfold, as it had in 1223
3

between Ewell and its tenants at Shellwood in Leigh. Yet whilst some
denns had early become independent units (a land grant of 1194 transferred 2 denns and land on 3 others, without reference to any parent
4
estate) the rents paid by tenants on many denns in the thirteenth
century implied the former role of these areas as swine pastures for

5
non -Wealden manors.
The commonest indication was the payment of 'lefsilver g or 'danger
rents. Lefsilver (or lyefyeld, leftyeld, leueshale) was paid by 3 denns
6

7

of Bennington and by the donna of Boughton Aluph; a custumal of Teynham
defined it as payment for right to plough between the autumn equinox
(20's of September) and Martinmas (12 November), that is during the

1.BW. Add. Ch. 45962,

2.C.C1.R. 1251-4. 555.
3.F.1. Maitland (ed.) 1$87. no 1661; also MOAB 205 m 26d. The
dispute rearose 1226-R3 26/94 a 8,
4.BMC. Penshurst MSS. i 1925. 44. In 1071-82 Ode exchanged 4 donna for
25 acres he enclosed in his park at Wickhambreux-Lossenham ? Acton in
Wittershan, Blaecota and Adalardindenn (Bt. Cott.Ch.xvi.31); I have
been unable to trace a parent manor for any of the four.
5.Appledore on the eastern martin of the Weald had 2 donne (Heronden in
Tenterden, and Warehorne) in a survey of 1285-1331 (NII.Cott.10. Galba
E.iv.f. 167y)and also part of Plurenden (R. Purley.ii. 1874. 727). Thi
only manor wholly within the Weald with denns was Lambin (in High
Heiden and Rolvenden) and that only on a undocumented statement by
Basted (B. Purley. ii. 1874. 719).
6.0 14 account - L. Cott. Paust. A.l.f.142, and C.C.C. Camb.MS 301.p.2
7.1286-PBO.0 133/45/1.
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1
pannage season. Bents of dongerium were paid, by c 1300, by all the
demi' of Ickham (2), Mersham (5), Godmersham (5), Vestwell (10), East
2
Farliegh (5), Little Chart (4) and Hellingbourne (5), by 3 of the 9 denns
3

of Brook and 8 of the 10 deans of Great Chart; only at Great Chart, on
4 denim, did tenant pannage rents appear (For general pattern of denns,
see Fig 40).

4

5

Some manors, including Boughton Kalherbe and Aldington, recorded
payments on their denns of both lefsilver and danger and it has therefore
been suggested that lefsilver was paid for liberty to disturb the autumn
pannage by ploughing, danger for liberty to limit the pannage supply
6

by felling timber. In the late thirteenth century the landlord owned
large timber in 5 denns of Kennington and received I dAngerium de tenentit
pro aliis arboribus' and a later rental of the same denns clearly
7

distinguishes danger and lesyeld. Nine denns of Lenhan owedIdongerium
8
quercus et faggot' abbatie.
1. IL Sommer. 1660. 27; it was paid whether pannage fell or not.
2. EU. Add. US 6159. f 30, 37v, 361 39, 42, 40v, 43v.
3. 11). f 4959v -40. No danger or pannage rents were paid by the Eastry
denns, f 27v.
4. Mid.0 14 accounts mentioned both, but said they had not been recently
levied, R. Purley. ii. 1874. 704.

5. In 1285 pannage rents were recorded for some denns of Aldington,
Lyminge and Great Chart; also danger rents and for some Aldington dezu
Lefsilver-Cant. MS E 24, f 47, 58v,64v, cit. D. Donis. 1952. 89,
6.N. Neilson (id.) 1928. 16-20, and D. Douie. 1952. 79. The instances
cited by Da Cange. Glossarium.ii. 1842.740-1, use dongerium for licenl
to fell wood but, since they refer to royal forests on the Continent,
are hardly comparable.
7, 811, Cott. MS. Faust. A. i f 141v (late C 13); f 142 (C

8. ib. f 155, and C.C.C. Camb. MS 301 p 217; C 14.

14).
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This distinction of the two rents was not l however, general

throughout the Kentish Weald. (Indeed, the Kennington lists are
confused, one C 14 account describing the same 5 dense as 'sine
1
dangerio'). Tenants in the Kentish Weald had a right to underwood
2
and small timber on the denns by custom, without any regular payment
for the privelege and outside the St. Augustine's Abbey estates (which
included both Lanham and Kennington) documents never connect danger
4
3
directly with tree felling, but rather - as at Aldington, Marden and
5

Slepindenn in Marden - with the failure of the pannage harvest. It is
most unlikely that no timber was cut on donna which paid lefsilver but
not pannage and, conversely, that no donne cultivated winter grains
save the minority paying lefsilver; whereas in a few fourteenth century
instances, danger is defined as a rent for cutting timber, its original
, meaning was no different from lefsilver, as defined in the Teynham
custumal. This is clear not only from the statement in Broughton Aluph,
1286, that danger was paid for the pannage season (29 September -12
6
November) but because accounts of the lands of Slindon in the Sussex
8
7

Weald 1285 and of the denns of Charing in the Kentish Weald in 1230,

1. ib. f. 168, early C 14 hand, cf f 141v late C 13 and f 148-9 late
C 14; for dating, I am indebted to P.D.A. Harvey, Department of MSS,
British Museum.
2.

As stated in the 1333 lawsuit - PRO. KB 27/293 a 55.

3. In 1512 survey - R. Purley. ii. 1874. 426-7.

4. no. 502: 1575.
5. Cantaeg. K 3.f 219w, cit. N. Neilson. 1928.20; Neilson suggested th
confirmed her definition of danger since the agreement made over tim
on the denn to the local tenants and recorded payment of danger, but
danger 'Was clearly paid before the agreement was made. Similar agre
ts for Gomersden 1374 and Devenden 1356 distinguish danger from the
payment for felling timber (K. 1864-5. 847 -9). Copies of two other
agrEnents (1374, 1382) in L. Add. 1S 33917. f 23-6, support Neilsm

1109

specify that it was paid for ploughing and sowing between those dates.
These two rents, then, reflected the advance of cultivation at the
expense of pannage and since oats, the chief Wealden grain, was sown in
spring, their payment implied an established agriculture sowing both
spring and winter grains. Some donne paid a rent called sumerhuasilver,
clearer token of their former economy; the summerhouse was erected for
the lord and his servant when they came, in late summer, to inspect the
pannage (and probably to hunt also). By the thirteenth century this seri
was generally commuted; summerhouse rents were paid by Sandhurst, a denn
2
1
of Ickham, by some of the donne of Milton manor in Marden and by the
3

Wealden lands of Newington-next-Sittingbourne. It was also owed by
6.

PRO. C 133/45/1.

7.

B.C. Redwood & A.N. Wilson (eds.). 1958. 5,10.

8.

W. Somner. 1693. 114. Bonner &R. efiley (i1.1874, 2,5-7) regard
lefsilver & pannage as the same in original meaning.

1.

N. Neilson. 1928. 15, citing Lambeth MS 1212 f 335; a charter of
1066-82 which already gave a money alternative.

2.

Still recorded 1575-R. Purley. ii. 1874. 503.

3.

Undated custumal, cited ib. ii. 1874. 6.
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tenants at Shellwood in Leigh, the Wealden outlier of Ewell manor in
1
Surrey.
Many denns were specifically called drovedenns, the pastures from
which the manorial swine were driven to the parent manor - Boughton
2
Malherbe had drovedenns and the Milton drovedenns were in Warden- and it
has been suggested that the rent called gatepenny was paid at specific

3
points on these droveways. Some custumals

still-oosteised-opee444,-

those of Maidstone,

Boughton-under -Blean and Charing,- still referred in 1284-5 to droving
swine to the woodlands where mast was.
Whether swine were still driven as late as 1285 is uncertain; it
in in the early thirteenth century that specific references to swine
pasture in the Weald last appear frequently. In 1240 Combwell and
Hastings Priories made agreement about the herbage and pannage of woodlai

5
in Ticehurst; in 1229 Michelham Priory was granted pannage for 100

-

6

swine in several Wealden woods in Sussex, and in 1226 Tandridge Priory

7
transferred rights to mast 30 bogs, given to it earlier.

Battle Abbey

1. F.W. Maitland (ed.) 1887. no 1661; also PRO. KB 26/94an S.
2. R. Purley. ii. 1874. 704,502 (only 3 out of 28 denns in Warden were
drovedenns).
3. N. Neilson. 1928.16, citing PRO. SC 2/181/75-6 , payments for Milton
1290-2 (but IL Somner. 1693. 113, believed gatepenny was rent for
right of tenants to have gates for ingress to their own land via the
lord's).
4. Cant.MS E 24 f 29, 43v, 53v; ex. ' infl E.R.H. Du Boulay. In 1301 ther
is still mention of swine being driven from pannage in Delamere
Teresa to Chester 1.S. Brown. 1910. 3-4.

54B, Turner. 1861.174..
6. L.P. Salzmann. 1901. 99.
7. Given to the grantor of land to the Abbey 1226; the right was given ti
the Priory, late C 12, by Odo de Danseartin the elder-VCH.Sy.4.1912.30

U'

receipts for pannage in 1210-11 were as high as 16/4/61, much more than
1
for herbage (18/5). Many of the grants to ecclesiastical houses gave ire
pannage, exempt from rent; Bayham Abbey 1199-1208 was given free pannage
2
for 25 swine in the south of Tonbridge Forest and before 1205 the canons

3
of Otham were given free pannage for 20 swine in Pevensey Forest.
In the previous century, evidence for widespread swine grazing in
the Weald increases, although the competition between swine pannage and
cultivation goes back also at least to c 1180, when the Abbot of Battle
allowed enclosure on 12 denns in Rawkhurst, attached to his manor of !Ye.
Between 1189 and 1199 600 swine were driven from Tonbridge to the port et

5
Shoreham, probably to be salted as meat for the Crusades. The estate of
the Templars at Temple Ewell in North Rent had four tenants whose major
6

employment was driving hogs to and from the Weald.
Many grants of free pannage had been made to religious houses befoz
1200. Dureford Abbey was granted, in the late C 12; pannage tithes in ti
7

western Weald, in c 1200-4 the Priory of St. Gregory in Canterbury was
8
granted pannage for 20 swine in the 'woods of Melling', the unenclosed
2 . CO. Oimniei (id.) 1953. xxvii, 275.
2. W. Emgdale. Men. vi 1830. 913, dated H.W. Colvin. 1951. 112; dated 116
73 by B. Bested. ii. 1782.323.
3. PRO. Ancient Deed,. D 3640; still. used 1305 (MIA 1302-7. 303, and
PRO. SC 8/94/4656, cit. H.M. Colvin. 1951. 114).
4. GE. Woodruff. 1922. 221-2; R. Purley. i. 1E71. 384, says it was temp.
John (1199-1216) but Odo was Abbot, 1174-1200. Woodruff's date is bett
5. R. Purley. ii. 1874.7.
6. C. Cotton. 1930. 38 And B.A. Imes. 19550.100, citing PRO. E 164/16 f

By 1308 a survey does not mention any such tenants nor any Waalden lan
PRO.X 358/18 m 1.
7.

L. Cott. MS. Wesp.E xxiii. f 14, agreement late C 12 about pannage
tithe in Harting (which then included lealden lands); 1 8(1189-96) and
f 74, agreement about pannage of swine of Abbey (1242).
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woods in the Walden parts of Southmalling manor; in 1150-4 the canons of
1
Southmalling had been given right to keep 24 pigs there, having in 1139-4
been allowed to keep the same number in the 'forest of Boyle in Ringmer
2
and Framfield.
Reading Abbey had grants of pannage for 50 swine in pan1
of the western clay Weald, confirmed in 1189 and probably granted between
3

1147 and 1169. Battle town had two full-time swineherds according to a
4
C 12 survey and the Abbey had been granted extensive pannage rights on i1
5

foundation in the late C 11. In 1189 confirmation was given to Grestein
Abbey that it had herbage and pannage in Fevensey Forest, a privelege
6
0
granted as early as 1166-86.
Evidence of lay herds of swine at this time is almost non-existent,
save for mention of pannage tithes (as in the donne of Lewisham and
7

Greenwich manors 111 4-6), but the existence of many small tenant herds
is implied in those tenant swine rents traceable from C 14 custumals back
8
at least to 1086; indeed such herds may have provided, in total, most of
the swine in the Weald during the twelfth and eleventh centuries.
8. CUL. MS Li. ii. 15. f 7r-v, (trans./4U. Woodcock. 1956.7), copy in
BM. Harl.MS. 7048. f 176v. The last reference to a pannigeri on the
estates of this house is 1227 -A.M. Woodcock (ed.) 1956. 173.
1.

Lambeth MS 1212 p 107, cit. A. Saltman. 1956. 403. Called the Archbishois forest in 1285-B.C. Redwood and A.E. Wilson (eds.) 1958. 32,
36, 48, etc.

2.

SAC. 1875. 72.

3.

The location of the pannage is not exactly specified but in a later
charter these rights were exchanged for land in fernhurst; since all
other Sussex land grants to the Abbey were in fernhurst, or Lurgasha
the pannage was probably there also. Original grant,confirmation of
1189, and exchange shortly after, all in L. Earl. MS 1708 f 108-110
place-names and dating in sm. 1931. 215-7.

4.

M.A. Lower (ed.) 1851. 16- 18.

5.

Grant of the manor of Appeldram, in south Sussex, to Battle 1107-23
(1r. Dugdale Men. iii. 1021,247) said Abbey could have 1 pig in woods
of Bocfalde and Betlesparroc for every 3 the king had; E. Turner.in4
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(iv) Industry.
Iron was being smelted in the Wald for many decades before 1300.
Various state demands were made on the local production — 406 iron rods
1
from the Wald 1275 and in 1254 no less than 30,000 horseshoes and 60,000
2
nails. There must also have been a subdtantial output of unworked iron
blooms — production was stimulated by nearness to London and the local
availability of raw materials — but the Wald could not supply the local
needs for good—quality iron; in 1266 superindSpanish iron was being
3
imported into lanchelsea. Rarely did early documents specify the place
of ironworking; evidence is confined to the ironmines noted in East
5
4
Grinstead 1262, the 2 smiths of Lamberhurst in 1227 and the rent of iron

.39-40 suggests this grant was originally made in late C 11.
6.

Richer de "guile. d 1176 granted pannage here (W. Dugdale. Men.
vi.1830. 1091); the confirmation of 1189 (ib.1090) refers back to
grant by Robert Count of Mortain d. 1100, probably given 1066-86
(V. Bugden.SAC. 1928.31).

7.

(ReeTerare: There
exist also a spurious grant of the manors 1081 to St. Peter's Ghent,
in which the donne are said to be 'for the repair of the houses
belonging to the Abbey' (LY.C. Davis (ed.). 1913, no 141, also
J.H. Round. 1899. 502), and the earlier forged version, dated 1044—
ECD. 771.

8.

The 1086 survey recorded rates of swine rent at Pagham (16b),
Perring (16b), Elated (17) and Bishopstone (16b); similarities In
the rates can be found with Walden rates at Ashdown 1273 (PRO.SC
11/15/46), Shellwood in Leigh 1233 (FA. Maitland (ed.) 1887. 1661),
north of Southmalling manor 1285 (B.C. Redwood and A.E. Wilson (edit,
1958.36) and Great Chart early C 14 (BM. Add. MB 6159 f 39v-40).
Walden outliers of Bishopstone are recorded 1253-62 (1f.'D. Peckham
(ed.) 1925.96-8) and Nrring, pre 1379 and prob. late cr 13 (11.75-8)

1.

PRO. E. 101/467/7.

C. Behnson and B.A. Cronne (eds.) 1956.no 1148

2. C.Lib.R. 1251-60. 162.

36 L.P. Salzmann. 1913.109.
4. ib. SAC. 1915. 178-9, citing PRO. JI 1/912 a 17d. Iron goods were
boutht in Dorking market 1277-8, Merton College Roll 4798, cit. H.M4
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1
in Hollingbourne manor, 1210-11, which included Walden lands. Ironworking before the thirteenth century is uncertain, but the iron mines of
East Grinstead may have been the same as the ferraria in that parish in
b2
1086 (24).

The Surrey-Sussex glass industry begah in the thirteenth century.
Ovenhusfeld (near Chaleshurst in Chiddingfold) was mentioned in 1280;
by then bracken glass had been made in the parish for several decades.
Glass for Westminster Abbey was produced in 1240 and glassworking may hay
begun in 1226, when Laurence Vitrearius (the glass maker) obtained 20

3
acres at Pickhurst near Chiddingfold. Traces of thirteenth century
production have been found at four furnace sites in Chiddingfold and one
4
in Hambledon.

Briggs (ed.) 1933. 12; and nodules of Walden clay ironstone found
in late C 13 occupation layer in Canterbury-S.S. Prere, 1954.139.
5. C.C.R. 1226 - 57. 50.

1.

PRO. E 142/46, cit. I.J. Churchill, 1914. 169; there were 5 Walden
denns of this manor in an early C 14 survey-HU. Add. US 6159 f 43v.

2.

1266 inhabitants of Lewes
town with iron goods, but
the mnrage grant included
not found in Sussex. L.P.

3.

E.E. 'Unbolt. 1955. 7.

4.

ibid; sites no 2,6,10, 12 (two) in this list.

allowed to toll each cart entering the
this does not signify local production;
all taxeable goods, including tin and lead
Salzmann. VCH.Sx. 2. 1907. 241.
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Clothworking was already a widespread village occupation in the
. Weald before the invitation of 1331 to the Plemiih clothworkers; fulling
mills are mentioned at Bammerden in Ticehurst (1272-1307), Uckfield 1285,
Bamptons in West Peckham 1275, Abinger in the mid-13th century, and 1262
1
on the northern margin of the Weald in Sundridge. Pulling mills implied
production in quantity, which had clearly begun by the middle of the
century; as early as 1227 30 merchants and clothiers of Bent (not all
2
Walden) had broken the assize of cloth but, as with the iron industry,
3

specific evidence of production in the twelfth century is yet lacking.
One industrial activity can be traced back from 1300 to 1086, the
evaporation of salt from pans along the eastern coastland of the Wald.
Never so important as other Walden manufactures later became, this
coastal industry was mentioned at °thank in Hin gham c1200, at Guldenesalt
kote in Pevensey Levels 1198-9, Wartling and Rdimore 1095-1140, and at

4
Pevensey c1100. It was an activity already established by 1086 and
5

mentioned at least once previously (saltpanm at Pevensey in 1054-5).

1. BW. Add. US 5679 f 234; B.C. Redwood and A.B. Wilson (ed.) 1958. 75;
Dumbreck. 1958. 143; PRO. JI 1/872 m 26, cit. VCH.Sv. 4. 1912.
425; .L.W.G. Lowther. AR. 1952. 200.
2. E.W. Hewitt. 1952. 403, citing PRO. JI 1/358 m 19.
3. It has been suggested that the early place name forms of Godstone meal
'the fulling place' but the original form is probably from a personal
name -1LN_Sz.320.
4. Bodl.Sx Ch.6, cit. L.F. Salzmann. 1901. 177; L.F. Salzman. 1916. 178-4
W.D4 Peckham (ed.) 1946. 299-301; L.P. Salzman (ed.) 1932. 73.
5. J.U. Round. SAC. 1899. 76-7.

(v) Transport and urban centres.

The early medieval Weald was, though less densely settled than the
surrounding regions, by no means an isolated area; sach traffic passed
through it. Traffic between Chichester and London - including the
1
carriage of fish mentioned c 1226 - passed through the western Weald,
following parts of the Roman route along Stone Street, and overland
traffic to London from the ports between, Chichester and fly-the had to
cross the Weald. Monastic houses within the region often carried on &
regular transport to and from the metropolis; tenants of Wychelyndenne
2
in Tonbridge, according to an account of 1255, provided stabling and food
for the monks of Bayham (in Front) and their horses on route between the
Abbey and London.
Travellers could move through the area quickly, if need be; the
roads had not yet begun to deteriorate from excessive healy traffic.
Hind John, several times between 1199 and 1211, was able to cross Sussex

3
at 35-50 miles a day. The major roads followed the Roman causeways
4
along parts of Stone Street and the Lewes-Pevensey road but most of the
Roman network was already in desuetude; the medieval roads followed eith4
the prehistoric routes along the ridges of the High Weald or other

1. LW. Shirley (ed.), i. 1862. 298.
2, EU. Add. Ch. 45962.
3, In 1211 John travelled in one day from Lambeth to Inepp (45) miles; 1:
in two days from Seaford (Shoreham ace. B.E. Malden. 1926.7-10,
corrected to Seaford by L.F. Salzman.212.1926.33). 1217 the Earl of
Pembroke was in Seaford March 4, Guildford (50 miles away) on March 5
Matthew Paris thought the speed of John's travels incredible-Chronica
Madora. (ed. H.R. Luard. ii, 1874, 47040.
4. The 'old road' mentioned c.cA. 1226-77.Alk C.P.R. 1247-58.161, is most:
the Lewes-Pevensey road (I 'D. Margary. 1939 29).
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1
courses of post-Roman origin.
There VAS access to the Weald by river traffic also. Boats were
yet small, and access could be had not only to the eastern coastal
2
ports but also to the river ports at Steyning and Lewes which still
carried on, in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries, a significant river
traffic. It is noticeable that most of the imported building stone
brought into the Weald between 1086 and 1300 (see Fi.58) was serried
by water and used in building (commonly churches) near navigable water;
this is especially noticeable for the Quarr Abbey stone (from the Isle
of Wight) and the Caen stone which had, of necessity, to travel at least
part of the journey by water. The Walden margins were not only the
areas nearest the sea and lower courses of the rivers, they were also
the areas of densest occupation and, therefore, of most building activit
There was movement of population as well as goods in the early
medieval Weald. There were the short migrations of internal colonisatioi
tenants of Lower Bilsington 1256-65 had toponymic surnames derived from
3
places up to 10 miles away, many long-settled parishes outside the Weald.
for the growth of population in the early medieval Weald was helped by
1. The road of the monks of Battle over Ashdown 1100-50 may have been thl
Roman roadpondon-Lewes), or one of the medieval hollow trackways
(cf.pw-.ad ig.25); C. Johnson and ILA. Cronne (eds.) 1956. no 1670.
2. See T. Nedland. SAC.1852. 124.
5. Tenants of 1256-65 came from Saltwood, Brabourne, Wye i Hothfield etc.
(N. Neilson (ed.) 1928. 90-98); the movement may have been sometime
earlier - surnames became hereditary c1200 (on this and ether problem
of using toponymic surnames see C. Higounet. 1953. 1 ff; LW. B4ery.
1952. 45-50 1 1954. 47; LS. Lopez. 1954. 6-16). Names in the C 15
survey of the manor include toponymic surnames from Bosley, Cranbrook
Canterbury and Sutton Valence, enshrining former movements (ib.p.148190).
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in-migration as well as by local increases; on the other hand, emigratioi
from the area was little and SUBSOX supplied fewer immigrants to London
1
1086-1363 than far-off Durham or Northumberland.
Circulation and trade within the Weald were intimately linked with
the growth of markets and the network of these distributive centres was
already established by the mid-thirteenth century. Around the margins
of the area weekly markets were held in Bletchingly (existing 1262),
Hunton (granted 1257), Ashford (granted 1243), Seal (granted 1233) and
Westerham (granted 1227); &market, held by warrant unknown, was
mentioned in Ulcombe 1234-5 and the market day at Linchmere was changed
1228, not long after the initial grant (1199-1216). Markets were not,
however, confined to the Walden border, there were many within it of
equally early foundation. Market rights had been granted in Mayfield

4

1261, Cuckfield 1255, gnestling 1234, ladhurst 1233, Burwash and Wishes

1252, and Headcorn 1251; IWrstow received the grant of a market in 1247
and that same year a market in East Grinstead was mentioned as already
functioning. Fourteen years before, Horsham had been granted a market
and at Edenbridge an existing one was recorded' As--001145-00-4096-7Warebourme-im-Ciwiley-ked-a-morke4-amdrthe grant to Crawley had come in
2
1202,
Such an expansion in marketing centres is yet another evidence of
the rapid growth of settlement in the early medieval Weald; there is

l• B. Ekwall . 1956 . xliii-lxix.
2. For the references to these grants, see Appendix 6.4.
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little evidence about the actual expression of this expansion on the
ground. At least one new town, however, seems to have been founded at
Northeye near Pevensey. Whereas New linchelsea was built after sea
attacks destroyed the old town, Northeye (which may have been destroyed
1
by the sea) was built as an expression — an ep6emeral one — of early
medieval economic expansion. The chapel of Northeye was endowed in
2
1226 and the thirteenth century witnessed most of the active life of the
settlement, which does not seem to appear after 1300 as a trading centre

3
or port (though it was included in thirteenth century lists of the
members of Hastings) and which began trading after the grant to the
Barons of Pevensey, 1207, of a Sunday market in their new town to be
built between Pevensey and

L

5
angney,

The town of Northeye lay along the eastern coastland of the Weald
and in this part the evidences of trade and urban life before 1300
appeared most rapidly ihd most clearly. At Battle the grant of a markel

6
went back to 1070-87 and the trading activities of the nearby ports were
equally old. In the early thirteenth century the fortunes of the ports

7

varied — Hastings was suffering erosion, linchelsea was the chief port e:
./C pa,4446 (1.9
424-0.
21'. Bog. Meade f 177, 25; however there may have been a chapel here befo
one of the two churches of Bexhill (18) in 1086, as suggested VCII SX
9.1937, 125, and J.M. Bay. 1010.68.
124 LUZ. Murray. 1935. 44.

3. It may have been wiped out by the Black Death, which was very severe
in peveneey. nape (see p2Wand IA.1% Salzman. VCH. Sx. 9, 1937, 36); o
erosion (E)1P.Murray. 1935.44). 248-5e
4 * S.M.E. Murray. 1935. 43-4; 240-3.
, Soo-24.320-1,
•
56 A. Ballard. 1912. 36ft
64

Dugdale. Mon. iii. 1821. 245; confirmed 1114-22, C. Johnson and
Cronne TeI.) 1956. no 1340.
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1
Sussex, especially known for its wine trade, besides shipbuilding and
3
2
much fishing whilst Bye was growing as a trading and fishing port but
the fortunes of the lealden ports and their commercial outlook had been
affected by the loss of Normandy in 1204. Already by 1200 Hastings was
feeling the loss of trade to the better harbours of Winchelsea and
4
Rye, but previously it had been an important port. During the twelfth
century, the new settlement at Hastings in the Bourne valley, near the
Castle, had expanded (the sea had eroded the old town in the Priory

5
valley); it was a major port of passage to the Continent and c 1155

6
those freedoms from toll which encouraged its trade had been Confirmed.
Rye also expanded in the twelfth century and a charter of c 1150

7
encouraged its trade by releasing it from several feudal dues; Bythe
gained a part in the Channel trade because of its good links by road wit1
London and twelfth century-pottery at Pevensey confirms that this port
8
had a part in the wine trade with south-vest France.

7
1.

VCH. Sx, 9. 1937,9 -10. cf silting mentioned at Bythe 1230 -C.C1.R.
1227-31.321.
.41 4.21)
12.32.-.
Ref,pinces 121 2 (Rat.Litt.Claus. 1202-246 120)143 (ib.559) 6 1244 (I
P.R. 1254 (W,D. Cooper.BAC. 1871.26). Tax on merchants in British
ports, 1202-4, was 10/115;311 for Rye, 62/2/4 at Winchelsea (highest
in Sx)I DA6 Stenton (ed. 1940. 218.

2.

Colossal royal demands 1250-1, C. C1.3.1247-51. 385, 392, 430; also
12480.54; 1225 ship in harbour loaded with pickled herrings - Rot.L:
Claus, 1224-7. 13.

3.

Bye made naval base for King's galleys 1243 (C.C1A. 1242-7. 45);
supplied fish to royal household 1255-C.C1.R. 1254-6.169.

4.

As mentioned 1199Aot.Chart. 1199-1216. 62.

5.

NTML8s.9. 1937.9; erosion had probably begun by 1066.
Repeated C.C.R. 1300-26. 219-221; in 1154-5 Hastings VAS the only
Sussex port paying lastage, an export duty -TA. Round. 1930. 97 f:

7.

Sx. 9.1937. 49; Rye made coins as early as 1141-1%J. Andrev.19:

lettnn tut,- 1 436R- 04-T7-
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Several of the ports had been commercial centres when the early
medieval period began; in 1086 there were at least 231 burgesses at
By-the (the total population must have exceeded 1000), 156 at Romney, 101
1
at Pevensey, 64 at Rye and 24 (an incomplete entry) at Hastings. The
2
Doves burEne of 1086 was probably Rye. Before the end of the eleventh
century, the eastern Wald has already assumed its role as the most
commercial and most urbanised part of the Weald, a characteristic which
persisted until at least 1650.
(vi) Conclusion.
The early medieval centurike witnessed fundamental changes in the
lealden geographic scene. In 1350 there was little temporary settlement
in the Weald, permanent settlement and mixed farming were general,
industry was established; none of these statements apply to the Weald
of 1086, without qualification. In 1086 swine were still the most
numerous beasts in the Weald, not cattle as later; swine pasturage, all
the year or only for the pannage season, was at least as important as
tillage; the 'summerhouses' erected for supervising the pannage and for
hunting were widely found. Cloth and glass working can be traced back
no further than 1200, and the continuance of the iron industry' back to
1086 is uncertain; orchards have left no trace before 1200 and cider
manufacture may have come from Normandy not long before; most of the
Vealden markets were creations of the thirteenth fentury and in that sam
1. Also 15 borders at meetings, 103 villeins and 3 cotters at Rye.
Hastings account itself is absent (either because King had unsuspect,
rights in it or because blank space at beginning of Sussex account w
left for it-JX. Round. 1930. 97-105); 4 burgesses are recorded undo
Raneslie and 20 under Bollington.
2. As suggested U. Andrew. 1931. 165-9, J.E. Ray. jag, 1927.161d-2, as
L.A. Tidier. ib. 182; incorrectly as Hastings by 116 Burrows. 1903. 2.
and F.H. Baring. 1915. 122.
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century many parks l mmall and enclosed, superseded the larger open hunting
grounds of a few earlier magnates.
In the context of the national economy the most valuable resource
of the Weald in 1350 was its timber; in 1086 it had been its hunting
and pannage. In 1350 when permanent settlement was well established
the major internal contrast was between High and Low Weald; in 1086,
when the Weald was still a 'colonial area', the most striking difference
was between the east, the first settled area where permanent agriculture
had begun and the remote west, the area of thin and largely seasonal
occupation. Much of 1650 existed in 1350, but little in 1086 — the
Wealden scene then reflected not the patterns of permanent occupation
which were to follow but the history of the colonisation which had
preceded.

TSB =ALDEN LANDSCAPE IN 1086
'The arts of social calculus which are so
necessary to exponents of Domesday and other
fiscal decaments.0
Vlnagradoff. Growth of the Wenor. 1905.
NO other medieval document has the detail and the coverage of
Domesday Book; it is most unfortunate, then, that the lealdrshould be
so inadequately treated in the Inquest of 1086. The Domesday account
has difficulties and deficiencies in all parts of Zealand but its

as

on the Weald, taken in isolation, is positively misleading. Compared vii
North Kent and Smith Sussex, the Weald appears in Domesday as an area of
small population and little cultivated land, which was Just; as an area
with little open grazing land, which

WAS

unlikely; and as an area of

little woodland, which is controverted by all the other Anglo-Saxon and
medieval data.
(1) Settlement*
The Domesday record eveg_emphasises the fewness of the Weald.'
settlements since sumrwere included in the accounts of Nen-wealden nano'
/Lawlor* small hamlets but large settlements also were omitted from the
2
Great Domesday, including some with churches; their existence is witness4
in two other compilations from the original Domesday returns, the

This section derives most of its data from the chapters on Kent,
Surrey and Sussex, by Llt.J. Campbe11,C.T. Lloyd, and S.Z. King
respectively, and the concluding chapter by LC * Darby, in LC * Dar!,
and Z.M.J. Campbell (eds.)4960 (forthcoming). Map references in thi
chapter are to asps in this work*
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1
Tracer-eta and the Domesday. Monacherum, which happen to have survived (Pig;
2
Other gaps in the map of settlement were caused by unspecified entries

3
or by single names, as Pechihma (4b, 7b) which may have covered two

settlements but, allowing for all such emissions, large areas .1 the
Weald must have been almost =peopled in 1086. This is confirmed by the
4
absence of many parish and viii names which appear in the Taxatiso
Ecclesiastics. (1291) or in the Lay Subsidies

(1527, 1552, 1534).

The small portion of the Weald in Surrey was as sparsely occupied

if the Weald of Kent - there were , but two settlements on the Weald Clay
5

(map 111), both with less than 15 inhabitants. Some of the larger villag
situated on the Downs te the north probably utilised a land area stretch'.

6
south into the Weald (as later parish boundaries suggest,) but the
Wealden segment of such scarpland village territories, where it existed,
was of minor importance in the village economy.

in Domesday.
G. Ward. 1933. 60-89. Some places knowh'as settled from AngleSaxon charters, as Horsham and Liadfield, are absent from Domesday.
1. The Excerpts, primarily eoncerned with the lands of the Priory of
Saint Augustine, exists in a thirteenth century copy of a copy of
1100-54114 Ballard. 1920.. The Domesday Menacherma concerns primari
the lands of Christ church, Canterbury. D.C. Douglas 1944.
26 e.g. 6 holdings in the marsh of Romney (15); two unspecified settle
meats in Pexearle Hundred, Sussex (18,1910.
3. Zest and West Peckham were distinct in the Textus Beffensis, dated 1

2.

Ilebermann. 1893.

4.
5.
•

103. as 1140-50.

egg, fhe Seven Hundreds of 'aside& Kent; the parish of lidhurst in
Sussex.
This, and all subsequent population figures (unless otherwise
specified) are the Domesday total.

6 * 114, Topley.

1193-4.30-54.
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The scarpland villages of Sussex, as those of Surrey, were larger
than the hamlet. wholly within the Weald. (map 127). In 1086 Sussex had
a line of 35 villages situated near the crest of the chalk scarp, most of
them with ever 20 inhabitants; the Vesicle* clay vale included but 16
settlements (excluding the
most with under

5 in

5 inhabitants,

its seaward margin in Pevensey Levels),

whilst the High Weald had 89 settlements

with generally less than 10 inhabitants.
The larger number of settlements in Sussex in the High bald,
compared with the Lowireald, was partly a consequence of its much were
extensive outcrop. It reflected also the light, if poor, soils of the
Amhdown and Tunbridge W.1l. Sands, (most of the surface outdrop of the
High Wald) which were easier to cultivate than the Weald Clay, and whose
natural vegetation was an open woodland, mere easily cleared than the
damp eakweeds of the clay soils. The settlements in the Sussex Weald
in 10086 tended to concentrate in the east; here the intractable clays
were narrowest, here nearby marshland pastures could supplement the
1
produce of the sandy croplands, and here were salt-pans as an additional
nowise of income. The concentration of settlement in the east of the
Sussex Weald also reflected/ the direction from which outside colonists
had penetrated the region. The Sussex Wald, west of list Grinstiad, was
virtually unoccupied in 1086, whether on light or on heavy soils (map 127
this was the most remote part of the county, unsettled in previous epochs
far frem the sea, the larger navigable rivers and the decaying /imam
roads.
1. However the Domesday record includes little marsh grazing (saps 130A,
152).
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Sone of the settlements of North East Sussex were but recent
foundations in 1086. Only six localities were named in the three
northern hundreds of the Rape of Hastings (Hawksbereugh, Benhurst and
Shoyswell) but many =located holdings in these hundreds were entered in
the accounts of manors south of the Wald, in the adjacent Rape of
revensey. These manors l located in a long-settled area between Eastbourne
Laughten and Fine, had probably been given woodland possessions in the
north of the Rape of Hastings, before 1066, as an official enceuragement
1
colonise (map 122). Recent settlements elsewhere in the Wald was
implied by the vague entries of holdings too young to have acquired
2
specific place—names by 1086 ; they were small units — 1 villein was
recorded at Birchgrove (now in iterated Keynes, 22b), and 1 at Worth (54b)
3

and many of the Domesday names survive only in single farmsteads. Sem*
of these small ventures failed, including releasers in East Grinstead.
Hundred (22b) and Kedelei in Bexhill hundred (18) and their sites have
been lost. The Domesday entries for 'Malden lent demonstrate that the
settlements of this area likewise were small but give no evidence of
recent colonisation to parallel the Sussex entries.

1. L.P. Saimaa. 1931 * 20-29, 021425. Some holdings in the adjacent hum&
of Eallesaltede in Hastings Rape are entered under distant manors in
the Rape'ef Pevensey, e.g. 3 heldiags of Eidtene (20), probably South
- Heighten, north and east of Newhaven.
2* e.g. the unnamed

5* Tevegate

5/0 of

a ploughtema in Bexhill Hundred (18a).

(14) is Zonate manor farm in Smeeth; the largest total of
pleughteams in the Wald, 51, was at Meehan, now Mikan farm in
Killington (17b,18a).
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(ii) Woodland and swine grazing
The Domesday account gives no idea of the amount of woodland in
•

the Wald. Many of the settlements on the hills overlooking the Weald
were recorded with substantial woodland possessions; in Kent and Surrey
some of these weeds may have been located on clay—with—flint patches on
the Boons, but most were in the lhald. Large figures for woodland appeai
in Surrey (map 112) chiefly in the east of the county, where the Weald
clay outcrop in older, and nearer the chalklands; Sussex and Kent (maps

127and 149) had a similar concentration of timber possessions in the
villages of the scarpland edge, and the Weald must also have contained

1
the woodland recorded for settlements on the edge of Romney Marsh. The
settlements on the Hastings Beds in Sussex owned little woodland; the
sandy soils of the Tunbridge Wells and Ashdown sands never supported a
thick tree cover.
Nearly all the woodland in Kent, Surrey and Sussex (maps 112, 128,

149) was measured in terms of swine rents, which suggests that pannage
WA &major, if net the chief, value of the weeds to the inhabitants in

1086.(Fig 42) This fora of measurement may also suggest that there was
still an extensive tree cover on the Lew Wald in 1086, for woodland
cannot be measured by length and breadth when, apart from restricted
clearings around settlements, it remains a continuous mass. The swine
1. The small amount of woodland recorded at Langpert (4b) in Romney
marsh may have lain en the sandy ridge of the Ripe, which had woodli
in earlier centuries. G. Ward. 1931a. 29.38.
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1
figures given wore detailed and therefore probably accurate; they varied
from 1 at Harstmenceux (18) to 324 at Melling in Sussex (16) and 500 at
' 2
Writhes in Kent (3). These three settlements all lay en the Walden
margin; the territory appurtenant to Melling stretched northeast across
the Weald to the borders of Kent, and it remained throughout the Middle
3

Ages one of the largest manors in Sussex. The entries gave fewer mast
dwine in East Sussex than in the West- the east had nor* settlement, less
clayland slid less detailed entries. Swine pannage

VAS

not confined to

the Weald Clay, although this was the most desirable area; in Berth West
Sussex, the pannage for 100 swine at Harting was probably on the Myth,
4
Beds.
in the Kentish Domesday there are 22 references to deans, giving
a total of 52 donna and three half-deans; ( there was also one in Surrey,
'
appurtenant to Ewell (30b). .Some of the deans belonging to Kentish
manors were located in Sussex-Bilsington (10b) possessed three left out of
the allotment of the Count of En, who possessed no lands in Hint; the 4
donna held by the Count of Zu of Leeds manor ia Heat are stated by the
1. The evaluation of swine renders it difficult; the ration of swine
renders from pasture varied within Surrey and Sussex from la to MO,
and this Rai have differed free the renders of woodland swine; On this
problem', see I.C. Darby.1950-1.21 -43.81-1-01riag'41--esraa-al-~41014-P*112. The figure of 1500 at Stoughton in Sussex (24) is a clerical error for
Bound. WCH•Sr.i.
3. See 1285 survey in LC. Redwood and A.S. Wilson (eds.) 1958.30-84.
44 EX. Yates. 1953a. 155.
6 j. A dean of wood, translated by H.E. Malden, VCE.Sy.i. 1902. 2979 as a
coppice of wood, following 0. Manning and I. Bray. 1804.453A
ultimately Speloan.
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Excerpt& (p.2) to have been la Sussex, and have been identified as
1
=Ude (18b), Naleda (19) and Baled. (18b) of the Sussex folios. The
donne were eutlying swine grazing. and are thus clearly distinguished
in the entries from woodland ovine grazing. near the villages er grass
pastures. Domesday does not record all the deans which existed in 1086;
no donne are ascribed to the Canterbury estates which had many before
and after.
The locations of most of the deans are unspecified; they were
probably scattered in groups, as were those in the Angle-Saxon charters.
There is •ne instance of their concentration, in the Levy of Tunbridge;
in the account of Ridley (6), Richard of Tonbridge is said to hold a
dens of wood and this, with ether references, suggests the Lowy
consisted of the Walden parcels of various manors in North Kant, which
had been detached from their parent manors to form a compact territory
2
around Richard's castle. (map 138).
The donne of Kent were divided into two groups. The first contaim
ne reference to population or pleughteams; some paid money rents, ethers
were 'donnas de olive' with swine renders of up to 50 swine from

5 deans

(Orpington,4). The second category consisted of these with populations
56. This calculation included the 4 deans of Leeds, stated by the Excerpt
2, to lie in Sussex, and counting the total of Newington (14b) as 7,
i.e. 4 plus 3 separated since TRS. N. Neilson. 1928.8, takes the eat
for Milton (214 . 'he holds half a dean which TESa certain villein
held, and Alned Cild took twe parts away from a certain villeia
force- as meaning Milton had three deans. The interpretation in LC.
Darty_andX.N.J. Campbell (eds.) 1960, of half a dean, seems preferab:
1. G. 'lard. 1933b. 258.
2. Z.M.J. Campbell. emit.
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and teams -Peckhan (7b) had three deans with 4 villeins and Tinton (11)
owned half a denn with 1 villein, 3 borders and twe fisheries. By 1086,
although some donne remained swine pastures,pammanent settlement and
cultivation had commenced in others. However, the description of a
dean in Belies (Bircholt, 9b) ha a dean of half a lug does sot mean
that it consisted of this area of ploughland, but that its pasture was
2
proportional to the half iugum owned by its tenants elsewhere. Some
donna which had changed over to cultivation had severed their links with
parent manors and were independent farming settlements. They were still
very small - Tiffenden (13b) had * a iugus of land, 2 villeins and

hat

pleughteam; Benendea was larger and had three teams (11), whilst
Newenden had been established long enough to have Frown into a centre of
exchange, rendering 39/7 from its market.(4).
Kent in 1086 still contained outlying ovine pastures in theireald,
many miles from their home manors; Surrey had but one, and the Sussex
3

folios do not mention any. This difference is in part a reflection of
natural differences; the bald of Bent was covered more utifermly with
thick woodland than the Sussex Weald, for the outcrops of the Beatings
Beds in South Kent consist as mach of Iradharst Clay as of mere sandy

1.

The dens of Zwell ih Surrey seems to have reached this stage -lane
dean save et una crate (30b).

2.

P. linsgradoff. 1908. 292.
The suggestion in 660aitland. 1956.7. that Nalfeldeme (22b), meant
half-field den, is incorrect; the actual reading is Ealseeldene
(Haselden in Z. Grinstead.)
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materials, in contrast to the large areas of sandy soil in the High
Wald of Sussex. The difference also reflects the process •f colenisatiei
of the Weald; the Kentish Weald was settled primarily from the north,
1
since Romasymarsh hindered penetration from the east, and primarily
as outlying swine pastures of manors is North Kent, where population
density was high.
In Sussexptheugh parts of the Weald Clay outcrop may have been
first occupied as outlying swine pastures, many of the settlements of the
High Weald were probably established by colonists moving inland from the
coast around Hastings. Some estates in south Sussex Aid own lands in the
High Wald; in 1066 a group of manors in the south of Lewes Rape had
2
detached parcels in the hundred of Grinstead, and a number of manors in
the Dope of Pevensey owned lands in the north of the Rape of Hastings
but in the latter case, it is clear that these Walden outliers were
4
acquired between C1011 and 1066 and the folios of Domesday describe the
settlements of the High Wald in Sussex, whether attached to large manors
further south or net, as small groups of cultivators (with more pleughtean

5
per settlement than those on the Weald Clay). There is no indication thai
1.

This can be overemphasised; the Danes in 893 voyaged upstream to
Appledore without difficulty, and Domesday records mere settlements 1
the borders of RemneyMarsh than within the Hentiskilwald. Mooney
marsh' is used here in its eldest sense . the marshes between Rpthe
and Pett.

2.

Palmer, Hansey, Barcembe, titchling, Bevendeam, Allingten, Waraingero
&
and Wootton had detached holdings in Grinstead Hundred.
Jolliffe.
J.3.14
1933. 82.

3. DB. 19; Map 122*
4 * L.P. Salzman. 1931. 23. The youth of the colonisation is reflected
that many of the holdings had not yet acquired names; in 1011 Sussex
Kent and Hastings were ravaged by the Dane. (GA. GUraen1WaY(ed4) 19!
141) and the expansion probably followed this.
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many of than had once been swine pastures.

•

(iii) Arable and pasture.
There were few references to pleughteams in the Weald of Kent (map
Cultivation was established in a few plates - at Nevenden 25 villeins and

4 borders had 5 teams (4). In many places the denesne area was small,
in some it did not exist; at Chillenden (11b) 2 villeins had *ploughs,
but there was no demesne. (The same occurs in Sussex - the tenants of
Cortesley (18). 25 villeins and 2 cotters, owned all the 9 ploughs.)
Several settlements on the margins of Ramey marsh possessed more teams
than the rest of the Kentish Weald combined; the drier parts of the
marshes had fertile silty soils and needed no deforestation before
tillage. The crops produced in the Marsh and its margin supported a
denser population than existed in the rest of the Weald of Kent (map 147)
Aldingten, on the marshland margin, was the only large estate in southern
Kent; it had 190 villeins. 50 borders, 13 serfs and 70 pleughteams; 170
acres of meadow and wood rendering 60 swine; 3 mills and 3 fisheries (4).
This balance of crop production and animal husbandry reflected its
situation across Greensand-Weald-Marsh border, where a dry settlement
site SAS in easy reach of a variety of soil types.
Most of the settlements of the Sussex Weald possessed less than 5
pleughtesms 'Table

c), especially

those located on the claylands. The

sandier areas exhibited a greater range, and several large totals occurs&
Boo.

pleughteams (17b and

10, Bexhill
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(10, Bameslie

5. See the many ploughteams in the High Weald on nap 125.

near Bye
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46 (17) and Filshaa farm in Hollingten 51 (171 & 18). These settlements
lay in the earliest settled portion of North Sussex, the eastern coast
of the Nigh Weald; many were en the margin of dry land and marsh, where
agricultural potentialities were varied and where saltpans often furnished
an additional element in the economy (map 132). In this part of besides
Sussex also most meadow is recorded (map 129). The small segment of the
Weald. in Surrey had in 1086 as little evidence of cultivation as leaden
Lent (map 108); the Walden arable was concentrated in Sussex, and in
Sussex it was most rapidly expanding. The one specific mention of colonisation within the Weald in Domesday refers to Sussex — an unspecified

1
outlier of Sterringten in the Weald.
None of the soils of the Weald are particularly fertile, yet
Domesday makes much mere mention of cropland in the Weald than of pasture.
There is no reference to pasture in the Beside of lent and Surrey (maps
114 and 152), and only 8 in Sussex (130). The Sussex pasture figures are
all small, save for one payment of 1514 at Pevenswy (20b), which probably
referred to marsh grazings. Most of the ether Sussex entries are measured
in Mine rents, and are an index of those open swine grazings which must
have been very extensive by 1086, for swine not only prevented the
regeneration of woods they reethd in, they also needed grazing' for the
three—quarters of the year when pannage was not available.
The Domesday entries describe the well—watered Weald not (tidy as a

1. DB. i. 29.
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district of little pasture, but also one with little meadow (maps 113,
129, 151); there was much more meadow in the few wide valleys crossing

the drier chalklands to south and north. This is not another instance
of Wealden land-use being entered in the account of the parent manors;
the %olden watercourses were overgrown with alder woodlands and, whilst
the Vesicles population remained small, there was no strong laceatige to
clear them. Within bread natural limits, the size of settlement
governed the amount of meadow found in the vicinity; thus Aldington, the
exceptionally large leaden estate, possessed 170 acres.(3/4). Much of
*his was on the borders of Ramey marsh, whilst the 38 acres of Wartling
(18) and 71 acres of Hoes (17b, 18, 22) were probably found in Pevensey
Levels nearby. Small amounts of meadow appear inland in North Sussex
along the Ouse and Medway which, in contrast to the blank area of south
Kent, further confirms that permanent settlement had gess farther by
1086 in the Sussex Weald than the Kentish.
(it) Other elements of the Weelden economy.
The eakwoods of the Weald were too thick for hunting and the
more suitable open woodland heath of the Hastings Beds, could only be
reached after crossing the claylands; this was one reason why no part of
the Weald was proclaimed royal forest by the Norman kings. Smaller areas
served their subjects as parks; there was one at Botherfield (16), anothe
at Chart Sutton (8-parcus silvaticms liestidrum), and folio 18 mentions
a park at Tilting in Killington. The forests in DaDint** was net a
royal forest (it was held by the Count of Eu) but strictly a chace, and
Dallintel' chace it was later called (p.304)).
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Domesday recorded industrial activity as well as agricultural.
There were a few mills in the Wald, including some fractions 3i at
Barcombe (27b) one mill and a small mill at Chiddingly (22b). Eel
readers were common, varying from low figures up te the 450 paid by a
mill in Hartfield; presumably the eels lived in the mill pond. Some
of the mills were linked to fisheries; the few fisheries of Wealden
Sussex were recorded inland (map 131), whilst those of Wealdea Bent
concentrated on the margin of Roney marsh (map 153) — here were 131
besides one at Iangport (4b) within it. The coastal border of the Wald
was not only the site of the Walden fisheries; here also were the salt—
pans (maps 132, 154). There were two concentrations, the greater around
Bonney harsh — 11 at Bilsington (10b), 8 1/3 at Eastbridge (13),

7 at

Langport (41) and 100 at Rye (17); the 2 Pans of Ber gh= (3b)p the 1
of Folkestone (9b), and the Arof Great Chart (5) were probably located in
Bouncy marsh also. The second concentration was around the Pevensey
Levels, a total of 84 saltpans, the greatest contributors being Eastbourn n
16 pans, (20b) and Hoe, 34 pans (17b,18); the 16 saltpans of Laughtoa
(21,23) probably lay in Laughten Levels nearby ealong the Ouse and
2
Bather. Domesday includes only one reference to ironworking, the ferrarl
in East Grinstead, literally an iron mine but probably signifying an
3
ironworks, without which small pits would hardly have been recorded.
1. It must be remembered that the fisheries were recorded under the estat4
which owned them, not necessarily the place where the fihhery was local

2. 114A4 Lower. 1862. 211.
3.14 Straker, 1931. 31-2.
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(v) Post—Conquest devastation.
The environs of Hastings were devastated by William before his
victory and c1070 many settlements in this district were still totally
1
waste, or worth less than 25% of their value in 1066 (maps 162-3). The
devastation was, however, selective — some settlements were affected
little — and the larger settlements appear to have been singled out for
this demonstration of power; wasting included cutting of timber for
dwellings and castles for the leading invaders but, as the entries show,
it was primarily a ravaging of cropland.
Since ravaging was both easier and more effective when the settlements were large and near together, the rest of the largely unsettled
Weald shows little trace of the wasting which accompanied the passage of

•
the Conqueror; also the Conqueror had no need to pass through the Weald
2
to reach his other objectives. The settlements near Hastings had mostly
recovered by 1086, and the only other serious case of wasting appears in
an anomalous entry for Tilding talent (14). Of

16

teams at Ulding, only

aver* at work, whilst the THE value of 30 pounds had fallen by 1086 to 2
pounds; the difficult phrase given in explanation of this seems to suggest
that decline was caused by lack of animals to drew the ploughs, a local
3

rather than a regional difficioncy.
1.8edlescombe remained waste; at least 16 places fell to nil, including
Bexhill (18), Crewberst (18b), Filshaa (18b), Gesstling (11b), Salehull
• 24,e2seurse of the Conqueror's movements is traced in PA. Baring'

1898.

quod terra Testate est i peewits• The explanation above is that
favouraOpli.E.J. Campbell. *Nett. 1160. L.B. Latking.1861.146. takes I
to mean the arable had been destroyed by cattle, which is unlikely;!.
Basted. ii. 1782, 302, interprets it as land destitute by a certain anei
of money, i.e. a statement rather than an explanation.
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VII
PRE-CONQUEST COLONISATION AND SETTLEMENT IN THE WEALD.
Where there is much desire to learn,
there of necessity will be much arguing,
mach writing, many opinions; for oplatoi
in good men is but knowledge in the
making.
J. Milten tAreopaxitica. 1644.
(i) Angle-Saxon.
(a) The spread of cultivation and permanent settlement.
Since Domesday recorded so much Wealden land under estates elsewhei
the extent of cultivated land in the Weald in 1086 remains unknown. The
numerous churches already existing testify better than any other Demential
data that permanent settlement and tillage were already widely establish4
(Pig 41). The density of occupation was greatest along the east coast,
where agriculture had for some time been supplemented by trading, fish*
1
and salt evaporation; inland the eastern High Weald skewed the greatest
density of agricultural settlement and the western Clay Weald the least.
Many of the small settlements reeerded in the High Weald as having
a few pleughlands in 1086 had probably been colonies of cultivators from
the beginning and others, lands once swine-pastures, were used also for
tillage by the eleventh century. A charter of 1018 granted the dean of
2
Eaeselersc (in northwest Ticehurst); once a dean, it was now an open
1. The earliest evidence of the impertance of the ports is their appeara
as centres of coinage-Hastings 929 16(the list of AAhelstanmTCH.Sx.9.
1937.8) Winchelsea perhaps 959-78 (J.3. Caldecett. 1942-3.1; but
evidence uncorreberatedVCE.Sx. 9.1937,62). Winchelseawns mentioned
in a pre 1017 charter-CZ. Haskias. 1918.343-5; Hastings 6: Pevensey a
forts in 790-ArchAit. 17,ao.10.
2. EM.Stowe charter 38; for identification see G. lirda93646119 n29.
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pasture and there

VAS

1
a smithy there also. Since it was granted as a

separate holding not as the pasture of a distant manor, it is very
that cultivation had also commenced there; the termination—ersc means a
2
ploughed or stubble field.
At Radlew, in the Kentish bald, permanent settlement had begun
by e 975, & there are earlier references to tillage elsewhere in the

4
Weald. A charter of 968% records the sale of the den* of Rvringdaenn

(Reread.' in Tenterdea); it

VAS

sold at a price which was mere than a

swine pasture would have realised, and the charter was witnessed by the
Xing and his nobles. The boundaries of the dean were given, including

several meadows, and a clearing (sia rode). Acharter of 956, describing
4 1

the pastures belonging to an estate in Anningten, lists two whose asses
end in —vie; these two, and perhaps ethers also, had changed by this

7$

date from swine astures to cattle farms. The swine pastures of

Washington in 946 included

Iffeles leak

(Yffel's clearing), seacalvic

1. In 689 there was an iron mine at Lyminge just north of the Weald;
BCS 73.

2. U. Smith. 1956. 157; the gift was of Ntilintle menus', a little
woodland pasture, but the boundaries suggest the area was mere open
than wooded.
5 Mentioned then as owing assistance in the upkeep ef Rochester bridge
which implies that there was a permanent settlement.BCS 1322.
4 Ir. de G4 Birch 1285-93. 1212 (this work herafter referred to as MS.

sz.

This is pointed out by G. Ward. 19578'456.

64 fa den stows. BCS 961. Such a phrase does not necessarily mean that
likes. were net swine pastures. A charter of 947 (ECS 834) speaks of
the pastures of Washington, whilst one of 963 (BCS1125)calls them it
swine pastures.

74.

The suffix vie is generally translated merely as farm; in Essex am
parts of Rent it often meant a dairy farm (yCH,Mssex.1.1903. 369; Gd
1942a.24-8)tut elsewhere the terninatioa is coupled with goats
(Gotwick in Rusner.PW.Sx.i.233) and other animals.
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(shackle farm) and two more - wise (haesliric and pitawic); these were
probably single farmsteads (as haeslwie, Bisolvick: Perm in BertWis
to this day;) One of the denns of Billing in 946 (witherince falai) has
1
'gaol' written after it in the charter; this is unique in Angle-Saxon
lists of denns, but it probably means that this swine pasture now owed ti
ancient money rent called gafol,SOuch aperient implies that the pentane"
settlement of witherince falad, had begun, beginnihg before 946 but after
2
811, when another charter listed it without this postscript. The denns
ef Durringten in

934

included the clearing of Biecca's people (haecinee

bleak)!
These tenth century references are net the earliest mention of
We alden agriculture; ethers take the story back further. In c858 there
4
were five pleughlands at Mershon ',and in 814 there was a pleughland
next to the woodland called Caert (Sutton Valence) with fields and
5
pastures nearby, and meadows giving 12 leads of hay per annum; Sutton
6. ICS 834.
L.F. Salzman (personal communication) suggested that this
might be an abbreviation for gafelswine.

1. BCS 779;
2. BCS 339.
3. BCS 702.

4. A4J. Robertson. 1956. 17.
5T-BOS-906T-K1'N-2147
5 BCS 343; G. Bird. 1942a. 1-7. (R.S. Cowper. 1915. 203-64incerrect1y
identifies it with Chart Sutton). It is possible that the pleughland
lay north of Sutton Valende and therefore not in the Weald.
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Valence, as Mersham, is on the northern border of the Weald in Kent. A
charter of 772 suggests that the small farming settlements of the easter
High Weald, conspicuous in 1086, were already appearing; it granted 8
hides of farmland in Bexhill (inland) and the gafolland of the outland c
Hastings, scattered in several small groups - at Bernehorne 3 hides,
Worsham 1, Ibba's Wood 1, Crewhurst 8, Ridge 1, Svllineas , 2, Perham and
2
Black Brooks 1 and Icklesham 3. The inland was the original arable cord
of early settlement, belonging to the local lord and leased in tenant
farms; the outland was land later colonised by the waste, held by
3
independent peasant farmers. The several groups of outland hides sugged
many small separate farming units; a pattern of settlement in hamlets,
which clearly characterised the Weald in later centuries, may have
appeared by the eighth century. In 770 15 hides in Menfield were granted
4
to the church there and there was probably ether cultivated land in the
parish, whilst the swine pastures of Stammer, recorded 765-71,included ti
clearing of Citta's group (Citanealeasche,Chiddingly Wood in West Beathli
and the swine pasture clearing (baere leuel now Philpots in Lindfield).
2. BCS 208 (spurious, VCK.Sx. 9. 193i. 79, but probably lased on an acts,
grant)$.S.Barker. 1947. 9203.

5. JA.A.

Jelliffe. 1933. 17.
4. BCS 206.
5. BCS 197. The translation of baere leaee follows 126.11.1.272; LE. Banl
1947. 89, G. Maitland. 1950.4-11, translate it as the clearing with ti
barley, and M.S. Reigate. 1929. 183 ff, says the name barley land
attached to the area until the C 19. This however does not prove that
barley land was its original moaning; both suggestions are philelegici
soundii(A.E. Smith. 1956.1.16) but swine-pasture clearing the Ore
credible.
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Clearing and occupation had thus given permanent names to small
settlements in the Weald as early

as the

eighth century, the effect of

regular swine grazing on seeds and roots was
some clearing specifically for

to

cultivation, had

reduce regeneration, but
1
occured also. Various

place names witness to concious clearance - Brimfield means the field
2
taken in from the adjacent wood or waste; Tilden may include OE tiliani
3
to till or plough; Swattenden may be derived from OR swaeuling, and
4
mean land cleared by burning, and Tollhurst originally referred to an
5

enclosure within a wood. The swineherds probably began to till temporiu
plots in the donna almost as soon as the first swine were driven to thee,
6

and parts of the drovedenns were by custom set apart for the herdsmen;
the cultivated lands would have been enclosed, in the Weald not least te
keep out wild animals. The earliest Kentish laws, those of lethelbert
(602-3) exacted a fine from any freeman who made his way into a fenced
enclosure, and the boundaries in an eighth featuryWealden grant' go
8
north to livelsfield, and thence eastwards to the boundary-hedge. Some
1, The connection between forest clearance and decline in swine numbers
(compared with other domestic animals) occurs in earlier periods also
e.g. in compering Neolithic and Ismano-British agriculture on the
chalklands of South England .a.G.D. Clark.1952.117. Where large
forests remained, as in Hungary, large scale swine pasturage in them
continued to the early C 19 - G. Ilse. 1942. 449-54.
2. F.N.Sz. lazzii. First form Nerewelle 1086.
3. Teligden in 858 (BCS 496); derivation !rah 111( 202.
4. Snattingden in BCS 316, 804. The interpretation above is that of 84E,
Zachrisson. 1924; j.K. Wallenberi disagrees in UN. 96-7.
5. J.L. Wallenberg. UN. 98; compare the differing interpretation in
N. Middendorf. 1902,137.(the name, Tuhlefahirst comes in BCS 316,80i
6,

R. Turley. ii. 1874. 332,693.

7.

P.L. Attonborough. 1922.

S. ICS 197 (765-71).

4-17, cap

29.
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of the Anglo-Saxon clearing in the Weald may have been a byproduct of
the search for timber; most grants of timber rights in this period
concern the forest of Blean which was more accessible to the main
population concentrations in North Kent than the Wald, but in 833 saltps
at Lynpne were granted 20 Tains of wood for fuel, and this doubtless cane

1

from the adjacent sectors of the Wald.
As cultivation extended, the first permanent dwellings were

erected, leofecildes cot of 765-71 being the earliest documentary
2
reference; as the deans were scattered ever the Weald to exploit its
pannage to the full, so the initial settlements were single farmsteads o]
small hamlets separated by considerable distances.
The growth of agricultural settlement in the Wald during the Durk
Ages was reflected in place-names and their incidental evidence supple's,'
the scanty data in land charters. The wooded nature of the terrain MSS
still luudiest; wood names (-hyrst. -Janda, - wack.․) which span these

3
centuries, appeared throughout the Weald 'with an especial concentratic
in the western claylands, the most inland district of the region and the
4
largest single area of heavy soils. The density of wood names in the
Weald as a whole does not reflect the density of woodland here in the la
Ages; there are *anymore near Ashdown, where only open woodland heaths

1. BCSial.
2. BC3 197.
3. Many-names now ending in -buret lid net so originally. Ctithurst Farm
in Borne was Chyteresland in 1522-FN.0r.525. Also the ending-hurst
appears to have been used for new place names as late as the C 13 ibid. xxi.
4. It was also distant from the earliest centres of Saxon settlement in
Sussex.
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3
were found than in some mere wooded parts (rig 42).
Other suffixes, dating from the later centuries of the Dark Ages,
reflected the husbandry which the settlers in the woodland then practised
Suffixes in -leah denoted, in some cases, man-made clearings forcultiv1
ation (lig.44), whilst -falod ( a fold) and -wic (a farm, often a dairy
2
farm) emphasised the pastoral aspect. This latter was dominant; -falod

3
and -vie names were much commoner than names in the Wald as a whole,
A

and their regional pattern varied remarkably; - leah appeared most come]
on the lighter soils of the High Wald, -wic was found throughout the
Wald but mainly in the west, and -falod almost wholly confined to that
area of the western Wald where names denoting woodland were very
frequent (Fig 45).
.8d in western Sussex and south Surrey
(The concentration of /CUL..
reflected net only the pastoral bias of the area hut, in its restriction
the influence of local dialeit. Kent, Surrey and Sussex were each wren
4
the
Old
English
period,
and many place-name
by different dialects in
endings reflect this -falod concentrated in Surrey and Sussex, - ceart
was confined to Surrey and Kent, -hamtun was almost confined to West
Sussex, -ham was much commoner, -wic and -worth much rarer in Hastings
Pape than in the rest of Sussex, - leah was commoner in Surrey and. Susse

5
than in lent. Several unusual *laments were used in Heat and also in
1.

2.

The element -leah refers te natural glades in woodland as much as
clearing, and it was used from the earliest settlement (there are
some combinations with -ingas) until the Norman Conquest. A.E.Smith
1956.ii. 18-19.
-falod means a small inclosure with animals, ib.i.164.(PN.Sx.ii.551
suggests it may have been used in Wet Sussex as synonymous with
-feld,but this is without proof).- -wie originally- meant a buildingl
group of them, later a building for diary cattle or some other
pastoral use; it does net appear with the earliest 112=dta an d its Una

East Sussex -sitc,haI, jeselle and storf(but Newer and Stenten do net
regard this as necessarily impiying any original connection of the sett14
1
in East Sussex and Kent. )
These endings, - faled, -wic, 7hyrst$ leah, which were used in t/
later centuries before the Conquest, give more detail on the landscape
and economy of the Wald than is contained in earlier names. Several
ether endings were commonly used in the earlier colonisation of the
4
2
eighth and giinth centuries, - tun, - inxtun, ether combinations of -111L
5

and the later -lag:names themselves but, while they indicated colonise-Li
they gave no information on its form. Names of this period are only
sparsely found in the Wald, mainly on the lighter soils of the Hastings
Beds, where also the tree cover was less dense than on the elaylands (Pil
46).

3.

4.
5.
1.
2.

3.

continued a little after the Conquest - ib.ii. 257-60.
The picture would not be altered substantially if other clearing
names of later origin, ending in -.1211g,-AELE,-ried, -hyrdingo and
-1111, were added.
See map at end of A6R. Smith. Ho 1956; ILAy.xx-xxii; PN.Sx. xxixxiii; PNE4 iv-vii.
P.N. Sussex. ii. 550-3; A. Newer, 1933. 194; AA Newer. 1928. 15ff; ]
A. Wichita and B.G. Godfrey-Paussett. 1935.219; xviii-xxiii.
P.N. Sx.i, xv- they regard them as ancient words which were never
used in later settlement in any area.
-tun generally-meant a smaller unit than -ham in the time of Bede;
it was used is the OE period and until after the Conquest, but it w
most commonly used in the period of secondary colonisation when -hal
fell into disuse; it then came to mean a larger unit than previousi,
A.R. Smith. 1956. ii. 190-2.
-inxtun also was mainly used in the period of colonisation up to th
ninth century (A.E. Smith. 1956. i.81, 298,) The idea of A. Anscon
1918.76-83, that -intun names were Alemannic, which included the
Jute., and that such suffixes in Sussex indicated Jutish penetratio
into Sussex, has no philelegie basis; originally there were -inxtun

t,

1
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Yew though these names were, they were yet a considerable
expansion on the earliest permanent settlements in the Ikald, whose names
ended in -ham er -lull. These suffixes, used only in the seventh and
sixth centuries, concentrated on the margins of the area, only 6 - ham
1
names being well within the boundary and only one (Pletching) of the
2
earliest -limas names. The distribution of these early names suggests th
the permanent agricultural colonisation of the Weald proceeded inwards
from its margins', but not only from the more open and quite fertile
scarpfoet terrains to north and south (where Romano-British and prehistoric settlement had been considerable); there was also a westward
not intun, and this suffix has no such racial connectionCLA. Smith.
1956. 290-3.
4. Including Dndelindenne in Crembrook (-inzdenn, PTIL 320) ;Cuttingly
Wood in Worth (-in;leah, PN.Sx. ii. 281); Etchingwood in Buxted
(-inxworth, ib.590), Dallinridge in Forest Bow (-inghvreg lb.528).
S. The use of -.14L names began early, but continued longer than -inicas;
also !mused later as a connecting particle (A.B. Smith * 1956.b.75;
ITALL118). I an unsure whether the pro-Saxon -ing of Dr. G. Ward
(1950 * 155-4 ) is it proved actuality.
1.

-ham names are earlier than -tun (AR. Baia. 1956. 226. E. Ekumll.
155.13); Wres. 19367578, noted that the -ham names in the
Weald followed the valleys, the later -tun shewed the expansion from
the valleys.

2.

P.R. Blair. 1956. 22; P.M. Stenton. 1924. ilff; AZ. Smith. 1956 * 2S
9.
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1
movement from the East Coast. Some of the migrants from the continent
landed here and one of the concentrations of -inzas, names lay around the
2
point where one group - the Haestingas - had landed. Sons of the most
archaic place name stems in Sussex are to be found in this its eastern
3
borderland.
(b) Swine pastures.
The rise and fall of swineherding is the unwritten saga of the
economic hiseery of the Dark Ages but, from the scanty documentation (and
4
that often forged) it is probably enwriteable. There was arable
cultivation in the Weald at an early date - the area was clearly not an
ft

untrodden wilderness, but beyond doubto.most important economic activity
in the area, throughout the Dark Ages, was swine grazing.
Domesday mentions several groups of denns but generally does not
specify their location. Earlier charters often give this detail, and
most references to places in the Weald before the Conquest refer to swine
5
pastures -denbaera, pascua porcorumOad perces alendas', or 'past et
6
pascua percorum et armentum sex' capronum suis loci' s . The only mention
of cattle is indirectly in names with Old English roots; Braden (Little
7
Bidden) means 'cattle dean' In 1086 cultivation in the Weald VOA ahead
1. Seen also in 7inaham names; P.A. Nicklia and E.G. Gedfrey4Faussett. 19
216.
2. A4

Brewer. 1933. 194.
3. e.g. Clem', Axe in Guestling-TME.i.xw.
4. Generally for the charters W. de Gray Birch.i-dii.1885-93, is reliable
though occasionally a date is incorrect (BCS 144, dated internally to
775, dated by Birch to 725, is either 689 or 704-E.E. Barker.1947.69).
In problems of forgery J.11. Kimble. 1859-48, introduced excessive
caution; e.g. the three charters of Ethelbert in 605, described by
Usable and Clogison. 1943.174, as forgeries, are only late and mutual
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widespread and the Domesday statistics, misleading though they are for
the Weald, confirm the impression, given ex silentio by the Anglo-Saxon
documents, that the great age of Wealden swine herding came before the
Conquest. The large number of denns located on Fig 40 indicates how
extensive

IIAX

the penetration of the Weald in search of plumage, (whilst

remembering that names with Old English roots have no documentary mention
before the Conquest). The data is sufficient to claim that swine were a
more important element in Angle-Saxon husbandry than either sheep or
cattle; this is manifestly true for the Weald, and probably so for England

Z
as a whole.
The charters demonstrate the wide scatter of swine pastures, but
they give little indication of the size of the swine herds * The one
detailed reference is e 880, when Baldorman Alfred died and left is
COPIES (G. Ward. 1957. 147-52; see also G.J. Turner. xliii, in G.J.
Turner and LE. Salter (eds.) 1915). Also most forgeries were based
on real tyrants and forgery of place names served no purpose- the
value of the charter lists of swine pastures is largely unimpaired.
5.

BICS 247. 785.

6.

8C3.370. 822*
BCS 31.3 t 814 and IEPN Rotherfield moans the open pasture of the
cattle CatUPI. ii, 377) and occurs BCS 252, 788 (a fabricated grant

7.

but probably based en a true one - LH. Bound. SAC. 1898.48-51)*

Br2fr-558:
.24BGE1-343:
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Sanderstead, WesterhampLingfield and adjacent parts of Surrey 2000 swine
1
on his land and bequeathed 400 mere swine to ether kinsmen. To judge
from substantial figures recorded in ether regions, this figure was
probably not atypical for the Weald; any estate with mere than tea donne
2
3
(Chart Sutton 11 in 814, Durringten 18 in 934 ) must hage owned swine
4
numbered in four figures. Two grants of 783 and 791 mention pasture fox
one drove of swine at , Daenineenne and for 30 swine 'be Innen suede', bid

5
these places were in the forest of Blean; the only mention of droves in
the Wald appears in a grant of 747 giving pasture for 12 droves of swine

6
at three places in the Weald.
The domesticated swine of the Anglo-Saxon period differed little
from the wild beast (sus 'croft nalnstris), which

UVA

long-haired, long-

legged, razor-backed, and grew to maturity only slowly; it survived in

7
parts of England until the sixteenth century. The 'Walden domestic
swine must have been rounded up for shelter, slaughter and ether parries'
but seas probably nixed with the wild swine which were in the Wald at
the time of its first post-Boman penetration (OE denn meant a wild beast
8
lair as well as a swine pasture).
l.BCS 358.

2.11CS 543.
3.BCS 702.
4.DCS 247,

263.

3:Wallenberg suggests Weninedenne is Thernden in Dunkirk, HPN 279 (Dr.G
Ward doubts this, personal communication). N. Neilson. 1928.4, suggest
'be Innen swede' refers to Snodland, which other early forms do net
support (e.g. BCS 1132).34 Parley. i. 1871.76, suggests Smeeth, based
on a misreading of the charter as Suede (an error going back to I.

Smiler. 1640. 212).
6.BCS 175.
Trow-Smith. 1957. 53-4.
8.A.H. Smith. 19564. 129.
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The primary attraction ef the Weald for swine pasturage lay in its
pannage resources. The Weald.* vegetation was net,however, uniform;
the Lew Weald was covered chiefly by damp eakwood, as was much of the
High Weald in Went, its sandy soils divided up by large outcrops of the
Widhurst clay. In Sussex the Nigh Weald was to a larger extent a region
of sandy soils; its commonest natural vegetation was birch and dry oak,
1
slopes.
The statement
and
most
exposed
with open heaths on the driest
2
in the Angle—Saxon Chronicle, sub 893, that the Weald,* forest was 30
miles wide and 120 miles lehg, stretching inland from Lympae, embraced
the dry open woodlands of the sandy soils as well as the denser eakuveds.
Pennage consisted primarily of acorns and beech mast, and the dense
eakwoods of the Low Weald provided these foods most richly. The heavy
claylands were net only the lest suppliers of pannage, they also lay
nearest the extra—Wealden estates which wanted food for their swine while
the poorer sandy soils were conveniently restricted te the more distant
upland core of the Weald.
Not all the deans were wooded; some of them were named as clearings
and they must have received these names within a very short tine if their
first use as Anglo—Saxon swine pastures. In Teaterden, the boundaries of
4
Byrinedaenn in 968 contained meadows (Tentwarabrocas and Hyrinxbrocas);
5
it thus included the meadow of the men of Thanot (Tentwara) as well as
1. .11.1.1. Mutton. 1937.185., The element meaning 'heath' occurs in several
place names in the central Veald.e.g. the Seathlys (see Fig 56).
2. G.N. Garmonsway,(ed.) 1953.84. Parts of the New Forest were still

called Andred in 1086—PN.Sx.1.1.
3. See earlier, p.419.
4. PCS 1212; brocas normally means a stream, but in the Neat and Sussex
dialect it can mean a meadow—A.H.Smith.i. 1956.51.
5. It is normally accepted that this name refers to the men of Thanet
Villenberg.1929.36, though he suggests an unlikely topographic /coati
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their swine pasture. Whilst the primary attraction and value of the dew
was the autumn supply of acorns and beech mast, the swine, if they
remained in the Weald all the year (as *he wild swine did) needed grass
1
pastures also.
2
Same denns were not in the Weald at all/ (Fig 40); ethers were on
its margin -Bitherden lay below the Lower Greensand scarp in Sevenoaks
3
Weald and Seutherenden was just over the border in Boughton Nalherbe.
Along the northern margin of the Weald in /rent was another group of
pasture and woodland possessions, quite distinct from the dense, - the
Chart woodlands. A belt of open woodland stretched along the Lever
Greensand from East rent as far westwards as Guildford, although net
4
continuously. Parts of these woods were appendant to distant manors the manor of Iingsnorth in Vie subs and Houghton Hilherbe was described i
later centuries as a detached borough of Faverkaham Hundred, and a chart

1.

alternative in KPH 298); it may well have been no longer *sod by th
men of Thanet in 960.
Dr.G. Ward has suggested to no that there were three types of land
in the Dark-Age Weald - arable; woodland, often enclosed and opened
to the swine only during pannage; open, =enclosed paste/se, the
'leak'. For further discussion of this problem, see p.V.

e.g. the swine pastures of East Dean, Sussex, in 689 were near
Singleton. E.E. Barher.14414,
3, G. Ward. 1951b. 65-8, where it is located at Riverhill. Dr. Ward ha
corrected this (1959) to near Hale Farm in Setenoaks Wald.
4. Part of it MAS described in 762 (BCS 191) as °regime quae vocatur
Cert', whilst the term chart is still used in Kent and Surrey for
'a rough common, overgrown with gorse, broom and bracken'. A. Haver
1924.14.

2.
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1
of 850 describes part of this woodland belt, forming the southern
border of an estate in Lenham as the King's wood, appendant to Faversham.
The existence of manorial outliers in the Chart region is recorded oven
in Domesday, when Stanford was still attached to Lyminge, part of Lympne
2
belonged to Aldington and much of Horton was in the manor of Brabourne.
The open woodlands of the Chart gave small timber resources and open
Erasing., but they had not the timber cover to provide pannage; thus
Little Chart, one of the estates in this region, had its denns elsewhere
3
in the Weald, as recorded in a grant of 843.
In 1086 donne were only recorded under parent estates in Kent, but
this restriction was recent in origin; in Sussex there had been a
4
consolidation of estates between 1066 and 1086 which may have separated
some swine pastures from their parent manors, but 5 pre-Conquest charter'
mentioned five groups of swine pastures in the Sussex Wald which
belonged to estates on the Downs, the earliest being 765-71 (Fig 47). II
Surrey'Beddington had three Walden woods in c964 and Sutton manor had
6
swine in the Wald at Thundersfield in Honey; one of the Beddington
1. BCS 459. Part of this woodland near Sutton Valence is still called thl
King's Wood; the connection with Fagersham is worked out in G. Ward.
1942 1-7 who concludes that the places in Kent called Sutton were
dependent members of manors.
2. G. Ward. 1935a. 151-2.
3. BCS 442.
4. B.H. Xing, in H.C. Darby and :Ufa. Campbell (eds.) 1960.
5. KCS 1155. One of them, Tenhric, may be Tandridge; another, Lace, is
Great en Little Leake Farm in Honey PN. ST. , 293. The third was

alludes.6. BS 1195: 967.
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1
woods was called a dean in 947 and the swim* pastures of Cheam had been
2
mentioned as early as 727. Vealden swine pastures, in the But Ages,
were not restricted to Kest.
The number of deans attached to an estate, and their distance from
Wok
it, was as k inAnglo-Saxon times as during the Middle Ages. The mention
of single deans is =usual, unless they have developed in independent
farming units; the commonest groups were of three or of five donne, but
whilst only three estates had less than three deans, thirteen had over
five. (Pigs 47-50). The grants recording groups of three to five donna
span all the centuries from'e 700 to c1000, whilst the larger croups
mostly appear in charters of the eighth and ninth centuries. The two
largest groups occur in Sussex, not Kent, the greater being the 18 deans
3

of Durrington mentioned in 934. Some groups decreased in size as the
centuries progressed - two of the deans of Little Chart mentioned is 843
were erased from the charter soon afterwards as erroneous entries
4
(Lidinzden and ft-item), and only four remained attached to the manor of

5
Little Chart in the early fourteenth century.
Swine pastures were often many miles away from the home farm, but
6

they were generally grouped together; the deans of Bromley ia 862 lay
in a distant woodland (in anu,4ralda), but were all in or near Edenbridg n

1. Peden 'Ivrea and act lace, deans of Nerstham-BCS 820.
2. Per 675, BCS 39-a fabricated grant. Cezehma (Cheam) had swine pasture'
is )anewald, repeat in BCS 1195.
3. BCS 702.
4. G. Ward. 1945a. 1-7.
5. BM.Add. MS. 6159 f 40v.
6. Wallenberg often uses this as a principle is place name decisions: IP/
144-5, 171-5.
7. MCS 506.
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and the donna of Felphom in 933 were concentrated in the most westerly
1
segment of the Weald. According to the boundaries given in later
documents, at least three of the deans of Little Chart directly adjoined
one another. The swine pastures of Stammer in 765 consisted of two
groups, one around Lindfield (a direct distance .1 12 miles from Stammer)
2
and the other around (18 miles). The proximity of deans and the process
3
of internal subdivision which sometimes eccured explain -Amy one name often
covered a goup of swine pastures -marool der hest i 'rio and Trefesleas
4
1111, in the list of deans of Lenham in 850. The practical reasons for
such concentration are simple - the swine of one manor would move as
5
one body and, if some of the deans were much more distant than others,
the swine moving to the further pastures would only obtain a much shortem
pannage season; moreover, the return drive homewards would be difficult 1
co-ordinate.
In some instances deans were divided, or shared, between tee
estates; Sandhurst was a dean both of Ickhan in 785 and of Westwell in
6
858. Hliossele, a denim of Appledore in 833, was probably the same
7
locality as Slifxesella, a dean of Little Chart in 845. More complex

1.BCS 898.
2.G. Maitland. 1950.4.
3.This appears in such. Domesday entries as Dartford (2b)- 8 small dens a
3 large, and Ewell (11) --k a dean.
4.BCS 459.
5.111 order to move labour, and fit in with the rest of the agricultural
calendar with as little displacement as possible.
6.BCS 247 and 496.
7.BCS 408 and 442. The identity is agreed 'by:KPN 171-2 and 66 Ward. 1945
6. In the previous example, the charters are sufficiently separated in
time to make the transfer of the dean from one estate to the ether,
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are the four charters which refer to land in Bromley and its attendant
1
swine pastures; two of the charters refer to a lay estate, and the other
2
two to an ecclesiastical. These two estates each have their donne — the
former five, the latter seven, but both groups included Billanora (near
Lyndhurst in Edenbridge), Brexham and Clatfields in Edenbridge; the lay
estate had two deans at Clatfields, the ecclesiastical estate but one.
Both estates owned some donne in severalty, whilst sharing pannage rights
in others. Another pair of grants in the ninth century reveal a state
of affairs similar to that at Bromley; an estate in /hat Lenham given to
the abbot of St. Augustine. in 804, and the estate in Lenham granted to
Prince Alher in 850 had some common donna, and others which were not

3
shared. As at Bromley, the home estates which were sharing the swine

possible (though unconvincing, since many estates kept the same dean
for over six centuries); in this present example, such an explanatio
is very unlikely.
1.

BCS 506 (862) and ECD 65711010.

2.

BCS 1295 (973) and IECD 700 (998).

3.

BCS 316 (804) and 459 (850).
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pastures were adjacent to each other. All the Bromley and Lenham grants
were given away by the then ruling kings; it is therefere a possible
conjecture (and no more) that there was originally only one royal estate
at

L

enham and one at Bromley, but that the rulers divided each into two

smaller estates to reduce the loss occasioned by their warm-hearted
liberality; in this process of division, certain denns were attached
solely to one estate whilst others (perhaps larger, more central) were to
1
be shared.
The most difficult group of charters aro a series of grants to the
2
Bishops of Rochester. They are worded as if separate, and thus
independent, gifts and the chief blocks of land concerned were in
different localities. Certain donna, however, appear in several

3
charters - Holansuic (unidentified, but perhaps in Twyford Hundred) is
no less than four between 747 and 946, two others in three separate
4
grants, and four ether dense twice. Were the estates thus laid out
before the Bishop received them, the regular reappearance of the bishop's
donna attached to lay estates could only be explained by very rapid
losses of land by the bishop to the laity; it is more likely that the
lists of deans were added after the grant was made, either to give the
1.Contrast this with the two charters, BCS 194-5, In the former, 759-659
the Xing of ent gave an estate in Islingham with four deans to the
Bishop of echester; in the latter, 764, the King of Marcia gave anothi
estate in I:Mather with three different deans to the same bishop.

KK

K

747), Textus Boffensis f123, a grant by the Xing of ent: BCS
2.DCS 175 STR
195 764 , f 123, a grant by Offa of an estate in Islinghan: BCS 253
788 , TR f 131, a grant by Offa of an estate in Trettiscliffe: BCS 33!
i 811 TI. 136, a grant by the Xing of ifercia of an estate in Borstal:
BCS 6;91946), TI. f 143, a grant by King Edmund of an estate in Mall*
3. P 39.19
4.Helanspic in BCS 175,195, 253, 779; Paetlanhyrge and Lindhyrla in
Fraecinghyrst, Sceerfstede and Witherincxfalt

/

1N
Man13;72,414,07.121,

175,
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Bishop surer possession by attaching them to a royal charter, or as
an indication that he bishop altered the linkeages between estates
and swine pastures ss new gifts made more economic arrangements possible.
This last seems most likely - the deans attached in 811 te Borstal
near Rochester were by 946 linked to the much nearer estate at Melling.
By no means all Dark-Age Kentish estates with swine pastures were
recorded in the surviving Angle-Saxon charters. Some ether swine
1
revealed
by
surviving
-denn
place names (Fig.40) but, whilst
pastures are
most were originally swine pastures, it is often not known to which
parent estate any one belonged. The antiquity of the suffix is
demonstrated by an exchange of c 858, which writes of 'swine pastures
2
which we call in our language denbera l . In some cases the link is
gives by the appearance of the same root in the -denn name and in the
name of its parent settlement; the personal name Dunwealh in Dunwalinslor
4
3
(811, in Eastry) and in Dinunalinaden (probably in Tenterden, 791), or
the personal name Wilfritin InfrJinexden, 830, and in Vilfrethinalandi
923, west of Canterbury *

Lower Beeding in the Weald of Sussex was firsi

occupied by the Angle-Saxons as the swine pasture of Upper Deeding; the
1. O.E. dean is translated often 'sorely as pasture by Denenberg; by 416j14
Smith. i.1956. 120 as 'woodland pasture, especially for swine' and by
F.E. Sawyer. 1884. 38 incorrectly as sheep pasture. It must not be
confused with OE dens, a valley; a forged charter fell into this, trail
lating the OS for denns in the bald as 'cum -Tanana in Andrede(KCD
771: 1044). G. Ward. 1931b. 65-8 suggests dens originally meant a
valley in West Kent and became applied to bidden clearings because th4
were lower than the chaiklands; this is to confuse two different
suffixes (as appears also in 11.46 Lower. i. 1870.5).
2. ZED. i * 488.
4. BCS 265. 5. BCS 396. This place has not beei
3. BCS 332.
identified.
6. MS 637. j.S.14 Jelliffs. 1933. 29, suggests this linkeage, but S.
Earlstrom 1927. 119, derives this name from the personal name Wulffril

close link dentinued into the Middle Ages, when the lay subsidies include
the totals of both in one entry.'
The occurence of such place—names similarities in the charters
disarms the doubt that these supposed swine pastures are linked only in
the imagination; in 934 one of the swine pastures of Barrington (which
2
adjoins Goring) was 'Amami 1eah, Goringlee in Shipley. The deans of
3
Hehpham listed in charter of 939 remain unidentified, but Farley states
that the deans of Meophan were located in the district of Tonbridge;
in Hildenborough near Tonbridge, their memory may be retained in the two
4
local names of Meopham Park and Meophambank. In some cases these
philological connections go back to the period before the charters were
drawn up; Falinza schittas and Bozanora, two of the deans of Felpham in
5
953, mayhem* been attached earlier to Paling and Bognor, both located

near Felpham in South Sussex. Other charters suggest, on similar
grounds, that the several deans possessed by large estates were each
attached to parts of the estate area — burnes stedesdenn, a denn of
Bexley, may have been the dens of burnes steda (Bursted), given in the
6

boundaries of the land at Bexley. This same charter gives the beandariel
of mever, another of the deans, and a third called Plumwearangrearoccal
•

was perhaps the swine pasture belonging to Plumstead, near Bexley.
1.PN.
2.BCS
3.BOS
4.HPN

8x.i. 205.
702.
741.
241 5.

5.8CS 898.
6.8C8 346, 814,

MANORS IN THE RAPES
OF ARUNDEL & CHICHESTER
WITH HOLDINGS IN
KIRDFORD PARISH
• s WIOS
4
1 Bosham;2 Petworth0 Byworth;4 Slindon;5 Bignor;6 Lyminstera
Warningcamp;8 Bedham;9 Pallingham;10 Bassett's Fee.These are listed
by G.H.Kenyon.1955.88.According to BMAdd.MS 5688 f 70,Pulborough,11,
also held land in Kirdford.

Fig. 51.
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Some Walden outliers can be traced in the parish boundaries of ti
early nineteenth century, many if which are of great antiquity. The
present parish of Parnhurst was formerly composed of parts of the parish
of Linchmere, Heyshott, and Woolavington in Sussex, and of Steep in
1
Hampshire. Woolavington and lieyshott are situated at the foot of the
Downs, 7-8

miles te the south, whilst Steep is 9 miles to the west.

Nenerial documents give ether examples; at least eleven manors held land
in the 12,500 acres which now form Kirdford parish (Pig 51).Pallinghem
and Slindon owned the largest areas, but the rest belonged to estates
2
as far away as Boehm; some at least of these detached possessions had
once been swine pastures, for in 933 Idehurst in Kirdford was a swine
3

pasture of Pelphaa.
4
Several medieval documents refer to driveways but the extent of
driving is problematid.

On the one hand, it seems incredible that

swine should be driven ten miles or mere to woodlands in the Weald in
mid-September and back again only six weeks later, such long travel soul
only negate the Wingate of good pannage feeding - and it seems some
5

swine may have stayed in the Wald all the year round. The small
permanent agricultural colonies in the eastern High Weald also kept swim
6

without droving them.
1. S.W. Weeldridge and F. Goldring. 1953. 209. The link with Steep agree
with the other evidence which suggests the Walden woods formerly
extended into Hampshire-FN. Sr. 1. 1.
2. G.H. Banyan. 1950. 32-6.
3. Bidhirst, BS 898. This is the identification of B. Z. Darker. 1949.1
there is a less likely alternative ia Goansh Bow, Petworth-PN.Sx.i.1(
4. see p.410.In Liapsfield, on the northern border of the Weald, is a
Drover's wood-PN.Sv. 326; part of a read in Shoreham, north of Sevenoaks, was a dreveway used by the stock of the Archbishsp.G.Ward.19311
157.
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On the ether hand, various medieval references mention not only
droving swine to the parent estate when meat was needed but also droving
1
swine to pannage and a grant of 747 gave pasture for twelve droves of
swine at three places in the forest of the men of Bochester-Caestrunarout
2
alth. Summerhouses do not necessarily imply that swine were only in the
Weald during the pannage season . they were built for the lord, not the
swineherds - but the common obligation to fence the woodlands used for
3
pannage or mast each year may carry this inplication.
The actual routes of the pre-Conquest driveways are not known.

SON

of the Roman roads in Kent may have been followed- they had directness
and continuity and the surface was not yet wholly decayed. The home
estate of Brabourne and its deans in 993 both lay near a Roman road
(Fig gie) and inmost cases the estates and donne listed in ninth century
charters could have been connected by the Roman roads (Fig 49); the
5.

6.

Medieval rents distinguish gavelswine (paid for swine pasture all ti
year) from pannage rents -B.C. Redwood and I.E. Wilson (eds.) 1958.
xxiv; also Domesday distinguishes swine rents for grass pasture,
from those for wood pasture.
Boundaries of Barnehorne included a swine enclosure (swinhamme) 772.
BCS 208; element hlese (pigsty) occurs in name of one denn of
Dallington (hi.. "E;;;) 934-BCS 702, and perhaps in we of liessenhi
in Newenden (KPN.54, 359; this unlikely according tO A. Ifeeer et el,

DAI:
1,

2.
3.

240).

Temple Ewell 1185 (C. Cotton. 1930.38); Maidstone, Boughton-underMean, Charing 1285-Cant.MS IC 24 f 29, 43v, 53.9 ex inf.:FA.R. Du
leulay.
BOB 175.
Wealden tenants of Topsham 1285 (Cant.MS 31 24 f 40), Charing (iba
53 rw. : here the we/Aland enelosed was outside the Weald in Charing
whilst the tenants of the 7 deans had separate pannage in the donne
Reference kindly supplied by F.R.,M. Du &inlay), Seuthmalling 1285
(B.C. Redwood and A.R. Wilson (eds.) 1958.36, for Wealden borghe),
1305-6 (it. 135). Rays, temporary wooden enclosures, were erected
weeds in West Chiltingten during the pannage seasons early C 14
Radson. 1910. 157.

STANE STREET &
PRE-CONQUEST OUTLIERS
IN THE WEALD
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Amor 1).4•Cop.i.e70950.101•5.
B 1 Bognor.
B 2 Bigenor Tare in 7ittlemorth.
B 5 Little Bognor in 7ittleworth.
C 1 Climping.
C 2 Clemsfold in Blinfold.
D 1 Bignor.
B 2 Bignor Farm in Rudgw/ok.
7 Pelpham.
a 1 Horninmkimmi in Washington.
I 2 Horsham.

P 1 Poling.
P 2 , Ftlingm echittaeoLimbo
in Petworth.
• 3 Pallinghtftt Farm in
Wisboro ugh Green.
P 4 Pallinghurst Farm in
Cranleigh.
P 5 Pallingfold in Rudgwick.
P 6 Pollingfold Pars in
avhurst
a 1 Graylingwell near

Chiohester.

It I Grainingfold in

Billingmhurst.
The oonneotion on philologio grounds of B 1.5 is suggested in
, P.W.Sx.102;of C 1ai t ibid.1591of D 1-2.ibid.1561of B 1-2,ibid.148.Th•
connection of P 1..5 is suggested ibid.118.154,and M5y.231.Coploy also
includes P 6.but a different root is given , PW.Sy.240.ftlinga schittas was
• swine pasture of ?siphon near Poling in 955(BCS 898)and Little Bognor.
• 5,was anotherporninga dene is mentio4ed 965(BCS 1125) and Horsham was
• swine pasture of Washington in 947(PG3 854).
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1
instance of the Bromley lands, recorded in 862 is especially clear.
The eighth century greats do not reveal so striking a correlation (Fig.,
but this is primarily because place-name identifications are increasingl:
2
difficult with the older charters; in the Sussex Weald beth Steamer and

3
its donna, 765-71, lay near the Masan road from London to Portslade.
Copley has noted that many of the swine pastures suggested by
place-names similarities and same explicitly mentioned in charters lie
near the course taken by Steno Street; besides those attached to Poling
and Felpham, others belonging to Climping and Washington stretch along
both sides of the Boman road and are rarely found more than two miles fr4
it. Place names which may have a connection with Poling continue across
the Sussex border into Surrey, and appear even aleng the branch of Steno
Street going towards Farley Beath (Fig.52). The whole of Stane Street
may not have been in continous use during the Dark Ages - certain parts
were abandoned or by-passed - but it probably provided a trade link as
well as a droveway to swine pastures; certain distinctive types of

5
brooches have been found only on Guildown, Kitchen and Alfriston, and

6
Steno Street is the sole evident connection between these places.
1.

G6

Urd. Arch Cant. 1953. 172-3; rout* 14 of I.D. Margery. 1955. 30,

2. Thus on Fig leone of the deans of Balling, and one of those of
Ickham is mapped far away from the others; this is unlikely, but no
better identification is yet available.
3.

BCS 197;

4.

G6J.

G. Maitland. 1949. 143-9.

Copley. 1950. 90-104.

5. G.J. Copley. 1950. 98, citing:2.T. Leeds. A corpus of Great Squareheaded Brooches, 1949. 486.
6. G.B. Brown. 19g . 479-486, is more sceptical. There can be no doubt
that, if parts of the Boman roads in the Weald were used in the Dark
Ages, most of the network VAS deserted for new routes; part of a
timbered road surface, dated by dendro-chronology to the late C 10, I
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Most charters of the-ninth century describe swine pastures as
appurtenant to single holdings or estates situated elsewhere in Kent;
earlier grants demonstrate that in previous centuries Walden pannage
1
used in common. jelliffe describes this as the only instance of
communal ownership found amongst the Jutish settlers - each villa reds,
had an attached woodland and each lathe a Walden segment where its
2
inhabitants could pasture their swine in comes. The hames of some of
3

these woodlands have survived - Limenwearawalde, the wood of the on of
4

Lympne, Wowera midi:, the wood of the men of We, Caestersaeta welder
6
the wood of the men of Rochester, and burh ware unalde, the wood of the

5

men of Canterbury. Agrant of 863 gives rights 'in silba regis...hubi
•7

alteri homines silbaa codunt, hoc est in regis communions fl"The royal
8
woodlands were located along the northerh margins of the Wald and were
smaller than the large common woods of some of the lathes; Cvninsesnade

been found at Bolney-A.W.G. Lowther. 1948. 73-5.

1.
2.

14 lerley.i. 1871. 147.
1933. 34; this was first noticed by W. Sommer.

1693. 109, who

suggested Limenwearawalde, Wolters wealde and burh wero uualdo were
woodlands where the lathes since called Shipway, Scray and St.
Sugmatine had common pannage rights. This was agreed by J.Z.A.
Jelliffe. 1929, 612.
1

2. BCS 141 (724) and 248 (786).
3.

BCS 141 (724).

5 4. BCS 303

(801) and 175 (747).

3. BCS 248 (786).

76. EICS 507.
J.LA. jelliffe.
B /6
3

1933. 51.

8. Jolliffe. ibid. 58, gives this identification, and takes the term
'mad' to imply woodland, by analogy with ECS 442 -'unus singularis
silva..quam nos theodice sad nominamue; on the other hand, KEW 19
take, snad to megukaPlearinz or nook of land, and gives the locati,
as aingsnortn is riuckiev. Since Cvninnvenaa. 4.
41. n
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32'

to fefershan, lingsnorth in Ulcombe, was the royal wood attached to

1
Faversham in 850.

The names of the woodlands attached to each lathe have not
generally survived but it is noticeable that often the donna of an
estate were located in the Wealden segment of the same lathe. The later
chartters which refer to these swine pastures as by then attached to
individual estates, yet mention that they lie 'in come melte; the

denim of Islingham in 759-65 were 'in commune saltu, hoc eat fteldseuues.
2
tra', literally the western forest, a term probably applied to the west
•f the Weald of Kent. In 801 a charter mentions °HU denberis in

COMMUMA

saltu id est on Caesterseta walda'; a grant of two donna in Tenterden
in 833 runs 'communionan in saris, scilicet is Estercegheringdenne et
3

Byringdenne ioggedere ligende . . The donne of Borstal in 811 were 'in
commune salts', but by 946, when they reappear in another list of denns,
4
this description is omitted. (The latest mention of common pasture in
5

charters granting swine grazing. occurs in a Sussex example of 9559,
and

it is restricted to one of three donne -'in cammuni silva paseuale

'pod dicitur Palings Schittas') The age and function of the lathes is
still obscure; the wealdea segment of a lathe may hot have been a common
seine pasture for the whole territorial unit - only large swine herds
needed to move long distances to find pannage but it seems that there
6
were large woodland blocks, as those named above, grazed communally.
of an estate in Lenham, Jellifies identification is preferable;
moreover, later documents show that Iingsnorth in Ulcombe was an
outlier of Faversham-G. lard. 1942. 1-7.
1, mcs 459.
BCS 294.
pcs 505,408.
3.

2.

4.13cs 339.779.

5. mcs 898.

6.

Ettnfnhaff picylably ended hr.. the date of some of the

The

comm.*

charters cited
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The individual ownership of seine pastures succeeded communal
rights to pannage at an early era, and from the late seventh century (if
not earliei communal and several swine pastures existed together in the
the tenth century, the former had virtually disappeared.
1
Deans attached to single estates appear in non-yWaldea Sussex by 680, in
2
3
Wealden Sussex by 765, and in Wealden Kent by 724. A charter of 747

Weald until,

by

reports that the swine of the Bishop of Rochester were being hindered fro
grazing in Caestruuarouualth and that the Xing had granted, as compensati
4
.pannage at three selected points in the Weald. However, at this time lb
distinction between common and several was not very clear, for the grant
is not of the griming' as such but pannage in them for 12 herds of swine,
and the three places are described as t in publicis loci's.
The evidence seems to suggest that in Bent a period of communal
swine grazing was followed by the attachment of Wealden deans to individs
estates; in Sussex this may not apply. Common lands and rights appear
much more frequently in medieval sources for leaden Sussex than for
Wealdea Kent, but the only mention of common grazing connected with swim
5

pastures in pre-Conquest Sussex occurs la 953, whilst mention of individually-owned swine pastures goes back to 765. Jelliffe is not successful
in attempting to define an area in the north of each Sussex rape which
originally its common smedland - the yowls of Arundel Rape are put too
1.BCS
2.BCS
5.BCS
4.1413

50; this was clearly a sheep pastureS.B. Barker.1947.51.
197.
141.
175.

5. BcS 980.
6.BCS 197.

g5

fa

4,64

1
south on the Downs and the woodland core of Hastings rape was colonised
from another division, from manors in the south of Boo of Pevensey,
2
as Domesday shows. N. Sussex charter uses any name of a regional weedland; the areas which Jolliffe suggests were once common woodlands in ea,
3
rape are not mentioned in documents before the Conquest. Common grazing
in these woodlands or heaths appears from medieval documents to have bee'
4
confined almost wholly to the villages en their immediate periphery and,
unlike the Kentish donne, there is no trace of danger and lefsilver rent,
indicating former seine grazing.
Place names show that some land was held or used communally in
the Sussex Weald before the Conquest. Boship Farm in Billingly and
5
Bowership in Burwash included the OE root seburscioe, meaning a communitl
of peasants, and such groups held the lands, like Nimble Beck in 'lasting,
6
and Menesse wood in Rudgwick, which included the element fflemaennes, cone
tenancy of property. In some cases the term was applied to swine pastur,

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

1933. 82,94. The error in Arundel Rape is due to the incorrect
identification on p.82 of BiEenera with Bignor in Arundel Park; it
is Little Bognor in Fittleworthe farther north -E.E. Barker. 1949.72
see p,12(0. Therefore it can hardly be regarded as the woodland of
Hastings nape, as J.Z.A4 Jolliffs. 1933. 82.
As follows-Hastings Rape; Balliugton; Pevensey; Ashdown; Lewes; Wori
Bramber; St. Leonardo; Arundel; Arundel Park; Chichester; Charlton.
See earlier, p. 317 "kik'
PN.Sx.ii. 439.
PN.Sx, ii. 536; W.D. Peckham (ed.) 192%. 44, 53.
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1
as ono called Eolgemanysse. It has bees suggested that Lurgashall meant
2
originally a grass land divided up by let, but this is disputed; •wnership by lot is certainly referred to in the name of Level Barn in Chailey
It is therefore clear that the Dark-Age colonists of the Sussex Weald hel
and utilised some land in common, but there is no certain trace of the
large common woodlands known at this period in Kent.
(c) The beginnings of Dark-Age settlement.
The earliest Anglo-Saxon reference to Wealden lands comes in a
charter of 724 and the earliest place-name suffixes in the Weald, the inges t probably date from the eighth century or before; one early Saxon
4
earth-work lies just within the south Weald= border at Shernanbury.
When exactly the Dark Age settlement of the Weald began is uncertain but

5
it had eccured, as place-names shut, before the end of Saxon paganism
6
and a cemetery of the mid-late C 6 at Lyminge lay only just north of
the Wealden limits.
1. PN.Sx. ii. 560-1; unfortunately still unidentified.
2. This meaning was suggested as possible by A. Bawer. 1929.87,from OS
hyltegaers. The early forms do not support this anymore than they do
the suggestion of 'the little allotment for Erasing' by R.E.
Sx i 111 and Ja.
• _PN• __.
Zachrissen. 1927.99, from OR lytel-gaershale
Wallenberg. 1929. 287. suggested derivation from a personal name
Litegar, but the eccurence of other similar names in distant counties
makes this unlikely. E. Kkwall. 1947, s.l. thought it might mean 'a
little grassland in a nook of land', OR lyt-gaers-halh, but the most
, acceptable solution (by, 14 Tengstrand. 1940. 222, supported ty
Smith. 1956b.70) is that litegar means a spear trap, and Lufgashall
means the spear trap in a nook of land.
3. PN.Sx.ii. 297.
4. E.C. Curwen. 1944b. 49-51.
295; PN.Sx. 401, 454.
5.2L17
P
6. A. Warhwrst. 1955. 1-40.
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The internal colonisation of the Weald came from the south, north
and east. From south and north cane the penetration, primarily for
swine pasturage and timber, which the later Sussex and Aentish charters
1
4/-_50
record Cite and rigs. 0-9). It has been suggested that this movement
southwards from

Xent

spread right across the Weald into north Sussex

and eastern Surrey but this hypothesis rests on a variety of indirect data
field systems, settlement patterns, customs of tenure - which are known in
detail only at later dates; it must therefore remain uncertain (suffice it
to say that the various indices of this spread do not all extend an equal
distance into Surrey or Sussex from rent) whilst the more direct evidence
of swine pastures (and of the place names along Stane Street,

p440) shows

there was some penetration from South Sussex, as well as North Kent, into
the Weald.
There was a third direction of initial settlement, from the east.
In 1011 the Haestinxas were distinguished from the peoples of lent, Surrey
2
and Sussex and they were mentioned much earlier as a separate group in

3

771. The name occurs in liastings, Eestingferd in Eevensey and Mastingleal
4
near Wye; the group extended from what is new northeast Sussex into
southeast Kent and they

had some affinities with the Sussex

settlers, since they were called south Saxons in a Kentish charter of 616They doubtless initiated that spread of agricultural colonisation, from ti
coast into the High Weald, which is apparent from later documents
Jolliffe. 1933. 87 if; also E.M. Yates.
1.
2. GA. Garmonsway (ed.) 1953. 141.
3. Simeon of Durham (ed.T. Arnold).ii. 1885.44.
4. A. Manor. 1929. 15-19,

5. ECS 837-n.S. Heaney. 1959. 67-8.

("OA*

1954. 209-227,1960.46,5]
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The ultimate origins of the invaders she came to Sussex, Surrey
and Kent, is by no means certain. The Saxons, coming from a district
1
between the Elbe and Weser (though some lived as far -west as Prisia),
2
were the colonists of Sussex and of parts of West Kent. Most of the
colonists of Kent were of different origin; loosely called 'dates',

3
they clearly included migrants from Jutland, from ?tilde and Pranks from
a triangular area in the middle Rhineland cornered on Coblens, Trier
and Disseldorf. Many have suggested that the Prankish element was the

5
largest in number but some recent research had emphasised the Jutish

6
element and clearly, by the time the group arrived, mixture

WAS

very

great. Mixture probably characterised the gene Hastingorwm; the scanty
archaeologic data of this area shows no individuality and later customs
shwwed similarities both with Kent and Sussex. Like the Vides' of
Kent, one naue covered a population of nixed origins.

1.

EZ. Hodgkin. i. 1935. 10; A.R. Wilson. 1941.58.

W.G. Collingwood and J.N.L.Myres. 1936. 367; G.J. Copley. 1954.24-4
3. The tripartite division of the invaders into Angles, Saxons and
Jute, cones in Bede.i.15; Simeon of Durham e 1080-1130 (ed. T. Arno]
ii.1885.367), Um of Wallingford 1220-58 (ed. R. Vaughan. 1958.2).
See G. Ward. 1948. 7797, for Hengest.
4. The evidence of material remains suggests this (LT. Leeds. 1913. 1:
N. Aberg. 1926. 28-32; J.N.L. Myres. 1948.453-72) but there is ne
confirmation yet from language or place-names (A.H.Smith.1956b.72,
PNE 352).
Hawke.. 1956. 91-111;
5. E.T. Leeds. 1913. 12608; 1936. 4359;
jj.k. Jeliffe. 1933. 98,420; A. Warhurst. 1955. 40; objections in
Hodgkin.i. 1935. 370. The account in T.C. Lethbridge. 1948.
127-8 is confused.
2.

6.

This stress is found in A. Plettke. 1921.60; it has revived under al
intepretations by LT. Leeds. 1946. 22-37, 1953. 208-10, 1957,526.
Since it is lased almost wholly on artistic affiliations, it may ne.
accurately reflect the numbers of migrants Involved. For a more
cautious new interpretation,4 see S. Chadwick. 1958b. 40-60.
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It has been suggested that the fifth-century settlers from the
Middle Rhineland introduced to Kent the economic structure of parent
estate and woodland swine pasture which so characterised the area in
1
later centuries; and eighth century charters from this part of Germany
2
do mention common woods and the woodland attached to estates. Nowhere,
however, do they specify) word or by philology, that the woodlands were
valued primarily as swine pastures and there are ether difficulties in
the hypothesis also; swine pastures are mentioned in the Sussex Weald
765-71, almost as early as in the

Kentish (724) and their first appearanc

is outside the Weald, attached in 689 to land in East Dean - not in the
area of Prankish settlement in Kent, but in the heart of the kingdom of
3
South Sussex.
Others believe that the pattern of parent estate and Wealden swine
4
pasture existed before the Anglo-Saxon invasions; this also is beyond
proof, but in suggesting that the system was an indigenous reaction to
local circumstance it is probably true. It is manifest that Weald.*
swine pasturing was encouraged by the existence of a belt of settled
land around a core area largely covered with woodland in 500 AD, and tha.
woodland not only very extensive but thickest on the outer claylands, ne,
.A. Jelliffe . 1933. 108-11; who also points out that the iugum was
1. Ja .Kcommon
land measurement in the middle Rhineland (but see p.450on th
comjlexities of the ingum).
2 * ib. 115, quoting Lox Ripuaria. t 76, and J.N. Pardessus (ed.) IA. 184
cccelxi (704), Add. xxxvii (716). I have found no trace of swine pastures analagous to donne in this area and Dr. U. Jiger of the Institu
fir historische Landesferschung in Gittingen tells me he has found no

trace either.
BCS
144; dating and place-Ranee from:S * 1. Barker. 1947. 67-9.
3.
e.g.
G. lard. 1956-8. 112, based on the suggestion that certain names
4.
li
ac
and Brenti s e griclheareasid7.225ESariartr

gAglig
e t Wit ilonea
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the marginal agricultural settlements. It may well be that in that
natural contrast, rather than in any inheritance of agricultural
1
organisation, lies the origin of Wealden swine-herding, a suggestion
encouraged both by the absence of identical arrangements elsewhere in
England and by the virtually complete restriction to the Walden
counties of place-names ending in -denn.
(ii) Roman and prehistoric occupation in the Weald.
(a) Boman. Time, which antiquates antiquities and
bath an art to make dust of all things,
bath yet spared these minor monuments.
Sir Thomas Browne. Reliio Medici. 1643.
The impact of the continental invaders of the fifth century A.D.
on the existing pattern of economy and settlement in south-east England
was

not uniform. In Kent the settlers did not come immediately to the

Wealden areas; they entered north lKent and appear to have settled, after.

4

the initial conflicts, alongside the surviving Romano-British population,
Only later did they penetrate southwards into the Weald. The Sussex
Weald by contrast was settled in part directly from its eastern coast,

54

&process accompanied (as the sacking of Anderida in 491 testified) by
6,
considerable massacres of the local population. Even at Anderida,
however, the Boman walls remained almost intact and, throughout the Weal
I. R.V. Lennard. 1933. 215, points out that jolliffe neglects the topogr
aphic factors.
2. Outside Kent, Surrey and Sussex, as -denn names are virtually confine
to Eases (A.R. Smith.i. 1956. 129-30). Mention of denns outside the
three counties is limited to the 1/3 of a denn in Windsor 1086 (56),
translated F.W. Hogg. VCR. Berks. is 1906. 327 as a coppice (cf.pdtS
and the unidentified grant of land in Berkshire 1179(J.E. Bound. 1899
378, repeated Rot.Chart. 1199-1216.14.11991 which refers to rents of
°decimals pasnagii tan den' gnus pox-come but here I suspect den' is
abbreviation for pence rather than for denns).
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the invaders incorporated and used the inheritance - of settlements,
of industry, of roads - which had been established during the earlier
centuries of Boman occupation.
The Romans built the first roads, three in number, to cross the
Weald from north to south & this was their single most important legacy
1
to their successors. The London-Lewes and the London-Brighton routes
connected the rich grain-producing areas of the South Downs with London
and thereby with the rest of Britain; they also served as outlets for
the produce of the many small ironworks wkich lay near the routes.
Further wet the most important of the three, Steno Street, ran from
the tribal capital of Doman Sussex, Magnum (Chichester), to London. It
also carried grain from the South Downs to London but most of the
ironworking lay further east; much of the traffic on Stane Street

VAS

made up of officials and travellers. This was the only trans-Wealden
route which was served /fat regular intervals by
2
stations.

mansiones,

posting

3. J.N.L. Byres. 1956. 36-7, points out the finding at several places in
north-east Kent of C 4 Roman pot decorated with Saxon, motifs and
suggests that federate Saxons had been settled in the area by the
Beams before they left after 00 AD. A. 'Hengest period' domestic mil
dating from soon after the mid C 5, has been found in the centre of
Canterbury.S. Chadwick. 1958. 527.
4. The 'Jutish' cemetery at Lyminge, on the eastern edge of the Weald,
of mid-to late C 6, one of the earliest near the Weald; A. ifirhurst.
1955.1-40. A coin of Constantine 1 (508-27) was found in the cemetery
ib.8.
5. G.N. Garmonsway (ed.) 1953.15. It seems to have lain waste until the
Berman Conquest-L.F. Salzmann. 1906. 1.
6. Further inland the transition seems to have been quieter- the gap
between Boman and Saxon burials in the cemetery at Hassocks is only
part of the 5th century -J.B. Coachman. 1925.57.
1. These routes are described in detail in I.D. Margery. 1948; see also .
reviews in Aig. 1949. 158-61, and Sv.A.C., 1949. 157-0. One of Purley
few substantial errors is on this subject - . he postulated (1.1871.15)
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The Romans also constructed some shorter stretches of road in the
eastern Weald. One route from Newhaven to the Dicker gave access from
the coast to a block of Wealden farmland, and the Glynde-Pevensey way
led out to the Boman fort at Anderida. Further north, the eastern
Kentish Weald and its ironworks were linked with the major Boman roads
Kent, radiating from Canterbury, by the Rochester-Hastings and
1
Canterbury-Roasted routes. Such minor routes had no military signifies'
in

and their alignments were much more irregular than those of the three
major trans-Wealden roads; this also reflected the irregular hilly
terrain of the eastern Weald and, around Pevensey, the complex pattern
2
of dryland and marsh.
Boman roads were built for permanence, using the best materials
available nearby. In the Weald local sandstones and pebbles from river
gravels were the only local materials and they were supplemented by flin.
and chert brought from the Downlands to north and south. Kentish rev
was brought from the Lower Greensand as far into the area as Edenbridge.
Lendon=Wadhurst-Bastbeurne road.
2. The Wealden stationLwas at A1foldean; as usual, it was surrounded b
a group of small huts, canabae: S.Z. Unbolt. 1923. 81-104; 1924. 1
57.

1.

There was another route along the Lower Greensand outcrop from
Maidstone to Lympne which connected these two -1.D. Margary.1947.22-

2.

I.D. Margery. 1948. 210-11; L.T. Salzman. 1926. 33-4 conjedtured a
Lendon-Pevensey road but there is no trace of it on the ground. ex.
inf. I. D. Margery.
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Natural materials were supplemented by cinder; Stane Street used little,
the London-Brighton way rather more, and the Landon-Lewes way, which
passed near many existing and former bleomeries, incorporated no less
1
than 35,000 tons (500,000 cuat) . The thickness of the road metalling
varied from a few inches to several feet and the roads wore cambered; *id
ditches were dug alongside the main ones, especially when crossing high

2
ground.
All these roads existed by the end of the third century. A4D. Some
minor routes may not have been built long before; the fort at Pevensey
was constructed c.280 and the road from Glynde to Pevensey may have been
3

built after this erection. The other minor roads in the eastern Weald
were built te connect this area with the more densely settled Downlands
nearby; their building would have followed the extension of lealden
settlement during the Roman eccupation and their irregular alignments
4
suggest late Boman construction. By contrast, the three major routes
were not built to serve the leaden economy and were laid out earlier;
the London-Brighton way as yet lacks dating material, the London-Lewes
5

way must have been built soon after 100 A.B., and Stan. Street was
constructed soon after the Roman occupation began, By 60-70 A.D. it
6

existed and perhaps in the previous decade; pottery at the Wealden
1. Ble Striker and I.D. Nergary. 1938. 58.

2e I.D. Margery. 1943a. 157 if, and 1939a.

53 ff.
3. I.D. Mergary. 1948. 187.
4. ibid. 185-7, 208-9, 253.
5. ibid. 125.
6. ibid. 46, for a list of dating material found along the road.
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1
posting station of Alfoldean ranged from 100 A.D. back to 40 A.D.
Much of the Roman road construction within the We

incorperated

slag, and such of the traffic on these reads was iron travelling from the
small blomeries to London or the coast. There were at least 106
2
bloaneries, mostly along the outcrops of Tadhurst Clay in the High Wald;
there were three concentrations, the largest in the coastal area north
of Hastings, a second group between Chiddingly and Maresfield and a third
scatter in western Sussex from East Grinstead wouthwards (Fig 53). The
produce of the easternmost bloomeries was dispatched by road and also by
water down the Bother and Brede, tidal stretches then extended far inland,
From the river mouths, the iron was transported around the coasts of

4
southern Britain and perhaps across the channel also. Along the eastern
coast of the Weald were small harbours at Anderida and Portus Lemanis,
and traces of Boman occupation have also been found at Testham and
5

Hastings.
NO traces of buildings have been found near the Roman bleameries;
6

working was seasonal and concentrated in the drier months. The life of a
emery- varied; some soon exhausted the easily-available ore of the
1Mnbolt. 1923.81-10
1. ibid. 46, 61. The latest materials c.350
2. Based on the map in Ho Straker and I.D. Margery. 1938, plus the sites
recorded in E. Straker and R.T. Mason. 1939. 153-4; A.14 Fletcher.1956
173; mg. 1957 278. This gives a total of 11 Doman bloomeries and 95
native bloomeries. It must be noted that Straker napped as native
bleomeries all those which were not known to be medieval; the nuMber
which is dated with certainty as Boman or prehistoric is only 25 (La.
Schubert. 1937.35 -7).
3. This seems to have been the only Tealden source of iron they used -E.
Straker. 1931. 27, 104.
4. Imported goods occur in the eastern Weald - Gallo-Belgic ware dated
Just after the Ronan conquest at Hurstmonceux (271.1954.68) and of
slightly earlier date at Westham-CJ. C-H. Burton. 1940. 111-2.

5. The minor Boman road which led to Nevensey served not only Anderida bu
also probably a small harbour settlement in Testham - I.D. Margery.
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locality and moved on, whilst others continued production for more than
a century. Somewhere, bloomeries were working in the 'Weald throughout
most of the Boman occupation. Pottery at Ridge Bill in Zas* Grinstead
2
is as late as the end of the 3rd C; 2nd C. material was found here, and
3
at two other sites Janet Grinstead. Dating material at Dynes Farm in
Cpwhurst covered only a short period from the early 2 and C. back to ths
.4
late let century, whilst that at Crowhurst Park near Battle ranged from
5
This was
the late 2nd C, to native working before the Boman invasion.
one of many bloomeries which the Romans did not create but took ever from

6
labour'. Many of the
the earlier native producers and worked by 'slave
native bloomeries in the IVald have no dating materials but the most
probably flourished during the Boman occupation, when communications had
7
been improved and the market enlarged by domestic and military demands.
Coins in the Hastings district range 141-595 but JAC
Baines. 1946a. 55-8, thinks the Boman association was temporary onl]

219,. 1944. 84.
6. Z. Straker,

1931. 10.

1.

The Peetlands bloomery in Sedlescombe has yielded pottery up to
400 AD (Z. Straker. 1931. 327) but this is exceptional.

2.

I.D. Wirgary. 1933. 177-8.

3.

Standen and Talesbeech -Z. Straker and LT. Mason. 1939. 153-4.

4.

B.H. Loess.

5.

R. Straker and B.R. Lucas. 1938. 224-52; the authors point out that
this Memory lay near a small haven on the R. Aston at Bulverhythe,

6.

Z. Straker and I.D. Margery.

7.

Romano-British pottery-eve found with ROAM at the sites in Byrne'
Farm (B.B. Lucas 1950.17-19) and Crowhurst Park (CM. Pigott. 1937.
231-2); Romano-British pot also found at Icklesham (11. Well. Boman.
/. 1957.278.
1937. 247-8), and Burnt Oak in Botherfie1d-322

1950. 17-19.

1938. 58-9: C.N.

Bromehead.

1956.9.
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The Romans do not seem to have improved substantially the primitive
smelting techniques, which left a cinder containing up to 50% iron oxide.
On the eastern coastal margin of the Weald the Romans established
two strong forts; built mainly for defence, theysayhave served as minor
trading centres also. At the nerth-eastern extremity of the bald, en
the tripartite junction *indwell, down and weald, the fort at Partys
Lemanis (now called Stutfall Castle) was erected. It figures as Lemanis
in the Ravenna Cosmegraphy(late 7th century), Lenard* in the Peutinger
tables (probably copied from a compilation of the late 4th century) and
1
Itinerary
Pertus Lemanis in the Antonine
(2nd - 3rd century); local
material evidence suggests the fort
2
century.

VAX

built by the end of the second

3
Further south was tevensey Castle, Anderida; built 0.280, it
figured as Anderelionuba in the Ba yonne Cosmography and as Anderedum in
4
Ptolemy. Coins found here ranged from Gratian (375-83) to Gallienus
(259-68), and the major occupation of the fort clearly occured during
5

the last centuries of the Roman rule. Many have sought to locate
Anderida or Andredesceaster, as the Angle-Saxon chronicle names it,

1. B4r. Jessup. 1930. 167-8; for the Ravenna cosmography (whose British
section shows no sign of post-Roman alteration), I.A4 Richmond and
M.S. Crawford. 1949. 1-3.
2. An altar used in the foundation of the main gate was dated c 133 (R.
P. Jessup. 1930. 194). Only one coin found by C.I. Smith. 1850.260,
and 1852. 32, was earlier than the mid C 3, and Ptolemy (Georrai.3-4
referred to Lemanis as the new port. I. Somner's suggestion that
Urania was at Romney (based on the inaccurate distances in the
Antonin* Itinerary) has no real support -1693.38.
3. I.O. Margary. 1948. 187.
4. Ia. Richmond and M.S. Crawford. 1948.18-23;Ptelemy. Getmr.11. 7-11
5. L.P. Sala. 1909,88.
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elsewhere than at Pevensey since the account of its aack in 491 by Henry
1
of Huntingdon described it as lying on the eastern edge of the Walden
forest and Pevensey is separated from the claylands by several miles of
marshland. Gibbon placed Anderida at Hastings, Bayley at Newhaven,
Baxter at Chichester, Tabor near Eastbourne, Worrell at Seaford and
2
Tatham in Penhurst. None of these had any serious claim and the only
alternative which gained any serious support was liewenden, suggested by

3
Camden, being both near the sea and bordering the Walden forest. The
comparative claims of Hamden to be Anderidawere t however, wholly
negative; no Roman remaine have at any time been found there. All
other centre of the Litus Saxonicum were walled fortresses; Andsrida
was no doubt walled also, and Pevensey had both the walls and the Roman
remains. In a regional context, Pevensey did lie on the eastern edge

4
of the Wealden forest.
The Romans drew the building materials for their forts, villas and
mansiones from a variety of sources. Work at Pevensey castle included
flint and chalk from the South Downs, local Walden sandstone (ironstone)

5
and sandstone from the upper Greensand at Eastbourne; this last material
was also used in the Eastbourne Raman villa, where it was supplemented by
1.

,

A,

C 12 account . T. Arnold (ed.) 1879. 44-5.

2. T.T. Bonifield . ie 1835. 49-53; Tabor. Phil Trans. 1717 549.703; H.
R. Tatham. 1890. 139-50. $ *695-c.d.:U1m
3

7).

1±,55.4 211,

Supporters of Condon included*. Philipott. 1659. 243, and T. illieti
1877. 152-65, who incorrectly alleged that coaster did not neeessari]

mean availed fortress or town. Some postulated a Roman station at
Pevensey& a British one, also called Anderida, at Newenden-C. Sandy'
1851. 136, H. Furley.i. 187143, without any positive evidence for ti
latter. The leading students have always accepted Pevensey-A4 Hussey,
1847. 203-17; J. Barris, 18479. 257-8; 0.:2. Smith. 1858; 1r. Somer.

1693. 105.
5)11. Ca Peers. 1933.1-15.

5s-'11:-Suirben.3-195$•1-121
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1
Caen stone imported across the C#annel.

Several villas along the

southern edge of the western Weald had foundations of Pulborough stone
from nearby (Lower Greensand) and this material was used also in the
2
nearby Wealden villa at Chiddingfold. loutish Bag from the Bythe Beds

3
north of the Weald was used at Port*. Lemanis, and marble dug from the
Murbeck Beds within the High Weald was used in Boman work at Angnering
4
and Canterbury. 'Sussex marble', Paludina limestone from the Weald 01,

5
was used in the Boman posting station at Alfoldean in Slinfold; the
material was available nearby and this is the only knowh example of its
use in Roman tines. The villa at Bignor, just south of the Weald, used
not only local Pulborough stone but also Portland stone and tiles made

6
of liasaeridge clay from Dorset. There was bricknaking during the Boman
occupation somewhere in or near the Sussex Weald; bricks were used in 3ri

7
century work at Pevensey, and 1st century work at Bignor and Alfoldean.
Much of the Greens and terrains around the Walden margin was open
weed, heath or cultivated land by the first century A.D. and the Baum=
found here established permanent settlements, connected by trackways
1. T. Sutton. 1952.1-12.
2. Ir. Topley. 1875.370, VCS.Sv. 4. 1912. 360. There is a slight
possibility that the Chiddingfeld material is derived from a amidst&
stratum in the Weald Clay.
3. M. judge 1919. 43 - 5; calcareous tufa from the Lower Greensand in Ur
was aloe used by the Boman. - J. Archibald. 1934. 15, G.M. Livett.A
1904. 333-4.
4. GA. Dunning. 1949.15. The statements here are not wholly clear, aim
although the subject is Purbeck marble, Dunning speaks of 'Sussex
marble', a term normally applied to Paludina limestone in the Weald
Clay. It is clear, however, from the geological description, that thl
Purbeck Beds and their products are referred to in the article.
5. S.E. limboit. 1923 493.

7.

6. P.J.

Martin. 1839. 136.

C.Peers.1933.1-15;Pa. Martin...1859.136;16D. Margary. 1948.61.
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which ran from east to west along the outcrop. They erected a number
of villas in this sone, encouraged both by sheltered sites below the
scarp and the availability of moderato and good cropland nearby. Along
1
the southern margin of the Weald were villas at Bignor; Duncton;
2
4
5
3
liggonholt, Borough Bill and Lickfold, all in Pulborough; listen;

8
9
7
Danny in Burstpierpoint; Clayton ; Arlington and iastbourne. On the
northern margin villas were built at Abinger, Reigate, Redhill, Blotching
11
12
10
Titsey, Gedstone, Brishing near Maidstone, Little Chart and Lyminge.
The land3attached to these villas were often extensive and may, in some
cases, have included land in the Weald but no data exists to describe
15.
their utilisation ef any Wealden lands they did possess.
There was one
villa within the Weald, on a sandstone stratum in the Weald Clay at
Chiddingfeld but, as Fig.53 * demonstrates, industry was much more
important than agriculture in the Romano British Weald.
1. Built before 100

A4110 n 5.1.

Winbolt.yCH.Sx. iii. 1935. 20-3.

2 * Pottery as early as 50-80 A.D.-SA. Unbolt. 1938. 13-14.
3. Coin found bore of Claudius, 41-54 A.D. I.D. Margery* 1948. 46.
4. Here a lead cistern of 4th C. found -B.C. Curwen. 1943b. 153-7.
5.Ir . lrigg. 1849.313-5.
6, RJI. Blencowe. 1862. 176-81.

7. LT. Blencowe. 1862. 176-81.
8 * 1111a of corridor type at Chilver Bridge -EN_2. 1954. 68.
9. Finds included Samian pot and a coin of 238-44 A.D.-T. Sutton. 1952.5.
10.7CH.87. 4. 1912. 343-367. The only dating material is a 2nd C. coin
at Abinger • coin of Carausius (287-93) at Radhill; Titsey, from 166 i.e
340 (D.C. ihimster. 1931. 152, 221-34.)
11.There was probably a villa near the bath-house found here; material la
the bath house varied 1st to 4th C-J. lames. 1957. 130-46.
12.A. Warhurst. 1955.39.

13.glitiT.4.

1912.360. Samian pet and coin of Constantine, 308-37, were
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Whether the villas and ether Roman agricultural units introduced
new field patterns into the Weald is uncertain. Traces of a rectangular
layout of fields, comparable to the centuriation practised centemperane1
•ug ly in Italy, have been found north of the Weald and one small area,
near Ripe, just within the southern boundary of the region. The land
at Rips is moderately fertile; it thus comes within the terms of
reference of centuriation, which was confined to cropland. The grid
at Ripe is markedly rectangular, distinct from its surroundings;
documents witness to at least a medieval antiquity for the pattern of
streets and field boundaries; Raman pottery has been found locally, a
minor Raman road ran nearby and the field units fit Roman, not English,
2
measures. The grid, however, is one of rectangles rather than squares;
Stevens has therefore suggested that the Ripe lands did not belong to
an agricultural colony (the true context of centuriation), nor indeed
was there any agricultural colony nearby; it was probably a division
3
of public lands in the provinces. Land at Ripe might well be chosen fo
such a division since it way near to the Roman road leading to the Saxon
4
shore fort at Anderida.
It has been claimed that, even if the landscape of Rant and Sussex
does not preserve any trace of Roman field systems, the Kentish land en/
1. Especially near Rochester - M.D. Nightingale. 1952. 150-9; tentativel
near Gillingham and Rainhas - G. Ward 1935 1).383.
2. I.D. Margery. 19404. 31-41.
3.CJ. Stevens, in M.D. Nightingale. 1952. 150-3.
4. I.D.Nfargary. 1948. 207.
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of a iugum has been inherited from the Bomans. Without doubt the Bo-ens
used a land unit called the iugerum, and in planned agricultural layouts
1
the common unit was 2 iugera (a iugum was 100 lugera); also, the most
convincing example of centuriation in Britain has been found in North
2
Kent. Gray traced the rectangular units he found in medieval Kentish
estates to some such Boman division but later research has demonstrated
that, in at least one instance, the medieval Lima he considered were
neither rectangular nor compact; they were fragmented units. The
original Boman documents demonstrate that the term'iugum'was used as a
theoatical unit, invented at the end of the third century by Boman
administrators, to assess rapidly the contribution of taxes from parts

4$
of a large land area; its analogies lie in the medieval hundred rather
Kent may indeed go back
than medieval field patterns. The term iugum
5
•
to the edicts of Diocletian, but no land unit can be thus traced back.
The inheritance of the name was probably confused and complicated, for b:
the early thirteenth century land units called Jivers were found far
outside the former boundaries of the Boman Empire.
1.

A iugerum was an area of 2 actus (120 Boman feet =116. 13 English
feet) by 1 actus; a iugum was about 23 hectares. Ca. Stevens. 1952
150-1; F. Lot. 1926. 309.

2.
3.

U.L. Gray. 1915. 298 1 415.
11.E. Ekhlfeld.(ed.) 1933. xxxiii.

4.

Es Lot. 1926. 307-8. Lot demonstrates that there VAS some continuit
between Roman lug= and Carelingean manse, but in broad areal proportions under cultivation, not as an inheritance of field systems .
ib. 307-26.
G. lard, 1930. 147-56, thinks the lugs were not merely units of elm
anent but existed on the ground; he suggests the yoke in Kent got
name from the edicts if Diocletian and its character, as a field
division, from yet earlier times. G. S1ater.1932.324, suggests the
Kentish yoke had a Roman origin and that gavelkind went back to the

5.
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(b) Prehistoric Settlement.
Concerning the most antient and the very firsi
inhabitants of this island..divers opinions
have been stated; and a great many who knew
little of the matter, have yet espoused it
very warmly. W, Camden. Britannia. , 1607.
If there is some slight evidence for Romano-Saxon continuity in
'ant (see ',AO, it remains difficult to define precisely what Boman
legacies the later invaders inherited, because the Bomans, in their turns
had absorbed several elements of the existing Iron-Age economy, of the
1
Weald and of its surrounding terrains. Two of the prehistoric trackwayi
in the Weald ran north-south along courses similar to these chosen later
2
by the Romans for the London-Brighton and London-Lewes roads; most of
the ether trackways were doubtless used during the Homan occupation for
connections to the major roads. These prehistoric ways ran along the
ridgetops of the High Weald ffola east to west; on such high ground, the
Iron Age population (ib. 529, following A. Wait:gen. 1895.i.276-521,
ii.122).
6. e.g. on the NW edge of the Bars mountains in 1224-J4. Rippe1.1958.1

1.

It is impossible her* to discuss the important and very speculative
problem whether Iron Age institutions, agrarian or otherwise
Wres.Archel,
continued into Boman and post-Roman Kent.
1933 156-60, suggested such continuity occured, but C.P.C. Hawke..
1956. 108, would explain any 'Celtic' affinities found in Dark-Age
Kent as the consequence of the 'celtie stratum' in the Prankish
invaders.

2.

I.D. Margery. 1948. 259.
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route could be seen clearly, the surface was welladrained and the
surrounding vegetation open woodland or heath. The longest trackway,
from Uckfield to MO, crossed only two, minor, streams in a course of
1
28 Oils,.
Some of the traffic on the trackways carried iron and iron or.;
2
the
Weald
was
not
&Roman
introduction.
Pre-Roman
ironworking in
pottery, associated with slag, has been found at 9 bloomery sites in

3
the Weald and small amounts of cinder were recovered from the Iron,-Age
camps at Saxonbury, Dry Hill in Lingfield, Castle Bill in Tonbridge,
4
and Camp Bill in Ashdown. Iron working was probably carried on at the
fortified camp of Saxonbury (in Frant) and perhaps at Pipers' Copse

5
(in Kirdford). Bloomeries concentrated in the east of the Weald and a
smaller group existed near Ashdown; the first may

exported most of

their produce by sea, whilst the second group lay near the trackways
leading to Belgic settlements in Surrey and the large centres, especially

6
Verulamium, north of the Thames. Most of the produce must have been
destined for extra-lrealden markets. A secondary industrial activity
1 * B. Straker * 1957. 171-3; the eastern and corrected in 14 McL. Boman.
1937bdX.198-201.
2. The vast amounts of slag used on the London-Loses road must have been
derived in large part from pre-Raman workings, since the road was bull
within the first century of Roman occupation.
3. See Fig * 54 * Rased on E. Straker * 1931,C.B4Piggott. 1937. 231-2,
Margery. 1936.29,VCH.Sx. iii. 1955. 31,amsp, 1947. 148.

4.Z. Straker. 1931 * 26-7, 224.
5. The evidence at Pipers Copse is insufficient to prove it was an ironwork site (S *R. 'Unbolt. 1936. 246-7, J.R. Boydon. 1958.162); on the
other hand it lay on a stream and was not a promontory fort as most
other earthworks of similar shape in or near the Weald.
6. A.V.G4 Lowther. Sy .A.C. 1949. 158.
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within the Weald was pottery manufacture; the kilns at Deleted Keynes
1
supplied places as distant as Walton-on-the-Hill in Surrey (20 miles).
From the distribution of pottery and coins of the period, it seems
likely that Iron, Age agriculture in the Weald concentrated on the lighter
doils of the Central ridges; here also were the trackways, and the ironworks population which needed food. The sandy soils in the High Weald
were easily cleared, much more so with the adjdhing claylands, and the
soil could be tilled with primitive implements. The only known surviving
evidences of Iron Age agriculture in the area are two enclosures, one
2
probably for cattle, within Ashdown Forest.
The most substantial works of the Iron Age population of the Weald
were a number of camp earthworks. The Newenden ridgeway began by a

3
large site at Castle Toll and several camps Saxonbury in Front, Castle
Si
5
Hill in Tonbridge, High Rocks near Tunbridge Wells - lay along the
trackway which led from the very large earthwork at Oldbury in Ightham

6
(north of the Weald) south to Cress-in-Hand. Pipers' Copse in Kirdford
was an isolated example in the western Weald and Dry Hill (Mark Camp) in

7
Lingfield lay further east by the Titserlestmeston trackway. Apart
1. Dating from 1st century A.D. - S. Prere.1942. 137.
2. One yielded )ot of La Tine 11-111, the ether La Tine 111 to Roman: I.
Margery. 1930. 71-6. East of King's Standing, one of these two, are
very faint lynchets, ex.inf. I.D. Margery.
3. Probably of this period - I.D. Margery. 1948. 263; VCH Kent. i. 442,
suggests without supporting data that it was a Danish revers' camp.
Si. S.E. linbelt. Times. 30.8. 1929.
5.

33-4, 1941. 104-9.
1936. 245-9. Pot of La

Money. 1940.

Tine ill-Roman found.
6. &I. lInbolt.
7. D.C.11inster. 1931: gaseteer. I.D. Margery. 1946b. 62-4.
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from iroaworking at Saxonbury and perhaps at Pipers' Copse, the chief
function of these forts was military rather than economic; the camp at
Nigh Becks may have been thrown up at the time of the Boman invasions
1
under Glaudiva. (Fig.54).
These several evidences of Iron Aga occupation dispel any impressioi
that the Weald, prior to the Boman invasion, was an unsettled wilderness;
they de not, on the other hand, indicate more than a small and scattered
population. This population was largest in the century immediately
2
preceding the Boman invasion,50 AD - 50 BC. To this period belong most
of the ironworkings, the pottery manufacture at Preshfield in Bere4d
3
Keynes, and many of the earthworks. This increased settlement and
industrial activity-11MA a consequence of the spread of two population
groups during the century - a La Tine group, °southeastern B', who advanc4
4
from south east Sussex gradually northwards into Bent, and the Belgic
settlers of South Sussex who made some small inroads into the western
Weald. These two groups both settled in Sussex c.50 BC and rapidly
established control ever the native peoples; the i seuth-eastern B'
probably came from Britaagy and the Belga. from the lands between the
1. .T.H. Money. 1941. 108; since then Neolithic pot also foundthq1955.xl*
The date of Philpot's Camp in lest Boathly is uncertain -E. and LC.
Curwen. 1925. 17740.
2. The period sometimes called La The 111-S. gakes412.1933. 150-4.
3. B.C. Curves. 1954.264-5.
4. This was the larger group in the Weald; imported Belgic pot was found:
this area - Gallo-Belgic pet, c.50 AD at Hurstmenceux (212. 1954.68), A
imported 1. Belgic pot at Crowburst Perk in Battle (CM. Piggott. 1937.
251-2). This last shows some affinity with Kent at this time (A.B.
Wilson. 1955. 70.)
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1

Seine and Lower Rhine.
The existing native population which these two groups encountered
2
concerned
in
ironworking;
0.100
BC
the La
c $ 50 BC was small, mostly
Tine (Karnian) population of the South Downs had begun to expand
3

northwards into the Weald after iron. This spread extended right acres'
4
the Weald to Ightham and during this expansion a local culture, mow
called 'Weal:len', was developed. The chief settlements of this period
and group were not,however, within the Weald sensu littricto, but te north
5
and south of it; they were connected to each other and to the ironworks
by the various Wealden trackways. This was the period when Iron Age
culture first entered the Weald; there are no traces of occupation
during the first Iron Age period (Hallstatt), from c.250 back to e.500
6
B.C.
This is not to imply that during the Early Iron Age the Weald was
without human occupant, but its scanty populace lived by the Bronze Age
techniques introduced into the area many centuries earlier. This
conclusion is net, however, indisputable since a few blooneries have

7
included, in their slag, flint implements; and such ironworking probably
began soon after, if not before, iron goods appeared in the more densely
1.E.C. Cerwen• 1954. 256-60. The pottery at Berated Keynes, 1 at C. AD,
'hews a fusion of southeastern B with earlier Mealden culture' ell:mold
Curwen. 1954 255: before the end of the second century LC.-S.
Ftere.1942 147. K. Kenyon (Annual Bert. Institute of Archaeolorr. 1952
50-8) suggests that La Tine did not come to Sussex until after 100 BC,
but such late dating' are not favoured generally (cf.cJ.c. Baukes. Axe
1959. 181-2).

3•There may have been a small movement south frost the Thanes into the
western extremity of the Weald-J.R. Boydon. 1958. 161.
4.There is no trace of a corresponding movement south from the Barth Ihnn
after iron.
3efiz. naps in S. Frere 1944. 52-67.
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settled downlands. Dated finds of the Leto and Middle Bronze Age
(c.500-1500 BC) have been found scattered throughout the Weald, most
(but not all) on the drier soils. Bunting seems to have been the chief
1
economic activity, but cultivation was going on in the east; a few
2
sickle flints have been found, one at Beckley. The single known
3
settlement site, at Playden, was adjoined by a small enclosure which was,
4
perhaps, a fold for forest-fed pigs; if so, this is the earliest
evidence of animal husbandry within the leald.(Fig.55).
There is much less evidence for occupation within the Weald in the
preceding centuries of the early Bronze Age (1500-1800 BC), and none
suggests permanent settlement. Apart from a few scattered finds in the
5

western Weald, nearly all are confined to St, Leonard's Forest, where
coarse soils supported only an open tree cover or heath, the best
6. E.C. Curwen. 1954. 231; this may # also have been a period of heavie]
rainfall than that after, making cultivation on the Downs easier
and tillage of most lealden soils more difficult.
7. Near Hastings -4E. Bay.SAC.19301 264; Bedisham in Slinford,S.E.
linbolt. SAC 1930kib; Ir, Boyd Dawkins. 1868.185, dealt with Bathural
near Battle and other examples.
1. Animals were red deer, ref deer, and perhaps wild boar and wild oxLC. Curvet' 1954. 134-5. The flint-working site at Frant (S.E. linbe:
1938b. 93) probably supplied hunters and they may have brought the
flint from the Downs. There was thus considerable circulation in
the area and G.B. Kenyon. 1950b. 32-6, has suggested a routeway in ti
western Weald from the position of several finds of this period.
2. Z.C. Curvet'. kda. 1938. 278-9.
3. H.J. Cheney, S. Piggott and li.C. Curwen. 1935. 152-64, attributed it
to Neolithic and Early Bronze but corrected to Middle and Late Bronx
by C.P.C. Hawke.. Aolia. 1935, 467-71.
4. Suggested by U. Cheney. op.cit.; disputed R. Trow-Sadth.1957. 52.
5. See E. Curvet'. 1940. 69-70. No finds of this period are recorded in
the gazeteers of B.F. Jessup. 1930 and D.C. Minster. 1931.
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1
conditions for hunting. (see Fig 55).
Neolithic arrowheads also have been found along the Forest Ridge
with a strong concentration in St. Leonard's Forest. There are isolated
finds on the margin of Lower Greensand and Weald Clay but there is a*
2
evidence that Neolithic groups settled in the Low Weald. Hunting, as
in many later centuries, was the major activity but, the neolithie
colonists had brought some knowledge of agriculture with them; mmer,
3
piticum diococcum,

was found with Neolithic finds near Fairlight. This

lies in the eastern High Weald and tillage was largely confined to the
High Weald until the Middle Ages. Se long did this pattern last; and
another related pattern, still visible in the Dark-Age penetration of
the Weald, was found in the first colonisation of the Weald by egrieultur
iota in the nsolithic period - the High Weald VAS mostly occupied frau tb
east coast westwards whilst the claylands of the Low Weald were settled,
more tardily, by colonists frau the earlier settled areas to north and
4
South .

1.

It should be remembered that this nap reflects the intensity of
research, much greater in Sussex, as well as the distribution of
finds.

2.

ihe 1t. at Noikbeggars sear Pulberough (neolithic and meselithic)
although on the Weald Clay outcrop is actually on Hythe Bed material
which has slipped down the scarp into clay below-P.1.M. Keef.1940.
215-35.

3,

J.W. Moore. 1956. 173. A. perforated stone hoe, of uncertain age, has
been found at Ringmer -mg. 1944. 76-8.

4. I have emitted pre-agricultural settlement since it did not alter
substantially the natural landscape, In normal connotation the
Vrlandschaft is not the natural landscape before hums& occupation, b
changes BO Fische
before human occupation has produced any
1938. 737-58; 0. Schliter.i. 1952. 10-11.
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THB WALDEN DRLANDSCHAPT

To banish all hypotheses, whilst so many points of
Natural History remain disputable and undecided,
would be to obstruct one (and no inconsiderable one
of the avenues of Knowledge.
W. Donlan. Natural History of Corna11.1758
(1) Vegetation
The Weald has never been a uniform area and its variety, in the
eyes of the first agricultural settlers who reached it was expressed
most directly in the diverse flora which covered its surface and the
fauna which lived within its borders. Of the fauna little is known,
but besides the insects and small animals which were still common early
1
in the seventeenth century, it earlier included both the large ' gild boar
2
and the wolf.
3
Most of the Weald was clothed with woodland. Damp and very thick

4
•akweeds dominated by ,Ouercus robur occupied the heavier clays; on
lighter and more acid soils in the Low Weald, Querens robur was still

1. The OE element meaning wild boar appears in the unidentified Wealdea
place name lealtboresteal, 791 (DCS 261) and in Evershed in Oakley,
PN. Sy. 276.
2. Wulfpytt occurs in 765-71 (DCS 197), also Woolpit in Ewhurst, first
recorded 1514.PN.Sy.242.
3. The following account of vegetation is static, and does net reflect pe
glacial variation in vegetation consequent on climatic change. It
represents the vegetation of the Urlandschaft, i.e. on the eve of its
first agricultural eilenisation, since these settlers were the first
to alter the natural landscape. This was during the Sub-Boreal, when
the climate was dryer is winter and warmer in summer than now t but
almost equally rainy; the climate was much as sew, & I have thus used
observations en the present vegetation as relevant (with due allowance
/Contd.
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dominant but tesessiflora increased. On small patches of lime-rich seil
(on outcrops of Paladins limestone) ash became important among the
smaller trees. The damp eakwoods, the commonest vegetation of the Low
1
Wald, were clearly layered; the tree layer besides oak included birch,
alder, wych elm, aspen and grey poplar and, especially in the east,
2
hornbeam. Ash and maple were less tolerant of soil variations, but
3
appeared on some of the claylands within the High Weald. There was
frequently a layer of smaller trees including yew, crab-apple, holly
and mountain ash; willows and alders were found on wetter patches. Haze]
hawthorn and blackthorn were the general dominants of the shrub layer,
for human interference). Only e500 AD did the wetter sub-Atlantic
period set in-G. Manley. 1952. 228-9. Cf H. Diirries. 19294 218-221,
and the comment of B. Gradmann. ib. 222.
4. According to Dr. F. Rose, the Wins Weds near Petworth resemble we]
closely-the primeval eakwoods of the Weald Clay and may themselves
be virtually undisturbed. H.A. Wilcox, writing of the early Bronze
Age, says 'probably in no other part of the country was there anothl
belt ef forest so thick and impenetrable as that which bounded the
Wald'. 1950. 126.
1. The following data is derived from S.W. Wooldridge and 7. Goldring.

1953. 133-6.
2 * Hornbeam is common on the Tunbridge Wells Sand -P. Rose. 1946. 35.

34

Charcoal from Boman ironworkings included birch, oak, hazel,
maple, ash, plum, and alder (I * Straker * 1951. 110; E. Straker and
B.H. Lucas. 1938. 224-32).
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locally variegated by elder and privet, and an occasional concentration
of ivy or honeysuckle. The field layer exhibited great variety,
including societies of lesser celandine and wood anemone, bluebell on
sandier soils, sallow. sedges and stinging nettles on wet ground. Brack'
was excluded by shade but occured with brambles in any open stretches.
Claws covered much of the High Weald, as well as the lowlands
around, and damp oakweeds covered more of the Wealden surface than any
ether plant community. There were others, however. Any deep soils
on the sandy strata supported flourishing beechwoods, with a considerable
2
1
admixture of oak, and some elm and nib.. On ether parts of the Ashdown o
Tunbridge Wells sands, seasile oakwood occured, with birch as ce3
On the most barren soils of the High
Joninant and some Scots pine.
Weald, as around Ashdown, tree growth was stunted by leek of plant food
in the soil, by a deep water-table and by exposure, but it did occur;
4

vogatition here may have been treeless heath but, more probably, it

was open woodland - stunted trees separated by expanses of heather,
bracken, rhododendron and peer grass. There were dmilar areas smaller
than Ashdown elsewhere in the High 19ald, wherealluna was the most
prominent plant and Oleo minor also was important; there were small
1. S.to Wooldridge 1:11. Goldring 1953. 137.
24

1P6 MMse. 1946. 35-7.

3. Ibid. 326 Pine is not mentioned in early records, and the indigenous

pine was amongst the first trees to be cleared by early agriculturalists.
ticb
Wa. Wilcox. 1930. 123, maps and sits of the High Weald as withou
woodland early in the Bronze Age. Since thole., H. Godwin (19414) ha
shown that the even mere infertile Beeckland had woodland until it
was cleared by Neolithic farmers. Alders and beech were mentioned
in Ashdown 1650-PRO. B. 317/606.
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patches of vet Melbas heath on some lower slopes around the Wrest
Ridge where surface drainage
1
hardpan.

VAS Slew

and soil drainage impeded by

Within the Weald there were thus several major types of woodland,
and the individual plant units varied, within any major woodland
formation - e.g. damp eakwood, from one location to another. The Wealde
2
3
flora was very numerous, it included several 'atlantic' rarities, but
few species were well distributed throughout the Weald. The natural
requirements of quite common plants were sufficient to produce marked
localisation in this, a region where most physical and organic hindrance
to full plant growth were present somewhere. To take but one example,
the very common woodland species Glechoma hederacea could not survive
the low base status of autochthonous Wald Clay soils and appeared in
woods of the lacteal& only on alluvium, or alongside streams bringing
4
mineral matter from other formations.

(rig %I gives the earliest documentary data on Walden

vegetatie

the place-names given by the post-Roman settlers. They give a small
picture of the variety of the tree flora they encountered, but they are.
insufficient to describe the distribution of species in the Angle-Saxon

period, not only from their fewness but also since placenames were named

1. 7. Rose. 1946. 33.
2. F. Rase. 1955. 15. The floras are found in C.F. Salmon (ed. WA. Peal
1931, A.J. toolleyDed (ed.) 1938, F.J. Banbury andE.S. Marshall,
and P. Rose, papers 1946 onwards. The paper by A.B. Rendle• 1927, Ideals almost wholly with prehistoric floras.
3, F. Rase. 1952. 18-23.
4, F. Rose: 1955. 13.
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1
after the unusual plant more often than after the usual. Birch is the
tree named most often in the place names, oak appearing only thrice. It
would appear that the common oak and beechwoods were given wood names,
hyrst, wudn, whilst the unusual were specifically named. Heath names
heel or ceart, do not give the whole area of heathland nor do they give
any indication of the size of the heaths.)
The Land.

(2)

The mantle of vegetation covered a land surface which, at the time
of its first prehistoric settlement, already incorporated the erosional
effects of anterior ages. The most recent changes were of immediately pos
glacial date and affected small areas only in the southern borderlands of
2
the Weald. A post-glacial rise in sea-level invaded the Ouse valley and
penetrated up Glynde Beach to Laughton Levels 'where, in the flat terrain,
much sediment was deposited in a shallow lake. Pall in sea-level, an
uneven process, and latter human reclamation have combined to produce the
present aspect of the area as a flat, artificially drained, expanse of wei

3
pasture. Elsewhere, throughout the bald, the post-glacial period
witnessed the steady deposition of alluvium illMiny valleys, large and
small.
The Pleistocene ice sheets never reached as far south as the Weald,
but during their two advances into south east England, periglacial

1. As G. Chabot found in a

study of French placenames mentioning the vine-

1943.53-6.
2. Barney Marsh and PevenseyIevels are not included in the Weald.
3. H.J.O. Mite. 1926.

77.
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conditions in the Weald produced a number of micromorphological forms.
Landslips occured on the edges of the Lower Greensand scarplands and some
1
of the fallen material spread out ever the adjacent Weald Clay. The
outliers to the south of the Lower Greensand scarp between Bedhill and
2
Godstone were similar landslips, and the scarp must have retreated quite
rapidly during this period. In the High Weald, the Lower Tunbridge Walla

3
Sand slipped over the greasy Widhurst Clay.
The plateau gravels at Nawdigate (connected with the 25(3-350' bench)
may date from the same period. They were remains of a large sheet of

rubbly material derived from the Lower Greensand; since the deposit

4
displays no grading or bedding it was/' probably a product of solifluctioz

5
which also affected the gravels at Piltdown in the Upper Ouse. Brickearth at Abinger Common, just north of the Weald, was probably a windblown deposit; brickearth in other valleys in the Weald of South Surrey,
where it

WAS

composed of resorted Weald Clay mixed with sand, was alluvid

in origin. The disturbing action of freeze-thaw (cryoturbation) produced
many contorted soils in much of the Sigh Weald, best preserved in clays
or leans - at Battle on Wadhurst Clay, and at Friars' Bill near 0nestlini

6
on a clay stratum in the Aandown Sand.
1. There was slipping on the dip-slope also.S.W. laoldridge.1950.165-190.
24 As the detailed mapping of Bower Bill and Tilburstow Bill demonstrate
F. Gessling. 1935. 360-90, and F. %soling and A.J. Bn11.1948. 131-40,
This mapping dispelled the idea that the outliers were products of
strike faulting
etrike-faultelmtas suggested by H.G. Dines and F.H. Id etands. 1933. 12
The suggestion that Tilburstew Hill was a landslipped mass was made
L.D. Stamp.. 1921.30.

3.41644 Fitch. 1930.59.
4.140. Dines and FA. Edmund. 1933. 157.
5. EJ.04 White. 1926.64.
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A

planation level found in various parts of the Weald at 0.200!, mug

also be of Pleistocene age. This surface, the Anbershan terrace (it

VAX

out in the Lower Greensand at Ambethhnu) was found in the upper course oil
1
the Mole, where it gradually rose to 340'; it appeared at 240'in the
2
Ouse
and
Cuckmere
basins.
It *mired also in the Weald MAY
upper
around Plaistow and on the eastern parts of the Hastings Sand outcrop
3

around the Isle of Oxney.

In the 11410 valley there

VAX

a terrace

in the Morley district, at 180-190', associated with a nearby knickpoint
in the river bed at Meath Green. Agove the terrace lay isolated hills
at about 200'. By mathematical extrapolation of the river profile Green
has correlated the 180'-190' terrace with the Boyn Bill terrace of the
Thames, which was more recent than the Chalky Boulder Clay drift,
deposited during the second glaciation of southeast England. The 200'
platform must be elder than this and has been correlated with the linter
Bill terrace of the Thames, the latest stage before the incursion of
5
Chalky Boulder Clay ice.
6. BW.O. White. 1928. 76. Some of these disturbances are more recent,
since White states that some (locations unspecified) contain Neolithi
and Bronze Age finds.
1. J.F.N. Green. 1936. lviii—lxxviii.
2. J.F. lirkaldy and

A.J. Bal. 1940. 115-50.

3. la.

Wooldridge and D.L. Linton. 1955. 145.
4. In A.J. Bull et al. 1934. 54-8. The other terraces and knickpoints of
the Mole are all outside the Weald.
5. S.W. Wooldridge and DIA, Linton. 1955. 151.
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It is difficult to establish where the 200' stage appears in the
terrace sequence of the Medway valley. Bird has found here a High
(Stonewall Park) terrace, rising from 515° south of Penshurst to 400'
near the source; a kiddie (labour) terrace, rising from 180° in Penshursi
Park to 260' near High Rocks & a Low (Enafield) terrade, 113-125' near
Leigh but only a few feet above the valley floor near the source * These
terraces were not cut in the Weald Clay segment of the Medway course and
it is difficult te correlate these stages of the upper valley with the
more numerous divisions found in the Lower Basin. Tentatively, the High
Terrace can be identified in the Lodge Hill terrace (2409 near
Rochester, the Middle Terrace with the 'third' terrace of the Lower
Midway (100-150') and the Low terrace with the 40-50°, 'second' terrace,
1
of the Lower Medway *Perhaps the Middle (Labour) terrace in the upper
Medway can be correlated with the 200' surface elsewhere in the Wald.
Such were the most important relicts of the Pleistocene period
inscribed on the face of the Weald * The massive weathered sand cliffs
developed on the Sand Rock (Lower Tunbridge Wills Sand) have never been
fully explained, but their weatheringmayhave been, at least partly,
a consequence of the varied climatic conditions of the Pleistocene *

In

the cliffs at Toad Rock, High Rocks, Bridge Rock, and Waterloo Rocks
(on Tunbridge Wells Common), patterns of jointing seem to have determined
1 * Mel* Bird * 1956 * 28-30. Similar sequences appear in other Walden
rivers (SA* Wooldridge and Jell * lirkaley * 1936 * 1-16) but their exact
correlation with the Medway terraces remains uncertain*
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1
weathering into a block form. Abbott ascribed the honeycombed appearance
of the cliffs to wind action on damp spots, patches of the sand being
permeated with sand at certain seasons. This mechanism is not wholly
clear, although wind erosion under periglacial conditions is known else2
where and such conditions prevailed here during the two ice advances. On
the ether hand, honeycomb cavities may be a product of chemical weathering
soft loose sand weathering out of the more indurated and ferruginous
material as limenitisation progressed.
The Weald contained elder, and more impressive, plantations than the
at 0.200 1 . AI-alley bench at 250-350° was clearly visible in the major
valleys, although it narrowed and disappeared in the narrow and incised
upper courses. Its height was 300-350' in upper courses and gradually
descended downstream. It emerged on the Tiese near Eersmonden and the
Medway near Tonbridge at 280-300* but it could not be traced on the Weald
4
3
Clay outcrop. In the Ouse near Cuckfield the bench was 240-260', whilst
the bench in the Lower Bother passed into the 200-250* surface widely
developed south ef Tenterden. The 250-350° level SAS certainly erosional,
truncating geological structures; there was little en its surfacepsave
small patches of gravel and of a sandy material related to loess. being

1. G4 Abbott. 14O 1909. 207, and V. Topley. 1875. 2484.
2. LB. Milner. 1923. 48-9.
36 It may appear in the plateau gravel, c.304, near Newdigatej S.W. Toildridge & D.L. Linton. 1953. 144.
4. Related to a 240* surface in this area by J.IP• Birkaldy and A.J. Dull.
op.cit.
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a valley-side bench generally, this feature must have been out after
the stream pattern had become established.
The land surface rose fro* this bench to a gently undulating
1
surface between 400 and 300 • 4, It formed ridge-crest plateaux on minor
watersheds in the Upper Medway Basin and • slightly higher dissected
bench on the northern slopes of Ashdown Forest, whose highest points rose
sharply above it. The same surface appeared again in the Bother basin,
and on the margins of the Cuckmere and upper Ouse basins. It cut into
all three major divisions of the Hastings Beds, although it was better
preserved on the sands, and in the Low Weald it appeared on a Paludina
2
limestone ridge running from near Horsham to Honey. This undulating
surface did not have the clear margins of a marine platform, and its
complex penetration of summit areas confirms the opinion that it was a
product of subaerial denudation.
There was a snail area planiyd at 600-630 6 in Ashdown Forest,
sloping towards the upper Ouse and, finally, there were traces of a high.

3
level surface at 0.800 1 . Davis noticed this, although it only remained
at Crowberough Beacon (792') and nearby; even here there has been some
4
downward erosion. This 800 1 surface was the Mio-iliocene peneplains tit
5
product of the mid-Tertiary erosion cycle,
1.E.C.F.Bird. 1938. 38-43, and 1936. 26-31.
MA. Wooldridge and D.L. Linton. 1955. 144.
3.1431. Davis. 1895 6 127-46.
441enee it flees net appear on the map of existing relicts of the 800'
surface in 8.W. Wooldridge and DA. Linton. 1955. 59.
5abid. 149. II. Dewey. 1929. 51-9 suggested the present figuration of th
Wald was immediately post-Pliocene in formation, but erosion of the WI
Pliocene level probably began before the end of the Pliocene.
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The slopes and flats of the !holden land surface were not all
shaped at one time, and the drainage pattern likewise included elements
of various ages. By the period when the 250-350 1 valley bench was cut,
many of the Weald's streams were established in their courses, for the
erosion level was cut in the valley sides. Many of these valleys maybe.
been old already, since rejuvenation of the 400-500' peneplain (which
caused the cutting of the valley-side bench) was not followed by any radi
changes in the drainage pattern. Davis suggested that the harmony of
1
drainage and structure in the Weald indicated that the area was now
passing through its second erosion cycle, and that its drainage pattern
was inherited from the first-cycle system developed on the land surface
2
peneplained at 8001.
As other erosion levels have been recognised in the Weald, Davis°

second cycle has needed some elaboration. Some drainage elements were
younger than the 800 1 stage. Small streams on the southern margin of
the Weald showed considerable independence of structure; some crossed
the Cuckfield axis and other crossings were witnessed by windgaps. The
Ouse headwaters contained many sub-parallel headwater streams. These
two signs of immatare drainage suggest that the southern part of the
Weald was submerged by the Pliocene (early Pleistocene) sea, and that
1. Per instance, the Groembridge stream following a strike fault; part
of the Ouse course follows a synclinal inlier of Weald Clay; several
major watersheds, as that between the Bather and Cuckmere,follow
anticlinal lines.
2. 1F.M. Davis. 1895. 127-48.
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1
after its retreat a new drainage system reappeared, in some places at
least on a thin cover of new deposits. This submergence probably affect&
all the Low Weald of Sussex, as far west as Petworth, save for a few
upstanding masses. When the waters retreated new streams flowed directl;
across the plain and of then the Adur, Ouse and Cuckmere have since becem
chief. Since this pattern had not been established long, little
expansion of the larger river basins had occured - no trace of diverted
headwaters or streams could be found in the drainage of the Low Weald of
2
Sussex. The largest streams were not always the most effective in
erosion - Glynde Beach and Hurst Haven enlarged their valleys considerabl
more than did the Cuckmere.
A,

few drainage alterations, during the course of the second cycle,

had occured in the High Weald; consequent on river capture, the upper
3
Tiese crossed an anticline near Goudhurst. In the northern Weald, the
Eden and Beult tributaries gradually engrossed an increasing area of the
Weald clay outcrop, at the expense of the basins of the landle and the
4
Darent.
Other parts of the drainage pattern were older and could be traced
back to the original consequents established en the Alpine folds of the
1. S.Y. Wooldridge and D.L. Linton. 1955. 78-9. During this time,
Wooldridge (1949.7.) is uncertain whether the Weald was one island or
(perhaps more likely) an archipelago of smaller islands.
2. S.W. Wooldridge and D.L. Linton. 1955. 81#
3. ibid. 77,
4. ibid. 89-91.

1
Wald. The oldest waterpartings followed anticlinal crests and valleys
followed the downwarpings. Some discordance' were ancient; the upper
Midway crossed the Penshurst hold, but entrenched meanders witnessed to
the antiquity of this river course, which probably commenced on an
2
overlying, uniform cover of Weald Clay. This discordance but exemplified
the persistence in the Wald of stream courses established long before an
throughout the Sigh Weald, and Low Weald to the north, many stream
segments had remained unchanged since their early Miocene inception.
The complex pattern of folding in the Weald had been produced in th
Alpine earth movements, of Oligocene (and, perhaps, early )Liocene) date.
3
Prom this tine the Weald, raised in parts to over 3000', had been subject
without interruption to the action of subaerial erosion, although the
agents of attack varied with changing climates; the weathered and wasted
remnants of these folded terrains, reaching no higher than 800', constits
ted the oldest elements in the Urlandschaft of the Weald.
1A07.0. White. 1928.4, tries to distinguish subsequent and consequent in
part of the eastern Weald, and describes the course of the listen, along
the strike of the Widhurst clay, as subsequent. The number and proximi
of folds in the original surface, however, must have produced a lengits
dinal drainage pattern and makes true subsequents difficult to find —
Davis' scheme of consequent, subsequent etc. was outlined on an initial
flat surface, whilst the Wealdtn was folded. White also suggests that,
because of the complex structure, few streams eroding directly downward
in the Weald would continue to be accordant to structure and that where
streams now show such accordance, they are more probably resequent than
consequent.
Wooldridge and D.L. Linton. 1955. 77,
5.ibid. 15.
Virtutis est non incepisce sod perfecisces finis coronet opus.
Scribbled by John Rowe on the last folio of his
manuscript collection of Sussex custumals. 1654.
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Appendix I
1
Early county maps including parts of the Weald.
The earliest map of this sort was produced by Christopher Saxton
in 1575 and covered all the Weald•Cantii. Southaexiae. Surriae et
Middelsexiae Comitat.. which was reproduced labia Atlas of England and
2
and Wales in 1579; it was on a scale of c.5 miles to the inch.
The next oldest map to cover the Kentish Weald was the anonymous 'TI
Shvre of Kent, divided into the five lathes thereof'. Lambarde mentioned
3
iljruttjerambulation of Kent • the MS of which dates from 1570 - a 'Cardd
1
of this Shvre, and E.G. Box wished to winke this with the anonymous map.
OSpeCittlly

since a similar undated map had been inserted in the MS.

However the Carde of Lambarde has probably been lost; he wrote that this
map had the name Medway written alongside the river belawMaidstone, a
most unusual ocenzence, but the map in the Perambulation does not name
5

the Medway. It is signed R. Glover and was probably drawn in 1571. The
copy of 'the Shvre of Hent l in the Bfie library was compiled, Box suggested
.61570, from the data assembled by Saxton for the map of Bent he later
4
published. This is unlikely • Saxton worked fast and it is not probable
1. This note is confined to dating the maps and noting their derivations
one from another. A detailed study of their cartographic accuracy and
artistry is contained in B.T. Weitmarland. 1955. 51-834.
2. Reprinted with introduction byl. Lynam. 1936 and 1939. Plate 1,
3. BrowiA0. vr47/48; reference in the 1576 edition is p.177.
4 • E.G. 80x.1926. 89-95. He also suggested, 1927, 141-8, that the second
and third editions of the B.= dated from c. 1586 and 1720-50.

5, G.M.

Livett. 1937. 248ff; B.T. Westmarland takes the Glover map as

c.1576.

that he had sufficient data for Hint in 1570 and yet did not publish

until 1575. The BO map does print the name Medway as Lombardo1 noted,
but detailed examination of it suggests that it was compiled, with
additions, from Saxton's me shortly after 1575. Saxton's map suffered
various later editions at his own and others' hands.
Apart from a small outline nap of Sussex, divided into its rapes,
2
which appeared in c.1588 the next county maps were those of Norden.
His county map of Surrey waspublished in 1594 and that of Sussex in

3
1595. He also presented to the Queen in

1595

a schrographicall

discription of the siverall shires and islands of Middlesex, Essex,
Surrey, Sussex

'but it unfortunately lacks now the maps of Surrey

and Sussex. Nirden's map of Surrey was copied in the 1607 edition of
W. Camden's Britannia but the original, although mentioned later than

5
this t le not now known.
The lack of Harden's original nap of Kent is conveniently made up

6
by P. Symonson's map, published in 1596; its scale, 2 customary miles to

y

1. G.M. M att. 1957. 240-56, 265, suggested that the Shvre was a straigt
copy of Saxtoes nap in c. 1577, and E. Lynam supported this. op.cit.
1959.1., but B.T. Westmorland 1955. 209-10 points out that it was more
than a copy - At marked more towns and was the first map to auskr the
Lathes.
2. By J. Colbrand: Maps OR.Lib. 17.AL.
3. The Surrey copy in the BM (daps.0 2.ec7) is commented on by LA. Skelt
in BM.Quart. 1951-2. 61-2. The Sussex map is reproduced in Z. Eneueed
(ed.). Reproductions of Bneish County Maps in the Collections of the

.

4.12,1A:7.31.
51855.
5. In the introductory pages of the 1695 edition of the Britannia
(unnumbered)

6. H. Hannon. 1914. 05-92, says one copy of the map has 1576, nearly
effaced, on it but this is not the date of thomap.
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the inch, was larger than that of any preceding county map, and it
included many features omitted by Saxton. It has justly been described
es 'the most accomplished specimen of English county cartography before
1

the eighteenth century'. A. small scale map of Kent, Surrey and Sussex
2
by Peter Neer survives from 1599, but the next series of county maps was
found in J. Speed's Theatre of the Empire of Great Eritaine..', published
as an atlas in 1611. Preliminary copies of the maps for Surrey and
3
Sussex, drawn in 1610, survive also. The maps of all the Walden
counties were based very largely on Norden. This was true of maps of
these three counties published in the three decades following, which
add nothing significant to the features mapped by Norden; the two most
important successors were Speed's Atlas of England and ftles.1627, and
J. Elaeu's maps in his Wheatrum orbis terrarum sive atlas novis.446.
Ail

a group, the early county maps covering the Weald are valuable

primarily for the data on markets, fairs and communications which they 4
contain; had county maps begun in England as soon as in parts of Germany
the cartographic evidence would have been yet more valuable. The many
existing topographic drawings throw great light on the Walden scene in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but they did not commence early

5
enough for our present purpose. One road book, of c. 1571, covers the lty
road, but it adds no incidental data on the Walden scene of value.
1. L.A. Skelton. 1957. 1.
2. 124 EarlAS. 3813. f 32.

7. e5/45 (Sussex), 44 (Surrey).
the 1553 map of Franconia and others discussed in E. JIger.19564
53-70 4 and 1957. 246-66.
Most
of the drawings are 1760-1860:C.E. Wright. 1957. 78-87.
5.

3.

1114 Maps. C

4.

e.g.

64

11. Grafton. A little treatise contevning many proper tables and rules

1571.

Appendix 2
(a) Problems in analysing the Inquisitiones Nonarum 1341.
The Inuulsitiones Nonarun for the Walden counties were compiled
1

in 1342, after Parliament granted the Xing a money tax of one-ninth of
the value of corn, wool and lambs; the enquiry took figures for the
previews year. The surviving manuscripts for the three counties
concerned, omitting separate urban returns, assume two forms, the indivil
sal returns for parishes (surviving for nearly all Sussex and 102 paria
1
in Kent) and the summary assessment of the tax, which covers both the
Sussex and Kentish Welds in full. No returns survive for Surrey. The
summary assessment merely lists the money value of the ninth, in one
2
undivided figure for each parish. (rig 32). Parish returns give ether
incidental details and, in Sussex, frequently give separate values for
the three components of the tax. Since the ninth was assessed after
tithe had been taken, it was one-ninth of nine-tenths of the lay
agricultural production and thus the same as the tithe of these three iti
As

a guide, therefore, the Jurors who drew up the parish returns assumed

that the ninth in 1341 would equate with the ecclesiastical tax of one
tenth in 1291, if allowance was made for other tithes in the earlier
figure; if any other differences remained, the 1341 return should have
1. For precise dates see 6. Vendersee (ed.) 1307. Introduction, and WeE.
Lunt. 1926. 144. The grant, 14 Edward III e.20, was one-ninth of corn
wool and lambs; one-ninth of goods and chattels of the population in
cities and boroughs; one-fifteenth of merchants outside boroughs, or
those living in the forests and wastes who did not live by gain or stn
For
Sussex MA. 179/189/17, transcribed in G. Vander's* (ed.) 1807.
2.
350-403 with a few miner errors - tenements of the Prior of Hastings
Haathfield should be 6 marks not mark (356); the 40 acres inundated:
Naos valued at 44/4 net 43/4 (371); corn ninth of Ashbornham and
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elaborated on them.
There were differences frequently-because the clerical income
taxed in 1291 included not only all tithes but also the revenues of
ecclesiastical land-glebe and monastic farms-oblations, rents and
private income. Other discrepancies were due to land going out of
cultivation and, in East Sussex and Kent, the large landholdings of
freemen of the Cinque Pests which were not subject to the tax.
The form of the parish returns was standardised, but exceptions
secured. The tax was assessed by parishes but some vills which were
1
not parishes had separate returns; on the ether hand, the Cinque ports
2
C
46«.
(Cur in leathern)
were omitted. The return for leathern and 'finishes°
Penhurst 109/- not 110/- (372); arable, rents and sheep pasture of
the vicar in Ditchling 4/16/-, not 3/16/ •(382); glebe of Hartfield
40 acres, not 20 (378); corn ninth ofW. Chiltington 7/2/- net
Thee return for the towns in Sussex is E 179/189/19; the °al,
rural parishes missing in the Sussex Weald are Rinser (probably
included in South )Lailing) & Westham, both marginal. The Walden
Kentish parishes covered are Aldington and lest Hythe (B 179/123/18
37), Bothersden (a18), Bilsington Oa 70), Boughton Ilalherbe (m74),
Brenchley and !aiding (a 9), Charing and Egerton (m71), Chart Sutt
(a 90), Hawkhurst (mi 77), Kingsnorth (a 60), Little Chart (a 14),
liershaa (me 78), Newendea (a 82), Pluekley (m 17), Sevington (m 48),
Staplehurst (la 95), last Sutton and Sutton Valence (a 15), Wittersh
(a 79), leodchurch (a 94). 11-13, 27, 34-5, 49,65 are unreadable.
3. Some instances exist of alteration; the parish return of Kingsnorth
Kant given the ninth as £7, and a later hand has added t 1 (I 179/
123/18 a 60); the summary, which must have been drawn up later give
it as CS (1 179/123/17 a 4).
1. Burgham in Etchingham; Buncton in Ilston. The entry- for Catsfield
mentions the Abbot of Battle's parish of Bromham, in actuality not
a parish.
2. The lands of the freemen were not specified, only their names -O.
Vender:es (ed.) 1807. 394-403, and another list of persons not in
this printed roll who claimed to belong to Dever or linchelsea
PRO. E. 179/123/ 18. Add. mms 2-4.

refers mostly to land in the will of Bonham further southwest and no data
directly relating to Westhen alone can be extracted. Bingner
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a

parish in 1291 but ne separate record for 1341 exists — it may have been
included in the total of Southaalling; the return for Waldron survives,
but although giving the reasons why the Muth did not reach the 1291 tax,
it emitted to record the value of the ninth at all. Walberton and
Warbelton were both recorded as Walberton and only Imprinted details (the
name of the deanery given on the back of the original return) allows the
two to be distinguished. Some double entries refer to adjoining parishes
leturst and Bodiam — other pairs, as Hove and Bolas'', were separated by
considerable distances. Within a parish tax was doubtless assessed from
farmers rather than fields and farms often transgressed parish boundaries;
the Enmesh entry also records that a park had enclosed two tenements in
this parish and 2 others in Etchinghan (not recorded in the entry of that
parish). The account of Guesling defines its relevant area not as the
parish but as land in the hand of parishioners and other geldable land in
the parish.
It sight be suggested that the ninth of corn, sheep and lambs being
one—tenth of the total production, these values could be combined with
the specific tithes mentioned in the excuses, also one—tenth, to complete
the agricultural picture for those parishes where the tithe values were
given in detail. In many cases this is impossible because a single MIS
was given for all tithes, or even for tithes and other non—agricultural
revenue cenbined. In cases where detailed figures were given, it is
manifest that the money values sire a poor guide to the importance of meet

aspects of the farming pattern; for instance, cider gave more than half
the total value of tithes in Vishorough Green.
On Fig 30 the circles are proportional to the total land value
recorded in the parish, 1.e the lay ninth plus the total value of
ecclesiastical land specified in the excuses; this latter was valued at
one—tenth in 1291 (whence the valuation was generally taken) and thus
has the same common denominator.

Mixed entries of ecclesiastical

revenue are not included. Inmost cases, only the lay ninth is divided
in Sussex into its three component parts and their separate values given;
this division is not made for the valuation of other land in the excuses
(exceptions are the Prior of Lickelham's lands in Arlington, and the land
of freemen of the Cinque Ports in Relishes). It is assumed that the
propertions of corn, wool and lambs on the ecclesiastical or Cinque port
lands in any parish were not significantly different from those on the
lay lands and the circles are thus divided according to the proportions
of the lay ninth. Inmost cases, ecclesiastical land was a minority and
any variations there would in any ease have had little influence en the
total proportions.
(I) Calculation of decline and Ai:meth 1291-1341.
Such calculations are based primarily on a comparison of the totals
in the Taxatio Ecclesiastics. of 1291 and the Nenarum Inonisitiones of 134
Various excuses were recorded in the 1341 returns to explain why the mind
1. It in true that the cited values for glebe were rental values rather
than an evaluation of agricultural production but generally the
proportion of land in glebe was small and thus relatively enimportanl

of that year was below the tenth of 1291; on addition to the ninth they
give a total sometimes equal, often different, from that of 1291« Since
1
the excuses were based on conditions in 1291, if the total if 1341 is
higher than the 1291 figure the income of corn, wool and lambs should
have risen —prosperity had increased; if the 1341 total was lower, the
converse had occured. Such a conclusion appears valid if the excuses of
1341 refer solely to those ecclesiastical revenues included in the 1291
tax. In some parishes, however, other data complicates the issue. A
few entries refer to land gone out of cultivation and often (but not
always), the parish total has fallen. In other cases, the structure of
the excuses shows that the difference of the 1341 and 1291 figures is
consequent on a change in the terms of reference.e.g. at Brede the rise
of £1 is almost wholly the

10 tithes of land outside the parish in

Guestling and Ickleshadi, which belonged to the cleric of Brede; 2/16/8
of the 3/3/4 rise in the Crowhurst total derives from tithes in 4 other
parishes. It might be suggested that evidence does not specify that
these external tithes were acquired after 1291 but the similarity of
their value to the financial difference in the two counts makes this
likely. In other cases land outside a parish
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clearly included in

both the 1291 and 1341 returns; if the lands of the Chancellor of
4
Chichester were removed from the Chiddingly parish return of lIkl its
total would fall to less than half of the 1291 payment*
1 * As pointed out for the tithe values by B. Graham. EHR * 1927* 421-4,
14E * Lunt* Valuation of Vorwidh. 1926. 144-5 * points out some exceptions, but suck were infrequent*

Individual difficulties affect some parishes - the Mayfield entry
in 1341 states that the ninth was low because some of the corn had been se
before the ninth was assessed. More commonly the Record Commission Torsi(
1
2
of the 1291 tax mentions a vicarage only, whilst other versions give the
rectory figure, with which the 1341 figure was usually supposed to agree.
Only occasionally do the 1341 accounts specify which figure in 1291 they
3

are being compared with*
Tithes are rather problematic - great tithes normally went to the re
4
ctor and small tithes to the vicar. In some parishes, an Reigate, however
a small tithe (in this case 20/= of cider) is cited to help make up the 1!
figure to the 1291 tax for the rectory only; the 1341 total, in consequenc
is much higher than the rectory tax of 1291 but approximately equal to the
1291 tax of rector and vicar combined. Similar complications are repeated
at Washington and Billingshurst in Sussex,

!aiding and

Brenchley in Kent.

At Ticehurst the 1341 total is much lower than 1291 and the loss of land
to cultivation is cited; much of the deficiency however is consequent on
the omission of any tithe figures.

1.
2.
3.
4.

FromPRO.C. 164/14.
e.g. Bonfield, Sussex - V.D. Peckham (ed.) 1946. 315-74
e.g. Readcern, Kent - PRO. 1 179/123/18263.
Great tithes are hay, corn and wood; small tithes are all ethers Purvis (ed.) Select sixteenth-century causes in tithe. Yorks Arch Se
Record Series calm* 1949. V4 A case of 1296 in Railsham, however,
includes both wood and hay, especially when produced in small crofts
hand or feet tools, as small tithes (La. Salzmann. 1901 * 100-2, from
Cant. Reg. Winchelsey f 190); local usage clearly varied.
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With these difficulties in mind, Fig 34 has been constructed; it
1
expresses only those changes which are more than 10%. This is not all,
but it is better than discarding the need to draw conclusions under
a cloak of caution.

la

Of course, in this calculation the value put on land gone out of
cultivation has been omitted from the excuses; this alone has been
omitted, because it is the only one of the 1341 excuses which direct:
relates to changes in prosperity 1291 to 13414
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APPENDIX III. The Construction of churches;earliest mention.
This list includes all parishes wholly or partly within the Weal
in 1600;it omits those created later.The chief sources used Are
the Exchequer Domesday,the Domesday Monschorum(edited by D.C.
Douglas,1944;interpreted also by G.Ward.1933a.60-89),the Norwich
Taxation of 1254(the only relevant sections are in BM„Add,MS 615i
f 73 v -77;aa account og the tax appears in W.E.Luat,I926,1-166),ti
NonarumInquisitiones(see p.504-5,for details of the MSS) t and the
Taxatio Ecclesiastica of 1291,This last exists in the edition of
TW.Caley.1802.1-8,134-142;it has been checked with the original,PI
C 164/14,with original rolls for the deaneries of Melling and
Shoreham,E 179/68/23,Suttox,Charing and Lympne,E 179/68/49,a
transcript temp.Edward 1 for Chichester diocese,ib./54,and for
Kent,ib./51.These omit some poorer churches,which can be found iv
BM.A4A4MS 6159 f 73 v-77,Galba I iv f 8v-12,and Chichester Libor 2
(edX,D.Peckham.1946.308-20).
KENT
Aldington. DM(i.e.Domesday Monachorum,c 1100).
Appledore, 1086(5).
Ashford. DM,
Ashurst.c1115(G.Ward.1932.45).
Benendel. DM.
Bethersdea. DM.
Bidborough. c1115(G.Ward.1932.44),separated from Leigh 1218(C. if.
Fielding.1910.32).
Biddenden. DM.
Bilsington. DM.

Bonnington. DM.
Boughton Malherbe. DM.

Boughton Mon.chelsea. 1086 two(4,8),
Brasted. 1086(4).
Breachkey. c1115(G.Ward.1932.45).
Capel. 1086(7b),at Tudeley.
Chart Sutton. DM.
Chevening, c1115(G.Ward.1932.47),
Chiddingstone c1115(G.Ward.1932.49).
Cowden. c1115(Gjard„1932,45).
Craabrodk. 1254.
Edenbridge. c1115(G.Ward.1932.51);parts of the building 0
Scott4C.1895.95-102),a chapel of Westerham until 1860(lial•
Knocker. 1926.66).
Egerton. 1291 a chapel,still so 1640(E.Hasted.11i.1790.222).
Frittendes. c1240,PRO E 164/27,
Goudhurst. DM.
Great Chart. DM.
Hadlow. 1086(7b),
Hawkhurst. DM.
Headcorn. DM.
Hever. c1115(G.Ward.I932.49),
High Halden. DM.
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Horsmonden. 01115(G,Urd.1932.45),
Hothfield, DM.
Hunton. possibly one of the two churches in Yaldiag 1086(14:G,Wa
1932,44,ia c 1115 Bensted ix Huntox was a chapel of Yalding).,
Kenardingtox. DM.
Kiagsaorth, DM.
Lamberhurst, 61115(G.Ward.1932.45).
Leigh. 01115(G.Ward,1932.44).
Little Chart. 1254.
Linton. c1115(G.Ward.1932.45),chapel to East Farleigh 1291,
Lympne. priests 1086(4),parts of the church c1200(G.M.Livett,193:
221-40).
Marden. DM.
Mersham. 1086(3b).
Nettlestead, 1086(8b).
Newendea. DM.
East Peckham. 1086(4b).
West Peckham. c1115(45).
Orlestoxe. 1086 two(13b).
Pembury. c1115(4& G,Ward.1932.45).
Pensburst. c1115(G.Ward.1932.46);rector 1291 but still a chapel
1434-78(J.Thorpe.1769.136).
Pluckley. DM.
Rolvenden. 1254,
Ruckixge. 1254,
Sandhurst. 1254.
Seveaoaks. c1115(G„Ward.1932.53).
Sevenoaks Weald., possibly the Wodlond in Shoreham Deanery 1291,
Sovington. 1086(13).
Shadoxhurst, 1254.
Shipbourne. 1291 chapel to Toxbridge(R.Furley.ii.1874.32-8).
Smardea, DM.
Smeeth. possibly the chapel of Lympxe 1291.
Speldhurst. c1115(G.Ward.1932,45).
Staplehurst. 1254,
Stone. c1240,PRO E 164/27.
Sundridge. 1086(3).
East Sutton. DM.
Sutton Valence. DM,two in 1086(8);bat 1254,1291 a chapel of East
Sutton,
Teaterdea. possibly Saxon(G,Urd.1937.249,c 1240,PRO E 164/27,
Tonbridge. c1100(L.F.Salzmax(ed.)1932.155
Ulcombe. DM.
Warehorxe. DM.
Westerham. e1115(G.Ward.1932.47).
Wittersham. DM.
Woodchurch DM.
Yalding. 1086 tft(14),
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The c1115 list which mentions many Kentish churches,apsears tut ti
Textus Roffeasis;G,Ward.1932.54-8,gives reasons for believing thl
it was drawn up by 1089 and that many of the churches included
were of Saxon origin.The list in the White Book of St.Augustines,
PRO 3 164/27,was drawn up c1240(Gjard.1937,242,correcting his
dating of c1200 in 1933.84)but it also was probably based on an
earlier list(G.Ward.1932.54).
SURREY
Abinger. 1282-1304(BM.Egerton. MS 9031 f 1).
Alfold. part of the church 01100(VOH.S7.3.1911.79).
Betchworth. 1086(35b).
Bletchingly, 1152(BM.Cott.M8.Vesp.F XT. f 176),
Bramley. possibly among the three churches of Odes fee 1086(WIT.
Az.3.1911.86).
Burstow. 1121(J.H.Round(ed.)1888.14).
Capel. chapel 1095(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1932.22);separated from Dorki
1334-7(VCH.Sy.3.1911.140).
Charlwood. oldest part c1100(VCH.8y.4.1912.187-9),
Chiddingfold. c1180(VCH,Sy.3.1911.15).
Cranleigh. part c1170(VCH.8y.3.1911.92).
Crewhurst. part early C 12(VCH,Sy.4.1912.279).
Dorking. c1095(L.F.Salzmax(ed.)1932.22),
Dunsfold. built c1270-90(V0H.Sy.3.1911.95),
Ewhurst. part C 12(YCH.Sy.3.1911.101),1206(PRO.KB 26/42 m17).
Godstone, part 0 12(VCH.8T.4.1912.288),
Habibledon. 1291,
Honey. 1190(PRO.E 164/95 f 16v).
Horne. part mid 0 13(VCB.SY.4.1912.295),chapel of Bletchingly
since 1705(Private Act 3 and 4 Anne 028).
Leigh 1202(VDH.8y.3.1911,212),
Limpsfield. 1086(34).
Ling/field. late C 10(BM.Cott.MS Vesp.D ix f 32).
Newdigate. 0 12(BM.Cott.MS.Nero 0 111 1 f 188).
Nutfield. 1086(34).
Ockley. 1291,
Oxted. 1086(34).
Reigate. 1164-99(W.Dugdale.Mon.vi.1830,172),
Tandridge, 1086(34b)at Tillingdon.
Witley. 1086(36 .
Wonersh, part c105TCH.Sy.3.1911.1263.
Wootton. part c1050 VOH4Sy.3.1911.159 .
SUSSEX
Albourne, 1291.
Ardingly. 1113(PRO.Anciest Deed.A 461i„
Arlington, part Saxon(H.Poole.1948.43 ;not

Ashbursham. 1086( 18) .
Ashington 1235(L.F.Salzmax(ed.)1923,10).
Ashurst. 1291,chapel to Steraing.
Balcombe. 1091 -8(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1932.17).
Barcombe. 1086(27b).

1086,but 1291,
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Battle. built 1107-24(M.A.Lower(ed.)1851.61-2).
Bexhill. 1086 two(18);one probably Northeye in Bexh1ll(V0H Sx.9.
1937,123).
Beckley. part c1100(VOH.Sx.9.1937.147),ref,C 12(Cai.Aaciest Deed
111.532),
Billingshurst. 1291.
Bolaey, part early C 1g(W.H.Godfrey,M,1947,103).
Bodiam, 1291,
Bred*, possibly one of the five churches of Rameslie 1086(17);pa
late G 12(W.H.Godfrey4.1947.123-4).
Brightling, 1086(18b).
Burwash. part early a 12(W.H.Godfrey.030 1947.167);rer.pre 1170(
BM.Harl.Ch.86 G 42).
Buxted, 1254.
Catsfield. chapel 1086(18),church 1291,
Chaney. 1269(PRO.0 132/37/4),
Cbalvimgtom. 1291.
East Chiltington. part early C I2(VOH.Sx.7.1940.100),chapel tko
Westmestom until 1909,
West Chiltingtom. 1086(24b).
Chithurst„ building c1080(P.M.Johmstom.8A0.1912.97-107),1086(23)
Chiddingly. e1100(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1932.737.
Clayton. 1086(27).
Cowfold. 1291.
Crawley. part C 14(VCH‘ 5x.7.1940.146-7);1542 a rectory„though it
11 technically a chapel to alaughalE.H.W.Duakia(ed.)1914,239
certainly a separate parish in 1612 I.C,Hamaah.1912.2).
Crowhurst. pre 1180(L.F.8alzmamaggl8x,2.1907.76).
Cuckfield. 1091.-8(L.B.Salzmam(ed.)1932.15).
Dallimgtom. 1237(Reg,Sherborme f 70v).
Ditch1img. 1086(26).
Rtchingham. 1121(BM.Cott.M8.Vitell.E x f 27).
Ewhurst, parts late C 12(VOH ex.9.1937.267).
Fairlight. 1086(19b).
Fermhurst. parts C 12(VOH.Sr.4.1953.56),chapel of Easebourme
after 1542(1b.)
Fittleworth. 1291(1341).
notching, part may be BaxoR(H.Poole.1948.51).
Folkilligtom, 1291.
Frant. chapel c1174(J.Thorpe.I769-.45),still so 1291.
Framfield. 1223(BM.Add.MS 5706 f.89).
East Grinstead. 1091-1108(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1932.75).
West Grinstead. part c1100(W.H.Godfrer,M.1953.77-80).
Guestlimg. part 0 11(VOH.8x..9.1937.182);possibly one of the 5
churches of Rameslie 1086(17).
Hamsey. 1086(27b),
Hartfield. 1291.
Hastings-, probably two of the five in Rameslie 1086(17);1291 7•
Haileham. 1229(0,P.R,1225-32.248).
Heathfield. probably founded c1190(14F-.8alzmamm„1901.103-4),
Hellimgly. 1291.
Heafield. 770(308 206),1086(16b),
East Hoathly. 1291.
West Hoathly, 1091-8(L.F.Salzmaa(ed.)1952.17).

Hollington, 1086 no mention(though H.Poole.1948.56,refers to it:
but a chapel by 1090(F.W.B.Bullock.1949,31).

Hooe, chapel 1086(18),parish 1291,

Horsham. part G 12(M.1937.214).
Horsted Keynes. chapel 1121(BM.Cott.MS.Vitell.E x f27),churcht
c117b(L.k.Salzman(ed.)1932.108).
Hurstmonceux. 1086(18).
Hurstplerpoint. 1086(27).
Ieklesham. part pre 1125(G.M.Livett.8AC.1905.38-64),
Idea, possibly one of the five of Rameslie 1086(H.Poole.1948,73)
earliest •art C 12(VCH.Sx.9.1937.155).
Meld. 1247tReg. Sherborne f 72).
Iping. 1086 church scot paid;church 1170(E.M.tates.1953a,169)•
Isfield. 1291.
Itchingfield. part C 12(w.H.Godfrey.09.1955.120-1),1222(L.F.
Salzman(ed,)1903.no 172).
Keymer. 1086(27),Dut chapel of Clayton 1291(W.D.Peckham(ed.)1946
315-)and later.
' , 1949.129).
Kirdford. parts C 12(W.D.Peckhaut.3290
Laughtox. 1291.
Lixoh. 1086(23);this church lay In south of the parish,xow in
Beptox.The present church is the chapel of ease at Woodman's
Green,existing by 1610 and perhaps by 1521(VCH,Sx,4,1953.66).
Linchmere. part C 12(VCH.Bx.4.1953.69).
Liadfield„ 1254,
Little Horsted. 1291.
Lodsworth. chapel of Easebourne 1291(W.D.Peckham(ed.)1946.313-4)
and still so 1535.
Lower Beeding. possibly the second church of Beeding 1086(28) as
suggestedein G.Ward.221,1934.126(0Ut not VCH.Sx.1.1905.443);
not in 1291.
Lurgashall, part late C 11(W.H.Godrrey.01936.86-7),
Maresfield. chapel possibly built.by 1176(E.Turner.1857.41),1291
a church.
Mayfield. wii-s*wise
)0.254.
Mountfield. part early C 12(110ILSx.9.1937.236).
Newiek, c1095(L.F0Salzman(ed.)1932.21).
Ninfield. 1086(18).
Northiam. part C 12(W.H.Godfrey.M.1933.138-4).
Nuthurst. 1291,
Ore. part C 12(VCH Sx.9.1937.87-8).
Peasmarsh, part el100(G.M.Livett.SAC.1904,35;VTBT.9.1937,158).
the five in Raeslie
m
17);1274(BM.Add,
Pett. 1086 •ossibly one of th
.
.
MS. 39373. f 83).
Petworth 1086(16b).
Penhurpt. chapel 1237(VCH.Sx.9.1937.238);reetor by 1399(C,Eteddes
(ed.)4.1.1910,250).
Pevensey. 1291,
Playdek. 1086(20).
Plumpton, 1086(27),
Pulborougli. 1080 two(24b),
Ringmer. 1254,
Ripe. 1291;e0urch at Eekington in Ripe c1100(L.F,Salzmax(ed.)193
73).
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Rogate. 1189-90(J.H.Round(ed.)1899,240).
Rotherfield. 788(BC9 252),a fabricated grant,but later mention(
the church in 1093-1100(Z.H.Round.SAC.1898,49-51).
Rudgwick. 1291.
Rusper, 1291.
Rye, possibly one of the five churches of Rameslie 1086(17);1291
Salehurst. 1086(19),
Sedlescombe. chapel 1086(20),church 1225(9)4.1857,233),
Shermanbury, 1086(28b),
Shipley. c1080(L,F.Salzman(ed.)1923.1).

Slaugham, part early 0 12(yCH44.7.1940.184-5).
Slinfold. 1291,
Stedham. 1086(25),
Steyning, 1047(P.M.Johnstoa„1915,150);1086 two(17),
Street, two chapels 108127).
Terwick, part early C 12 yel049x4.1953.29),
Thakehan6 1086(29),
Ticehurst, 1086 oat Eazelhurst(19);pre 1180(L.F.Salzmanx.VCH
1907.75).
Tillington. part C 12(w.D.Peckham.,03‘19406.53),
Trotton. 1086(23),
Twineham, 1291,
Uckfield. 1291 a chapel of Buxted and still 1559(8.0 1860.257).
Udimore. 1086(19),
Wadhurst. part 0 12(W.H.Godfrey.Ing.1949,178-9),

Waldron. 1121(BM.Cott.MS.Vitell.E x f 27).
Warbletoa. 1086(25).
Wartling priest 1086(18);1291.
Warnham. 1291,
Washington. 1291,
Westfield, c1100(BM.Add.Ch. 20161).
Westham. part C 12(91%.1928.114).
Westmeston. part C 12(yCH.Sx.7.1940.117).
Whatlington. late C 12 a chapel(BLAdd.M5 6348 f 312);1291 churc
Wilmington. part late C 11(SAC.1851.60:G.M.Cooper);1209(VCH Sx.1"
1907.8.,
Winchelsea. possibly one of the five 1k Rameslie 1086(17);anothe
of the five may have been in Ihamothe small town replaced by
New Winchelsea after 1283(W.licla.lioman..SAC.1949,26),Two in Nei
Winchelsea,1291,

Wisborough Green. part early C 12(W.E,Godfrey.811940,75-6),
Withyham, 1291,
Wi g ton. 1086(28),
Wivelsfield. 1095(L.F.Salzmaged.)1952,22);chapel to Ditchling
1291,sepatated 1438-45(H.J.Rush.1870.50-6).
Woodmancote, 1086(28b).
Woolbeding. 1086(29b).
Worth. not in 1086 but Saxon work(E.Pcole,1948,43),
There is considerable evidence that certain parish units exis
by 1086(D.11.Gifford.1952-14,33-67;E.M.Yates.1953a.36,110-12-
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especially the correlation of the Ambersham charter of 963(BCS
1114)with the parish boundary)but this has not gone unquestioned
(D.C.Douglas„1944,criticised by G,Ward.A0.1945.86).There are a
few-Wealden instances of parishes which disapseared by 1600 and
also of other units incorrectly termed parishes,Shelley,southwei
of Crawley was a separate parish 1291 but by 1510 was a chapel
attached to Crawley(BILAdd.MS 39345 f 179)and in 1428 is a ref.
the parish of Shelley with Crawley(Peudal Alds,v.165),Chithurst
was a church in 1086,but in 1291 was omitted as too poor and by
1535 was a chapel to Iping(J,Bkineir(ed.)Valor Ece,1,1810,324).01
of the churches of Bexhill 1086 was probably Northeye(VOH Sx.9.
1937,123;J.E.Bay,1910.68)but by 1262 this was a chapel of Bexhil
(C.Deedes(edjii,1910,426-7),For several centuries Otham in Hail
sham was regarded as a separate parish unit(L.F.8alzmana.1901.188
90 ),The 1341 return for Wadhurst mistakenly refers to Prakkham
in Wadhurst as a parish,and Burgham in Etchingham-never a parieb
had a separate return in 1341.Pivingtox in Pluckley is given a
church 1291 and a parish return 1341;so also is BunctolLinWistio
generally regarded as a chapel to Achington(BM,Add,MS 5685 f 42)
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APPENDIX IV. Grants of markets and fairs,
G = grant* = market;F = fair.
KENT.
App ledore, F August 1 allowed 1279(Trin.Coll.Camb.M9 0,9/26 f
88);G of M on saturdays and F June. 11 1358(C.C.R.1341-1417,
157);ref, to M 1416-7(KA0.17 120/4 5)and to 2. 1581-5(KAO,U
575/T 1).Marked as market town by Symonson. 1596;F Atigust 1
'long since t ,Lambarde 1596(1826.51);F lune 11,Kilburne 165!
(1659.13).
Ashford. G of U on saturdays and F August 28-30 1241C.P.R.12;
-47.398);ref.to M and F 1275(R.Furley.11.1874.136 ;1465 G
F May 5-8(C.C.R.1427-1516.207);marked as market town by Syl
onson 1596;M saturdays,F August 29 .and. May 6 ace. to 811bu:
ne 1659(1659.15),but F ally 27 ace. Lambarde 1596(1826,53)
Bethersden, F July 20,acc.R.Kilburne 1659(24),
Biddenden. F October 28 aec, to W.Lambarde.1596(1826.54)and R,
Kilburne 1659(27).
Brenchley, ref.to M 1263-4(PRO.0 132/04,1 0027/5,1296(C 133/77/:
Bilsington, F June 24,acc. to R.K1lburne.1659(28).
Brasted, ref. to M 1296(PRO.0 133/77/3)and 1307(CIPM.iv,314-5,
F thursday in Rogation week ace, to W.Laubarde.1596(1826,54
and R.Kilburne 1659(37).
Great Chart, F March 25 allowed 1279(Trin.Coll.Camb.43 0.9/26
88);G of M wednesdays 1447(C.C.R.1427-1516.80),F OR March;
ace, to Harrison 1577(ed.Furnival1.11.1577.102),Lambarde 11
96(1826.54)and Kilburne.1659(49),
Chevening. F tuesday in Whit week(R.Kilburne.1659.54).
Cowden. ref.to F 1261(I.J.Churchill et al(eds.)1956.317);F
22 ace, to Kilburne 1659(62),
Cranbrook. G of M saturdays 1290(C.C.R.1257-1300.343i,Msrket
town ace. to Symonson;acc.Latbarde.1596(1826,53-411 saturd/
F May 29 and June 24(as Harrison. 1577.103),but Kilburne.
1659(6)gives F May 29 and Septedber 1,
Edenbridge, ref. to market 123?,W.Maitland(gd.)1887,mo 666)
and 1233(I.J.Churehill et al eds.)1956,250);these documenti
also refer to a payment of streetgavel which Maitland regal
ed as a tax for street repairs byt R.F.Jessup(Introd.to
Churchill et al(eds.)1956.xxiv)suggests wqs paid for liber1
to trade in the street.However the document of 1231 mentiol
both payments for the right to sell andlseparately,street...
gavel,so Maitland seems to bit right, F April 25,acc, to 11,
Kilburne.1659(91).
Goudburst. G of M wednesdays and F August 15 1380(C.C.D.13411417.262);acc, Kilburne 1659(112)M wednesdays,F August 15
and. F July 22 at Combwell.
Hadlow. F whitmonday(R.Kilburne.1659,117).
Hawkhurst. G of M tuesdays and F August 9-11 1312(C.C.R.1300-1
4

•
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189);ref. to fair 1460(T t Thorpe.1835.115)„and F on February 1
in 1531(A.Evans.1941.438).Acc. to R.Kilburne.1659.135,M and F
February 14 long discontinued and F August 9-11 only kept an
August 10-11.
Headcorn. G of A thursdays and. F June 28-30 1251(C.C.R.1226-5
362);aec. to Lambarde 1596(1826.54)fair on June 28,acc. to
R.Kilburne.1659(139)on June 29.
Horsmonden. F July 15 ace, to R.Kilburne 1659(147).
Hunton. G of M tuesdays and b.' vigil of Ascension to 3 days
after 1257(C.0.R.1226-57.463).
Hythe. G of F November 19-21 1261(0.C.R.1257-1300.36);market
town of Ssmonsoa;Harrison.1577(106)mentions F November 20,
Lembarde 1596(1826.53-4)4 saturdays and F November 17,Kilb
urne.1659(143)4 saturdays,7 June 29 and November 20.
Lamberhurst. G of M wednesdgys and F 23-24 June 1314(C.0.R.13
-26.274);F Mach 25 ace. to R.Kilburne.1659(161i„
Marden., F Septeaber 29 ace.to R.Kilburne.1659(182) .
Newenden. M 1086(4);1279 M T hursday(Pl aa.Quo Warr.324);ref.to
fair 1385(C.P.R.1381-5.532),
Orlestone. G of M thursdays and F May 21C.C.R.1257-1300.67)
Pluekley. F December 5,acc. Lambarde 1596 1826.55)and WtHarri
oh.1577(ii.106);Deeemher 6 ace, to Kilburne 1659(218).
Ruckinge. F allowed 1279(Trin.00ll.Camb.M8 0,9/26 f 88);F Jul
22 ace, to W.Laabarde 1596(1826.55).
Sandhurst. F December 7,acc. to Harri on 1577(ii.106),Deeembe
6 acclto Kilburne 1659(237),
Seal. G of M fridays and F September 15-17(C.C.R.1226-57.186)
G of M mondays and F June 28-July 1 1285(C.C.R.1257-1300.
284).
Sevenoaks. ref to M 1313(H.W.Knocker.1926.58);refs.1492 and
1570 to M on saturday4ib.51-68);market town of Symonson
1596;M saturdays and F June 29 and December 6 aec. to Kilb
urne 1659(244).
Shisbourne. G of M mondays 1285(and F 31 August-September 2)
-C.C.R.1257-1300.319;F September 1,aec. to R.Kilburne.1659
(247),
Smarden. G of M mondays and F September 28-October 2 1332(0,0
R,1327-41.260);inspeximus of this charter 1576(KAO.P 339)•
In Symonson's list of market towns but ma•eed by him with
parish,not market town,symbol;M fridays and F September 29
ace. to R.Kilburne.1659(250).
Smeeth. G of M 1337 on tuesdays(C.C.R.1327-41.423);ref. to ma
kat and fair 1530-1(KAO.0 71/M 51);F ace, to Lambar . de 1596
(1826.55)but ne mention of this in Kilburne.
Sveldhurst. G of M thursdays and F 5-7 May at Groombridge(0.0
1257-1300.329);;F May 6,ace. to R.Kilburxe 1659(254).
Stone-im-Oxney. F !ascension day,aec. to Kilburne 1659(262),
Sutton Valence. G
F 19-21 November mentioned 1222(Rot Lit.
Claus.1202-24.506);mark t town according to Symonsox • lo on
Aay 19,September 1,NoveMber 20,aee. to Kilburne 1659(267),
Ulcombe. Ref.1254-5 to market erected by warrant unknowx(PRO,
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JI.11361 m43);1292-3 a M fridays and F November 1-3 were
allowed4E.Ha8ted.11.1782.422).
Tenterden. 126'9 several shops recently erected(R.Fur1ey.11.1E
4.241);V April 26 ace. to Harrison 1577(11.109)and Lambare
1596(1826.55,but the wrong saint's day here);market and F
1600(MAeinbaum.1943.65);M friday* and F
25 aec,R,
Kilburne(271).
Tonbridge. G of F vigil-morrow of Holy Trinity 1316(C.C.R.13C
26.395);toll of market mentioned 1296(PRO.0 133/77/3).Refs
1570-1 to M and F August P8-30,0etober 17-19,Ash Wednesda3
morrow.Market town of Symonson and M fridays and F Ash Wed
,June 24',October 18 acc. to Laubarde 1596(1826,53,65)an4
Kilburne 1659(276).
Warehorne. G of M tuesdays and F 20-22 September 1267(C.C.R9
1257-1300.85),renewed 1280(ib.233).Aac. to Kllburne 1659t
282)F May 3 and September 21.
Westerham. G of M wednesdays 1227(0.C.R.1226-57,52);G M monde
and F 7-9 September 1351(C.C.R.1341-1417,124);Acc. to Kilb
me 1659(284)M wednesdays and F September 8,
Wittershaq6 F May 1 acc.to R. Kilburne 1659(291),
Yalding. G of M wednesdays and F June 28-30(C.C.R.1300-26.395
a market town on Saxton's map of 1575 but not on Symonson
Norden; F easter tuesda$ ace, to Kilburne 1659(300),
SURREY.
Bletchingly. ref. to shops and stalls 1263-4(PRO.0 132/27/5);
G of F October 31-November 2 1283p.C.R.1257-1300.268);F
November 2 acc.to LHarrison 1577 11,106),
Bums tow. G of M tuesdays and F 28-30 September 1247(C.C.R.122
57,326).
Charlwood. ref. to F July 25,1592(Pat.34 Eliz.pt iv,m 211c1 t
VCH.Sy.3.1911.184).
Chiddingfold. G of M tuesdays and F September 7-9 1300(C.C.R,
1257-1300.483).
Cranle1gh. G of M thursdays and F July 31-August 2 1272(C.C.R
1257-1300.183).
Dorking, ref. to M 1275(C.P.R.1272-81.173);ref. to market and
fair 1279(Plac.Quo Warr.745);market town of Norden 1594,
Godlione. G of M fridays and F December 5-7 1250(C.C.R.1226-5
350)at Marden.north of the Weald.
Ockley. G of M tuesdays and F July 19-20(C.C.R.1300-26.27)130'
ref. to market place 1449(Cal.Ancient Deeds.1.77).
Reigate. ref. to M 1276(Cal.Inga1sc.1.315-6);1279 right prov
to M saturdays and F tuesday ix Pentecost week rAugust 9-10
September 13-14SPlac.Quo Warr.737)0 1312 of M tuesdays
C.R.1300-26.194 „Market town as mapped by Node n 1594.
Tandridge. F in C 17(VCE.Sy.4.1912.322).
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SUSSEX
(The list earlier compiled by F.E.8awyer,1888.180-92,1s not
wholly accurate).
Ardingly. ref. to F June 29 in 1465,when receipts were nil(VC:
Sx.7.1940.129,from Norfolk MSS).
Battle. Grant of Sunday M by William 1(M.A.Lower(ed.)1851.37)
and copy of 1070-87 in W.Dugdale.Mon.iii.1821,245 X OA BIM
ays,save the 4 in harvestoprohibited 1448(27 El VI e 5)tand
M in Battle changed to thursdays 1566(8 Enz.. 14). 1114-2
0 of F 3-5 July(C.Johnson and H.A.Cronne(eds.)1956.no 1348
refs to Battle F 1527(A.Evans.1941.438)and 1643-9(T.B.Lenn.
rd.1905.109);F in Battle on Whitmonday and November 22,ace
to VCH Sx.9.1937.102.
Billingshurst. claim to F 1279 at Newbridge(Plac.Quo Warr.758
this document calls it a 3 day F.but then says it is eal y
the vigil and day of St.Simon and Jude,27-28 Oetober„It
ably extended to the 29th.
Bodiam. G of M •aturdays and F 25-6 July 1383(C.C.R.1341-1417
281).
Burwash, G of M fridays and F 30 April-2 May(C.C1.R.1251-3.82
G of g Aednesdáys and F 23-6 August(C.0.R.1300-26.137,wher
the fair granted earlier is given as 30 April-3 May);ref.
F 1343(Cal.Inq.Misc.ii.462).
Chiddingly, ref.to F on Dicker 1634(Bd.Add.MS 33117 f 15).
Crawley. ref.to M 1202(Piee Roll 4 John ed.D.M.Stenton.1937.1
where given as Cranleia and indexed as Cranleigh in Surrey
but since it liesin the Sussex account,it is more likely t n
be Crawley).Claim to F August 27-16(Plac.Quo tarr.755)is 12
when M said to be on fridays.
Cuckfield. G of M tuesdays and F Selstember 7-9 1255(C.C.R.1221
57.449);1312 altered to M mondays and F vigil-morrow of Ho:
Trinity(C.C.R.1300-26.194);both fairs 1465(rental,N9rfoik
M88),and ref.to M 1622-5(W.H.Godfrey(ed.)1928.22-1).
Dallington, G of F July 19-21 1337(C.C.R.1327-41 431),,and
1391(C.P.R.1388-92.403).
Ditchling. G of M tuesdays and F July 19-21 1312(C.C.R.1300-21
194);market town on Norden t s map 1595.
Framfield. G of F July 6-7 1314(C.C.R.1300-26.274).
East Grinstead. 1247 change of market froa ?(gap in MS)to moa
days and F July 24-26(0.C.R.1226-57.324);1285 the king's
changed from sundays to saturda's (0.01.R.1279-88.311);a4a.
ed as market town by Norden 1595,and ref. to 1660(F.1dull,
Guide to Kent Archives Office.1958.154).
West Grinstead. G of A mondays and 1? April 22-24(C.C.R.12571300.221)in 1280.
Guestling. G of F August 9-11(C.P.R.1247-58,345)in 1254.
Hailsham. G of A wednesdays 1252(C.C.R.1226-57.400);1278 Abbb
of Bayham won right to have fair at Otham(L.F.Salzmaxn.197
187);ref. to market plase(PRO.Cal,An.cient Deeds.i.472)1410
c1549 announcement that Weds.and Friday M would revive after
recent fire in town(PRO.DL 42/96 f 28v );1595 massed 13*
Norden as a market town.
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Heathfield. G of M thursdays and F June 15-17 1315(C.C.R.130C
26.306) early C 15 ref. to M thursdays and F April 3 and

June 16(17.D.Peckham,SN,1986.78,from Chichester Lib,C f 7)
Hastings, aec,to VCH.Sx.9.1937.14,M on wednesdays and saturde
and F thltNtuesday,July 26-27 and Noverber 23.0 of M monde
and F March 24-7 at Bulverhythe 1310(C.C.R.1300-26.137),
Hastings mapped as a market town by Norden 1595.
Horsham. G of F July 2-4 1233(C.C.R.1226-57.186);1449 G of hi
mondays and F November 15-17 and Mom-Weds,after Ascensioni
C.C.R.1427-1516.106;not 1460 as dm P.S.Godman.1903.181-94
F on June 24,July 27 and November 19 aec. to Harrison 1577
(ii.103-6);mapped as market town by Norden 1595.
Hurstpierpoint. G of F August 10 1312(C.C.R.1300-26.194).
Linehmere. G of F September 22-3 in 1199-1216;ehanged 1228 to
July 6-7(C.C1.R.1227-313.41),
Lindfield. G of hi thursdays and F May 1-9 and July 25-August
1343(C.C.R.1341-1417.24),
Mayfield. G of M thuredays and F May 18-20 1261(C.C.R.1257-13
38);G of M tuesdays and F May 18-20 1314(C.C.R.1300-26.274
G of M wednesdays and F October 30-November 2 and May 18-2
(C.C.R.1341-1417.346).
Northeye. G of M sundays for new town being built between Pev
ensey and Langney 1207(0.C.R.1300-26.220-1;repeat),
Petworth. F on Noveaber 20 mentioned 1275(L.F.Salzman.194475•
6Tind 1347-53(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1955.3,46);M mentioned 1347
53 ib.1,62);may eed as market town by Norden 1595.
Pevensey. (see Northeye supra);mapeed as market town by Norde
1595.
Playden. F on August 24 mentioned 1664(VCH Sx.9.1937.160-1),
Ringmer. G of M tuesdays and F vigil-morrow of Aseensio9283
C.C.R.1257-1300.268),
Rogate. G of F August 23-5 1268(C.C.R.1257-1300.88),C 13260.1
R.1300-26.493);ref.to fair 1590(VCH.Sx.4.1953.25).
Rotherfield, G of M N%ednesdays 1318(C:7:1.1300-26.395),ref.to
M 1589(C.Pu1lein.1928.39)„
Rudgwiek. elnim to F vigil-morrow of Holy Trinity 1279(Plae,Q
Warr.758).
Rye. G of F September 7-9 1290(C.C.R.1257-1300.342)and 1305
oetition to change it to August 11-16(PRO.SO 84:10/487);140.
ref. to existing M wednesdays and fridays ,and friday M th
changed to saturday(C.C.R.1341-1417.427).F August 24 aee,t
Harrison 1577(ii.105)and mapeed as market town by Norden
1595.
Salehurst. G of M fridays and F August 14-16 at Robertsbridge
1224-yot.Lit.Claus.1224-7.14b)but caneelled shortly aft,
(ib.16 ;1253 G of M mondays and F Sesteaber 14-16 at Bober
sbridge(C.P.R.1461-7.407-8);ref.to M 1348(Rot.Par1,11.1783
211)and 1545(BI.Add.M8 5679 f 106);ref.to F September 14-1
e1580(G.M.Cooper.1856.155);Mppped as market town by Norden
1595.
Shipley. Bouges in S.may be the Booth's Lands in St.Leonard's
Forest where yearly F on St.Leonard's Day(November 6)paeee
to ref.1608(BM.Add.M8 5705 f 134v) ;ref. 1441(PRO.3 1o1d145,
eit.W.H.Legge.1907.308).
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Tieehurst. 1542 funds left to institute a fair and 1600 'leen/
given for two(Pat.42 El1n.pt.13,eit„VC Ti Sx.9.1937.252).
Utkfield. 1285 ref. to M mondays 'it is not known if by lieeni
or not / (B.C.Redwood and A.E.Wilsogeds.)1958.95);G of F Ma:
3 1378(0.C.R.1341-1417.257),
Wadhurst. G of Iii(day unspeeified)and F June 29 1253(C.C.R.122A
57.432) ;1285 ref. to IL saturdays and F Jtine 29 and August
(13.C.Redwood and A.E.Wilsoa(eds. )1958.47),
Warbelton. G of P at Bueksteep June 23-25 1337(C.C.R.1327-134:
431).
Wartling. G of 141 thursdays and F August 28-30 at Rockland 1221
(Rot.L1t.Claus.1224-7,121);1n 1325 this right,hitherto unused,was confirmed(C.C.R.1300-26.479);G of hi tuesdays and.
F July 21-23(C.C.R.1327-41.341).
Westmeston. G of F November 11 1312(C.0.R.1300-26.194),
Wineb.elsea. ref. to U 1200(Pise Roll 2 John ed,D.M.Sten.ton.19;
248)and 1215(Rot.Lit,Claus.1202-24,237);1283 when town tral
sferred to IhEua new market plate laid. out(0.P.R.128i•••92.81,
mapped as market town by Norden 1595 but by 1652,to nudge
ed. 1818) . 259) trading had
from Evelyn' s des crip tion(
teased
Wisborough Green.. G of F July 31-August 2 1227(C.C.R.1226-57.
34);early C 14 ref. to fair on these days(W.D.PeckhantSNQ.
1926.78,from Chichester Liber C f 7),
lathyham. ref. to F Sestember 29(E.Straker(ed.)1933,29)1597-8,
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APPENDIX V. Parks.
This list gives the earliest and latest references to each park
which I have found,and also any figures of acreage.The comity
maps used are Saxton. for Xent,Surrey and Sussex 1555,Norden for
Surrey 1594,Nordea for Sussex 1595,6ymonson for Kent 1596,and
Nordon t s maps of all three counties supplemented by Speed 1610.
(For details of these,see Appendix 1),
Abinger. disparked 1464(PN.Sy.263).
Albourne. Speed 1610,
RotHund.i.1812,227);in 1541-2 234 acres ex01054
Aldington. 1275(_,
into it(R.Furley.i1.1874,426);on. Syrionson 1596,but
Speed 1610 and di sparked ace, to W.Lambarde 1596(1826.
51).
Alfold. 1297(PRO.0 133/80/6),1559(PN.ST.226).
Anstye in Cuckfield, Speed 1610,1611,
Appledore. wood called Oldepark 1399(Cal.IPM.iii„1821,262),
Ashford. New Park 1564(A.W.Hughes Clarke,1929,64),1596(W.Lambard
1826.51),
Ashore in Leigh. 1353(J.Thorpe.1769,466),1596(W.Lambarde,1696161
and throughout the 0 17(E.Hasted.iii,1797.245).
Ashurst, 1357(W.Hudson.1911.153).
Ashurst in Chiddingfold. Free warren grant 1303(0.0.R.1300,-26,35
park 1371(0.P.R.1377-81.104),1439(0.P.R.1436•41.337),
Barcombe, disparked 1594(1E,112.11.314).
Battle, park of Plessiez 0 12(M.A.Lower(ed.)1851.23),later calls
Plashet or Little Park(PN.8x.11.500,T,Thorpe,1835.91;E,Turner
1865,32-3,erronously suggests that Plashet was the Great Park
100 acres 1538(Pat.30 H VIII,Pt.iii,m 11) 9 1659 110 acres of I
leased(T.Thorpe.1835,161)and another 83 acres later in the
same year(ih.)
New Park in Battle 1331(T.Thorpe.1835.68)perhaps the Gre
Park of 300 acres 1538;1644 lately disparked(T,Thorpe,1835.16
and 281 acres of it leased 1651(ib,158).
Baynards In Ewhurst. 1313 a park in Ewhurst(C,P.R.1313-47.15);14
licence to impark 800 acres in Ewhurst,Oranleigh and RudgwIck
(C,C,R.1427-1516.98),which became Bayriards;1657(J.Evelyn.
Memoire.edA.Bray.i.1818.296).
Bedgbury in Goudhurst. Saxton 1575,Speed 1610.
Bentley in Cuckfield,1312(0.P.R,1307-13.531);1439 226 acres(W,E4
Godfrey(ed.)1928.191);1497-8 farmed(PRO.80 6/H VII/1494);1565
half demised(W.H.Godfrey(ed.)1928,17);ref,to half park 1613
(=.111,670).Early 0 17 map 476 acres(J.Cooper.1898.92)„ Not
on the county maps.
BethersdexotameWadundenneseark late 0 13(BM.Cott,MS.Faustwk I.f
142),
Bewbush, 1477-8(L.F.Salmaged.)1923,95);1549 767 acres(L3111s.
1861.118 ff);1609 disparked(BM.Harl,MS 703 f 140)but on Speed
1610,
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Bexhurst in Salehurst, 1330(PRO.0 131/3),by 1451 disparked(8,P,
Vivian( ed. )1953.113).
Billeshurst in Lingf1eld,1544(BM.Egerton MS 1967 f 6v),
Bilsington, 1256-62 park of 94 acres in Lower Bilsingtox(BM.Add,
M8.37018 f 14-47);not ntentioed ix the C 15 terrier in the MS,
Bishop's Wood,north of Hellingly, Saxton 1575,but not Speed 161C
Bivelhant in Mayfield. 1273-4(BM„Add,MS 5679 f 62),1308(C.P.11,13(
13.26,81) ,1472(M.Clough.1956.45-6 )
Blackhant in Withyham. a field name 1597-8(E.Straker(ed.)1933
Bletchingly, 1233(0.C1.R.1231 .4.204)two,later known as the Nortl
or Little and South or Great Parks;both Speed 1610,and 1680
North given as 1135 acres,South as 1681 acres,both long dispi
rked(Sy.A0•1871*216).
Boars Isle In Tenterden, 1244(BM.Cott.MS,Faust.292'),
f 292Y
Bookin.gfold In Yalding. 1326(Cal,Inq,Mise.ii.220);according to
Hasted(i1i,1790.33)in Marden,which is unlikely.
Bodiant, According to M.A.Lower(1857,275)Roger de Boas= had a
park t.Henry 11,eiting a list of knights' fees,but neitherthe
lists ix the Red Book of the Exchequer,nor thtbse in the Bled'
Book mention it.Bodiant park aspears 1440(C.P.R.1436-41,458),
e1495( S . P. Vivi an( ed. )1953.156) ,di sparked by 1611( T. Thorpe. 182
149),
Bolebrooke In WithyhEua, 1597-8(E„Straker(ed.)1933„32),
Boughton Malherbe Southpark 1292(PRO.0 133/61/22);1552 with lion
sparke( E.Has ted.11,1782,428) ;one( probably Southpark)Speed 161
Bralabletye in East Grinstead. 1610 Speed(on. Surrey,not Sussex
sheet).
Brasted. 1254-5(PRO.JI 1/361 nt. 373;1452-3 but probably disparke4
soon after(E.Hasted.i.1778.375 ,gone by 1596(W.Lambarde.18264
51),
Broadbridge in Slinfold. New Park 1275(Rot.Huad.ii.1818,203);ali
1278-9(PRO.JI 1/921 nt, 16),
Broorahant In Catsfield, a new park.1272-1307(S.R.Scargilla-Bird(ed
1887.14).
Broxhara in Edenbridge. 1505(R.Furley.11,1874,243),
Broyle In Ringmer and Frarafield. 1158-60(8A0.1875.72)1565 - asree
was c1600(as recorded 1602 in B111,Add.MS 5681 f 443'),1649 as
2046 acres(PRO.LR 2/299 f 216-29).
Buekholt in Bexhill.1252-3(V.D.Peckhant(ed.)1946.240),1569-70 it
was one and a half miles in circumference and. included 20 Ete/
In Cruhurst(BM.Add,MS 5679 f 82);1447 licence was given cko
impark 2000 acres in Bexhi/l(C.C.R.1427-1516.92),but was
probably never implemented..
Buckhurst in WithyhEua„ 1272-3SL.F.Salzman.1942-3,40);1597-8 115C
acres(E.Straker(ed.)1933.8 ;1650 ref, to 44 and half acres
recently enclosed from Ashdown(PRO,E 317/Sx/26).
Burstow. 1200-5(BM.Add,Ch.7620);disparked 1590 ace.to Pat.32 Eli
pt xvIlra 37,but on Speed 1610 and mentioned 1649(VOILST,N1i
179) .-part may have remained imparked.
Burwash, 1247(C.C1.R.1242-7.532);1334 100 acres(PR(XC 135/40/8);
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1341 -mention was made of 2 tenements in Burwash and 2 in Etching
am( valued at 28/- p.a.)reeently islarked-G.Vanderzee(ed.)1607.SP
partly cultivated 1507(y002.9.1937.197),perhaps still exis tin
1597(8.P.V1vian(ed.)1953.202).
Cage in Totbridge. c1495(R.Furley.11,1874,431),and 1560-1(lb.);
di sparked by 159T.Lambarde.1826.51),
Chart Sutton,. 1086(8 ,
Chesworth. 1549(H.Ellis.1861.11g ff);disparked 1587(PRO,R 134/30
Eliz/Bilary 6),and disparked area given 1608 as 233 acres(BM,
AddaS 5685 f 68v-9,fromPRO,:Llt 2/196 f 7-13).
Cradbrook, land 'called Urehyngsark C 15-BM.Add.M8 33902 f 2',
Cranleigh..gigh Park 1485,New Park 1521(7.817.234),
Crowhurst. 1310(Cal,Ing.Misc Aii.463);1444 BAL,Add,MS 31583). ,
Cuckfield. 1218(F.LMaitland(edji,1888.f20-1),1439 229 acreekW.
Godfrey(ed.)1928.191),1497-8 in farm(FRO.SC 6/ g VII/1474),Spe
1610 and early 0 17 192 acres(J.P.Cooper.1898,92)„1615 ttbs
parke or inclosed ground9(W.H.Godfrey(ed.)1928.18)
Danny or Great Park of gurstpierpoint, early C 13 license to ins
lose(cited C.P.R.1354-8.18);1343 licence to inelose another 1
furlongs of wood and denesne(confirmed ibid.); 1570 100 acres
recently impaled(SAC.xxv.166);ref.1652(BM.Add.M8 5683 f 112).
Dedisham in Slinfold. 1321 two parks here,Hertpark and Suthpark
(L.F.Salzman.1955,48,fram BM.Rarl.MS 173);1541 reference to
one park calling it Rudgwick(BA(.Add.MS 5687 f 121);1623 to
Lodge Park in the south end of Dedisham Parkr48R0.A44,MS 1438
Deffindone(unid.) park 1269-00(BM.0ott.M8.Vespa xxiii f 27T).
Ditehliag. T.HUtchinson.1861.241,says there was a park here 1086
(incorrect)and that a 300 acre'area was gievn in a gift of
1180-1204(ib.243);this I eannpt trace,but John granted free
warren here(as confirmed 1279-41MQuo Warr.750)and park neui
ioned 1274(C.P.R.1272-81.69).1439 300 aires(W.H.Godfref(ed,)
1928.191) ;Saxton 1575 but 1597 demised(W.H.Godfrey(ed, 1928,4
absent from Speed 1610 and described 1632 ela t ion dl sparked"
BM.Add.MS 5683 f 114).
Dorking. 1283(VMSy.3.1911,146).
Drungwick in Wisborough Green. licence to inpark 2000 acres 1441
(C,C.R.1427-1516,94)„probably never implemented,.
Dunhurst iaWisborough Green, 1283(CP.R.1281-92.81),1356(C.P,R.
1354-8.335).
Elfold(Tenple Elfold)in Cape].. created between 1601 and 1.6469
when it was 100 aeres;by 1664 partly in tillage(VCH.8y.4,191S
430).
Eridge in Frant. 1588(C.Puneln.1928,90);mapped laWaterdown.
Forest by Synonsos 1596;also on Saxton 1575 and Speed 1610,
Etchingham. Free warren grant of 1253(C.C.R.1226-57.416)probab34
led to imparkingyCH.Sx.9.1937 0 213);p ark over 400 acres is
1330(PROX 131/3 ,part' cultivated 1597(8.P.Vivihn(ed.)1953.2(
Fairlight. "terra vocata le Park' ,undated references prcbablroi
the C 1548M.Add.MS 5680 f 123,125.
Fittleworth. 1335(C.P.R.1334-8.135).
Footlands in Sedlescombe. 1340(E.Turner.1861,135,c i ting Collsge
Arms Deed I, 17),

b2./
Fragbarrow and Shortfrith in Ditchling. 500 acres in north of t1
parish 1439(W.H.Godfrey0ed.)1928.191);by end of the 0 15 it
was broken up into farms(BM.Add,MS 5683 f 113-4).
Frankham in Wadhurst. Land sorth 10/- in tithes enclosed in thli
park 1291-1341(G.Vanderzee(ed.)1807,376);1597(BM.Add,MS 5682
f 11v),
Gateshant. 1353 in Slinfibld,including 60 acres called Plattere(W,
D. Peckham( ed. )1925.67),
Glassenbury. licence 1488 to impark 1600 acres in Oraltbrook•GouC
hurst and. Ticehurst(C.P.R.1427-1516.268);Speed 1610,
Greenhurst in Buxted, 1285 a park in Grenherst borgh(probably
Greenhurst)of Southmalling manor-B.C.Redwood and A. Eon ISM
(eds.)1958.61,
West Grinstead. Park here 1606(BM.Add,MS 5685 f 128 v) ,Old. -and 21(
Parks in 1617(ib.);not on the county maps.
Groombridge In Speldhurst. Symoason 1596„Seeed 1610,
Halley in Westmeston. 1442-50(PRO.0 1/15/126);1556 refer/lase to
It as disparked(BM.Add.MS 5684 f 17)but perhaps not wholly sc
since it is also referred. to as enclosed 1634(BM.Add.Ch.2965I
Hamsell
Frant. placename 1625(C.Pullein.1928.361),
Hamsey. 1233(F.W.Maitland(ed.)1887,no 806),
Heathfield. 1291-1341 land worth 20/- in tithes p.a. exclosedin
a park in Heathfield(G.Vanderzee(ed.)1807.356);lieence 1447 1
enclose 2000 acres in Heathfield and Bishopstone(C.C.R,1427..
1516.94),probably never implmented;1610 license to impark 60(
aeres(BM.Add.MS 5681 f 127 v ) vend ref.1644(BM.Add,MS 33084 f
Hedgecourt In Horne, 1366(C.01.11.1364-8.271);the parish Is not
specified. in the Calendar, but the park is identified with
Hedgeeourt In VCH.Svi.4.1912,294;1407-8(ib,). Speed 1610,
Hellingly. 1548(BM.Add.MS.5681 f 343),1623(1b.),Speed 1610,
Hendee.. 1544 300 acres(BM.Add.MS 33889 no 707-709)4552 said tc
include lands in Sun.dridge.Brasted and Chiddingstone(BM.Add.1
33917 f232);disparked by 1596(W.Lambarde.1826.51).
Henfi eld.1373-4( W. D. Peckham( ed. )1925,123) ;1647(H. de C andole, 19e,
103).
Herat. mapped northeast of Granbrook by Symons= 1596(perhaps aj
park at Hemsted,north of Benen.den tmarked by Saxton 1575,but
no other early maps),
Hertislark t . a wood in Tenterden 1350(BM.Cott.M8.Faust.A 1,f 431
called in a later copy Matthewes Park,
Hever, c1240(H4C.Penshurst 1132.1.1925,96);disparked by 1596(W.
Lambarde.1826.51),
High Heiden.. referred to as Rolvenden park in Haldeu manor 1540(E.Hasted.iii,1790.86)Ind it lay in the south of High Hal.deR
near Rolvenden as Symonson 1596 shews;Speed 1611.
Horne, 200 acres 1334(PRO.0 135/38/17);Speed 1610,
Horkb.es, 1542-3 ref.to mansr of Hawksbourne alias Old Parke in
Rusper and Horkham(B11.Add,MS 5685 f 138);the New Park mentioi
InC,P,R, 1553.102 was In Beeding t as the Calendar shews 214e4
notpas suggested by W.D.Cooper and M.A.Lower.1866,146,1n.
Horsham,
Little Horsted. c1295(L.F.8alzman(ed.)1932,112);Speed 1610,
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Hungerihall Park, In 1260(0.P,R.1268-1260licence given to i1pa3
the wood of Hangre within the forest of Pembury;the Calendar
indexes this as Hanger wood in Pamber,Hants.„but it might be
Hungershall,called Hungares on Symonson 1596, Speed 1610,
Hunton, imparked 1603-P5 around Burston in Hunton(E.Hasted,11„
1782,301).
Hurstmonceux. 1264(M.A.Lower(ed.)1851,201);enlarged 1413(PRO.0
/445/9)and by 600 acres 1441(C.C.R.1427-1516,14);1643.09(T,B.
Lennard,1905,111),
Hurstpierpoint. Little Park 1552(BM,Add.MS 5683 f 173 17)1570 one
and one half miles e1rcumference(E.Turner.SAC.1873.165);16480
(E.H.W.Drunkin(ed.)i.1914.235-6),
Iden, 1298(C.P.R,1292-1301,341);1318(CIC.R.1300-1326492),
Iwood in Newdigate, 44 q64GalTIPM, 1307(PITAY.86)c1604(E.Straker.
1931,451-4)1636(PN.SY.a6).
Iwsod in Warbleton, 100 acres C 16(VCH.Sx.9.1937.197),
Kingsnorth. 1475 'le Park Gatet(A,BUssey.1938.53),
Kneppoin Shipley, c1145(L,P,Salzman(ed.)1923.7),Speed 1610, 165i
'lately disparkedqBM.Add.MS 5685 f 163T).
Ladyspark in Penshurst. 1444-5(HMC„Penshurst.i.1925.235),
Lagham in Godstone. 1316(PRO.0 134/52/10)000 acres 1349(PRO„C
135404/23),
Laughton, Hunting lodge in C 13(M.Clough,1956,172),and Little
Park from this time;on Speed 1610, Licence to enclose GrOti
Park 1524(BM,Add.Ch.30460),enclosed 1529-31;also known as the
New Park in the Irert(PN.Sx.ii,403)and Hallam Park;stilI exisl
lug 1634(J.C.K.Cornwal1.1953.176)and later.
Limpsfield. Norden 1594 and Speed 1610 mark a park here,just eam
of Crowhurst;1616 licence to impark: 400 acres(VCH.S7.4.1912.
300).
Littleworth in Cowfold, 1484-5(alLag.iv.422).
Loddenden in Staplehurst, 1367-8(PRO.8C 2/181/69),This was the
park of W.Osbarn;in 1371 ref,is made to the parks of J,Foghe:
and T.Robert,both in Loddendeur 2/181/71),
Lurgashall, 13350.P.R.1334-8,135 ;1557 disparked(BM.Harl.MS 60(
f 45).
Maresfield. 1283(C.P,R,1281-92,65,96);Speed 1610,1625(BM.Add.M8
5682 f 21).
Mayfield. 13010,P.11,1307-13,26,31) ;enlarged by 74 acres 1354(04
R,1354-8.40 ;Speed 1610.(There were also lands inilayfield
1598 called Hawksden Parke-BM.Add,MS 5679 f 48).
Medhorne in Petworth. 1423-4(Cal.IPM.iv.1828.81),1569-70 160 as]
(BM.Add.US 5688 f 3),grant of free warren 1616-17(BK,Add„M8
5688.f 53),
Mersham. 1608(R.FUrley.ii,1874,523);perhaps the park at Scott's
Hall in Smeeth on Simonson 1596 and Speed 1610.
Michelham in Arlington. 1229(C.P.R.1225 4.32,248,where under its
original name spark of Peverse),1536 disparked(PRO,ExchAR,X11
833/39,cit.L.F.8alzwann,1901,24).
Mildmay in East Peckham. 1634(E.Hasted,ii,1782,279),
Netherfield. 1200-5(HAC.Penshurst 1(88,1,1925.59).

Newnham in Buated. 1273(PRO.0 133/8/7);aecording to E.Straker(e
1933.16 tdisparked by 1597-8 tbut mapped by Speed 1610.
Northfrith in Tokbridge, 1296(PRO.0 133/77/3);Speed 1610.There
only one Northfrith recorded in PNK and I therefore conclude
that this was the Northfrith Park mentioned in the Penshurst
estate 1573-4(HMC.PenshurstMSSei.1925.257);thls is confirm&
by Lambardes statement(1826.51)that Northfrith was three pa:
-s t whieh can be correlated with the 1541 Penshurst statement
that Northfrith had three walks t including one called Old Par:
another, Little Park(ib.237),
Northpark in Leigh.1356(PNK 86);1552 300 acres(C.P.R.1550-3.358.
Lee Park als Northpark in Leigh) ;Speed 1610.This park 10 refl
red to t e 1380 and 1465-7 as in Penshurst(HMC.Penshurst MSS•i,
1925.233 .-5)but t thaugh near Penshurst village and in the Pens.
hurst estate t it was in Leigh.
Ockley. 1278-9(PlacsQuo Warr.744),
Oxenhoath in West Peckham, two disparked by 1596(W.Lambarde,182i
51);a 1621 map marks Upser Park(25 acres),LowerPark(22)and
Warren(18)as fields at Oxenhoath(ICAO.0 31/P 3),
Oxted, 1278-9(Plac.Quo Warr.744);Speed 1610,
Pallingham in Wisborough Green. 1233(C.01.141231-4,189),1331(PR
C 135/24).
Panthurst in Sevenoaks, disparked by 1596(W.LaMbarde.1596,51);
disparked acreage 1630 was 423(G.Ward.1931b.42-4),
East Peckham. licence after 1625 to enclose around RoydoniNall(1
Hasted.i.1778.275);1645(AC.1861,161-70).
Pembury. licence to add 50 acres to existing park 1396(0.C.R.134
-1417.368);ef.Hungers1all,
Penshurst, Whether there was a Penshurst Park besides the sever
named parks in the parish and estate is a difficult problem.]
1353 Ashore Park(actuaily in Leigh)is called the Park of Peru
urst(Jahorpe.1769.466);in 1552 Ashore was hate parcel of
Penshurst Park' (C.P.R.1550-3.359).Berspark Ladyspark,Redleaf
and Southpark were all apparently In Penshurst parish but La!
barde 1596(1826,51)mentions both Southpark tad Penshurst Par]
so these two must have been different;I find no mention of
Redleaf after 1521 t or Ladyspark after 1445 t and.Lambarde also
mentions as separate Ashore and Northfrith(which last is appi
ently called Penshurst Park in 1541-HMC.Penshurst MS8,1,19254
237),The Penshurst Park of 1596 must therefore be either Re&
leaf or Ladyspark or a further separate park t perhaps traceabl
back to the Penshurst Park mentioned 1308(C.P.R.1307-13,55)113
possibly the 250 acre Northlands Park of 1552(1/y.1550-3.3580.i
which was clearly separate from Northpark in Leigh,
Petworth. Great Park 1347(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1953.4),Little Park 1:
2-3(ib.65);the Coney Park(in the Little Park t as the 1610 map.
Fig.9-shews)appears 1193-1245(Hon.H.A.Wyndham.1954.55),Great
Park 1335(C.P.R.1134-.8.135). 105 acres added to Little Park
1499(Hon.H.A.Wyndham.loe.eit) v another 200 acres 1592(G.R.Batl
1956-7.437);see also text t p.72-5,Great and Little Parks mAppl
1610(figs.9,10);1614 .-35 Great Park was dIsparked(text0.72).
Plashet in Ringmer. 1288(pN.Sx.ii,356),Speed 1610.
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Pirefeld in Pluckley, 1200(I,J.Churchill et al.(ed.)1956.18).
plashey. a Sussex park in the Duchy of Lancaster 1315(BM,Har1,MS
2077.f 375);perhaps the park at Pashley in Ticehurst,into whl
land worth 20/- p.a.in tithes was enclosed 1291.4341(g,Vander
zee(ed.)1807.350).
Plottsbridge Park in Framfield and Little Horsted, 1542-3(BM,Add
MS,5682 f 119).
Polledessark„ a wood in Tenterdeu 1350(B1L,Cott.M8,Faust.A.1 f 43
Postern Slt Tonbridge, c1495(RFurley„ii.1874,431);1521 3 miles
cireumference(L„and P.11 V111.1519-23.508);by 1596 dispark ed.
(W4Lambarde.1826.51).
Pulborough, 1252(C.P.R.1247-58,134),
Redleafoin Penshurst, 1466-73(HMC.Penshurst MS8.1.195,235-6);15
survey stated that this park and. Ashore were separated only b
a river and the circumference of both was 5 miles(R,Furley,ii
1874.428-9;not in the Calendar Land P,H VI11.1519-23,508).
Reigate,1279(pN.Sy.307),1622 201 acresr0=4,3„1911.232),
Ringmer. 1279-92(D.Douie.1952.93);1618 ESRG,AddaS 138).
Ripton, Great and Little Ripton park in Ashford and Westwell
inclosed after 1625,with circumference of 7 miles;1655 d/spar
ed(R.Furley.ii.1874.554).
River in Tillington and Lurgashall, 1481 7 miles circumfevenge(1,
F.Salzman,1941.193-6,from PRO.CP 40/876 m400);Speed 1610La/s
1577-HMOLvii.630),This may be the park in which River(Trevel
chapel was given grazing rights 1215-47(W.D.Peckham(ed)1946,
299),
Rotherfield, park 1086(16),1262(PRO.0 132/27/5);a park enclosed
within Rotherfield chase and thus perhaps the ancestor of
Eridge Park.
Saperton in Heathfield. 200 acres 1378-9(8/ IPM„iii,1821.17)„
Sedgwick in Horsham4Nuthurst and Broadwater„ 1305(A„Ponsonby,19'2
75) 9 400 acres 1326(PRO.0 134/97/7);disparked by 1587(PR0„E 12
30 Eliz/ Hilary 6),
Shelley in Crawley. 1291-1341 3 tenements and 1 earueate taken_
into this park(G 9 Vanderzee(ed.)1807.380);647 acres 1587-8(BMt
Add,MS 5686 f 67),1609 called disparked(BM 4 Harl.M14703 f 140)
but on Speed 1610,
Shermanbury. 1377(P.S.Godman.1921.134,140);Speed 1610.
Shillinglee in Kirdford. 1442(7.Dallaway and E.Cartwright.18324
L360;1438 1700 acres(G.H.Kényon.1951.123-4);Speed 1610,but a]
disparked by 1648.1t was then still c1700 acres;the Deer part
of c400 acres was also cultivated from c1600(G.H.Kenyon6ib,1t
Stoke Park in Shipley. 200 acres 1326(PRO.0 134/97/7).
Stssinghurst In Cranbrook„ created early C 16(E„Basted.iii.1790,
49),Speed 1610,
Slaugham. 1339(PRO.0 135/60/6);1629(M.H.Cooper.1920.45).
SolwYk in Wi g ton, 1357,1370(W,Hudson.1911.153,157),
Southfrith in Tonbridge. called chase 1329-30(PRO,S0 6/890/22);
marked as enclosed on map t.li VIII(PRO.MPI 68);1623-1710(EAO,
U 38/T 1).Symonson maps it with an enclosure,Speed without;
W.Lambarde 1596(1826,51)ealls it a forest.Sinee a house Italie
Somerhill was built here in the early C 17,the park.somstimem
was called Somerhill also(1660-E.Hasted,ii,1782,34u)
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Southpark, 1349 219 acres(PRO.0 135/95/13);1596(W,Lambarde.1821
51),
Starborough(or Prinkhom)in Lingfield. 1373(0,Manning and. W„Bra;
11.1809.340).Speed 1610.
Stoneland in Withyham. 1597-8 520 acres(E.8traker(ed,)1933,8),
1668(C.N.SuttoU.1902.15-16).
Strode in Wi g ton.. 1357(P.S.Godmant1911.131).
Strudgate in Ardingly, 1571 lease(PCC 45 Holney);1630„when iti
lands skid to extend into West Hoathly,Worth and Baleosbe
alsovit was lately disparked(IPM n 6 Chas.1.pt 1.60).
East Sutton. 1416-17(KAO.0 120/M 5);a park in late C 16 which
Has ted suggested(ii.1782.408,418)was imparked after 15444bw.
may go back to that of 1416;disparked by 1596(4Lambarde.181
51).
Swayne in Frant, This name apolied(Swayne park)to lamas in Fres
between Kent Ditch and Waterdown Forest 1573(BM.Add.M8,5681
f 292');PITAx gives no ref. to this home under Frant,
Tandridge, 100 acres 1351(CIPM.1x.443); t 1e Ould Park' 1522,poot
ably disparked(pIT.Sy,336).
Treve. see River.
Trotton, 1335(C.P.R.1334-8.198).
Turzes in Etchingharg and Burwash, License to impark 1000 acres
1447(C,C,R.1427-1516,94),probably never implemented,
Twineham, 1339(PRO.0 135/50/6).
Udimore, 1529 park called le Fryth of more than 200 acres(PRO,C
135/14/1).1479 licence given to impark land at Dixter in
Northiam and Udimore(C.P.R.1476...85,162).
Vachery in Cranleigh. 1245(C.C1.141242-7,288);1580 ref.tp Old
park of Vachery and Little Park,part of the Old. Park(E.Strak
1941.41) ;Speed. 1610,
Verdley in Fernhurst, 1541 200 acres(W.S.Ell1s,1885.210;AA,
Tudor.1934,22);Speed 1610.
Wakehurst in Ardingly. Saxton 1575;1630(IPM.Ghee 6 Chas,1.pt,i,
no 80),
Warningore Park in Chailey, 83 acres,now disparked 1661(BM.Add4
MS. 5684 f 155).
Westerham, 1297-1350(T,A.M.Bishop.1938,41),
Whitley Forest, in Sevenoaks Wealdstemp.Eliz.(E.Hasted,1t1778,
53
355).
Wigsell in Salehurst. grant of free warren 120b(C,C.R.1226•.57,
416) ;par by 1307(8.P.Vivion(ed.)1953,132);gone by 1597.
Wilting in HolliOgton. 1086(181nyCH.Sx.1.1905,398) ;possibly
the ancestor of Crowhurst Park.
1610(mayt
Wi g ton. park just north of the church marked. by Speed
one of the earlier ehere recorded parks in the parish,Soliro
or Strode).
Witley. 1314(C.P,R,13131 7.135 ); 1547 6 miles eireumferense(PRO.
LR 2/190 f 134);1656(Feet of Fines,Sy,Mieb.1656,pt,i).
park of
Worth. one park 1279(Plae.QudWarr,750);by 1326 'another
232 acres 'newly enclosedT(CIPM.v1.437).T4ese two were the
Great and Little Parks of Worth.The Little is marked by Spec
Great appears
1610 and noted 1615(BA.Add.M8 5684 f 167);the
the
impaled
area
1470(BILAdd,MS 5683 f 7v )and is probabl y

532marked as Tilgate on Speed's map in 1610,The name Tilgate only
appeared in the 0 16(W.H.Legge.1907.312),The Little Park of
Worth,which lay further northvis I think the same as the park
of Crabbett despribed as lying on the northern margin of Worth
Pores t(VCH,Sx. ii .1907, 310-12)

APPENDIX VI, Rights to free warren.,
This list gives,on a parish basin s -the dates and sources of
grants of free warren(marked thus G),confirmations(0)-where th
can be separated-and later references to warrens.Enclosed warr
ens within parks are omitted.and the rights to free warren givi
to a landlord generally covered only his demesne lands;thus th
inclusion, of any parish is no guarantee that a large part of 1.
surface was affected by free warren rights.
Besides rights in specific parishes,some broader priveleges
existed- also pmany recorded in the Hundred Roll inquiries of 12'
The Abbot of Robertsbridge had free warren over all his lands
Staple hundred( L. F. Sal zman, 1944 ...5 „ 75 ) , the Earl of Surrey warm
over the- Rape of Lewes(ib,1942-3.43),john de Bretagne over all
his lands in Hastings Rape(ib,1944-5,75),Peter of Savoy all th
Rape of Pevensey south of a line from Glynde bridge to the Low;
r y(ineluding the following perishes wholly or partly
of Peveu
in t e Weald-Arlington,Wilmington,Polkington,Hailsham,Westi
witn
hem and Pevensey)-ib.1942-3.40(actually granted to him In 1252
C,C,R,1226-57,410);the Queen had appropriated warren in the hm
reds of Willingdon and Flexborough(L.F.Sa1zman„1942-3,42,46),T1
lord of Ashford in 1275 claimed warren over Cha? t hundred in
Kent( R, FUrley, 11 , 1874.136) ,
There were some earlier grants to the large landowners,The
Prior of Christ Church Canterbury was given free warren In all
his manors 1155-89(1112.v.437,viii,318i;the Bishop of Rochester
in all his 01159(L.Landon(ed.)1939.95 ;free warren rights ofth
Bishop of Chichester went back to William 1 and Henry 1,accord:
ng to a later document( W. D. Pe ckham( ed„ )1946, 29) , The Archbishop
of Canterbury had free warren over his lands according to a do4
ument of 1042-50(Lambeth MS 1212 p 332;this is of dubious autb
enticity and altost identical with a grant of William 1,112,11 1!
1102-7 Battle Abbey was confirmed in its free warren over the
Lowy of Battle and Rape of Hastings(C.Johnson and ILA,Cronne(ec
)1956 no 859);the Conqueror's grant is mentioned in M,A,Lower(4
)1851 6 37,and there is a spurious notification of 1075,-87(H.W.C,
Davis( ed.)1913,no 263),
Agney, G 1264,C 1316(C.C.R,1300-26,314);G 1364(C,C.R.1341-1417,
188),
Aldington, G 1340(C.C.R.1327-41,1467),
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Appledore„ G 1264,0 1316(C .C.R.1300-26.314);complaint 1275 tha
the Prior of Christ Church hunted eacessively (R.Fur1or,11,
1874,126);G 1364(C.C,R.1342-1417.188).
Arlington. G 1318 at Arlington and Claverham in Arlington(O.C.:
1300-26,392),
Ashburnham,, G 1328(0.0.R.1327.-41.89).
Ashford, G 1243(C.P.R.1232 +47.398);1279 a warren in Ashford by
right unknown( R. Furl e y. 11.1874,242).
Balcombe, claim to free warren here 1279(Plac.Quo Warr,750).
Battle. Battle Abbey confirmed in rights over the Lowy 1102-7(
C.Johnson and H.A.Cronne(eds.)1956. no 859).G 1295 for town
C.C.R.1257-4300.461);G 1314(C.C.R.1300.26,271);G 1317(ib,33
Beckley. G at Knelle 1255(C.C.R.1226-57.442).
Betchworth• G 1 302(C.C.R.1300-26,23);references to it 1312(0.P,
R.1307-13.531)and 1324(C.P.R.1321-4.448).
Bethersden. at Etchden 1307(C.C.R.1300-26,108)G;G 1617(KAO,TJ 41
T 46).
Bexhill. G 1162(W.D.Peckham(ed.)1946.29);G 1227(0.C.R.1226-57.;
1231(ib.135);G 1307(C.C.R.1300-26,101),
Billingshurst, G 1305 in Wiggonholt maior,which includtd land
Billingsburdt(C.C.R.1300-26,61;BM.Add,M2 5668 f 177),
Bilsington. G 1617(KA0.0 48/T46).
Boughton Monchelsea, G 1317(0.C.R.1300-26,340).
Bramley. G 1304(0,0.2.1300..26,48),
Brede, G 1252(C.C.R.1226-57 4 391);G 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300,461);G4
1314(0,0,2.1300-26.271),
Brenchley. G 1315(C.C.R.1300-. 26,2833;G 132T.C.R.1327-41,90)9(
Matfield
Brenchley 1329(11).99 ,G 1617 KA0.17 48/T 46).
Brightling, G 1277(C.C.R.1257-1300,206);1295 for Brightliag anc
Socknersh in Brightling d(ib.461);1314(C.C.R.1300-26,271)G;

G 1317(113.333),
Brookland• G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
Burstow. G 1247(C:C,R.1226-57.326);G 1316(C.C.R.1300-26.315);G
1328(C,C.R.1327-41,84);G 1335(11).339),
Burwash, G 1265 for Brooksmarle in Burwash(C.C.R.1257-1300•84),
Ref. to free warren 1288(PRO.JI 1/924 nt 45),G 1295(C.C.R.121
1300,461);G 1307(a.C.R.13001-26,108)•
Capel. G for Tudeley 1617(KAO 17 48/T 46),
Chailey. ref.to rights in Middleton maor here 1580(BMwAa4,M8
5684 f 17),
Chal yington.. G 1524(BM.Add.M8 5681 f 163).
Charlwood, 1264 G,C 1316(C.C.R,1300-26.314);G 1364(0.0.2.13414.
1417.188),
Great Chart, G 1264,0 1316(0.C.R.1300-26.314);ref,to free warn
in Great or Little Chart 1313-14(W.C.Bolland.1913,174);G 13E
(0.C.R.1341-1417.188);G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 463,
Little Chart. G 1264,0 1316(C.C.R.1300-26.314 ;G 1364(C.C.R.I3
1417,188),
Chiddingly. G 1318(0.C.R.1300-26,392);G 1524(BM.Add,149 5681 f
163),
Chiddingstone. G 1202 for Somerden(Minet Library,Deed 127);G
1263(C.C.R.1257.1300,46);G 1 307(C.C.R,1300-26,108);G 1338(Ci
C.E. 1377-1341. 464).
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West Chiltington, G 1285(0.0.R.1257-1300.319),G 1344(0.0.14134
1417,31).Wiggonholt manor was granted free warren 1305(C.C.
1500-26.61)and included land in West Chiltington,
Clayton. ref, to free chase 1379WO.CP 40/477 a 243).
Cowden. G in Leighton manor 1340 .P.R.1327-41.467);dispute cv
free warren in Cowden 1587..8(E,Hasted.i.1778,401),

Cranbrook4 G 1328(0,0.141327-41.90)and 1329(ib,99);G 1488(0.Q.
1427-1516,268).
Crawley. Gin Shelley 1328(0.0.141327-1341.76),
Crowhurst. G 13160.0,141300-26.315 ,
Ouckfield, Ref. to free warren 133dC.P.R.1334-8-294);free eha
1379(PRO.CP 40/477 a 243)and 1483-4(BM.Add.MS 5683 f 92),
Dallington, G 1265(0.0.141257-1300,54;th's confirmed a gr ant o
1244,whose MS
probably included Dallington
C.C.R.1226-57,279),G 1301(C.C.R.1300-26,23),C 1519-20(BM,Ad
MS 5680 f 162).
Ditchlinz. G 1216 and free chase established by 1279(Ellsckg
Warr.750),Ref.to free chase 1379(PRO.CP 40/477 a 243),-Dorking. Claim to free warren 1279(PLae.9uo Warr,737,745),ref.
to free warren 1312(0.11.141307-12.531),1388-90(P,S.Godian.
1921,138010H.Sy.4,1912.424),The warren farmed in the early
15.0,r0H,Sy.3.1911,146,
Ebony, rights to free warren were in 1275 being abused(K,Furle
ii.1874,126);G 1264,0 1316(0.0.141300-26,314);G 1364(0,0,11,
1341-1417,188),
Edenbridge, G 1263(O.0.11.1257-1300.46),G 1290(0.0.141257-1300.
As defective but

1

350),G 1298(ib.471)0 1340(C.C.R.1327-41,467),

Etehingham. G 1253(0.0.141226-57.416)0 1295(0.C.R,1257-1300,46
G 1328 for Kitchingham(C.C.R.1327-1341.90).
Ewhurst, G 1253(0.0.141226-57,416);G for Oskham 1295(C.0.14125
1300,461);G 1314(C.0.141300-26,271),
Fairlight. G 1254(C.P.R,1247-58,336);G at Marsham 1290(0.0,11,
1257-1300.545) ,;G 1317(0.0.141300-26.333),
Fletehing, G 12530.0.141226-57,419).
Frant, G 1328(0.0.141327. .41.90),repeated 1329(ib.99),_
GodStoke, G 1202(Minet Library,Deed H 127),G 1251(0.0.141226•1
350),G 1302(0.0,1/.1390-..26.23),G for Lagham and Mardea 1356(1
C.141341-1417.148).
East Grinstead. G 134T.C.141327-41.467).
West Grinstead. G 1281 C.C.R.1257-1300.255).
Hadlow. 0 1617(KAO.0 48/T 43).
Hailsham, G for Otham 1328(0.0.1413271341,90)„repeat(includ4
Hailsham 1329(1b.99).G for Magham 1369(C.C.141341.1417,216)
Hammy. rights of free warren here received from Earl of Surre
1237-L.F.Salzmann(ed.)1903,341),
Hartfield. G in Parrock 1256(0,0.141226-57.416),chailenged 127
(L.F.Salvman.1942-3.40);G 1317(0.0.141300-26.333);G
ford 1329(0.0.12.1327-1341,99);G 1340(1b,467),
4

incCote

Heathfield. G at Saperton 1247(0.0.141226-57.326);Bishop of Ch
chester had free warren in Heathfield 1288(PRO,JI 11924

45);G 1329(0.0.141327-1341.99);G 1524(BM.Add,MS 5681 f X63
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G at Pikehay 1292(C.C.R.1257 •4300,421);G 1329(C,C.1
1327-41.99);G 1524(13M.Add,MS 5681 f 163).
Henfield., G 1155(HMC.Var.Coll,i,181 ,C 1180-4(W.D.Peekham(eéd,
1946.29)4G 122-7Td.C.R.1226-57,31 C 1231(1b,,135),
Hever, G 1263(C.C.R.1257-1300,46hG 1331(C..C.14.13271-41,199);
1340(11).467),
High Halden. G 1617(KA0.11 48/T 46).
East Hofttbly. G 1524(132,Add.MS 5081 f 163).
West Hoathly, ref, to free warren in, Middleton manor 1580(Bht.
Add.Ma 5684. f 17).
G 1271(0.C.R.1257-1300,169);tranefer of existing
rights at Wilting 1373(C.C1,R.1369-74,593);ref.to free
warren 1636(VCH Sx,9,1937.82).
Horley, G 1202 at Harrowsley(Minet Library,Deed H 127);G 13335(
C,C.R.1327-41..339),
Horne. 0 1301(C.C.R.1300-26.23;ineorreetly indexed as In Plod..
stone);G 1328(C.C.R.1327-41,84).
Horsham. 0 1281(C.C.R,1257-1300•255).
Hothfield. rabbit warren, named. Coneghereford 1292(1)=.413);G
1315(C.C.R.1300-26.283),
Hunton, G 12571C.C.R.1226-57.463).
Hursimoneeux. G early C 13,eonfirmed 1279(Pla.e.Quo Warr,757).
Hurstpierpoint, 1239 tke Earl of Surrey reemphasised his .right
here(L.P.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 353);ref. to free chase 1379(
PRO.Cp 40/477 in 243).
0 1252(C.C.R.1226-57.412),C 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300,46
Iden. 0 1271(C.0.141257-1300.169),G at Leigh 1298(ib,474)50
1318(C .C.R.1300-26.392),
Ifield. G 1328(C.C.R.1527-4176),G 1331(ib.199,where 'field is
said, to be in Kent),
Ivyehurch. G 1617(K,A0.U.48/T 46),
Warr, 750-1).
Keymer, Rights proved 1279(Plae,quo
Kingsnorth. G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
Kirdfprd. 0 1272(0.0.8.1257-1300.180);G at Langhurst 1617(Bli0
Add.MS 5687 f 235).
Lamberhurst, a 1257(0.C.R.1226-57.463)0 1627-8(E,Hast 0411,178
376);ref.to free warren 1313.n14(W.C.Bolland,144 1913,174,a
claim dismiesed,184 0a claim uphel4)VG 1328(C.C.R.1327041,90
C 1329(ib.99),
Laughton. 0 1246(C.C.R.1226-57.294)repeat 1247(ib.315),0 1524(

BM.Add.MS 5681 f 163).
Leigh,Kent, 0 1340(C.C.R.1327-41.467),
Leigh,Surrey, G 1252 for Shellwood(C.C.R.1226-57,391);G 1328(C

C.R.1327-41.84).
Lingfield, G 1340(C.C.R.1327-41,46.7),
Lympne, perhaps the Limesal„in Kent or Sussex.where rights of
free warren were granted 1257SC,C,R,1220-57,463).
Marden. 1315(C,C,R,1300-26.283 .
Mayfield, 0 1317(0.0.12.1300-27,333).
Mersham. 0 1052(W,Dugdale.Mon4.1817.97;from. the wording of th
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free warren may have been granted 1052 not only to Mersham
but to all the manors of Chris/ Church Canterbury).E.Hatte
vii,1798.595,says free warren in Mersham. was granted by
Ethelred(d.1016)and ebnfirmed 1061;he quotes from W,Somner.
1693,110,but no document given there refers to free warren,
cannot find in Dagdale or elsewhere a grant in f061 of free
warren at g ersham. G 1264,C 1316(C.C.R.1300-26,314);eampla1
of illegal claims 1275(R.Furley.11.1874.136);1313-14 a elai
to free warren in Mersheux questioned and upheld(W.C.Bolland
19132.184);G 1364(C.C.R.1341-1417,188).
Mounteleld, G 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300.460);G 1317(C.C.R.130026.
333).
Netherfield. G 127T.C,R.1257-1300,169).
Nettlestead, G 1617 KAO.0 48/T46),
Newdigate. G 1292(C,C.R.1257-1300.428);ref, 1314(C.P.R.1315-17
236),
Northiam. G at Dirter 1479(C.P.R.1476-85.162).
Oekley, G 1302(C.C.R.1300-26.27).
Orlestone. G 1267(C.C.R.1257-1300.67).
Oxted. Claim to free warren upheld 1279(Plae„Quo Warr.744).
Peasmarsh. ref, 1330(0.P.R.1327-1330,556).
EastPeekham, G 1264,0 1316(C.C.R.1300-26.314);G 1364(C.C.14134
1417,188);G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
G in Peckhara(East of West)1290(C.C.R.1257-1300.350);G 1511
(C.C.R.1300-26.160)ref.1313-14(W.C.Bolland.1913,174-6).
Pembury, G 1328(C,C.R.1327-41.90).repeat 1329(ib.99).
Penshurst, G 1263(C.C.R.1257-1300.46)0 1338(C.C.R„137.41,443
G 1340(ib.467).
Petworth, Ref, 1241(L.F.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 371) ;G in Medborm
1616-17(BM.Add.MS 5688 f 533.
Pluekley. G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
Pylborou 104 G 1247(C.C,R.1226-57.326);claim 1279(Plae.Quo Warr
757-9);G at Nutbourne 1344(C.C.R,1341-1417,31),
Reigate. G 1271(C.C.R.1257-1300,169);1279 lord claimed warren
over the land of free tenants as well as demesne(Plae.quo
Wart,737,745);G at Redstone 1292(C.C.R.1257-1300,428)„Ref„
free waren in Reigate 1312(C.P.R.1307-13.531)and 1496(0,
Manning and W.Bray,1.1304.278).
Ripe. G 1524(BM.Add.M8 5681 f 163),
Rogate. G 1263 fôr Bohunt(C.C.R.1257-1300,45);G 1271(ib,169);G
1271 for lands is Chithurst,C 1326(C.C.141300..-26,493),
Rotherfield, Warren asprOpriated here 1275(L.F.Salzman,1942-3.
35);G few Rumsden1295(C.C.R.1257,4300,461).
Ruekinge, G 1267(C.C.R.1257-1300.67);G 1264,0 1316(C.C.R.1300..
26.314);G 1364(C.C.R.1341-1417.188);ref,1542(E.Hasted.ill,
1790,460),
Rudgwiek, G1305 for Wiggonholt manorowhieh included lands in
this parish(C.C.R.1300-26.61).
Salehurst. G 1253(C.C.R.1226-57.416),0 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300,46
G for Robertsbridge 1253(C.P.R.1461-7,407-8);G for Rugsell
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1314(C.C.R.1300-26.271).G in Robertsbridge 1545(BA.Add,M8
5680 f 106).
Sedlescombe, G 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300,461);G 1314(C.0.14130040261
271),
Shipbourne. G 1285(C.C.R.1257-1300,319),
Slaugham. Rights to free warren here proved 1279(Plaa.Quo Wain
750-1);G 1328(C.C.R.1327-41,76).
Slinfold. G 1305 in Wiggonholt msnor,which included land ix
this parishiC.C.R.1300-26,61)e
Smeeth, G 1317 C.C.R.1300--26.3634
Staplehurst. G at Maplehurst 1501(C.C.R.1300-26,21),
Steyning. G 1252(C.C.R.1226-57.391).
Street, ref.to free warren in Middleton maaor 1580(BM.Add.M8
5684 f 17),
Tandridge, G 1202(Minet Library,Deed H
VOH2y4
.4.
1912.324);G at Tillingdon 1290(C.C.R.1257-1300 0 350) ;G 1368
(C,O,R.1341-1417,211),
Terwick. G 1271(C.C.141257-1300,169),
Ticehurst. G 1253 for Boarzell(C.C.R.1226-57.416);G 1295 for
Ticehurst and BoarzelT.C.R.1257-1300 4,460);G 129a for
Pashley(ib.474);G 1314 C.C,R.1300-26.271);G 1317(ib,333);G
1488(C.C.R.1427-1516.266).
Tillington, Rer,1241(L.F.Balzmann(ed.)1903.no 371);G 1302(C.C.
1300-26.23);G 1344 for River(C.C.R.1341-1417,31),
Tonbridge, G 1263(C.C.R.1257-1300,46);elaim to free warren In
the Lowy 1333-4(B.Haded,v.1798,176);G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
Trotton. G 1237(C.C.R.1226-57.231);for Dureford Abbey landsc
1252(ib.391);1275 warren had been newly appropriated by
warrant unknown(L „F. Salzman„ 1944--5.65 ) 6
Udimore, G 1253(C.C.R.1226-57,416)C 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300,461);
G 1314(C.C.R.1300-26.271);G 1479(C.P.R.1476-85,162)._.
Ulcombe, 1254-4 warren claimed by right unknowx(PRO.JI 1/ 361
nt 43,eit R.Furley.11.1874,54).
Vachery(in Craltleigh)ref. 1279(Plae,Quo Warr.742),
Waldron, G 1252(C.C.R.1226-57A41211;G 1316(C.C.R.1300-27,392);G
1524(BM.Add,M8 5681 f 163),
Warbleton. G at Bucksteep 1265(0.C.R.1257-11500,54);G at Bucket
eep 1301(C.C.R.1300-26.23)and.0 1519-20(BM,Add.M8 5680 f 16
pa 1368(C,C.R.1341-1417,211),
Warehorne, G 1267(C.C.R.1257-1300.85)repeat 1280(1b,233),
Warnham, G at Durfold 1295(C.C.R.1257-1300.461;not in Dunsfold
Surrey t as the Index to the Calendar;the charter specifies
that it is in 8ussex0,
Wartlilig, G 1265(C,C.R.1257-1300,279);G 1290 for Oldeourt(C.a.:
1257-1300,345)and 1318(C.C.R.1300-26,392);G 1318 for Mersha
In Wartlingib„);G for Rockland. 1328(C.C.R.1327-41,90)ropea
In 1329(ib.91;G 130T.C.R.1300-26.23:conf,1519-.200g.Add.
MS 5680 f 162 pi/ 1329 C.C.R.1527-41,99),
Washington, G 1281(C.C.R.12E7-1300.255),
Westham, G in Hedgeland 1307(C.C.R.1300.-26,108).
Westmeatok. rights confirmed 1582(BM.Add.M8 5684 f 161).
Wilmington, G 1314(C.C.R.1300-26.271);ref. to warren 1394(PRO.
159/170),
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Wisborough Green. G 1307 for Wisborough Green and Drungwiek(C,
C.R.1300-26.101),
Wi g ton, G 128T.C.R.1257-1300.319).
G 1247 C.C.R.1226-57.294)repeat 1247(ib,315)idissute
over free warren 1389(PRO.KB 27/511 m 17).
Woodchureh. G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
Wivelsfield. ref.to free wren here in Middleton motor 1580(B1
Add,MS 5684 f 17).
Worth, claim to free barren 1279(Plae.Quo Warr.750).
Yalding. G 1290(C.C.R.1257-1300.350);G for Bockingfold 1315(C.
C.R.1300-26.283);G 1617(KAO.0 48/T 46).
APPENDIX VII, Mills.
This list gives all the mills mentioned for We alden parts/
es in 1086 and as many references between 1086 and 1350 as I
have been able to find;it is certainly incomplete but gives a
minimum impr*ssion of the expansion of mills in the Weald
during the Early Middle Ages,The 1341 references to mill tithe
In the Sussex Weald(frequently mentioned below)exist InPRO.E
179/189/17,transcribed with a few minor errors in G.Vanderses(
ed.)1807.350-395.
Abinger, wate,adll at Paddington 1086(36)and 1305(PRO.0 133/11
23).
Aldington, 3 watermills 1086(4).
Arlington. mill at Hempstead 1202(L.F.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 77)
again 1219(ib. no 156);mill 1260(L.F.8almmann„1901.215,from
PRO. JI 1/912) pand 3 mills gave tithe 1341,
Ashford. 2 watermills 1086(13) ;mill in Ashford or Great Chart
1317(J.Greenstreet.1880.317).
Ashurst, mill 1268(PRO.0 132/35/11).
BaleoWbe, tithe of mills asecified 1341,
Bareombe. 3and half watermills 1086(27b);tithe of mills specif
led 1341,
Battle. C 12 one mill near Loxbeeeh,one lower down the vallry„
one at Pepp ering(A.A.Lower(ed,)1851.22);mill at PepAering(a
watermill)mentioned 1275-1325(E.Swift.1937,37 ff),
Bee/ley. tithe of mills specified 1341.
Betchworth. mill 1287-8(VCH.Sy.3.1911.168)mill at Wonhast 1328
(C.P.R.1327-30.326).
Bexhill, mill C 12(M.A,Lower(ed.)1851.58,116),Barnehorne had
windmill 1307(8.R.Scargill-Bird(ed.)1887.17-19),1325 and
1334(T.Thorpe.1835,65,70).
Bletchingly. watermill at Chivington 1086(34b);1262 watermill
and windmill(PRO.0 132/27/5),
Boughton Malherbe. mill 1340(PRO.0 135/60M.
Brasted. 2 watermills 1086(4) ;mill 1150-61(A.A.Saltman„1956,37.
from KA0.11 120/Q 13 f 2 ;L.Sherwood,AC.1951,26 dates this st
1138),
Bred.. mill 1296(W,Hudson(ed.)1909.15-.16),
Brenehley. watermill 1307(CIPM.iv.314..5),

Brightling, mill at Winhamford 1241(H/40.Penshurst MS8,1,1925.
97);ndll c1270(1b.114).
Burwash.
Ps1
at Bereherst 1312(T.Thorpe.1835.60-Twatermill 1343 Cal,I;
Misc,11.462);mll
i at Woodknolle 1347 VCB Sx,9.1937.197).
Buxted. 2 mills at Grenherst o probably Greennurst in Buxted 12E
(B.C.edwood andA.E0rillson(eds.)1958.61),
Catsfield. watermill 1086(18).
Chailey, mill at Wapsbourne 119IL.F.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 8).
Charlwood. Trule mill now Rowley twatermill„1150-1250(E.Sewi3]
and R„Lane.1951.17 „
Great Chart, mill 762(BCS 191-G.J.Turner and H.E.Salter(eds.)
1915,xxvi)identified by R„Furley(1.1871.74)as in Great Char
2 watermills 1086(5);mill of Wertyng early C 14(BM.Add,M8
6159. f 39v)•
Little Chart. 2 watermills 1086(5).
Cheveninz. mill 1316(J.Greenstreet.1880,313),
East Chiltington. half mill 1086(27),
West Chiltingtom. windmill early C 14(W,BUdson.1910.157),by 13
ruinous(P.8.Goiman,1911.132),
Chithurst. watermill 1086(23).
Clayton. tithe of four mills 1341.
Cowfold. tithe of mills specified 1341,
Cranbrook. mill 1258(I.J.Churchill et al(ed.)1956,294).
Crowhurst,Sy. mill 1241(VCH.Sv.4.1912.278).
Crowhurst.Sx. 1343(Cal.Inia.Aise.ii,463).
Cuckfield. tithe of mills specified 1341.
Ditchling. wata, mill 1086(1. .
Dorking, wateruill at An ton 36)and Westcott(35b)1086;mill 12
(F,W,Maitland(ed.)1887.no 545),1329-30(VCH.Sy.4,1912.416-7)
Edenbridge. two mills 1268(I.3.Churehill et a1(eds.)1958.351).
Etchingham. two watermills 1330(PRO. C 131/3),
Fletehing. watermill at Sheffield 1086(22b);Fletching mill 120
(Curia Regis Rolls 1201-3.117);mill called Clapmella 1206(L
F.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 110);tithe of 2 mills 1344
Framfield. mill 1285(B.C„Redwood and A.E.Wilson(eds,)1958,66)8
at Plottsbridge(ib,74).
Frant„ mill at Bridge 1296(PRO,C 133/77/3),watermill at Eridge
• 1290(C.Pullein.1928.322);there was probably a mill at
Bartley in Frant 1296 also(ib.57). East Grinstead. natermill at BraMbletye 1086(22b);m1/1 1230(L.
8alzmann(ed.)1903.no 215);1262 two decayed watermille„but o
now set up at Lavertye(PRO.Ji 1$91t la 17doit,L.F.Salmaxm6
SAO.1915.178-9);tithe of mills specified 1341,
West Grinstead. milloand mill at Holneye 1269-90(Bd.Cott.M8,Irta
E xxiii f 27-27v)•
Godstone. nitermill 1086(34) ;mill 1274(VCH,Sy.4.1912.288) ;1349
mill out of resair because of Black Death(PRO.0 135/104%2)
Hadlow. two watermills 1086(7b);watermill 1307(CIPM.iv.314-5),
Hailsham, mill in an Inspeximus of 1316,not in the earlier
charter of 1189(W.Dugdale.Monovi.1090-1).
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Hamsey, tithe of mills specified 1341.
Hartfield, watermill 1086010.
Hafting*. mill 01190(MC.PenshurstMSS.1.1925.42).
Hawkhurst. Slipmill mentioned 1292(PNK 341),
Heathfield. watermill 1253-62(W.D.Peekham(ed.)1925,96)1
Hellingly. watermill late C 12(L.F.8altmamn.1901.181)and 1329
(PRO.0 135/16/19),
Henfield. Wantley mill 1086(28b)and Stretham mill 1086(16b);
West mill mentioned 51226(4de Candole.1947.29).
Hildenborough. rent 1295-6 of querngaveles(millstome rent)-PRC
C 133/77/3.
Hollingtom, mill at Filsham early C 12(BM.Campbell Ch.xxv.6).
Hooe, watermill 1086(18);m111 1277(PRO.Ameient Deed B 1681),
Horsham, mil/ 1231(Reg.Sherborme f 71,eit.A.Way.1852.252-5);
mill at Broadbridge 1284(PRO.0 133/41/9)0111 at Sedgwiek s
watamill at Chesworth 131PRO,C 134/97/7),
Horisted Keynes. watermill 1086 22b),
Horley. Sidlow mill 1180-1202(BM.Add.Ch.24635),1279(PI.ST.295)
Honey waterm il/ early C 13(BM.Add.Ch.24587),refs, 308-17
BM
MS 435 f 47 v-48 v „and PROS E 165/25 f 358 T-359 ;
a watermill in another manor 1263(1/CH.Sy.3.1911,203),
Little Honited. watermill 1086(22)and one at Worth farm(22);
1341 tithe of mills specified.
Hothfield. watermill 1240-1(PRO.JI 1/359 im5),
Hurstpieryoint. 3 1086(27);tithe of mills specified 1341.
Ifield, tithe of mills specified 1341,
watermill 1086(29);tithe of mills specified 1341,
Itehingfield. mill at Madebrug c1230(1110.Penshurst M2S.1.1925.
24),
Keymer. two watermills 1086(27).
Kirdford. windmill in Barnham manor 1337(PRO.0 155/49/25).
Lamberhurst. ref.to mill tithe 1285(SAO.A/G 47(62V.
mill
l/ 1288(PRO.SC 6/1023/29 m 5)and 1292(20 11/877,ei
on.1959 98 ff .
A.E.Wils
Langney., watermill ell6OLF.Salzman(ed.)1932.162).
Leigh,Kent. mill at Ensfield 1353(J.Thorpe.1769,464).
Leigh,Surrey. mill at Shellwood in Middle Ages(V0H,2T,4.1912.
415).
Limpsfield„ watermill 1086(34).
Maresfield, tithe of mills specified 1341.
Mayfield. watermill 1086(22b).01d mill and Coggins Mill 1315(P
Sx.ii.384-5);mill at Bivelham 1343(Cal.Inci.Mise.11.462)„
Mersham, two watermills 1086(3b).
Newiek, tithe of two mills 1341.
Nettlestead, 2 watermills 1086(8b);m111 1297(PRO,C 133/79/13).
Northehapel. watermill at Colhook 1347-50(L.F.Salzman(ed.)1955
1,48)and Redlands mill 1347-8(ib.1).
Nutfield. watermill 1086(34);mill at Hathersham 1189-.99(Ba.Add
Ch.24606.eit.VCROY13.1911.225).
Oxted, 2 watermills(34)1086;4 mills mentioned 1269-70(PRO.0 13
38/14)and 3 in 1291(P1O.0 133/61/24).
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East Peckham. watwmdll 1086(4b).0xenhoath 1259 and 1275(W,IC
Dumbreek.1958.143);watermill in East Peckham 1324(0E11.in.
Mise.11.208);mill at Standen 1337-8(BILAdd.MS 33882 f 19).
Pembury. mill at Pembury and one at Elvindennd in Pembury ref,
to in a gift of shortly after 1208-11(BM.0ott.MS Otho A 1/4
41v ;H.M.Coly in„1951.117);mill at Elvindenne 1212(I.J.Churel
ill et al(eds.)1956,51).
Penshurst, mill pre 1239(E.Hasted.1.1778.426),1282-3(ib,427),
Petworth. one watermill 1086(25b);Coultershaw mill 1241(L,F,
8alzmann(ed.)1903.no 39Tnd 1291(J.0aley.1802,139;411imq
bourne watermill 1347-50 L.F.Salmman(ed.)1955.1,48 .
P/uckley. mill at Pevington 108110b).
Plumpton, two watermills 1086(27 ;tithe of two mills 1341,
Pultiorough. 2 watermills 1086(24b);4 watermills at Nutbourneil
Pulborough(1337-PRO.0 135/50/23),
Reigate. 2 watermills 1086(30);mill 1146-75(L.F.Salzman„SAC.1c
4.28),
Rogate. Haben and Dureford mills 1189-96(Bil1.00tt.MS,Vesp.E xxl
f 8)Dureford again pre 1255(ib.f 15);these perhaps two of
the mime mills of Harting in 1086(Rogate was then still pa]
of Harting);0 13 ref. to mill tithes of Wenhantmator(ib,f
99).
Rotherfield. 2 watermills 1262(PRO.0 132/270)and 1307(0 135/
129/13);1336 ref. to Redgate,Towngate and Hansen mills(PX
0 145/130/23);1341 tithe of 13 mills in Rotherfield and
Frant.
Ruckinge. mill 1287(CUL.MS Ee.v.31 f 28).
Rudgrick. tithe of mills specified 1341.
Rye. 1260 mill in Leasammanor in Rye foreign(L.A.Vidlerii954.
125 ff),
salehurst. mill built at Robertsbridge(1287-HMC,PenshurstAS8.
1925.124);2 watermills at Redlands 1305,1324(1b.129,138).
Sedleseombe. watermill 1239-41(T.Thorpe.1835.44).
Shipley. mill at Knepp- 1326(PRO.0 134/97/6);1330 mill in. Ship]
(or possibly Billingsburst)-P,S.Godman„1896.108);1341 tithe
of mills specified.
Slaugham. will 1339(PRO.0 135/60/6).
Slinfold, will at La Hyde c1250(Bodl.Sx Ch.169);mill of Slinfe
id. c1270-80(ib.Ch 179);wate?mill at Dedisham.1321(BU,Harl.A
173,eit.L.F.Salzman.1955.48),
Speldhurst. watermill 1254-5(PRO.JI 1/361 m40).
Stedham. 3 1086(23),watermills,
Steyning. 4 watermills 1086(17);tithe of mills specified 1341,
Sutton Valence. watermill 1086(8).
Tandridge. watermill 1086(34b);windmill 1189-99(R.Senaett and
Elton411.1899.235).
Thakeham. watermill 1086(29);tithe of will specified 1341,
Ticehurst. mill at PashlelL.J.Hodsan and J.A.Odell.1925,72),
Tillington. watermill 1086 23b),
Tonbridge. watermill iA the Lowy 1086(4);mill 1296(PRO,C 135/1
/3);Bourne mill 1348(PM 182),
Trotton. watermill 1086(25).
TVA-RA46604 1325

windmill(PRO.0 134/ / ).
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Uckfield.mill 1243(L.F.8alzmann(ed.)1903.no 415) pelll 1285(B.1
Redwood and. A.E.Wilson( eds. )1958.75).
Udimore. mill 1294(PRO.0 133/68/7),1329(C 135/14/1),
Uleombe. watenaill 1086(4);mill 1317(J.Greenstreet.1880,315).
Wadhurst. 1285 mill,and mills at Bartley and Buckhurst(B.C.
Redwood and A.E.Wilsoleds„)1958,31-2,37).
Warbleton. watermill 1317 PRO.0 134/54/17)and 1332(C 135/33/6,
Warehorne. windmill 1289(PRO.0 133/64/2).
Washington. tithe of mills specified 1341.
Wateringbury. mill 1330(AC.1893,161).
Westerham, watermill 108TC14).
Weetham. 1252 mill at Mill liill(C.C.R.1226-57.410;for locatio]
EsT_Q•1934.125).
Westmeston, tithe of mills seecified 1341.
Winehelsea. watermill in town and windmill Just outside it 121
(L.P.Salzmann(ed.)1903.no 167; several windmills in the tow]
1297(Thomas of Walsingham(ed.H.T.Riley).1.1863.67);windmil:
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